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THE existing mass of literature devoted to the early history of the Printing-Press is so great, that the addition of another volume to the vast accumulation may appear at first sight not only unnecessary, but a wilful and useless addition to an already unmanageable and more than sufficient source of information. My reply to this view of the case is, that by far the greater number of the works on the subject are devoted to its separate sections, and that they are generally so technical in their treatment as to be partially unintelligible to the general reader, while many of the most instructive are either in Latin, French, or German.

In the next place, recent investigations have thrown so much new light upon the subject, that many of the theories and statements of the elder bibliographers have become altogether unsafe guides; and lastly, the illustrative examples of the great mass of bibliographical works, except in a few comparatively recent instances, have been so unsatisfactory in regard to accuracy, and so insufficient in number, that the subject may be said never to have been thoroughly illustrated in any single work, while it is one which cannot be satisfactorily elucidated without the introduction of abundant Examples.

It may be stated also, that the very best of the so-called fac-similes, executed by hand, can never reproduce the general aspect of a page of print of any special epoch with anything like the accuracy of a photo-lithograph, by which means an entire page can be accurately reproduced at one quarter the expense that a few lines would cost, if executed by hand; and it is this facility of copious illustration which has been one of my chief reasons for undertaking an outline history of the origin and development of the Printing-Press during the first eventful century of its existence, say from 1430 to 1530.

But my principal inducement to attempt the production of the present volume was my conviction that a complete outline of the progress of the art throughout the whole of Europe, to the close of the 15th century, did not exist in a condensed and popular form, such as might be read with interest as a consecutive narrative, sufficiently free from technical details to be perfectly intelligible to the general reader; and it was with this feeling that I commenced an undertaking, upon which a very great amount of careful study has been bestowed.

I have endeavoured to make the general view of the subject more complete, by describing at some length the origin of letters themselves, as the means of expressing the sounds of language, by explaining the nature of the subsequently-established methods of keeping records, and also the means used for rapidly multiplying Manuscripts before the invention of Printing.

As regards the origin of the Printing-Press itself, I have dwelt at some length on the subject of those works supposed to be printed with moveable types at Haarlem, perhaps a quarter of
a century before Gutenberg brought his labours in the same direction to a successful issue at
Mayence; and in treating of the rival claims of Holland and Germany to the invention of the
art which has proved itself by far more important than any other in stimulating the progress
of modern civilization, I have endeavoured to treat the point at issue with scrupulous fairness,
though inclined to believe in the prior claims of Holland.

In describing the introduction of the Printing-Press into England by William Caxton, of ever-
glorious memory, I have, perhaps, been more minute than is consistent with the general aim and
scope of my work; but if the space allotted to the career of an individual printer, who was but the
enthusiastic practitioner and not the inventor of his art, be deemed too great, the importance of
his labours in a national point of view, as those of the undoubted father of the Printing-Press
in England, must be my excuse.

The illustrations of the present volume form, as I believe, a more complete series of
examples of the early progress of the art of Printing than has ever been given to the public
before, and might alone serve, with the simple assistance of the descriptive titles appended
to each plate, to convey a very accurate idea of the origin and subsequent progress of the
most important of all human arts. I cannot help calling particular attention to a few of these
illustrations, which are very remarkable works of their class, as reproduced by means of
photo-lithographs, combined with the chromo-lithography of the illuminated ornaments, by
Messrs. Day & Son, Limited. For instance, the entire page from Gutenberg's famous Bible, the
first real "Book" which ever issued from the Printing-Press, is such a specimen as no previous
work on the subject can boast of, and which could not now have been produced but for new
processes which scientific and artistic discoveries have placed at my disposal; and the same may
be said of the entire page from Schoffher's Psalter, and several other of the illustrations.

In conclusion, I may state, that while I have necessarily derived abundant advantages
from the invaluable aggregation of knowledge accumulated by the great bibliographers of the
last two centuries, I have yet mainly depended upon my own careful examination of the series
of monuments which have furnished the present illustrations, for obtaining my immediate
information; and the results of those observations, whatever may be their value, form the basis
of the present essay towards a general and popular view of the subject.

I ought not to conclude this brief preamble without stating that the excellent and instructive
arrangement of the series of specimens exhibited in the Library of the British Museum, under
the superintendence of the present Principal Librarian, Mr. Winter Jones, has afforded me many
invaluable hints in my selection of specimens; and that the advice and assistance of Mr. Watts,
Mr. Rye, Mr. Buller, and other gentlemen connected with the Printed Book Department of our
National Library, have been extremely valuable.

H. N. H.
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CHAPTER I.

INTRODUCTORY.

Of the earliest methods of recording national events.—Of the cultivation of the memory for that purpose by a special class of a community, who transmitted their records orally to their successors.—Of the subsequent methods of preserving records by means of pictorial and symbolic signs, and of the eventual development of the Art of Writing.

---

SUFFICIENT evidence still exists to prove that, in periods not very long anterior to the earliest historic dates, the Art of Writing, even in its rudest pictorial forms, was utterly unknown; and that the records of comparatively civilized nations were preserved by memory alone. In these prehistoric epochs a certain class, generally of the sacerdotal order, devoted itself to the duty of preserving and transmitting to their successors the history of the State, and also the national Codes of law, religion, and morals. From careful training, and continual practice, the memory of the recording class became so tenacious, that a multitude of facts were preserved by its means almost as unerringly as in a written document. Events were, in fact, written on the brain instead of on stone, papyrus, or parchment; and so carefully was the art of thus retaining and transmitting' events cultivated, that the powers acquired for that purpose were far greater than we can now well conceive of. It was, indeed, by this means that those famous Sanscrit Vedas, which probably contain the oldest dogmas of a religious creed, and the oldest moral and legal codes in existence, were, during a long period, transmitted from generation to generation of the priestly order, whose memories were specially trained for their preservation and transmission to their successors. Even after the invention of the Art of Writing, and when these codes of religious and moral law had taken the form of written documents, the habit of committing them to memory did not suddenly cease, but continued to form one of the chief duties of the priests who were their ex-officio custodians.
In order to acquire the powers of memory requisite for such purposes, many years were consumed in daily and hourly training; twelve years being thus devoted by the inferior orders of the priesthood, while those aspiring to superior sacerdotal rank, or rather those specially predestined to fill the upper grades of the hierarchy, passed a probationary state of no less than forty years in the same course of studies.

The length of time required in committing accurately to memory the whole of those sacred codes is, indeed, in no way astonishing when we consider that the body of matter to be so mastered was more than equal in extent to the whole of our own Sacred Scriptures.

It is probable that even so late as the time of Homer memory still played an important part as a substitute for written records; and some writers have thought that the immortal poems themselves were thus preserved during; perhaps, two, three, or more centuries immediately following their composition, by the professional bards or reciters of Greece. The rhapsodies attributed to Ossian, or at all events the genuine portions of them, were undoubtedly preserved by oral tradition at a very recent period, in the north of Scotland.

Among the means devised for aiding the memory in the permanent retention of codes of Law, Religion, or historical narrative, it is more than probable that the arrangement of the matter to be preserved into measured phrases, each having a sort of balance, or completeness, in itself, was one of the principal and most effectual. We know, from many trite examples that might be cited, how greatly such an arrangement is found to assist the memory; even the number of days in each of the calendar months, for instance, might often prove a puzzle to many of us but for the old schoolroom doggerel,—

"Thirty days hath September,
April, June, and November;"

and how much more easy it is to get by heart a page of poetry than a page of prose.

It is fair, then, to suppose that great skill was thus developed in the rhythmical arrangement of sentences, leading gradually to still higher kinds of versification,—destined perhaps to become the eventual parents of the subsequent poetic metres of Greece and Rome,—which may thus owe their origin to verbal arrangements, originally intended as mere aids to memory, at a time when that faculty was the only depository of the laws and the history of nations. By continual practice in this kind of mental packing away of the constantly-accumulating stores of learning of various kinds, the class to which this branch of the State labour was allotted must have become exceedingly skilful in their art; and it is therefore but a natural inference to suppose that some of the highest forms of versification may have been thus worked out, and that the scientific and artistic cultivation of the memory by the means described, may actually have resulted in laying the foundations of Poetry itself; for striking forms of expression, and appropriate and beautiful arrangements of words and ideas, must necessarily have developed themselves during the labours of these incessant students of the most efficient aids to memory.

The Bardic forms of Recitation would in this way naturally develop themselves, as the best suited to historic narrative; and, in fact, the Iliad itself may, perhaps, be considered a bardic composition. Whether this view be conceded or not, it is at all events certain, that long after the art of Writing had removed the necessity of bardic recitals, or sacerdotal colleges of memory,—if I may be permitted the use of such a term,—verse continued to be frequently used simply as an aid to the memory. We know from Cicero, for instance, that so late as the century preceding the Christian era, the Roman populace committed to memory the laws of the twelve tables through the medium of doggerel verses, in which the main points of the ancient Roman law were embodied for that purpose.

It is certain, therefore, that a kind of brain-printing not only preceded the ink and paper of the Press, but was also in existence long anterior to the invention of any system of Writing. In
short, a human faculty now almost entirely neglected, was once the sole medium known for the preservation of national records; and, in fact, continued so, in some instances, long after the invention of Writing had been perfected. For there existed a strong lingering feeling in favour of the more ancient method of keeping records in the living and intelligent brain, rather than in the dead form of written signs, long after the necessity for doing so had been removed.

Respecting this feeling many interesting passages occur in the works of Plato, which might be cited, and one of these is too striking not to find a place here. The Athenian philosopher, who had travelled in Egypt, makes his venerated teacher, Socrates, in one of the famous dialogues, utter the following remarkable passage:—

"When the god Theuth, the mythic inventor of Egyptian letters, proposed the use of his invention to Thamus, king of Egypt, the king replied, 'Thou, father of letters, hast allowed thyself to be blinded by thy inclination, till thou seest things different to what they are. Those who learn thy letters will leave to those strange characters the care of recalling to them all that they should rather have confided to memory, and they will themselves preserve no actual recollection of the things themselves. Thus thou hast discovered, not a means of memory, but only of mere reminiscence. Thou givest to thy disciples the means of appearing wise without really being so, for they will merely read, and not have the living instruction of masters,'" &c.

It is thus that the conservative principle is ever found expressing itself, seeing the good which belongs to existing things and fully appreciating it, and putting forward specious reasons against innovation; and were it not for this conservative feeling which pervades the minds of the great majority of ordinary natures, existing institutions could never be kept at work while more advanced systems were ripening.

Notwithstanding the conservative wisdom which Plato makes Socrates attribute to the good king Thamus, the vast advantages derivable from a ready method of recording thoughts by means of easily written characters soon made themselves felt over great part of the ancient civilized world. So great, indeed, are the effects which are now produced by the invention of systems of writing, in the dissemination of knowledge, and even in the transmission of mere local news with copiousness and rapidity, that we of a printing-press age are unwilling to believe in the results achieved by the art of writing alone, unaided by the powers of our boasted Press.

The eventual acquisition of a system of writing was, however, no sudden invention; it was, as the more perfect culture of the memory had been, the slow growth of ages. Many modern generalizers, without sufficiently consulting the vast mass of minute data necessary to the complete appreciation of the subject, have thought that systems of writing were the work of ingenious inventors in certain countries at particular epochs, who, by analyzing the qualities of the human voice, and finding it capable of emitting a certain number of distinct sounds, invented, there and then, a series of arbitrary signs to express them. Such a course, it has been often asserted, was the obvious and the necessary origin of alphabets. It is true that alphabets have been made in that way, but only long after the great principle of an alphabetic system had been gradually evolved from methods of writing, perfectly complete in themselves, which in their earliest stage had nothing to do with alphabets, as they did not in any way express the sounds of language, nor even pretend to do so, being, as it were, distinct languages in themselves,—pictorial languages,—addressing themselves exclusively to the eye, as a spoken language addresses itself to the ear.

The nature of the origin of these systems of pictorial writing may be briefly yet sufficiently stated, for my present purpose, within the space of a very few pages, and may be best illustrated from the Egyptian method, which is the earliest of which we have any knowledge, having been practised, as proved by sufficient data and existing monuments, full three thousand years before the Christian era.

The existing monuments of the Egyptian system of writing contain ample evidence that in its beginning the method was a purely pictorial one. That is to say, things were not represented by
their names, but by their forms,—a man as a man, a king as a man wearing the symbols of royalty, the act of running by a running figure, or that of praying by a kneeling figure.

Every existing hieroglyphic is a pictorial representation of some object, more or less simplified in order to render its execution easy, and, to a certain extent, rapid. Even when abstract ideas had to be expressed, the purpose was effected by similar forms of objects, used as symbols, instead of in a direct or positive sense, each symbolic figure being accompanied by a particular sign to express that its signification was symbolic instead of positive. Thus, in expressing divisions of time, for instance, the moon was used to denote a month, the reason of which is sufficiently obvious; while a palm-leaf signified a complete year, because the palm was believed to put forth invariably twelve leaves during the year.

Problems still more difficult of expression by means of pictorial signs were solved in an analogous manner by the thoughtful and patient ingenuity of those priestly scribes of Egypt. For instance, the idea of the soul,—that part of our being destined to live beyond the brief duration of an earthly existence,—was successfully expressed by a single pictorial sign in a most unmistakable manner. In Egyptian physiology, the heart was considered the seat of life, accompanied by the belief that the principle of life and of the soul were one; the soul was, therefore, expressed by the figure of a heart.

I have not space to multiply examples, or I might safely prove the system to have been so complete even during its purely pictorial stage that there could have been no difficulty in expressing, not only every historical event, but even delicate shades of thought; for which purpose some of the combinations of objects and symbols were most imaginative and ingenious. The examples already described are sufficient to prove that the Egyptian system of writing, which was (as I shall subsequently endeavour to show) the remote parent of our own, was not, in its original form, a system serving for the notation of language, as an alphabet is, but was an entirely distinct method of record, founded upon three kinds of pictorial representations,—positive, symbolical, and combinative. It is true that, in the earliest examples which are known to us of Egyptian writing, it already displays the germs of a phonetic principle, though still in strictly pictorial forms; but of the fact that in its origin it was simply pictorial, and nothing more, its entire method carries inherent proof, which places that hypothesis beyond doubt; and if that were not sufficiently convincing, a reference to other early systems of writing, which, being of less remote date, we are able to examine in a more primitive stage of their development, will afford additional proof.* We have, for instance, examples of the Mexican writing in its purely pictorial stage, which exhibits both positive and symbolic pictures or characters on a precisely analogous system to those of the Egyptians, showing that when first the human instincts are stimulated, at a special point in the developments of civilization, to attempt material records instead of trusting to tradition, they invariably adopt the pictorial principle. Indeed, it is quite inconceivable that the first forms of material record should be attempted through the difficult medium of a notation of language, which involves a series of considerations quite beyond the amount of mental capacity developed in the earlier stages of civilization; while the obvious method of expressing the idea of a lion by a rude figure of the animal itself is easy both of conception and execution.

Chinese writing is to this day a complicated series of pictures and pictorial combinations, in each of which, however great the abbreviation, and even changes of form, for the convenience of writing, the different stages of departure from the more correct pictorial representations can be traced in writings of different periods through nearly all their gradual stages of degradation till they have assumed their present arbitrary forms, which look so much like alphabetic characters.

It remains to show how alphabetic systems eventually grew out of pictorial ones. In the

* In my "History of Writing" I have dwelt upon this branch of the subject at considerable length, and in some detail.
Egyptian system, the first modifications of pictorial objects in such a way as to express the sounds of language occurred when it became necessary to express the name of a thing, and not merely the thing itself, as the name of a king, for instance, in which case a new problem had to be solved. We have seen that in the earliest periods the written definition of a king by a crowned man (his nation being indicated by national symbols) was all that could be required in a primitive record; but as civilization advanced, and greater detail was called for in the compilation of annals, and it became necessary to express the name of a native or foreign king, it was then, and under such circumstances, that sounds—the sounds of spoken language—had first to be dealt with; but even in such cases the pictorial system was still found available. Let it be supposed that the name to be recorded was Ahomrhe. This supposititious name is founded, as was the custom in a primitive state of civilization, upon objects, the qualities of which the bearer was supposed to possess,—A hom, an eagle, and R he, the sun; in allusion, possibly, to the possession of a keenness of sight akin to that of the eagle, which the ancients believed could look at the sun without any disposition to close the eyelid.* As these natural objects suggested the name, it follows that pictorial figures of them could also be made to represent the sounds of the name in a record; but then they had to be accompanied by a sign expressive of a proper name, which sign was generally a half-circle; and when the name was that of an exalted personage, as a prince or king, the name was also placed on a royal shield, or surrounded by an inclosing line, as we find all such Egyptian names. By this device the meaning of the necessary combination of images became unmistakable, and the figures of the eagle (A hom), and the sun (R he), accompanied by a small semicircle, and the whole placed on a shield (or within an inclosing line representing the form of a shield), denoted, beyond possibility of error to those instructed in the method of Egyptian writing, the name desired, and at the same time the title, Ahomrhe, the king.

The next step in advance occurred through the necessity of expressing some foreign name which, to Egyptian ears, bore no reference to any natural objects, but was a mere sound. This difficulty was also surmounted by a closely similar method, and in the success then achieved was laid the foundation of a true alphabet; the expression of the mere sound of the foreign name being achieved, like that of the native name, by the use of representations of natural objects. In many instances, a combination of the native names of well-known objects might be made to express the sound of a foreign name having no reference to those objects; but cases would necessarily occur to which this simple method would not apply. The Egyptian scribes appear to have surmounted the difficulty in the following manner:—The pictorial objects were made, in such cases, to represent only the initial sounds of their own names; as, for instance, a reed, called a ak, was used to express only its initial sound, a; and a lion, called la bo, only gave the sound l; and this system, as we may infer from the stage in which the Egyptian method has reached us, eventually became the only one used in writing names, either native or foreign, and was adopted at a very early period in the progress of the hieroglyphical writing of the Egyptians.

We thus find the Egyptian name of Amun written in this manner:—Reading from right to left, we get first, a ak (a reed), giving A; next m ene (a chequer or chessboard), giving m; and last, n im (water), giving the final n; in this way completing the name, with the omission of the vowel, which had to be mentally supplied, as in all those ancient Oriental systems, which there is some reason to believe were derived, more or less directly, from the Egyptian. The Hebrew, for instance, is an existing example, both of writing from right to left and of the omission of vowels, their places being eventually supplied by those accents, or vowel points, as they are called, which were adopted at a later period.

The Egyptian system of writing which had reached the degree of completeness just

---

* Among the North-American Indians we have existing examples of this kind of name; as, "Flying Cloud," "Stealthy Fox," "Feathered Arrow," &c.
described at a very early period (according to some authorities, more than 4,000 years before the Christian era), never advanced beyond it, although it continued in use during the whole epoch of the Greek domination of the Ptolemies, and nearly to the close of the long period during which Egypt was a Roman province. The ancient characters, even when reduced to the value of positive letters in the notation of proper names, still retained the forms of the objects of which they were as accurate representations as the art at the period of their original adoption could produce. It is true that a quick or cursive style of making the characters, when written on papyrus, was adopted at a very early period; but even in the most rapid method of Egyptian writing, known as the demotic or popular style, each character is still the positive representation of an animal or some other natural object, though so much abbreviated or condensed as to be scarcely recognized by one not acquainted with the figures of which those abbreviated characters are, as it were, the short-hand representations. As an example of the most complete and latest manner of writing the proper name of a sovereign in the phonetic or sound-expressing hieroglyphics, and one in which the vowels as well as the consonants are expressed, that of Cleopatra, the last of the Greco-Egyptian sovereigns, will suffice.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Egyptian (or Coptic)</th>
<th>Sound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A lion</td>
<td>Lobe</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A reed</td>
<td>Aak</td>
<td>A qr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A nose</td>
<td>Name unknown</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mat</td>
<td>Pu</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An eagle</td>
<td>Ahom</td>
<td>A (broad)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A hand</td>
<td>Tot</td>
<td>T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A mouth</td>
<td>Rho</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An eagle</td>
<td>Ahom</td>
<td>A (broad)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have in this example a name in which all the vowels are expressed, which was not usual in the earlier periods. The semicircular sign is also present, denoting a proper name; added to which is the female symbol, an egg, defining the name to be that of a female; while the whole is inclosed in the outline of the royal shield, denoting it to be that of a sovereign. The name of Berenice, another Greco-Egyptian princess, is generally written with the final vowel, while two of the intermediate ones are omitted. It will be noticed in the name of Cleopatra, that the first letter is the equivalent of the Greek κ instead of the Roman C; also that the third letter is the sharp a, in accordance with the Greek pronunciation of the name. The single reed expresses the finer or more attenuated sound of our A, while two reeds were used to express a broader sound, like the French a, or ei, or ai, for which purpose the double reed is used as ei in the sixth sound of Berenice. It will also be noticed, that in reading the name of Cleopatra downwards, and from right to left, that the 𓊉, or P, is misplaced, and instead of being to the right of the eagle, is placed on the extreme left of its line: this is merely to afford better room for the figure of the eagle, the mat packing more conveniently in
its actual position, and leaving all the more picturesque figures in the central line. Liberties of this kind were continually taken by the Egyptian scribes, with an artistic feeling for symmetry, without causing the slightest confusion to the trained readers of hieroglyphic writing.*

The foundations of an alphabetic system of writing—the true basis of the boasted powers of the modern Printing Press—were thus laid by the hieroglyphic system of recording facts and thoughts invented by those priests of Egypt, to whom our eternal gratitude is due.

That the Hebrew system of writing was founded upon a precisely similar pictorial method to that of the Egyptians is easily shown by a very cursory examination of the form of its characters in connection with their names; and it is more than probable that it was derived directly, in its principle if not in its forms, from the Egyptian. If so, only part of the parent system was taken. The superior value of the phonetic, or sound-expressing, characters had long been perceived by the Egyptians themselves, but under the severely conservative system of the theocracy that governed the land of the Pharaohs, not a tittle of the system invented and developed by the priests could be abandoned. The same feeling, however, did not exist among a foreign people, who, in adopting a method of writing founded on the Egyptian system, may only have taken its most valuable principle, that of its purely phonetic signs. That the Hebrew characters (and probably the Phoenician also) were thus founded upon the sound-expressing characters of the Egyptian system, appears probable from the fact that the sound values of the Hebrew letters are derived from the initial sounds of the objects which their forms represent, as in the Egyptian system, which may be easily shown on examining a few of them. Take, for instance, the first—in the oldest form of this character (the Samaritan), it plainly represents the head of an ox, and its name is Aleph (head, or chief), the initial sound of which (A) it conveys. The Hebrew name of the second letter as plainly represents a house, or tent, the name of which, Beth, gives its initial sound (B), in like manner, to the letter; the third letter represented, was in its earliest form, the head and neck of a camel, and the Hebrew name, Gimmel, gives its initial sound (G) to the character; of the fourth letter, Daleth, representing a door, the same may be said, showing that the characters Aleph, Beth, Gimmel, Daleth (A, B, C, D), which are each portraits of certain objects, express the respective initial sounds of the names of those objects.

In the Egyptian system, whence the principles of these sound-expressing characters had been derived, various objects were used to express the same sound; for which purpose, any object beginning with an identical sound was equally serviceable. By this means very great diversity of forms was introduced, which was taken advantage of by writers of what may be termed luxurious inscriptions, in which the scribe would lay himself out to write the name of a prince or a city with a different set of characters each time it occurred. In the newer systems, however, in which the purely pictorial and symbolic portion of Egyptian hieroglyphics was abandoned, the phonetic characters selected would naturally have a stronger tendency to become permanent; as the principle of their formation, when disconnected from the rest of the parent system, would soon be more or less forgotten. It is natural to suppose that the usefulness and simplicity of purely phonetic characters, when once discovered, became rapidly appreciated; and the lessening, rather than the increase of their numbers would evidently be the great desideratum, so that the system of variants would be gradually abandoned; and as in the first effort to write a foreign

* It should be noticed here, though space forbids more than a passing remark, that the artistic scribes of Egypt had the faculty of seizing with such accuracy the more characteristic and salient points in the forms of natural objects, that however slight the outline the figure is never mistaken, whether of a bee, a goose, a goating, an eagle, a lion, a calf, a palm-leaf, or any other object; and that in all three classes of Egyptian writing the figures may always be found characteristically distinct. In the full monumental hieroglyphic, figures so drawn are, of course, unmistakable; in the hieratic, or abbreviated hand of the priesthood, when only half the figure often stands for the whole, it is almost equally plain; and even in the demotic, or popular cursive hand, each figure is still plainly traceable by the accustomed reader. I have stated these points in much greater detail in my "History of Writing."
name the Egyptians for the first time attempted by certain signs the sounds of language, so on
the transplanting of their system for the use of a foreign people, the complete notation of language
by means of a set of fixed characters was first achieved.*

The nature of the Hebrew and Phoenician characters may be thus recapitulated. They were
abbreviated representations of objects, and were employed to signify the initial sounds of the
names of those objects, being used in that form for the general purposes of the notation of the
sounds of language; twenty-two such characters being found sufficient to express all the sounds
of the Hebrew language by a tolerably perfect system of notation.

We have here arrived at a true system of writing; as we now understand the term; but it was
not yet a complete one. The vowels were not expressed by a separate character, but supplied by the
reader, as in the Egyptian system. It is possible, however, that these were not left entirely to guess-
work, but were suggested by the second sound of the name of the object represented by the character.
Thus the Hebrew k, koph, may have been used when the vowel sound o followed, and the kaph
when the vowel sound a followed. It may also be observed that, in the oldest forms of the
Hebrew characters, in some cases, different objects seem to have been used, but of course only
those of which the initial sounds answered the purpose required.

The systems of Hebrew and Phoenician writing never advanced beyond the stage in which
the vowel sounds were omitted; a deficiency supplied to the Hebrew at a comparatively recent
period by the arbitrary addition of accents, or "vowel-points," to perform the parts of the
absent vowels. It was from the Phoenician characters, which closely resemble the Hebrew in
name, form, and value, that the Greek letters were afterwards derived, and also the Roman,
for it is now well known that the Roman alphabet, in its earliest form, was the same as the
Greek. The Greeks, in adopting the Phoenician system of writing, only accepted those characters
which they immediately required for a rough-and-ready kind of notation of their own language;
the number first taken being only sixteen. Along with them, merely for the purpose of a
convenient means of distinction, the names which they found attached to them were also taken;
but to these names no definite meaning was attached, and the names themselves having thus
become merely arbitrary sounds, were modified according to Grecian notions of euphony; the Aleph
becoming Alpha, or Alpha; the Beth, Betha, or Beta; while the Gimel, or Ghamel, became
Gamma; and the Daleth, Dalatha, or Delta. Thus was the alphabet, even with its modern
title, at last established; for the Greeks soon gave to their newly-acquired set of writing-signs
the combined names of the two first characters, "Alpha-beta."

The Greeks were not at that period archaeologists, and did not seek for the origin of the names
of the characters they adopted; they found them in use by their neighbours as sound-expressing
signs, and adopted them only for that definite purpose, without any reference to the principles
on which they had been contrived or invented. This is proved by the names which they subse-
quently gave to certain modified characters. When, for instance, the short o was eventually
distinguished from the long o by doubling the letter, as oo, or o, the distinctive appellations of
these letters were formed, not of the name of the object which originally furnished the
sound, but by a definition of the sounds expressed by the letters themselves; thus, the,
short o was called o-micron or small o; while the long oo was termed o-mega, or great o. The way
in which phonetic characters had been first obtained had not, however, been entirely lost sight
of by the Greeks; and when they required additional letters, not to be obtained by a modification
of those received from the Phoenicians, they manufactured them in an analogous manner. Thus,
when a character expressing the sound psi was required, they sought for some similar sound in

* This transition is exemplified in the Assyrian system,
also derived, in all probability, from the Egyptian. It was
not the phonetic signs only that were at first adopted by
the Assyrian scribes, but many of the symbolic and purely
pictorial ones also, which renders the oldest form of Assy-
rian character so difficult to decipher.
nature, and observing that the swift flight of an arrow produced that sound (ψ ...) at the moment of springing from the string and bow, they took the form of a bow and arrow, at the instant of the arrow's flight, to express the required sound; from which device, \( \psi \) modified for rapid writing, we get \( \Psi \). But yet they no longer thought of giving to the character the name of the object that furnished the sound, which would have had no meaning, as it was on account of the sound caused by the object, and not on account of its name, that they had selected its form as that of their new character, which was therefore, in a true phonetic system, named in accordance with the sound it expressed, \( \psi \). The same may be said of the name of the \( \Theta \eta \eta \), adopted in an analogous manner. We therefore find the Greek alphabet partly composed of characters bearing the names of the objects which their forms originally represented, and partly of letters named simply after the sounds they expressed, because the later additions were the work of a transition period, when the pictorial system was passing away, and the phonetic system had firmly established itself.

It was in the Roman system of letters that the pictorial origin of the signs was first and finally ignored; and in which their own sounds became their only distinctive names, instead of the unintelligible corruptions of the Hebrew terms for Head, House, Camel, Door, &c., which to this day distinguish those of the Greek alphabet. The Roman \( \text{literatores} \), who taught children their letters, taught them what was termed their A, B, C, and not the Alpha-beta. The Greek \( \text{grammatici} \), who taught Greek literature in Rome, put their pupils through a course of rudimental spelling in the forms of \( \text{Beta-Alpha, \(\beta\alpha\); Beta-Iota, \(\beta\iota\); Beta-omicron, \(\beta\omicron\); the Roman teacher merely dictating—} \text{BA, \(\beta\alpha\); BI, \(\beta\iota\); BO, \(\beta\omicron\).} \) And so the last traces of the hieroglyphic and pictorial origin of our letters was finally lost, except in their forms, which though few suspect it, and fewer still might be disposed to admit it, are positively the corrupted and abbreviated shapes of certain natural objects; our A being the abbreviated portrait of the head of an ox; B (though much distorted), of a rude Hebrew house or tent; G, of the head and neck of a camel; and D, of an ancient door, or entrance to a tent.

It is thus evident that letters were not originally devised, like the notes of music, to express certain sounds, but were originally not even phonetic in their character, and only became so by many successive stages of adaptation. It was only after the growth, not the invention, of an alphabet that it was sought to make other alphabets, at once, on principles similar to those which the Greek and Roman alphabets had arrived at by slow degrees and transitions. It has been attempted in our day, for instance, to invent a series of purely phonetic signs so complete that through their medium any language could be perfectly represented, without any of those anomalies which still cling about the old alphabets, making the spelling of certain words uncertain, and, in many instances, betraying the cumbrous incompleteness of the origin of our letters:* but these modern essays at a truer system of phonography have not hitherto met with complete success.

I have attempted to show in the foregoing account of the origin of the Greek and Roman characters, the immediate parent of all the European alphabets, how we became possessed of a method of writing, a power without which the Printing Press itself could not have been called into existence, as its only function is, after all, to multiply the work of the pen at a more rapid rate than can be effected by hand labour; the Printing Press is, in simple fact, but the servant of the pen; for the simplest notification, as much as the broad sheet of the newspaper, or the portly volume itself, must be written before it can be printed.

* In my "History of Writing" I have more fully described the modern phonetic systems, and stated the reasons of their partial want of success. Before closing my "History of Printing" I shall again refer to the Pitman system.
CHAPTER II.

Of the methods of executing written Documents and Records. — Of the earliest means of multiplying and circulating them, and of the methods adopted by ancient nations for multiplying copies of written Books; also of the Number and Price of written Books during the periods of Greek and Roman civilization.

In speaking of those early periods in which memory performed the functions of the pen, it was suggested, if not expressly stated, that as nations prospered and progressed, the preservation of the ever-increasing bulk and complexity of their annals by the aid of memory alone must necessarily at a certain point have become impossible. Even the prospect of that point could not fail to stimulate the inventive powers of man to produce some remedy for the approaching evil that was casting its shadow before. It was under this pressure that the first steps in the art of writing were made; and that the mass of facts and events that were cumbering the brains of the trained preservers and transmitters of the State laws and history were transferred to the walls of palaces, temples, pyramids, and obelisks, in the form of pictorial signs, which expert scribes found no difficulty in reading. Records of victories were carved in characters of the same class upon detached rocks on or near the site of the battle; and regal progresses were commemorated in a similar manner. Of these rock inscriptions, many still exist within the limits of the ancient Assyrian empire. They are often in three languages, and in three distinct sets of characters, being addressed to the three leading races of which the great empire was composed. The comparison of these three classes of writing, each employed in the notation of the same decrees, has very mainly contributed to the modern deciphering of the ancient cuneiform letters of Babylonia, Assyria, and Persia. These rock inscriptions, however, could not, evidently, be circulated. They are literally illustrations of the axiom that, "as the mountain would not go to Mahomet, Mahomet had to go to the mountain." But a time eventually came, long centuries after, when by the invention of printing the mountain, in the sense alluded to, was actually sent to Mahomet, in the shape of those ponderous folio volumes of the first European printers of the 15th century—for very mountains of literature they truly may be called, and they rapidly found their way, not only all over Europe, but even into Asia. The mural and rock inscriptions of Assyria were not the only records reduced to writing,—the art of impressing writing of the same kind on small slabs of clay was eventually discovered and practised, and notifications and proclamations in this form eventually circulated all over the Assyrian empire. The rock inscriptions eventually became known to the people by the name of "speaking stones;" and long after their meaning and true character was forgotten, they were still regarded with a kind of superstitious feeling, of which many curious facts have been narrated. In that stage of the art of writing, when it was only known and practised by officers of the priestly order, the characters were called carvings or sculptures, as being cut in stone; and therefore it is that we find the Egyptian records were termed by the Greeks, priestly sculptures, or "hieroglyphics."*

The Greeks, with all their refinement, continued to use the monumental class of stone inscription long after more convenient and portable materials had been invented, and in general

* With the Greeks the generic term for a letter was gramma; with the Romans, littera; thus, with the Greeks letters were still called picture; while, in their reduced and abbreviated form, the Romans only called them lines.
use. For instance, the Athenian record now known as the "Parian Chronicle" was engraved on tablets of marble, some of which now exist in the famous Arundel collection. It appears also that the Jewish nation, as well as others in the East, kept their national records on slabs or columns of stone. "The children of Seth," says Josephus, "engraved upon columns of stone, and afterwards of brick, their astronomical discoveries,"—a system doubtless used for other important and national records. It was from similar columns, in Egypt, that Pythagoras and Plato derived their knowledge of Egyptian learning. Such records are spoken of as late as the time of Proclus, about the year 500 of the present era; many of the well-known obelisks, which still exist, being no doubt monuments of that kind.

One of the many proofs that all written records were originally cut in stone, or some hard material, is to be found in the names of letters and writing in nearly all languages. The Greek term for the art of writing, *graphein*, the Latin *scribere* or *exsaurere*, the Flemish *cyrten*, the Saxon *writan*, all express the action of making an indented line or furrow. The Runic letters, also, receive their name from the Danish *run*, or *rön*,—meaning a furrow, line, or trace,—as does the Latin *litera*, from which we have our own term *letter*, and more directly *literature*. All these words signified either to *write*, or to *represent*,—showing that the first letters, as before stated, were, representations of natural objects, and that both painting and writing originated in the same simple manner by means of incised lines in some suitable substance. The idea of scratching a line with a sharp flint, or some other hard material, was of course much more simple than that of preparing a fabricated mixture, and laying it, by means of a brush or some other manufactured instrument, on an artificial or natural substance. So that we may arrange the chronological order and succession of writing materials in complete accordance with that of other arts; the sharp flint being the pen of the "stone age," the bronze styles the writing implement in the bronze age, and the iron styles of the iron age; and with the invention of artificial and portable surfaces for writing on, came the reed pen, the hair brush, and eventually the quill pen, &c. How early the quill pen appeared is difficult to prove; but Clemens of Alexandria, about A.D. 180, mentions both "feather" and "reed" as used for writing in his time.

In later periods the significance attached to the names of letters, as founded on the nature of their origin, naturally lost its force, but we subsequently find the characters used in writing taking collectively the name of the substance on which they were written. Thus we have the term *staw* for a certain given portion of writing, from *staw, staf, or stab* (a stick), on account of the square stick or staff on which Runic records were often made. In Hungarian there is a corresponding term, *botv*, a letter, from *bot*, a *stick*. Yet names of this class often rather refer to the entire book, than to the letters of which its records were composed. We get, for instance, our term "book," from the Danish *boek*, beach bark, on which writings were made after the stone and wood periods had passed away. At a later epoch, again, in the term *bog-stav*, or book-staff, we have the two terms combined. In the Latin term *codex* (a piece of wood) we have another name for a book, also derived from one of its original materials; as also in the Greek *biblia*, from *bible*, bark, like the Latin *liber*, which expresses the name of that kind of bark of which the earliest Italic books were made. Still the anciently established use of solid substances prevailed for a long time, from a kind of prestige—as the most favourite kind of writing material. Plutarch tells us that in his time children learned their letters from tablets of wood, in which the letters were cut in hollow or in relief. Quintilian also, in speaking of the education of children, says that it may be useful to let them have tablets with the letters engraved in hollow, so that their little hands may be able to guide the styles by following the furrow, and so learn by degrees how to form them without that assistance; and Plato incidentally suggests the same method. It is thus, by industriously gleaning stray grains of evidence from the scattered remnants of ancient literature still spared to us, that industrious archaeologists have got together such evidence of the
origin and gradual development of almost all the useful arts as furnishes us with a tolerably accurate idea of their nature, origin, and eventual progress. Even from the writings of St. Jerome, a few words of evidence on the subject in hand have been carefully culled—where they might have been least expected; they occur in a letter to a bishop of Rome, in which he sends advice to a Roman lady, named Lælia, that her little girl Paula should have letters inscribed on boxwood or ivory to play with, in order that she may in that way learn the names of them.

As the knowledge of writing and its uses became more general, it became more and more necessary to impart to written documents a portable character; and inscriptions of a precisely similar import to those on the walls of the temples and Pyramids were eventually made on thin plates of metal, or on the broad leaves of certain plants, and on sheets formed of woven textures, such as common linen. Egyptian ingenuity, however, did not fail to provide eventually a more suitable material. From a kind of rush growing in the swamps adjacent to the Nile, they detached the pellicle found between the flesh and the bark of the thick part of the stalk, and the strips so obtained were artificially united till the required breadth of surface was obtained. The sheets formed in this manner were pressed till perfectly flat, and then dried in the sun. A thin material of great toughness and tolerable whiteness, which could be written upon with ease and expedition, was thus produced. This substance was the well-known papyrus, so called from the name of the reed or rush from which it was prepared.* The Egyptian name of this plant was probably papyr or papeer (the Syrian name being baber), to which the Greeks, through whose medium the name has been transmitted to us, no doubt added, as was their custom, an euphonious termination, making it into papyros. In the Egyptian papyrus we have, without doubt, the parent of our modern paper, both as to the character of the substance, and also the name. We are thus indebted to the ingenious and industrious people of ancient Egypt for the invention both of the letters and paper, without which our boasted Printing Press would have been useless. The Press itself was, however, far distant in those days of the greatness of Egypt, though the principal materials destined to exercise its powers had already been brought into existence; yet, at the period under description, the abundance of the new writing material manufactured by the Egyptians must have been enormous, though almost entirely for home consumption; and as copies on papyrus, of the funereal ritual, were placed in almost every mummy-case, the quantity annually consumed in that manner alone, created a sufficient demand to stimulate a very extensive production of such writing paper.

While the Egyptians were thus producing the parent of our modern paper, the nations grouped together in central Asia, in the Assyrian empire, having adopted the Egyptian method of writing, and modified it to suit their peculiar purposes, or, developed a system of their own, founded upon similar principles, were content with slabs of soft clay as a writing material, which, after being hardened by baking, were stowed away in record chambers, their aggregate bulk becoming enormous, and their numbers, if we are to believe the statements of ancient authors, being almost fabulous. The Assyrians, however, notwithstanding the cumbrous nature of their writing materials, were in one respect nearer to the invention of a printing press than the Egyptians had ever been, inasmuch as they had positively discovered, and also practised, a method of rapidly multiplying their writings. This was effected by engraved seals, consisting of the well-known cylinders, and also seals of other forms, from which any number of impressions could be taken. Mr. Layard, in his remarkable researches, discovered impressions on clay from such seals, some of which appear to have been regal mandates, duplicates of which, thus obtained, were no doubt sent to high officers of State and other officials in the various provinces of the empire. This step was

* The author of the article "Liber," in Dr. Smith's Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, calls it the papyrus; but although the plant grows to a considerable height, this is evidently a misapplication of the term.
almost as near an approach to our present system of printing as that by means of which the first block books were produced, the entire pages of which were carved in relief on a slab of wood, from which, when blackened with a suitable ink, any number of impressions could be successively taken.* But the Assyrian engraved seal, from which impressions in clay could be produced, did not possess inherent powers of development in the required direction; and so the Assyrian seals and their clay impressions, though approaching the power of the Printing Press, inasmuch as they were means of multiplying written documents, made no further progress.

After the advent of Greek domination in Asia and in Egypt, Grecian learning received the greatest aid in its dissemination from the general use of the finely-prepared Egyptian papyrus. But, notwithstanding the assistance derived from the use of this excellent writing material, and the previous use of the bark of certain trees, especially the inner bark of the lime, which was manipulated in a very skilful manner, writings still remained so expensive, that we find, according to Diogenes Laerlius, that Aristotle, during his residence at Athens, gave three Attic talents, equal to £700 of our money, for a copy of the works of Speusippus, a disciple of Plato; so that a very active circulation of ideas by means of writing was evidently not taking place in Greece at that period, and, in fact, for want of some method of multiplying manuscripts cheaply, such a circulation was impossible.

Shortly afterwards, when the vast empire of Alexander had been broken up into separate kingdoms, which fell to the lot of his generals and their descendants,—just as the great provinces of Europe very nearly did to the marshals of Napoleon,—a curious instance relating to the importance of papyrus as a writing material occurred. Ptolemy Philadelphus, the Macedonian king of Egypt, busy with the extension of the great library he had established at Alexandria, became jealous of the celebrity enjoyed by Eumenes, king of Pergamus, as a rival patron of literature; and in order to impede his further accumulation of manuscripts, issued an edict preventing the exportation of Egyptian papyrus. The blow was soon felt at Pergamus; but Eumenes, instead of allowing his project to be stopped by this impediment, caused the skins of sheep to be so beautifully prepared for writing on, that his scribes scarcely regretted the loss of their supply of papyrus; and the skins prepared in the new and improved manner as a writing material having been first manufactured and used at Pergamus, received the name of pergamina, a term which, with but slight corruption, has endured to the present day as parchment and parchment. The preparation of these skins, however, was not altogether a novelty in Asia, and Eumenes is only entitled to rank as an improver, and not as inventor; for we learn from Josephus how much the surprise and admiration of Ptolemy Philadelphus were excited on seeing the sacred Scriptures of the Jews, which were written in letters of gold on a roll of skins, so skilfully joined together that no seam could be discovered. May not the sight of this magnificent manuscript, amply denoting the high estimation in which its contents were held, have had some influence in determining the Greco-Egyptian king to cause the execution of that Greek translation now known as the Septuagint, which was executed by the order of this prince for the use of the Jews settled at Cyrene, who had adopted the Greek language.

In Greece proper, although it is well known that the Egyptian papyrus was largely introduced, it would seem that they still had a material of their own, of similar character, prepared from the bark of a tree, as their term for books, or rather scrolls, was biblion, that is, things of bark, from the word biblos, bark, or perhaps, only that kind of bark prepared as a writing material. It is true that the papyrus was also a bark; but as papyrus is also mentioned by Greek writers, it is most probable that the biblos upon which the Greek term for a book (biblia) is founded, was a native manufacture similar to the liber, or prepared inner bark of the lime, which was used in Italy for similar purposes, and which in an analogous manner furnished the Latin language with the per-

* The Chinese, at a very early period, discovered a method of printing from engraved wood blocks.
manent name for a book.* Or it may be that the ancient name, biblos, on the importation of the superior Egyptian material, was transferred to the foreign manufacture in preference to adopting the Egyptian name. It is well known that it is from that term, biblia, the Greek word denoting a volume, that we have received the name “Bible,” by which the volume of the Holy Scriptures is designated by the modern nations of Europe.†

Having now reached the period of Alexander the Great,—the middle of the fourth century B.C.—it may be advantageous to briefly recapitulate the general facts set forth in the present endeavour to trace the origin and progress of the art of writing, and of writing materials, and deduce from them some kind of estimate of the means they then afforded for the accumulation and dissemination of general knowledge.

Sufficient has been stated to convey to the general reader some idea of the methods of recording events in preceding epochs; and it now becomes necessary to consider the aspect of literary affairs at a period when the works of celebrated authors were transcribed for sale, in all probability by professional transcribers. That this state of things had been to some extent established in the fourth century before the Christian era, we have seen by the purchase of the works of a popular author by Aristotle for three Attic talents. We have next to inquire how far the circulation thus become possible was carried into actual operation. But in Greece, Grecianized Asia, and Egypt, we have few data concerning that period capable of giving much information in detail upon this interesting point. We have, however, seen that public libraries were formed by princes professing themselves patrons of literature, and we also learn from ancient authors that discourses were read in public places devoted to the instruction of youth in the philosophy and general literature of the age. But such readings rather tend to show the impossibility of obtaining books for private study,—a supposition strengthened by the well-known fact that public events were periodically written on a certain portion of the walls of particular temples, as the readiest mode of imparting information to the people; these records being the ephemerides so frequently referred to by Greek authors. Demosthenes appears to allude to them when speaking of walls whitened for the purpose of public notices and temporary records, and they were described by Suidas under the name of Λεξικον. Portions of these inscriptions were doubtless extracted and written upon sheets of prepared bark, or linen, for preservation in the public records; while the more important events were subsequently engraved on marble tablets, similar to the celebrated Parian marbles in the Arundel collection, the form of the old monumental stone records being still venerated. There were also the popular records, δημοσία γράμματα, of which the State took charge,—relating, no doubt, to marriages, births, and deaths; while private pedigrees, tracing descents to epochs of fabulous antiquity, were very generally kept by private families of the wealthy classes.

All this presupposes a period of some literary activity, and the existence—limited no doubt—of a reading public. The existence of a reading public may indeed be traced to a much earlier period among the Greeks. Peisistratus, the first tyrant, and at the same time the first civilized of the Athenians, founded a library in Athens 600 years before the Christian era, and near 300 before the birth of Alexander the Great.‡ It was, in fact, to this remarkable man that we are, perhaps, indebted for the possession of the poems of Homer, for he it was who first collected and reduced

---

* Which has reached us in our terms library, librarian, &c.

† In treatises concerning ancient Greek MSS, the word biblos (βιβλος) is frequently described as the Egyptian name of the papyrus plant; but there is every reason to believe, as before stated, that the Egyptian name for that plant was papyrus, or papyr, and that the term biblos is a native Greek term for the bark of some native tree.

‡ The native Egyptian princes, even as early as Sesostiris, appear to have made collections of records, either engraved on stone or written in hieroglyphic on papyrus; and Lord Lyndsay has given a very interesting account of an apartment in the palace at Thebes, in which it is said that the supposed books of Thoth were preserved. This and the record chambers of Assyria, filled with inscribed bricks, may be deemed the first libraries on record.
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them to a regular written text; without which they might now, like other literary works of antiquity, only exist in a few disjointed fragments. The scroll containing the text of this noble groundwork of Greek poetry no doubt formed a principal feature in the library of Peisistratus. What other monuments of early literature now lost, he brought together, which have since perished, it is impossible to guess. Among them may have been the rude dramas of Thespis, which were as much the first parents of dramatic composition as the Iliad was of epic poetry; at all events, the collection was thought sufficiently precious to be carried off to Persia by Xerxes after his invasion of Greece, if we are to believe Gellius, who further states that it afterwards fell into the possession of Seleucus when he became king of Syria. Polycrates, tyrant of Samos, appears to have founded a library some time after that of Peisistratus, about 500 B.C., and Euclid the geometrician, Euripides the tragic poet, and Aristotle, had all fine collections of books, that of Aristotle eventually finding its way to the great library of the Ptolemies at Alexandria, after which period both public and private collections became much more general. But although stationary libraries were thus established, the great expense of books, and the difficulties of transit, probably prevented anything like a regular circulation of manuscripts, though from the reign of Alexander the Great to the subjection of Greece and great part of the Macedonian empire to the power of Rome,—a period exceeding two centuries in duration,—the general advance of literature in consequence of the increased practice of the perfected art of writing, and the invention of conveniently portable materials for writing, was very rapid and striking; and it was during this period that the schools of Athens and Alexandria became great and active centres of learning. It is, however, in Rome that we shall find the first traces of such popular literature as we have in view when speaking of the Printing Press.
CHAPTER III.

Of the earliest kind of Roman Records, of subsequent improvements, and of the eventual methods adopted in Rome for the rapid multiplication of the MSS. of popular works, and of the establishment of Roman periodicals analogous in character to our modern newspapers, &c. &c.

In order to appreciate the nature of the early growth of popular Roman literature, we must retrace our steps for an instant. The earliest written annals of Rome distinctly spoken of by ancient authors are those kept by the High Pontiff, the Pontifex Maximus, assisted by his four colleagues to the year of Rome 453, and afterwards by the new pontiffs created under the Ogunian law. These records were the true sources of early Roman history, whether they were disfigured by hierarchic or patrician views, being, of course, open to discussion. Similar records of family affairs were also kept by private families. The national Annals of the Pontiffs having become a kind of popular history, were subsequently versified by Attius, Ennius, and others. As being executed under the supervision of the High Pontiff, they were called the Great Annals, certainly not on account of their extent; for Cicero, says, in his "Orator," that those of each year, being finally collected by the Pontiff, were written upon a white tablet, and placed in a room in his house accessible to the public. Here, however, is an indisputable example of the establishment of a national Gazette or State Chronicle, though only annually communicated to the public by means of a written document; and moreover the public had to go to their newspaper—it did not come to them, and was only to be seen at "the Office." The meagreness of this record appears to have been even greater than we can well imagine; for Livy, in transcribing the annals for the years 390 and 391, only found the words, "In this and the following year a pestilence prevailed" ("Et hoc, et in sequenti anno pestilentia fuit"). Eclipses are, however correctly and constantly stated in these, as in the Egyptian and Chinese records, which is a sort of guarantee for their general accuracy as far as they go, notwithstanding the occasional insertion of supernatural events of very extraordinary character. It was in this repertorium, in fact, that Livy found those showers of blood and other similar phenomena, which he never omitted an opportunity of repeating. Records of marriages, funeral orations, acquisitions of property, holding of public offices, &c., were kept in the tablinum, or receptacle for tablets.

It was from Annals bald of real facts, but rich in supernatural wonders, that Virgil drew the chief material for his Æneid, and Ovid for his Fasti. Dionysius of Halicarnassus also refers to the accounts of prodigies that might be read in these sacred tablets; and Pliny no doubt refers to the same ancient Annals when speaking of information obtained ex antiquissimis Annalibus. Their excessive bareness no doubt decreased with the growing greatness of Rome, even to the extent of insertion being made of the merest gossip, as Pliny quotes from that source the following idle story:—"At the siege of Casilinum by Hannibal, a rat was sold for two hundred denarii, and the seller died of hunger, while the buyer survived."

Such bits of gossip as this no doubt amused the annual visitors to the Pontiff's antechamber when they went to read the year's news; and that they equally relished the account of prodigies there can be little doubt, and believed them also; especially as coming from such an authority; for we find the cultivated author Florus, when repeating the prodigies of the Annals in his Roman history, gravely saying "they would pass for fables were they not in the Annals." There can be but little doubt
that these records escaped the burning of Rome by the Gauls, and did not perish, as carelessly stated by Livy, who evidently transcribed the passage from some ill-informed writer; for he himself speaks of them as in actual existence in other passages of his history; while Ovid and other writers of the Augustan age still more distinctly allude to them. It is even probable that they were still in existence at a very late period of the Empire, though it is true that many valuable records perished in the great conflagration which took place in the reign of Vespasian.

Among the examples of partial colouring infused by the Patrician party in charge of the Annals may be mentioned the fact, that, while it was announced to the people, in the selected portion prepared for their use, that the gold carried off by the Gauls was reconquered by Camillus, Suetonius, who was secretary to Hadrian, and had access to more private records, found that the gold was not so reconquered, but that the Gauls successfully carried off the whole of the treasure.

Such an annuaries as that described must have ceased to satisfy the Roman people during the active period preceding the close of the republic, and there is every reason to believe that Julius Cæsar, bidding for popularity in his first consulate, in the year of Rome 694, made at one blow a most sweeping reform in this matter, causing the proceedings of the Senate to be published Daily,—“a heavy blow and great discouragement” to the old conservative system of Patrician influence, and a signal triumph for Democracy. That the Patrician party “cooked” the portion of the Annals rendered public, there can be no doubt; for while Tacitus and Pliny found from unpublished sources that Rome really surrendered to Porsenna, the portion of the Annals subsequently published denied it. Suetonius relates that Cæsar and his coadjutor Bibulus were very active during their consulate in publishing reports of the daily Acts of the Senate; and further informs us that these reports were taken down by trained writers, who were called tabularii, or inscribers of tablets, and also scribe. They were also known by the more distinctly definite term of logographi, or writers of the discourses—in fact, “Reporters.”

These Reporters were probably only rapid writers, using the ordinary characters. The reports thus taken of the Acts of the Senate were revised and edited by a senator appointed to that duty before they were published by means of the exposure of the official tablets upon which they were finally inscribed. It is possible that to this period may also be assigned the first regular transmission of such reports to the provinces.

Cicero, it would appear, was the first to adopt abbreviated forms of writing for the purposes of “reporting”; for Plutarch informs us that during his consulship he dispersed about the senate-house several expert writers, whom he had taught to make use of certain figures which by a few brief signs expressed many words. Other similar systems, no doubt, came rapidly into use, as well as various kinds of “cipher,” used merely for secrecy; for we find Ovid applauding Cæsar’s habit of writing his letters in a kind of character which could not be understood by his enemies. That systems of stenography came into general use for certain purposes, and that the methods were very effective, we may infer from a passage in Horace, who, when addressing a short-hand writer, says, “You write in such a manner that you will have no occasion in four whole years to ask for another sheet of parchment”; while Dion Cassius ascribes especially to Mæcenas “a very estimable invention,” namely, the use of characters called Notæ, by the help of which a scribe could write as fast as a man could speak; but this system was, in all probability, only a modification of Cicero’s method.

That not only the regular publication, but also the circulation, of a diary containing the Acts

---

* The method of Cicero became known as the Tyronean system, after the name of Tyro, a freedman, who was one of his most expert writers; and this so-called Tyronean system has come down to our times. There is in the British Museum a MS. (of about the 10th or 11th century) containing most of the Tyronean abbreviations. Those young soldiers who could write by notes (nota) were employed in keeping the accounts of each legion, and a record of events connected with it, such writers being known as librarius legionis, or more briefly, adiutor, or adasii.
of the Senate, and many other events of more or less interest, including even private matters, was established in Rome about the time of Cæsar, and most probably through his influence, there can be no doubt; and it would seem that such publications had much the form of a modern newspaper, though the "Press," literally speaking, had no existence. Of this fact many and various evidences exist; among others, the letters of Cælius Rufus to Cicero, when the latter was in Asia. Cælius was a dashing young man of fashion, and luxurious idler, who could yet write a capital letter to his friend Cicero, filled with all the chit-chat of the great city, from the little political treacheries, and the last private scandal, down to the faulty training of the favourite gladiator, besides much interesting general information. In a letter of that kind he tells Cicero that he sends him this budget as a journal of Roman matters, and that he is indebted for some of his facts to the compilations of Chrestes, who would seem to have been an editor on the staff of the Roman Diurnals, or possibly the publisher of a separate compilation of light gossip. Cicero, having received from Cælius an account of the scandalous affair of Ocella, replies, "I find nothing about it in the Acta," evidently showing that he regularly received the "Acta," in which he evidently expected to find all gossip and scandal of that kind alluded to. We further learn, from the letters and satires of Juvenal, that marriages and divorces were so published. Writing from Laodicea to his friend Atticus, Cicero says, "I have the 'Acta of the City' up to the Nones of March;" and writing from Rome to Cornificius, he says, "Of course they send you the 'Acta' of the City." The copies of the Acta thus circulated, if only copied day by day by the freedmen, or educated slaves in the families of public men, and sent regularly to their friends, were yet very near to what we term newspapers, with the exception of being written instead of printed. We have also seen that organized transcription was capable of great rapidity of execution, of which we shall obtain additional evidences as we proceed.

During the Dictatorship of Cæsar the publication of the daily Acts of the Senate had become established, yet there were frequently secret sittings, at which senators replaced the public tachygraphers in executing the reports of the Acta Diurna; and, indeed, previously to that period the whole of the sittings of the Senate may be said to have been secret, and those passages in the Annals which were made public were often falsified to suit the Patrician policy of the moment. It may, therefore, have been only an increased degree of publicity imparted to the Debates which Suetonius attributes to Cæsar, as M. Le Clerc has suggested in his treatise on the Annals of the Pontiffs; for many authorities might be cited to the effect that "daily" reports partially superseded the annual ones as early as the year of Rome 623 (B.C. 131), when the influence of the Gracchi caused a vast increase of democratic power in the State, under the influence of which more copious records of the Acts of the Senate would necessarily be called for. Sempronius Asellio, for instance, in a passage preserved by Aulus Gellius, complains that "the 'Annals' only indicate the fact, and the year of the fact, as those who write a diarium, which the Greeks call ephemerides; it is not, however, enough to say that a thing has been done, but it should also be told by what means." This passage, written at the time of the siege of Numantia, and during the democratic influence of the Gracchi, appears to support the idea that some reform of the old dry method of keeping the Annals took place at that period.

But whether Cæsar founded, or only perfected and extended in a more practical form, the dissemination of public and private news, it is certain that he well knew how to avail himself of this species of publicity. Dion Cassius (as an example) informs us, that he caused it to be published in the Diurnal of the feast of the Lupercal, that he had refused the crown; to which Cicero also alludes in his second Philippic, when accusing Antony; and he evidently wished to have it understood that Antony had been the active agent in sending this little matter of Cæsarean magnanimity for publication in the Diurnal, as he says, speaking of Antony, "He has dared to place in the fasti, 'Marcus Antonius, Consul, has offered the royalty, by order of the
people, to Caesar, Perpetual Dictator, and Caesar has not accepted it." It is probable, however, that Cicero may, in this instance, judging from his indignant tone, refer to an insertion of this fact in the Lupercal kalender, as polluting the records of a religious institution with allusions to vulgar political intrigues. However this may be, there can be no doubt that Caesar found means to turn to political account his command of the matter published in the Acta Diurna; for Cicero complains also, though not with the rancour which characterizes his denunciation of the conduct of Antony, that his name was used to give colour to a senatus consultum at which he was not present, and which was no senatus consultum at all, being held at Caesar’s own house. He goes on to say, in a somewhat bantering strain, “I receive letters from princes of foreign states thanking me for the part I have taken in making them kings, while I did not even know that there were such persons in the world;” Caesar and his friends having evidently turned to good account the respectable name of Cicero as that of an adviser in the matters alluded to.*

That it was not only the Acts of the Senate, but also the principal events occurring in Rome, that were published by Caesar in the Diurna, may be fairly inferred from the passage in Suetonius previously referred to, which runs thus:—“Having become Consul, he introduced, for the first time, the custom of arranging and publishing the daily Acts of the Senate, and the People.”† And thus, among other claims of Caesar upon the gratitude of succeeding generations, that of the founder of newspapers; must, it seems, be added; for that this diary of events was actually a kind of newspaper has been plainly shown by contemporary authorities.

In the reign of Augustus the publication of the daily Acts of the Senate was discontinued by order of the Emperor; that of the more popular portion of the Acta Diurna being allowed to continue, probably under a secret though severe censorship. But influential persons were still able to turn this channel of public information to their own public or private account; for as Dion Cassius states, the pride of Livia suggested to her the idea of causing the names of all who had been admitted to the honour of an interview at her morning receptions to be inserted in the Acta Diurna.

Under Tiberius the Senatorial Acta were still suppressed as in the reign of Augustus, and the censorship of the popular portion of the Acta became open and direct; insomuch that Dion Cassius says he only allowed what he pleased to be published. Under Nero, who (in spite of his historically bad name) was the hero of the people, the Acts of the Senate were again made public; and that the character of the Diarium Romanum of that day was not very different from that of the Italian Diario Romano of the present time, as regards its newspaper form, we have the incidental passage in Seneca to prove, who, speaking of a man making useless mysteries, and being over discreet without any occasion, says he is like one “who should read you a passage of the public Diurnal close to your ear as a secret.”

After another period of suspension, the Acts of the Senate appeared again, with the other news of the day, under Domitian; thus the two emperors with the blackest historical names for tyranny were both conspicuous as friends of publicity in regard to the transactions of the Government. After the reign of Domitian, the Acta were continuously published till the end of the Empire, and the means of circulation appear to have become more and more extensive and active. Tacitus calls these publications,—for publications they seem to have been in the fullest sense of the

---

* Cicero, when himself in power, knew well how to make use of the publicity thus given to the Acts of the Senate, and during the Catiline conspiracy caused the Acts to be revised by senators only, sending copies of the Acts, thus revised by his own party, to all parts of Italy and the foreign provinces.
† In this term acta we have the corresponding term to that of “Acts of the Apostles,” our Acts of Parliament, &c. The Romans had also, after this period, another class of Acts, the acta militoria, of which Vegetius speaks, saying, “Insitio honore, primus omnium instituit, ut tam senatus, quam populi diurna acta.”
‡ The originals of these Acta Diurna were preserved among the records of the Government.
term,—the daily Acts of the City (*diurna Urbis Acta*); and tells us, moreover, that there were subscribers to them in the provinces,* and even in the most distant armies, where a single copy was sometimes read aloud to several assembled legions in succession. We also learn, incidentally, that the Acta contained, in addition to other news, all that related to public edifices, especially circuses and theatres.

That the office of senatorial revision of the Acta was still held to be an honourable one, even after its importance had partially ceased, we may gather from Spartanus, who informs us that Hadrian was appointed to this office by Trajan. But the editorial power of these honorary functionaries may, perhaps, not have had anything to do with the general Acta*Diurna* of the City, but only with the transactions of the Senate. We find, however, in the reign of Commodus, as described by Lampadius, that the Emperor took an especial delight in causing an account of all his most ridiculous and cruel eccentricities to be published in the *Diurna*; and Vopiscus states, in his life of Probus, that his historical writings were composed chiefly from the *Diurnals* of the Senate and People.

After the establishment of Christianity, there is reason to believe that the Bishops of Rome issued *Acta Diurna*, and that the letter of St. Augustine (No. 213) may be considered a copy of the ecclesiastical *Acta of Hippone* for the 26th of September of the year 426.

A vast number of passages from ancient writings might be cited to prove still more clearly the activity and energy of the Roman mind, that found means to disseminate pretty freely the political and private news of the day, without the intervention of that ingenious piece of mechanism which we designate “the Press.”

In the matter of books the same may be said, and it has been urged by a modern writer, M. Gereau, that books were even more cheaply furnished to Roman purchasers than to the book-buyers of our day.

But if Roman books were in reality cheaper than ours, they certainly cannot be said to have been so plentiful; nevertheless, that they were occasionally more abundant than required is sufficiently proved by the existence of Roman proverbs regarding the uses that such surplus copies might be put to, in the shape of “wrapping up butter or lining trunks.” It is certain, at any rate, that books were much more plentiful in Roman than in Mediaeval times, owing, probably, to a greater and more freely exercised intellectual activity in the great centres of Roman civilization.

Already, in the reign of Augustus, and probably a century earlier, the “publishing business” had become an extensive and lucrative branch of trade in Rome; and Atticus, Dorus, and Triphon, whose names are well known to classical readers as the Longmans, Murrays, and Simpkins of their day, may be supposed to have issued what we should call “large editions” of their authors’ works, or their calling could not have been so important or lucrative as we know that it was. It may indeed be fairly inferred, from numberless passages scattered through the various classes of ancient literature still extant, that Roman authors addressed an immense public. With the exception of the city of Rome itself, however, it was, perhaps, rather a widely-spread, than a densely numerous one; and it was to the vastly extensive influence of Roman authorship, considered from this point of view, that Ovid and Propertius† in all probability alluded, when they spoke of their works being known all over the world—as when Ovid, in his *Tristia,* ‡ threatens to make his plaint heard “as far as the earth extends.”

Considerable luxury was displayed by Roman publishers in the “getting up” of the books, which, in the time of Augustus, were still in the form of scrolls. These had a roller of ivory or wood fixed to each end; so that, as fast as read, the read portion could be wound round the roller at the beginning of the scroll. These rollers were often very richly ornamented; and
Ovid alludes, not only to the purple charta, or papyrus, upon which highly-prized works were written, but also to the tinging of them with a delicate oil drawn from cedar-wood, which was supposed to preserve them from decay. He also speaks of elaborate titles, beautifully written in red ink,—a style of book decoration which preceded the illuminations of the Mediaeval era. This passage occurs in his first elegy, "Ad librum." Horace also has devoted a poem to the "Book," and in the course of the Epistle, and in other passages of his poems, some very interesting particulars occur. For instance, we learn that authorship was not an unprofitable profession, as he assures us that a successful poem brought, not only fame, but profit to the author. He would seem also to allude in some way to the extreme cheapness at which books were published, when he complains, with a fine-gentleman air of disgust, that his poems are in the hands of the "vulgar." Yet it is well known that a certain degree of scarcity of papyrus existed in the early part of the reign of Augustus, or, at all events, in the immediately preceding period, for "palimpsests" already existed in the time of Horace, who tells us of old writings being scraped off to be replaced by new matter. Cicero, also, praises his friend Trebatius for being so economical as to write to him on palimpsest papyrus, but, with a true bibliophile feeling, wonders "what those writings could have been which were considered of less importance than a letter." We learn, more especially from Horace, that the Sosii were the leading Roman publishers of his time; and it is clear that they must have had a very large staff of copyists at work, to enable them to keep up such a stock of popular works as Horace and other authors describe, as being constantly on sale at their establishment.

No doubt the luxury of reading extended itself as rapidly as the other luxuries of the Empire, and means for supplying the increased demand for the works of popular authors must have been as rapidly devised. This demand immediately led to larger importations of Egyptian papyrus, termed charta by the Romans; and, to create a sufficient supply, the new African province increased both the quantity and the quality of this excellent writing-paper. In short, it is evident that books were then produced in great numbers, as we find Martial exclaiming, "Every one has me in his pocket, every one has me in his hand."* The vastness of the Empire, and the feeling that, even among the burning recesses of Asia, or the misty wilds of Northern Germany, some Roman official possessed a copy of his works, perhaps led to this somewhat vainglorious assertion. Yet no doubt very large editions were sold, and at a price that is astonishing, when we consider that each copy was written by hand. It has been thought that the custom which prevailed in Rome of reading the works of popular authors at the public baths, and in the libraries and porticoes, tends to show that the literary demand exceeded the supply of books; but this is not necessarily the inference to be drawn from that fact. For instance, the reading of Mr. Dickens's "Christmas Carol" at St. Martin's Hall is surely no sign that a sufficient supply of this book has not been published: it is the desire to see the author himself, and to hear a work effectively read, as a relaxation and in company, instead of perusing it in a dull study private, that has a great deal to do with such readings. There is also another consideration. In Rome, this may have been a habit partly arising from the natural vanity of authorship, and was sometimes, perhaps, a mode of advertisement adopted by Roman publishers. That it not unfrequently arose from an author's vanity, we may assume from what Juvenal says of the flocks of people that rushed to hear "the sweet voice of Statius," when he publicly recited his "Thebaid"; adding that the boisterous applause might yet not prevent him from starving; an allusion to the gratuitous nature of those entertainments. The custom may also be looked upon as the continuation of an ancient one, which prevailed in the infancy of literature, when the Greek philosophers recited their dogmas and instructed their pupils in the public places set apart for such purposes. So that, in short, the existence of public recitals does not afford any proof, that even in the reigns of the first emperors the supply of books was
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insufficient. It must also be taken into consideration that the accomplishments of reading and writing were still to a great extent confined to the wealthy classes, with the exception of such slaves as were regularly trained to be readers and writers, as to any other art ministering to the comforts and luxuries of their masters. The public recitals were, in fact, addressed, to a very great extent, to the populace—to those who could only enjoy the pleasures of poetry by recitals; just as the populace of Naples, at the present day, listen to their improvisatori; and are as critical concerning the true poetic qualities of their illiterate bard, as are those more educated classes, whom poets address through the medium of books.

In speaking of the spread of literature in the Roman world, it should be stated that Roman ladies occupied a very much higher social position than that held by the wives of the most eminent citizens among the Greeks; and we find, from various detached passages scattered through the works of ancient writers, that they must have been almost as well supplied with the current literature of the day as if they had subscribed to the establishment of a Roman Mudie. We find also that a special class of slaves was educated for the express purpose of reading aloud to them as they reclined at their meals or sat at their embroidery.

Roman writers were both numerous and voluminous. Dionysius of Halicarnassus speaks of "thousands" of writers on the subject of Roman history alone; and there yet appears to have been no difficulty in procuring the works of Roman authors at moderate prices. It is evident, therefore, that some well-organized method of multiplying copies must have been established, almost as effective as the Printing Press itself.*

As to the precise numbers of any popular works which were executed in manuscript, we may obtain some information from the fact that Augustus confiscated above 2,000 copies of the pseudo Sibylline books; and many works of a more popular kind must have been issued to a much greater extent. A passage in Pliny also throws a straiggleam of light upon the number of copies that constituted an edition of a Roman book, when he tells us that Regulus, who composed an oration on the death of his son, caused a thousand copies of it to be made for circulation in the provinces,† independently, as it would seem, of the number produced for Rome itself. Verses of the chief Roman poets were read aloud in the public schools; and Persius relates that it was one of the ambitions of his cotemporary poets to have their verses selected as examples to be read in such a manner; for which purpose alone a very large number of copies must have been required.

The Emperor Nero insured the execution of a very large edition of his own verses by "commanding" that they should be given to schoolboys as examples.

The beginnings of the "book trade" in Rome had already developed themselves as early as the close of the Republic and the earliest period of the Empire; but the earlier booksellers were at first mere dealers in second-hand wares, buyers of small lots of books after the decease of collectors, or from the young spendthrift, who carried to them the contents of the librarium and tabularium which he had inherited; or, purchasers of Greek MSS. from itinerant merchants. Copies of the works of authors in repute were at that time principally executed in private families, in most of which a certain number of slaves were trained to that kind of work, their sole occupation being to transcribe rare books, and to look after the collection, (which, if we may judge by the libraries preserved in Java at Herculaneum, was seldom very large,) when not occupied in reading aloud, as previously stated, to the assembled members of the family.

These remarks are not mere guesses at the truth, but a description of actual facts, as we learn them from the correspondence of one of the greatest lovers of books, and most pertinacious collectors of his time. The letters of this Roman bibliophilist, Atticus (that Pomponius Atticus who was the schoolfellow and attached friend of Cicero), are indeed full of curious information concerning

* See Gereau, "Les Livres dans l'Antiquité.
† In exemplaria transcripta mille.
the tone of literary thought and the general literature of the time. In order to carry out more completely, and on a larger scale, the arrangements adopted in every educated Roman family for procuring and preserving books, he trained a large number of slaves to the especial duty of transcribing alone, and by this means it is easy to conceive that work of the kind might be very rapidly got through, especially with proper organization. Let us imagine such a staff of trained slaves at work for a publisher instead of a private collector, in which case, a number of copies of the same book being required, the work might be carried on still more advantageously. It may be supposed, for example, that 3 readers were each separately reading to 100\* trained writers, in different apartments; by which means 500 copies of a short poem, or small book of poems, could be produced in one day;\+ each rapid writer being able, in less than 12 hours, to produce a copy of a poem equal in extent to Tennyson's "Enoch Arden," and its accompanying poems. The cost of a poem so produced would be almost as small as a similar work produced by the boasted powers of the Press, before the modern appliance of steam power, as may be approximately estimated in this way:—The food of a slave was, 1 Roman pound of a kind of common corn called far, (perhaps an abbreviation of farina,) with a small modicum of wine; to which must be added the due portion of the monthly sextarius of oil, and 1 modius of salt. Such were the rations allowed by Horace to his slaves. The sustenance of a slave on this allowance would not cost much more than a sestertius and a half per day, which may be roughly calculated as equivalent to about 3\frac{1}{4}d. of our money.\‡ To this must be added the value of the charta, or papyrus, perhaps another sestertius, if of the common kind; so that with the finishing and rolling the cost price of the "Book" would be about 6d.

Thus slave labour was the Printing Press of the Romans; and a very effective one it was; for we shall find in the Middle Ages, when slaves had disappeared, and the monks, with such organization of labour as they could establish in the monasteries, were the only transcribers, books became both very rare and extravagantly dear. Another element in the cheapness of Roman books was the continually increasing abundance of papyrus, the common kinds of which were sold at what would now seem almost nominal prices. So abundant was it, that a coarse kind was made expressly for "play-bills," and thence called Amphitheatrica; while a still coarser kind, made for the use of retail dealers in wrapping up small articles, was termed Emporetica, as being manufactured expressly for the emporia. At the same time, improvements had progressed towards perfection as well as cheapness; expensive kinds being produced for the wealthy, which were distinguished by different "snowy" names, indicating various degrees of whiteness, a quality in which the best papyrus must have rivalled our best modern papers.

Martial gives us, incidentally, in his Epigrams, some positive information as to the "selling price" of his works, which corresponds pretty accurately with the calculations risked in a preceding paragraph. He tells us that the first book of his Epigrams, not a very scanty volume, was to be had for 6 sestertii, something less than a shilling; and in a most elegant case or binding for 5 denarii, about three shillings. This last kind of cover was, doubtless, the "mantle of purple," (purplea toga, as he sometimes calls it,) the external case of purple vellum or charta, with finely carved knobs for the rollers, and a title written in minium; and, perhaps, further embellished with a portrait§ of the author. Such were the attractions which tempted the book collector in his day, when the bookshops of the Argiletum and the Vicus Scandalarius displayed their wares in the most inviting forms; and the columns of their tabernae were covered with finely emblazoned notices of

\* It is not unreasonable to suppose that 500 slaves might be thus employed, as slaves could be kept so cheaply, that wealthy families (land-owners) counted their slaves by thousands rather than hundreds.

\+ Martial distinctly says that it took only one hour to copy the whole of his second book of Epigrams; but we must allow for poetical exaggeration.

\‡ The sestertius is often calculated as 3d. of our money.

the last works of the favourite poet. His thirteenth book, Martial informs us, sold for only 4 sesterces (8d.); and he says that half that price would leave a fair profit.* He may, however, have formed a very low estimate of the rights of the publisher in that respect, and evidently was not contented with his own share. Indeed, unless he had some other means of income, he could not have lived upon his literary labours, as it has been computed that he only received about £200 in our money for the whole of his Epigrams; which, instead of being a sum to pay for the work of a life, seems a very small sum for a single year’s income of a man of literary eminence, and leads one to suppose that some miscalculation must have been made, as nothing can well be more intricate than the Roman method of expressing large sums in sesterces. Poets, too, have always pleaded poverty, except such aristocratic ones as he who played the noble poet, in the fashion of flinging the honorarium for one of his first poems (£800), to a needy friend, but eventually grew to like the “filthy lucre” arising from his works as well as any other poet, and even to haggle about price with as much earnestness. But to return to the production of books in the Roman period, when that idol of modern times—the Printing Press—was not in existence, it may be safely stated that books were manufactured with an abundance that amounted sometimes to superfluity; for both Horace and Martial tell us that larger editions were often printed than could be got rid of bringing about that plague of the modern publishing craft, “large remainders,” for which, however, as satirically hinted by the poet, there was always the resource of selling the unread verses, “to wrap up pastry and spices.”

It has been urged that works written from dictation are generally full of blunders; and we may, perhaps, refer the various incorrect readings in the copies of the literary works of antiquity which have come down to us to this very cause, and to the errors of the very first-issued copies, rather than to the carelessness or ignorance of more recent transcribers in the so-called dark ages. However this may be, the boasted productions of the Printing Press itself are not always free from errors, and sometimes very ridiculous ones, as when the well-known line of a recent English poet,—

“Like dewdrops upon fresh-blown roses,”

was made, by the awkward change of a single letter, to read as follows:—

“Like dewdrops upon fresh-blown noses;”

or, in the laughable mistake that occurred, not very long ago, in a ponderous volume of Sir Archibald Alison’s stately history, where, in describing the pall-bearers at the funeral of the Duke of Wellington, the fourth being Sir Peregrine Maitland, that personage, by a temporary association of ideas in the mind of the compositor, was transformed into Sir Peregrine Pickle; and so it stands in a certain number of copies to the present day, as any one curious in the matter may very easily prove by reference to the fine large imperial octavo volume in question.

We must not, however, thus illustrate the blunderings of our vaunted Press without suggesting at least one example of the ridiculous mistakes that but too frequently occurred in the execution of manuscript works by Greek and Roman transcribers and their followers. Let us take the error corrected by Dindorf in the works of Pausanias, after it had been continued by transcriber after transcriber till no existing copy was found without it. In the passage in question, Pausanias is made to say that the Sibyl’s mother was a goddess, but that her father was a whale-eater,—

πατέρας δὲ καταφάγος; and the passage was read and re-read by successive generations, and nobody bothered himself about the dietary of the whale-eater, or how his larder was supplied. Dindorf, however, in critically editing the work, was not satisfied about the whale-eating propensities of the father of the Sibyl; he inferred that some striking antithesis was intended, and that some special opposition of character and nature between the mother and the father of the Sibyl was meant
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to be conveyed, which he did not find expressed in the whale-eating habits of the father. He therefore examined the term very carefully, and comparing it with every word of similar sound and spelling that he could find, eventually discovered that Homer distinguished the gods as not being bread-eaters, that is, not requiring the common sustenance of humanity, while the father of the sibyl, being a mortal, was an eater of bread; and it therefore became evident that Ἐκ σπεραγμοῦ should have appeared in the defective text instead of Ἐκ ψυχάγμον.

The form of books at this period was not, as with us, a series of square leaves sewn together at the back, but invariably a roll, as we find from the contents of the exhumed library at Herculaneum, and from representations of books in Pompeian paintings and other monuments. Most of the rolls discovered were written on papyrus; but the ancient Latin name for a book, liber (bark), was founded upon the material which was used for that purpose before the introduction of the more convenient Egyptian material. The Greek term, biblia, was also the name of a kind of bark used for the same purpose; we have adopted both words, the former in our terms, library, librarian, &c., and the latter in the name commonly given to the "Book" of the Holy Scriptures, Bible, also in such terms as bibliography, bibliomania, &c., the French having preserved the Roman name of the book itself in their livre, while in their equivalent for our library, they adopt the Greek basis, of which they form bibliothèque. It is supposed that the square form of book began to prevail in Rome, in imitation of the tablets used for private memoranda, which were, at first, waxed plates of metal, within a cover more or less richly decorated, and protected by raised edges, so that the inscriptions scratched in the wax on the opposite faces of the two tablets by the stylus could not touch each other when the covers were closed. These tablets were, at a later period, displaced by leaves of vellum, sometimes of different colours, to the number of five or six. Such tablets within richly carved ivory covers were, during the period of the Eastern Empire, presented to consuls or other high functionaries on their nomination to Office, of which they were, when of the official kind, considered as the badge. Eventually it became customary for private persons to present each other with tablets, often with complimentary poems ready written on the leaves of vellum, the covers naturally becoming objects for decorative embellishment. Small books of poems may have been prepared for sale in the same way, as the old rolled form, even when finished off with ivory or gold balls at the ends of the roller, did not afford such scope for decoration as the pair of "panels" which enclosed and protected the tablets. This form of book probably arose in the East, shortly before the removal of the capital to Constantinople, as the name, by which tablets of that kind were distinguished, was the Greek term διptych. The facilities for executing decorations and illustrations on pages which remained flat instead of being rolled, is another reason which may have induced transcribers and ornamenters of books to adopt the new style. The period which may be assigned for the general adoption of the square form for certain books, which were at first distinguished as libri quadrati, was probably not earlier than the fourth century. There is a copy of Virgil in the Vatican library, which may be considered one of the oldest existing monuments of a book in this form. It has been assigned by some to the reign of Septimius Severus, but more probably belongs to the age of Constantine. At any rate it is a relic of Roman handicraft, when the language of Virgil was still the language of Rome, as shown by the costumes and all the accessories of the illustrations, which were evidently executed when Roman dress and manners still prevailed in Italy.

Many very interesting particulars might be brought together in this place, regarding the books of the latter period of the Roman empire; but this is not a treatise on manuscript books, and I am, therefore, compelled to press forward towards other changes in what may be termed the mechanism of literature—changes which had for their object the more rapid and accurate multiplication of copies, and which eventually led to the invention of Printing.
CHAPTER III.

Of the Manuscript books of the Middle Ages, and of the Block-books, which were the first books produced by a Printing process, forming the connecting link between Manuscript books and the books printed with movable types.

After the fall of the Roman empire of the West, the political and social confusion which ensued was necessarily a great discouragement to the cultivation of literature all over Western Europe, either as a pursuit of refined leisure, or as a profession. It was still more fatal to the mere trade of bookselling, and all the different branches of work connected with the copying and binding of books. One division of literary labour, however,—that connected with theological subjects,—had received such an impetus from the imperial acknowledgment of Christianity, as caused it still to retain all its importance and influence, even after the fall of the Empire; so that the demand for copies of the Holy Scriptures, and of the writings of the fathers of the Church, continued as great as before, and even increased.

The eastern portion of the Empire, which had resisted, or rather escaped the shock of the barbarian invasions, though with the loss of nearly all its distant provinces, still formed a nucleus of the ancient forms of civilization, of which Constantinople was the centre; and there, the professional transcriber still carried on the general business of his craft with activity. Theodosius, who reigned from 378 to 395, constantly employed, as stated by the Byzantine annalist Zonaras, seven transcribers under the direction of the chief librarian, in order to increase the literary stores of the library; while at a later period, during the reign of Leo the Isaurian, in the 8th century, we learn, incidentally, from the same source, that twelve transcribers were employed in the great library at that time; a fact mentioned by the historian in consequence of their refusal to join in the Imperial raid against the supporters of image-worship. The means resorted to by the Emperor to punish their insubordination was as follows:—"He caused the library to be surrounded by vast piles of faggots, which being fired at a given signal, the whole building was totally destroyed, along with its twelve scribes and chief librarian, and above 30,000 volumes of precious MSS., and also pictures, statuary, and other works of art without number." In the West, however, the work of transcribing copies of the Scriptures gradually ceased to be a profession in those disturbed times, and almost entirely devolved upon the priests themselves. It was in the monasteries, which rapidly arose, as the modern kingdoms assumed form and consistency, that the copying of MSS. was alone carried on with something like professional regularity. But, as in the East, the books copied being principally for the use of the churches, great pains and labour were bestowed upon their calligraphy and embellishment; and so much time was often consumed in the profuse decoration of a single book, that the number produced was comparatively small. It was probably, however, sufficient to meet the demand; and even if it had not been so, an organization like that described in a preceding chapter, capable of producing volumes, such as those containing the Epigrams of Martial, in a few hours, could not have been attempted; for the institution of slavery, which had afforded the means of training skilled labour, upon a large scale, to the production of work of that class, had passed away,—as one might have thought, for ever, had not the discovery of the New World shown us that there are men always ready to take advantage of the unprotected condition of a weaker race, and attempt the permanent re-establishment of the greatest curse of
ancient civilization, in even more odious forms than those of Roman times. This we have
unfortunately seen exemplified in our own time in the southern states of the American Union, where
it had become so lucrative, that men were found capable of rushing into political rebellion for the
express purpose of defending and extending that abominable institution; and, in that infamous
cause, carrying on the most gigantic and sanguinary civil war that the world ever knew; while
many Englishmen, with shame be it said, sympathized with the cause of the slaveholders.

In the early ages of our modern forms of civilization there was, as just stated, no longer
a numerous body of domestic slaves, forming a part of the social institutions, who could be rendered
available for skilled manufacture on a large scale; so that when the arts of life revived, and intel-
lectual wants began once more to assert themselves, and the business of the transcriber again began
to flourish, it was not as a branch of wholesale manufacture. It was only in the form of individual
and isolated labour that an open and independent trade in copying books, and the business of
general transcribing, first reappeared. Nevertheless, in some few of the monasteries, where profit
was sought from that source, and in which, from the nature of such institutions, many individuals
were congregated who understood more or less of the arts of copying and decorating books,
a kind of division of labour was instituted, somewhat analogous in spirit to that of the modern
systems of manufacture. Such monastic establishments supplied other religious institutions
as well as churches, with their books, and became at the same time depositories of ancient manu-
scripts, too often kept only as models of calligraphy, but by which means much of the literature
of the ancient world, which we still possess, was preserved. In the mean time, in Constantinople,
and other cities of the East still under the dominion of the Byzantine emperors, the profession
of the scribe had continued to prevail in its ancient form, and no doubt, to some extent, with
the aid of subordinate, and possibly even slave labour. The spirit of the ancient arts had there
remained to some extent, in an active state, though, in the main, the civilization of the East was
slowly but surely sinking, while that of the West was gradually rising.

Although the production of books, both religious and secular, by means of the ready pen of
the transcriber, was eventually destined to become, in Western Europe, a branch of systematic
manufacture; that time was, as yet, far distant; for from the 5th to the 12th century, such books
as were written for individuals were almost exclusively the luxuries of churchmen, as they alone
nearly monopolized the whole intellectual sphere of the then existing civilization; while most of the
costly books executed in that period were fitted only to become sumptuous additions to the
splendid services of the Church. These volumes, weighty with the sheer bulk of vellum and ivory,
may therefore be considered rather as pieces of church furniture than as books intended as a
means of both preserving and circulating ideas. It should be observed, en passant, that during
the reign of Charlemagne, in the 8th and 9th centuries, an attempt was made, as we learn from
Eginhard, to organize a system for the reproduction of valuable books, in the imperial palace.

But in order fully to appreciate the first steps towards the discovery of a method or
methods by means of which a piece of writing once made might be multiplied at will by some
simple process, we must retrace our steps for a moment in order to investigate the origin of
wood-engraving, as being the first invention which led to practical results of that kind. In
tracing back its course to its origin, we not only find that the Chinese are the first who invented
that art, but also that they actually used it systematically for the purpose of multiplying
writings from a single copy by means of obtaining a series of impressions from the original
engraving without re-writing. The required letters being cut in relief upon a tablet of wood, and
then charged with ink, it is easy to understand that, by placing a sheet of any material analogous
to linen or paper upon the tablet furnished with such raised and inked letters, an impression of all
the writing on the tablet could be readily obtained upon the linen or paper, and also that the
process be repeated ad infinitum.
This invention was probably, like so many others, the result of some fortuitous accident, as in the case of discoveries in other nations, the progress of whose civilization we are in any degree acquainted with. The Chinese, in the earlier periods of their knowledge of the art of writing, used solid substances to write upon, and it was long before they adopted the use of more suitable fabrics, such as linen, silk, or eventually paper, of which, probably, they were the first inventors. They made their ancient writing-tablets of a light kind of wood suited to the purpose, in the preparation of which they exhibited their well-known skill and ingenuity, and a bundle of them became a book, of very analogous form, no doubt, to those we read of in the Old Testament, the Hebrew name of which was sepher, which literally means a bundle.* Such bundles of portable tablets succeeded the still more cumbrous forms which belong to what has been termed the "Stone period" in the early civilization of many branches of the human race, and during which the well-known rock inscriptions formed the only public records; a system which, in Central Asia, was succeeded by the clay tablets or bricks of the Babylonians and Assyrians, which, from the strong influence of ancient custom, continued in use long after prepared skins, bark, and other still more portable substances for writing upon had been discovered. In like manner the Chinese, a truly conservative people, continued the partial use of the tablet books long after the discovery of linen or paper as superior materials for such a purpose. This preservation of the old methods was more especially observed in books of a religious nature, and to the present day, many of those sacred records are still written on wood; the Form, it would seem, being deemed so closely allied to the Spirit of the work, as to render a separation dangerous. Chinese books were also, at a comparatively early period, written on prepared leaves of trees, linen, silk, and other suitable materials; and eventually came the discovery above alluded to, of abridging the labour of the scribe, by carving their characters in relief on tablets of wood, and then printing impressions of the carved tablets on to linen or any similar surface. Books so produced were absolutely Block-books, and we have abundant evidence to prove that the Chinese invented the system many centuries before it was known in Europe. Du Halde describes the method of their more recent productions of this class as follows:—"The characters are first written on a transparent paper, which being reversed so as to place the letters 'backwards' as on a seal, the scribe traces them on to the wood, and then painting them black, it only remains for the engraver to cut away all the surrounding wood to a certain depth, and the letters, thus raised, on being charged with ink, yield impressions upon any suitable soft substance that is pressed upon them." The same author lays much stress upon the advantages of Block-books, even over the boasted system of the Printing Press, as enabling a publisher to print a few copies at a time, whenever required. This advantage being fully appreciated by the Chinese, has tended to render them indifferent to the introduction of the European Press. It was, indeed, this kind of facility which in like manner caused the Block-books of modern Europe, which were first produced in the 15th century, to continue in partial use long after the invention of moveable types had been brought to a high degree of perfection, and after the true Printing Press was in full action.

The Chinese still print from their book-blocks by a rubbing process, by which means a well-trained workman can easily print 1,000 impressions of each sheet in a day. These Oriental Block-books, like our own Block-books of the 15th century, were printed on one side only; but they were in many respects superior in execution to the earliest European productions of the same class.

To return to the review and consideration of the accidental manner in which the Chinese block-printing may have been discovered, we may imagine that when the characters, simply

* Such wooden tablets, made into bundles, as books, were doubtless in use in Europe up to a comparatively late period of the Roman Empire, as one of the names by which early copies of the Holy Scriptures were known was Codex, which literally means the trunk, or part of the trunk, of a tree.
written on a wooden tablet, were still wet, a piece of linen or some sort of paper (many kinds of which were made by the Chinese at very early periods) was accidentally laid upon it, when the wet letters would necessarily repeat themselves on the superposed linen or paper. Here, then, was a positive print, but it was only a single print, and could not be repeated without painting the letters all over again with wet colour, which would take nearly as long as painting a fresh tablet,—so the discovery was barren. But to Chinese ingenuity a fertile suggestion had been presented, and we may easily imagine how it might occur to a skilful letter-painter, ready at his art, and anxious to abridge his labours, to cut away the wood round the letters to a certain depth all over the tablet, leaving the letters the only prominent part, when they might be charged with colour at one stroke of a broad brush, and, by placing a piece of linen or paper carefully over them, and slightly rubbing it while steadily held in its place, an accurate impression of the whole page of letters on the tablet might be taken at once; and, better still, the operation might be repeated any number of times. But in order to make the discovery practically useful, the experimental transcriber would at once perceive that the letters on the wooden tablet must be written and carved backwards, in order that when necessarily reversed in the impression, they should be in the required direction. This idea would be very simple for a clever artisan to conceive, especially as it is more than probable that seals were already in use for producing impressions on clay or wax; in which case the devices to be so impressed must of course have been engraved on the seal in the opposite way to that in which they were required to appear in the impression.

In such manner may the art of taking impressions from wood upon linen or paper have been discovered; and it is at once obvious that such impressions could be taken in any colour. I am led to make this last remark because it would appear, from acknowledged data, that the art of printing coloured patterns on woven fabrics was known at a very early period in the far East, and more especially in China. Whether the printing of stuffs led to that of book-tablets, or whether the book-tablets led to the other uses of the principle, is as immaterial as it is difficult to determine; it is sufficient for the present purpose to have shown in what manner the process of taking such impressions may have arisen. That it was in general use for printing writings from engraved tablets in China, at least 300 years before the Christian era (though Du Halde assigns a somewhat more recent date), there is sufficient proof; while in the 9th century, their Block-books were already highly decorated with outline illustrations; in fact, our modern art of wood-engraving, in some of its highest forms, was already practised by them with great success at that early period, as shown by those ancient books so printed which are still in existence; and considering that a rapid process of multiplying books by printing was known to the Chinese 300 years before the Christian era, how deeply must we regret that this art did not extend itself to the region of Greek and Roman civilization, the fertile receptacles of so many other arts of Eastern origin; for had the Chinese process reached Europe during the age of Alexander the Great, or immediately after, what stores of ancient knowledge, of which we have now not even a record, would probably have been safely transmitted to us; while many works only known to us by a fragmental portion, or perhaps a mere line or two cited in the work of another author, might have reached us in their entire form. It has been asserted that in the 12th century of our era, the Chinese actually had a system of printing with moveable types, of which some account will be found in the Appendix to this volume.

That the transmission of the Chinese invention to Europe at that period did not take place is by no means extraordinary, when we consider the instinctive aversion of that nation to intercourse with foreigners, and the nature of the political institutions by which that national prejudice was fostered. How effectual their exclusive system proved itself for several centuries after that period is shown by the fact, that it was not till the 13th century of our era that
European travellers succeeded in penetrating the mysterious circle of Chinese civilization. At that epoch the Italian travellers Matteo and Niccolo Polo, the father and uncle of the more celebrated Marco Polo, stimulated no doubt by the profits of the trade with the East established by the Venetians, succeeded in reaching the frontiers of China. Matteo and Niccolo Polo returned to Italy, about 1270, and Marco in 1295, after which he wrote the well-known account of his travels in the East. In describing the many extraordinary things which he had seen in Asia, he especially refers to books printed from tablets of wood. His account of them is somewhat confused; but he or his relatives had probably brought home specimens of them, as they did of other eastern curiosities, which rendered minute descriptions unnecessary. If so, they no doubt selected those most profusely illustrated, as they could fully appreciate the pictorial illustrations, though they could not read the Chinese characters. That the Chinese block-books brought home by Marco Polo did not immediately suggest the adoption of the principle is very possible; but at all events it is highly probable that they led to the application of the process as a means of producing playing-cards more rapidly than by painting them by hand, as will be shown in its proper place. Engraving on wood had, however, been used in Europe in a crude form long before the time of the Polo's; for it is known that images of saints were produced by similar means as early as the 9th century; and that the art of printing patterns on stuffs by means of engraved tablets of wood or metal was in use in Europe in the 12th century; for M. T. O. Weigel, of Leipzig, in his recent work on the "History of Block-Printing before Albert Durer," has given a series of fac-similes of such printing on linen, woollen, and silken fabrics, some of which may fairly be attributed to the 12th century. It seems highly probable, however, that, even if previously existing in a rude state, the art received an entirely new impetus about the time of Marco Polo's return from the East, at which period the Oriental trade of the Venetians was in its zenith; and if so, it is more than probable that it was from the introduction of those Oriental specimens of the art brought by Marco Polo, which could not fail to interest the skilled artisans of Venice; in fact, we find that the Venetians soon afterwards established manufactories of playing-cards executed by that process on an extensive scale, which is proved by an existing decree, issued in the early part of the 15th century, for the protection of those manufactures against foreign competition. Heinnecken, however, claims the honour of the commercial application of wood-engraving for Germany; while Meerman, with greater show of reason, pleads for Holland. But there is yet some reason to suppose that Italy, the cradle of so many of our modern European arts, may also have been that of wood-engraving.

One of the proofs of the early development of the art of wood-engraving by the Italians is the existence of the celebrated Venetian decree for the protection of the native printing of playing-cards against the introduction of inferior and cheaper goods imported by foreigners. This decree is dated Oct. 11, 1441; but it is evident from its wording that it was issued in defence of a thriving trade long since established, and which had probably for fully a century, or perhaps much longer, enjoyed a kind of monopoly. In support of this view of the case, it may be stated that Lanzi speaks of specimens of ancient playing-cards of Venetian manufacture, which he attributes to a period fully as early as the year 1400, on account of their exhibiting that excellence of execution which could only be attained by long practice. For instance he tells us that some of them are evidently printed in gold and colours,—by a similar process, no doubt, to that by which patterns were printed on silks and cotton stuffs in the East, at a very early period, as previously referred to. The decree was therefore issued, we may presume, for the protection of a long established branch of national trade; and we shall next see who were the opponents against whom the decree was more specially directed.

In the Burgher-book of Augsburg, for the year 1418, entries occur which give some colour to Heinnecken's claim for his countrymen as the inventors of wood-engraving; for in the
entries referred to in the above-named list of burghers, the names of respectable traders occur as kartennachers, while others are called formenschnieder, or cutters of figures; possibly engravers on wood, as our own term for wood-engraving was, till quite recently, wood-cutting. These last may, however, have been also carvers of small statuettes of saints.

The Germans thus appear to have driven a great trade in the article of playing-cards printed from wood blocks at that comparatively early period, also, no doubt, in cards with figures of saints, which latter were possibly the more special work of the kartennachers;* but of both classes of work we have accounts of vast bales being sent off to foreign countries; and it was probably against this inundation of German cards that the Venetian makers obtained the well-known decree in defence of their old-established trade.

That the Venetians should have become acquainted with wood-engraving before the people of any other Italian state appears highly probable when their direct and continuous trade with the East, established as early as the 9th century, is taken into consideration. Vast commercial depots were established by the Venetians in Constantinople; and that city owed much of its wealth and continued prosperity to the circumstance of its close connection with the thriving and enterprising Venetians. So continuous and intimate was the intercourse of these cities, that for several centuries of the Middle Ages, the Greek language was more readily written and spoken in Venice than French at the present day in the counting-houses of London. It is therefore possible, that even before the voyages of Niccolo, Matteo, and Marco Polo, a knowledge of wood-engraving may have been brought to them from the East; and that the knowledge may have spread to other parts of Italy at a very early period. This view is borne out by the fact that both Spain and France used playing-cards as early as the middle of the 14th century, when so many of the articles of luxury in use in those countries were either directly imported from Italy or imitated from products of that country. In the curious medieval poem of "Renard the Fox," for instance, it is stated that the use of playing-cards was forbidden at that period, the poem being written between 1328 and 1342; while we learn from a French chronicle that three packs of playing-cards were furnished to Charles VI. by Gringonneur the painter for fifty sous; which sum was probably paid for colouring in a superior manner for court use, cards which were printed in outline only. These cards may, however, have been entirely executed by hand.

Although in other parts of Italy, as well as Venice, the art of wood-engraving became known at an early period, yet, from the Italian art-working class being imbued with a more artistic and less intensely trading spirit, the art may have been turned to greater commercial account in Germany and Holland, as would appear from the far greater number of its monuments found existing in those countries than in Italy, where its use for superior work may possibly have never been fully developed, as being deemed better suited for more mechanical purposes.

The earliest Italian artists in this kind of work who attained to any reputation did not, in fact, flourish till the beginning of the 16th century, long after the great German wood-engravers had already run their course. But at that time, especially after Albert Durer's visit to Venice, Italian wood-engravers of merit appeared; and their style, as might be expected, is more refined and elegant, in a certain point of view, than that of the Germans. Among those Italian wood-engravers mentioned by writers on art, are Carpi, Domenico Beccafume, and Baldassare Peruggi; but their earliest works do not date much earlier than 1511. It is true there were

* These cards, with figures of saints, were long the only prints that found their way to small German towns; and the name by which they were known, Holges, or Saints, descended to prints of all classes. M. Fuseli, of Zurch, informed Mr. Otley that, in that canton, all prints were, by the lower orders, still called Helgen, even if the subjects were of the most profane character. It is possible that the formenschneider may have only been carvers of small wooden statuettes.
others, whose productions are only found in the form of illustrations and decorative borderings, or initial letters for books, works which yet merit careful examination, as we shall find in describing a series of the earliest books printed in Italy. Some of these book-artists belong to the close of the 15th century; and the well-known cuts for the New Testament, signed Jacobi, may certainly be assigned to that period.

In Germany, also, the practice of the art appears to have been confined at first to such common work as that of figures of saints and playing-cards, and it is in Holland only that we find the earliest and best-executed specimens of the superior block-books; there is therefore, then, every reason to believe that wood-engraving, as an European art of really high character, first fully developed itself in that country.

Of the existing specimens of such figures of saints as those alluded to, M. Weigel, in his recent folio volumes, gives a specimen, which he attributes to the 12th century. It is a crucifixion—which I fear may prove to be a pen-and-ink drawing; but his following specimens are certainly genuine, and the earliest of them date as early as the last quarter of the 14th century, especially the “St. George on Horseback,” and a “St. Christopher.” Mr. Ottley, in his “History of Engraving,” gives fac-similes, among others, of a woodcut of St. Bridget, in coarse but not unskilful outline, which he assigns to the year 1390. Thierry tells us, that in the “Legende Dorée,” preserved in the academy of Lyons, figures of saints of this kind have been pasted within each of the covers,—a custom which seems to have prevailed during part of the 15th century, as one of the earliest and most remarkable examples yet known, the St. Christopher figured by Ottley, was found pasted inside the binding of a MS. book of that period in the library of the Chartreux, at Buxheim, near Memmingen. This print is unusually large, indeed, of folio size, and is very boldly though rudely cut. In the same volume was found a similar cut of the Annunciation of the Virgin, which Mr. Ottley considered the work of the same artist; but it appears to exhibit an earlier, and certainly better, kind of artistic treatment. The volume containing these two interesting monuments of the then earliest known stage of wood-engraving in Europe, of which examples have reached us, found its way, through the medium of English gold, to the noble library of Lord Spencer, in which it was described by Dibdin at great length in his most interesting and useful, though, occasionally, incorrect catalogue. The date of the “St. Christopher” which was placed by the engraver at the side of the figure, is 1433, the earliest known date appended to any European monument of the art, till the discovery of the Mechlin specimen dated 1418, and was probably the production of an artist of Augsburg, as we know, by the entries in the Burgher-book, that such work was done there as early as at that date. Ottley, and other antiquaries, deemed it extraordinary that no earlier specimen had then been discovered of an art which had doubtless been in active operation for a century before that time; and the numerous specimens since discovered by M. Weigel, and engraved in fac-simile in his two handsome volumes, have proved that the expectations entertained by them, of further discoveries, were well founded. None of the earliest of these recent discoveries have, however, a date attached to them, though the early period of their execution cannot be doubted. The impression of the St. Christopher, although dated 1433, is printed in regular printing-ink, and is therefore not one of the original impressions from the block, as oleaginous printing-ink was then unknown; and the fact of printing-ink being used in this instance led Mr. Dibdin into erroneous remarks on the subject, when he calls it “the most ancient specimen extant of the use of printing-ink,” for the impression was certainly not taken at the time the block was executed, and probably not till long after printing-ink, then unknown, had come into general use, when its advantages, combined with those afforded by the Press, caused many old blocks to be reprinted from, which had been long thrown aside. It is true that the volume in which the print in question was discovered was written
in 1417; so that it might, in so far as the date is concerned, have been bound, and the print stuck into its cover, in 1433. But such could not be the case, from the certainty that at that time wood blocks were invariably printed with distemper colours only.

From what has been advanced in reference to the origin of wood-engraving in Europe, it may be inferred that this art, even if known before in a rude form, doubtless received a fresh and important impulse in the 14th century, in consequence of knowledge derived from the East at that period, when commercial enterprise began to extend itself greatly in that direction; and if, as there seems reason to suppose, rude images of saints had been printed from blocks of wood, or of soft metal, as early as the 9th century, the art in that rude state may have originated from observing the effects of the seals for making impressions on clay, or other soft substances, which, though originating in the East, had been in use in Europe from a very remote period of antiquity. Some accident may have revealed the possibility of obtaining an ink imprint from such seals, which, by being improved upon, may have led to the production of the rude images of saints which have been described. If such a discovery were not made, even in Grecian times, it appears extraordinary, when we read in the records of Herodotus of geographical plans engraved on copper; a passage which led Mr. Otley to infer that we must have received the art of engraving from the ancients; but he surely did not mean that the ancients also practised the art of taking impressions in ink from such engravings, which by no means follows. We know, for instance, from the extant will of Charlemagne, that he possessed plans of Rome, of Constantinople, and of the three parts of the world, engraved on silver; but we have not the slightest evidence that prints were ever taken from such engraved plates in that age. Even at a later period, when the first great Italian engravers on metal filled the engraved lines of engraved plates of copper or silver with black enamel, to give them greater effect—works known by the characteristic name of Nielli—they did not even then think of systematically printing from them, although they took ink proofs of them on sulphur, and even on paper, to ascertain the progress and complete effect of their work before filling in the enamel.

The object of entering at some length into an outline of the leading facts concerning the early history of wood-engraving has been to lead gradually towards the eventual application of that art to the production and multiplication of copies of books. We have seen that the Chinese had so applied it at a very early period, while in Europe the earliest well-authenticated examples of such books do not date earlier than the beginning of the 15th century, and then they were, at first, mere picture-books, consisting of a series of subjects in outline, often very rude, accompanied by brief descriptions, which were little more than titles containing the names of the figures and that of the subject.

None of the celebrated block-books of Holland and Germany, the only countries in which the art of block-book engraving was carried to its highest degree of perfection, date earlier, as just stated, than the beginning of the 15th century; yet, one of the first historians of the art, M. Papillon, of Paris, himself an eminent wood-engraver, gives an account of an Italian block-book which he professes to have seen, and which he considers must have been produced in Italy in the 13th century, before the voyages of Polo. As the story is quite an art-romance, it is worth telling; and, in order to maintain chronological order, this appears to be the place for telling it, apocryphal though it be; for leaving it out while telling the story of the block-books, would be like leaving out the legend of Fair Rosamund in the history of Henry II. Moreover, as recorded by the French writer, the story is so attractive, and so seemingly possible, that the learned and generally scrupulous Otley seems to have been tempted to accept, not only the bare fact of the existence of a perfect block-book of the latter part of the 13th century, but also the whole of the details concerning it, which are narrated with such evident relish by Papillon. The following is a brief account of this interesting, though, I fear, entirely imaginary,
chapter in the early history of block-books. The book is described as the work of a brother and sister bearing the name of Cunio, which is that of a well-known noble family of Ravenna. In the account of the book itself it is stated that, like the earliest block-books of a later age, which are well known, the pictorial engravings formed the principal feature of the work, the text consisting of nothing more than briefly explanatory titles. The narrator states that he saw this work at a country house near Paris, which was the residence of a Swiss officer, a M. Gredex, in the year 1719 or 1720, speaking of it as an old Italian book of rude wood-engravings, having a title-page composed of fanciful ornaments. The title itself he describes as being in old Italic Latin, which he interpreted as follows:—"Heroic actions, represented in figures, of the great and magnanimous Macedonian king, the bold and valiant Alexander, dedicated and presented, and humbly offered to the most holy Father Honorius, to the glory and support of the Church, and to our illustrious and generous father and mother, by us, Alessandro Alburio Cunio, knight, and Isabella Cunio, twin brother and sister—first reduced and imagined, and attempted to be executed in relief, with a small knife, on blocks of wood made even, and polished by this learned and dear sister, continued and finished by us together, at Ravenna, from eight pictures of our invention, engraved and explained by verses, and thus marked upon paper to perpetuate a number of them, and to enable us to present them to our relations and friends in testimony of gratitude, friendship, and affection; all this was done and finished by us when only sixteen years of age." Such was the preface or preamble to the book, as described by Papillon, who asserts that there was also, on the first page, a memorandum in the writing of the period, which would appear to have been made on that particular page on account of its being a first or trial proof, as it was to the following effect:—"The ground of the wooden blocks must be hollowed out deeper, in order that the paper may not touch it any more in receiving the impression."

Papillon then gives a list of all the subjects, with the descriptions attached to them, from which the following may be selected as examples. The fifth is described as "Alexander generously giving Campaspe, his mistress, to Apelles, who was painting her picture." "The figure of this celebrated beauty," says Papillon, "is far from unpleasing;" and he goes on to tell us, in a genuine French strain, that "the painter appears transported with joy at his good fortune." He further tells us that at the bottom of the picture, on a sort of antique tablet, are signed the name of both brother and sister; while the device of Alexander in the tent of Darius is signed as both printed and engraved (sculpit) by Isabel alone. The last subject described is the "Glory and triumph of Alexander on entering into Babylon." In closing his account of this work, M. Papillon gives a very circumstantial account of certain papers connected with the history of this "earliest of block-books," and also of the manner in which the book came into the hands of the then possessor, whose grandfather, it is stated, had received it from a descendant of the Cunios, at that time Podesta of Imola. The papers contained, according to this statement, a concise history of the Cunio family at the period of the execution of the work in question by the twin sister and brother,—a story not without interest, and which may be briefly recapitulated in a few words. Count Alberic Cunio, the grandfather of the twins, had a son who, about the year 1270, was privately married to a noble lady of Verona, without his father's consent. Cardinal Savelli, afterwards Honorius IV., was a near relation of the Count Cunio, and through his influence the marriage was annulled, and the priest who had solemnized it banished from the Papal States; the younger Cunio being compelled to marry a lady of his father's selection. The offspring of the first ill-fated marriage was the twins in question, who were subsequently, with their mother's consent, taken to their father's home and affectionately adopted by the new wife, who had no children of her own. They were educated with the greatest care, and both became "Admirable Crichtons," male and female, endowed with more than the usual amount of Crichtonian
versatility, and chivalric character and accomplishments. The youth became, while yet a boy, a brilliant soldier; was knighted on the field of victory by his noble father; and, with a train of attendants, proceeded to visit his own mother, who was residing with a noble aunt, in order to pay his affectionate respects to her while still blushing with all his new honours. He is made to remain two days with his mother, and then, in similar state, to wait upon his stepmother. It was soon after these events that he and his sister, at the age of sixteen, began to execute and engrave "The heroic deeds of Alexander." In the mean time, a youth of noble family, Pandulpho, had fallen desperately in love with Isabel Cunio, and being anxious to render himself worthy of a young lady so beautiful and accomplished, joined her brother as his companion in arms in the next campaign. Cunio was killed in battle; and Isabel, refusing to marry after the loss of her brother, languished till the age of twenty, when she died; and her lover, broken-hearted, of course did not long survive her; while the mother, unable to survive the loss of her two beautiful children, also died soon after. Such is the story of the twins of Ravenna, the reputed authors of the book of early wood-engravings seen and described by Papillon. It reads like one of the set romances of the 12th or 13th century; and as those romances were doubtless, like those of our own day, founded upon possible, if not probable facts, arising out of the conditions of society which prevailed at the time, there is no reason why the story of the Cunios should not be, to some extent, true.

If a pure invention of the enthusiastic historian of his art (Papillon), it is certainly a very clever one, and a very careful one; for not only does the story, agree in date with the reign of Pope Honorius IV., which only lasted two years, from 1285 to 1287, but careful investigation by Ottley and others has shown that there actually was a noble family of the name of Cunio established at Ravenna at that period, and also that the names Alberico, Alberico, and Alessandro were pre-names in use in the family. It should also be borne in mind that the Polo's had recently returned from the East at that time, bringing, no doubt, as I have previously suggested, specimens of the Chinese block-books to Italy with them; and, possibly, some of the blocks from which they were printed. That the travels of the Polo family had attracted general attention at that time, we have many proofs; and that Honorius IV., the patron of the Cunios, was strongly influenced by them, may be inferred from the fact that, during his brief span of power, he endeavoured to found a college at Paris for the study of the Oriental languages; a remarkable attempt in the 13th century, which must have been the result of some special influence, similar to the one described, or from circumstances arising out of the temporary occupation of Constantinople by the Crusaders.

Such are the arguments in favour of the statement of Papillon, who appears to have made in it good faith, and of which the critical Ottley was found willing to take a favourable view, if not absolutely to accept. On the other side of the question occur certain facts very difficult to get over. In the first place, Papillon admits that his description was written thirty years after he had seen the work in question and listened to the descriptions and translations of M. Gredex; of which, however, he had taken notes at the time, which notes, though long mislaid, turned up about the time that he was writing his "History of Engraving." Supposing that he really saw the book in question at the time described, it would have been at a time when he may have been quite inexperienced in the archæology of his art, though already expert in the practice of engraving; therefore when it is argued that, in such a matter, the author of a history of wood-engraving, which contains many sound and ingenious views on the subject, could not be grossly mistaken as to the probable date of a work, the argument is worth little, as at the time he made the notes in question he was not the experienced artist and critic which he became after thirty years' intelligent practice of his profession as a wood-engraver. The notes in question are not to be taken, therefore, as the result of his mature judgment.
In the next place, it is to be remarked that the described form of the title-page, and of the signatures, with "pinxit" and "sculpit," are inconsistent with the artistic practices of the time to which the work is assigned. A set title-page, especially with an appropriate kind of ornamentation, only developed itself as a feature, in books of any kind, towards the close of the 15th century; none of the block-books of the 15th century having a regular title-page in any form at all. It would therefore appear that the book seen by Papillon must have belonged to a period as late as the close of the 15th century, or even somewhat later. The story itself may have been a well-known one, and perhaps founded on the artistic skill of some particular family, and may have been dressed up with plates to match the legend by some ingenious wood-engraver at the close of the 15th or beginning of the 16th century. At a time when wood-engraving had taken a leading position among those arts which were especially devoted to the interests of religion, it is far from improbable that some such legend concerning its origin and early history should arise, which would naturally take a form in accordance with the legendary spirit of the time. The Greeks attached to the origin of painting a mythic story, full of that peculiarly poetic character that distinguished them from other races; a story in which a Corinthian maid, on the eve of separation from her lover, observing the shadow of his profile cast by the light of a lamp upon the wall, traced its outline with the point of a small knife, that she might still possess his image after his departure. In like manner, but in another spirit, the clustered columns and roof-groins of Gothic architecture have been said to be reproductions in stone of the trunks and branches of those sacred groves which were the first Temples. The history of almost every art has, in short, some such attached legend; and to the origin even of the leading features of many arts a special legend has been subsequently appended, as in the well-known case of the Corinthian capital. Farther on we shall see that the origin of the art of printing with movable types, though so comparatively recent, has long ago been furnished in due form with, not merely one, but several legendary and romantic stories connected with its discovery. Putting aside, therefore, Papillon's account of the Italian block-book, and pronouncing it a graceful legend, invented and illustrated at the close of the 15th century, the true character of which the French author failed to detect, we may proceed at once to an account of the first well-authenticated block-books of Holland and Germany which began to appear at the close of the 14th and beginning of the 15th century.

The advent of block-books appears to have been led up to in the following manner:—The elaborate decorations of manuscripts of the best class rendered them very costly, while the general revival of learning which occurred about the periods just named caused such an increased demand for copies of classical authors and books of general learning, that the business of transcription began to pass out of the almost exclusive hands of churchmen, and the art of professional transcribers again became a trade. With the establishment of a trade grew up rivalries; and many copyists sought to satisfy the increasing public demand for books by producing manuscripts at a cheaper rate. The first essays were in elementary works, such as grammars, and the ordinary kinds of books of devotion. To effect this purpose, elaborate gilding and decorative ornamentation were abandoned, and pictorial illustrations in mere outline adopted. It is true that, even in Saxon times, in the 9th and 10th centuries, some MSS. were illustrated in simple outline, but yet in a costly manner, and by superior artists; and some of these so closely resemble the general character of the block-books of the Chinese, that one might almost fancy the Saxon artists had seen some of them. The cheap books with outline illustrations of the 14th and 15th centuries are, however, of quite a different class, and evidently the work of inferior, and often very unskilful hands, the art being sometimes of the very rudest kind, and the outline, in most cases, roughly coloured by some mechanical process analogous to stencilling. A MS. in the British Museum (additional, 1577) is of this class. It is described in the catalogue as "Figures de la Bible" (in French), though the
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work is evidently Italian. Each of the illustrations, consisting of a series of Bible subjects, occupies nearly the whole of a page, leaving room for little more than the accompanying text or title. The colours seem to have been brushed on by some peculiar process in a nearly dry state; and without any regard to the special colour of each, all the lights are left white. There were also, however, books of this kind much better executed, the illustrations of which were only in outline, sometimes very elegantly drawn. It was this class of cheap illustrated MSS. which would seem to have more especially foreshadowed the production of the Block-books, and indeed suggested those very outline illustrations which wood-engraving was so well calculated to reproduce. As an example of those MSS. of the time which were illustrated with designs in simple outline, I may allude to one from the fine collection in the British Museum, entitled—"Historia Bibliæ Metrice." It consists of a series of essays in verse, in which the events of the Old Testament are considered and described as typical of those of the New; and to each of the more leading events of both sections an illustrative miniature in pen-and-ink is attached, often very cleverly and carefully drawn. These subjects all relate to signal triumphs of the children of Israel over their enemies, by God's more or less direct intervention, and are supposed to typify the eventual triumph of faith and truth in the advent of the Saviour.

A work foreshadowing still more completely the coming block-books with their outline illustrations, is a MS. of the 14th century, entitled "Historia Bibliæ Figuris." The accompanying fac-simile of an entire page of the MS. (plate 1.) will convey a perfectly accurate idea of the style of these illustrations. This page was selected in consequence of the careful drawing of the two figures in the illustration, and more especially on account of the careful manner in which the armour, a mixture of chain and plate, is drawn, which enables us with tolerable certainty to ascribe the execution of the MS. to the beginning of the 14th century. The composition illustrates the well-known passage in the Book of Judges, chap. iv. 21:—"Then Jael, Heber's wife, took a nail of the tent,* and took an hammer in her hand, and went softly unto him, and smote the nail into his temple and fastened it into the ground, for he was fast asleep and weary: so he died." The title of the subject is written above it in red ink, the versified commentary filling the rest of the page, and expounding the typification, by the event in question, of certain passages in the New Testament. The ink of the transcriber has in many of the pages of this MS. faded, while that of the artist has remained in nearly all cases strong, black, and glossy. The next type described in this interesting volume, which is accompanied by an illustration, is Judith and Holophernes, and eventually we have the final realization of the whole series of types in the actual advent of Christ, the illustration of which is among the most remarkable in the volume. The figure of Christ is both graceful and commanding. Holding in one hand a spear, and in the other a staff surmounted by a cross, he tramples upon prostrate demons, in the drawing of which the grotesquely horrible is realized with wonderful power, foreshadowing all that curiously clever treatment of similar subjects so remarkable in the early Block-books, in the description of which Mr. Dibdin always seems to revel with peculiar delight.

Books of the kind just described, of which an almost endless variety still exists in the MS. form, were such as the wood-cutter's first attempted to imitate by a mechanical process, such as would at once greatly increase their numbers and decrease their price. This process—namely, that of engraving both the illustration and text of each page on a block of wood of the proper size—of course took much longer in the first instance than the writing and drawing by hand of a single page on parchment or paper; but when once executed, a number of impressions, to

---

* The nature of the tent-nail or peg, one of those formed of some kind of hard wood, by means of which the edges of the tent were fixed to the ground, has evidently been well understood by the mediaeval draughtsman, and is evidently long enough to pass through the head and fasten it to the ground, as narrated; but the driving it bodily through the solid steel head-piece is an artistic exaggeration.
any extent, could be rapidly taken from it. Neither illustrations nor text were, in the first attempts, at all equal to those executed by hand, more especially the writing; but they served to meet the demand for cheaper books of the kind; and in the earliest specimens, the writing which evidently formed the main difficulty, was confined pretty nearly to the mere titles of the subject of the designs, or, to the shortest possible kind of descriptions. Collections of twelve or more of those figures of saints previously referred to, and made, perhaps, by the formenschneiders, who worked also at the manufacture of playing-cards, were stitched together, and formed, it may be, the first approach to a "book" produced by means of impressions from an engraved block. Such specimens, however, if still in existence, could scarcely be considered in the light of "Block-books," in the true sense of the term. The earliest of those works which exhibit the true characteristics of this curious and interesting class of books is probably the "Biblia Pauperum." This was an accurate imitation of a manuscript book that had been popular as a religious work for the instruction of the ignorant for five or six centuries,—the work having been composed by St. Ansgrarius, in the beginning of the 9th century. St. Ansgrarius, or Ansarius, or Ansgar, born in 801, became a monk of Corvey, where he gave himself up to the most ascetic life and the severest study. He laid the foundation of the library there, which was destined to be the means of preserving many valuable works of the classics from destruction, and among others, it is said, the Annals of Tacitus. He is said to have passed some time at the Anglo-Saxon court, and was eventually appointed by his own sovereign, Louis le Débonnaire, a teacher of the Gospel to the pagan Saxons north of the Rhine; from whence he went to visit Harold, king of Denmark, whom he had baptized at Mayence. Becoming eventually Archbishop of Hamburg, he held that office with honour, and dignity for thirty-four years.

It was while occupied in his missionary labours that he is said to have composed the series of scriptural designs, briefly explained by passages from the Holy Scriptures, which afterwards became known as the Bible of the Poor,—"Biblia Pauperum." In an old copy of the xylographic "Biblia Pauperum" at Florence, there is an entry, in Latin, in writing of the 15th century, to the effect that the author of the book was St. Ansgar; and this view is further corroborated by several passages in medieval chronicles to the effect that St. Ansgrarius wrote a book for the conversion of the pagans, entirely composed of signs,—the signs alluded to being no doubt the series of simple outline devices which were afterwards improved into those which served as the models of the first block-book. Heineckan supposes the designs of St. Ansgar to have been copied in the sculptures of the cathedral of Bremen, or that those sculptures were designed by him; but they are of much later period. Another bibliographic writer, Lessing, says the designs of the "Biblia Pauperum" were taken from the painted windows of the convent at Herschare, which exhibit the same series of subjects; they were, however, much more probably taken from the well-known and long favourably received series of the then popular book, which has long been known as "Historiae Veteris et Novi Testamenti, seu Biblia Pauperum." Many interesting particulars of the career of St. Ansgar may be found in the ecclesiastical essays by M. Munlen, published at Copenhagen in 1798. I have examined several of the manuscript copies of this reputed work of St. Ansgar, some of which are very beautifully illuminated; but the great portion are of rude execution, while all invariably exhibit the same arrangement. The principal subjects are always three, forming, as it were, a triptych; while, in most of the other works of the same kind, there are only two—the type from the Old Testament and the corresponding event in the New. But, in the "Biblia Pauperum," there are two ancient types, the Christian event typified, forming the central picture or device, and having above it the half-length figures of two of the prophets, and below, two figures of apostles, or fathers of the Church.

There are several M.S. copies of the "Biblia Pauperum" in the British Museum, but none of
very early date. The one numbered "Royal Library V." is a work of the close of the 14th century; perhaps about the year 1400, that of the death of Richard II. The book is of oblong form, to admit, as it would seem, of the three devices being placed in the same row, without crowding. The designs are coloured and illuminated, and are precisely the same in spirit as those of the Block-book, even to the ray emanating from God the Father, and falling on the Virgin Mary, and in which the infant Christ is seen bearing His cross. It is probable that this idea might be traced back to the pencil and religious fancy of St. Ansgar; though none of the bibliographers who have delighted to linger over every detail of the "Biblia Pauperum" have suggested the idea,—not even Zani, who goes out of his way to prove that in the engraving of this subject, in the Block-book, the engraver had fallen into the errors of the Valentinian heretics of the 2nd century. As an illustration of the best drawn of the types in this MS., which is the best finished of the kind that I have met with, I may cite the page containing, as the ancient types, Samson bearing away the gates of Gaza, and Jonah coming forth from the whale; while the centre device, the event typified, is the removal of the stone from the sepulchre.

Among the Additional MSS. of the Museum, the No. 15,705, purchased in 1841, may be pointed out as a copy of the "Biblia Pauperum," in which the designs are in simple outline, and apparently of the 15th century. The MS. No. 165, D, in the Arundel Collection, another of the Museum copies, is exceedingly rude in execution, but all the usual arrangement of the subjects is strictly adhered to. These examples will be sufficient to show the kind of book which the "Biblia Pauperum" was in its MS. form. That it was in great demand is proved by the number of MSS. still in existence; and that books of its class were greatly required may be easily understood, when it is stated that a complete copy of the Bible at that period frequently cost a thousand florins.

That the first attempts to supply books of a simple class, by a new process, was made in Holland and Flanders, and not in Germany, as some have asserted, many circumstances go to prove. In the first place, the Low Countries had great artists, such as the brothers Van Eyck, at a period when Germany had neither artists of repute nor artistic monuments to boast of; and, in the second place, the earliest class of Block-books are found much more abundantly in Holland and Flanders than in Germany, though specimens of later date are known in Germany, which are evidently of German execution; and the Royal Library of Munich contains the finest collection in Europe of these bibliographic rarities, both of Dutch and German origin.

The models, however, upon which German artists subsequently worked, and in some rare cases improved, were, almost invariably, of Dutch or Flemish origin. No German town can prove the establishment of such manufactories of books at the close of the 14th and beginning of the 15th century as Bruges and Antwerp; and in such establishments in Flanders and in Holland was concentrated the talent practised in book-work of all kinds, that produced the Block-books; the close commercial connection of the Dutch towns with those of Flanders, leading to the conclusion that book-work was one of the staples of Flemish as well as of the Dutch towns. Be this as it may, many suppose that Laurens Koster, of Haarlem, who afterwards invented moveable types, was one of the earliest engravers of Block-books, and that, in fact, the "Biblia Pauperum" was actually his work. There is considerable internal evidence for this hypothesis in the style of the compositions and their arrangement; those of the "Biblia Pauperum" being separated from each other by architectural framing of precisely the same kind as those of Koster's "Speculum," which I shall have to describe in the next chapter; while the drawing of the figures is of such similar character, that, if not by the same hand, it must evidently be of the same school. The period of its execution may probably be estimated as lying between 1410 and 1420; possibly earlier, but certainly not later. Mr. Horne possessed a volume in the original binding, which contained three of the most celebrated Block-
books,—the "Biblia Pauperum," the "Apocalypse," and the "Ars Moriendi." Within the binding was the following memorandum:—"Hic liber reliquis sertum per Plebanum ecclesiae anno Domini 1412..."—the last numeral being very indistinct, the date may fairly be taken as 1425. All three books were in circulation at that time; and allowing for their having followed each other, at certain intervals, 1410, or thereabouts, would be an exceedingly probable date for the publication of the first of them. Much more might be urged in favour of that period as the proximate date of the first Block-books; but, in the present instance, a chapter, and not a volume, is all the space that I can devote to their story; and I must therefore proceed at once to the description of the xylographic "Biblia Pauperum," generally esteemed (on sufficiently good grounds) the first book of its class, though there is no positive proof that it is so. The earliest editions of this celebrated Block-book contain forty leaves, and the latest editions have ten additional, making fifty leaves,* printed only on one side; the rubbing process by means of which the impressions were obtained having unfitted the backs for the reception of impressions; while by rubbing on the fronts, already bearing impressions, in order to print impressions on the backs, the fronts themselves would have been very much injured; so that as long as the rubbing process was the only one by means of which an impression from an engraved block could be obtained, so long would it remain an imperative rule to print on one side only. Many writers have described the Block-books as having the leaves pasted back to back, in order to conceal the blanks; but I have not met with many Block-books originally so treated.

The first of the forty pages of the first edition of the "Biblia Pauperum," of which I here give a fac-simile (Plate 2), has for its central subject the "Annunciation," in which a ray appears to be breathed down upon the Virgin from God the Father, seen above in a cloud; and in the ray, the Spirit of the Holy Ghost is seen descending in the form of a dove, followed by the Infant Christ bearing His cross—a singular composition, which has led to much discussion. The meaning of the prefigurative types on either side of the principal subject is set forth in the Latin inscriptions in the upper corners—Eve's temptation being said to foreshadow the Birth of Christ, according to the text (Gen. iii. 15), "Her seed shall bruise thy [the serpent's] head;" while Gideon's fleece, becoming saturated with dew, the earth around remaining dry, is made to typify Christ's birth by the infusion of the Holy Ghost. Above is an abbreviated text, in the Latin of the Vulgate, issuing from the nique of Isaiah, in further illustration of the meaning of the type, which is, in the English version, "Behold, a virgin shall conceive and bear a son."—(Isaiah vii. 14.) Over Gideon, from the niche of David, is (English version), "He shall come down like rain into a fleece of wool."—(Psalm lxii. 6.) Below these two subjects are alliterative, or rhymed couplets, marked as verses by the letters vs (versus). Under Eve, "Vipera vire perdit, Sine vi pariente puella." Under Gideon, "Rore madet vellum, Pluviam sicut arida tellus." Beneath the central device is a similar couplet, "Virgo salutatur, Innupta manens gravidatur." The prophets in the niches below are, Ezekiel (to the left), with the text, "Porta hæc clausa, et non aperietur" (xliv. 2); and Jeremiah, with the text, "Crevit Dominum novum super terram, femina circumdabit virum" (xxxi. 22). My fac-simile is from the copy which came to the British Museum with the Royal Library. It is a fine copy of the first edition of forty pages. When in the Jaignal Collection, it was bound up with a copy of the Apocalypse. The backs of the pages exhibit very plainly the traces of rubbing with some saponaceous substance while the face of the paper was fixed upon the inked engraving of the block to receive the impression. The pages are systematically marked for the guidance of the

* Heinecken considers this edition the fifth; many of the plates having been retouched, or newly engraved. The text of my present fac-simile is in an earlier character than that of the block-pages of the "Speculum," and not by the same hand, being more upright, and thinner. Subsequent German editions were traced by inferior artists from the original Dutch one. For further details of the "Biblia Pauperum," and other block-books, see Appendix.
A PAGE FROM THE BLOCK-BOOK CALLED "THE BOOK OF CANTICLES."
A PAGE FROM THE BLOCK-BOOK CALLED "THE APOCALYPSE OF ST JOHN." EXECUTED PROBABLY IN THE BEGINNING OF THE 15TH CENTURY.
binder, by means of the letters of the alphabet; the plate here reproduced in fac-simile being the first plate, is therefore distinguished by A, which occurs under the half-figures of Isaiah and David. This circumstance is thought to prove that Block-books must have been long in use; but the simple fact is, that this system of signatures had been adopted in MS. books as early as the 12th century. Mr. Ottley thought the Spencer edition the first, on account of the greater expressiveness of some of the figures, and also on account of certain imperfections consequent upon the engravings having been made on wood not well suited for printing from. Among the additional plates of the increased editions, the first is the tree of Jesse; and there is in one of the later editions the arms of the engraver or publisher, and a date, not very distinct, made out to be 1450. A late German edition of the "Biblia Pauperum" has the date 1475; but before that period editions had been printed at the regular press with moveable types,—as, for instance, that of Pfister, printed at Bamberg in 1462.

The next example I shall give from the Block-books is a page from the "Book of Canticles," as it is commonly called; but more fully entitled, "Historia seu Providentia Virginis Mariae ex Cantico Canticorum" (Plate 3). This book consists of a number of texts selected from the "Song of Solomon," as supposed to typify the history of the Virgin Mary; the text being illustrated by a series of compositions which are, on the whole, more skilful and graceful than any to be found in the whole range of Block-book art. The work is supposed by many of the advocates of the priority of the Dutch to be the production of the atelier, if not of the hand, of Laurens Koster, of Haarlem, the reputed subsequent inventor of moveable types. Certain it is that the treatment of the compositions bears a strong affinity to that of the illustrations of the "Speculum;" and that the work is of Dutch origin, and not German, is pretty certain, as in some copies there is a Dutch inscription at the head of the first leaf. The copy in the Museum from which this present fac-simile is taken has the inscription in question. My fac-simile is from page 5, as arranged in the Museum copy, which is a very fine one, and was purchased in 1838. The other copy in the National Collection is a coloured one, and was bequeathed, like so many other treasures, both of the Library and Medal-room, by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode.

The graceful drawing and grouping of the figures in the upper section of this interesting plate are very remarkable, especially as regards the hands; while the picturesquely angular folds of the drapery, in a style which Albert Durer subsequently carried to such perfection, are very tasteful, and full of a quaint sort of elegance. In the lower subject, the Virgin in the Garden guarded by Angels, the treatment is also very quaint and interesting. The details of the fountain, the plants, and the circular embattled enclosure are all executed with the freedom and confidence of a master hand. Many of the other pages are equally excellent, inasmuch that it was very difficult to select, when only one could be taken. A complete description of the present plate, from the "Book of Canticles," will be found in the Appendix to the present volume.

The third Block-book I shall allude to is the "Apocalypse" (Plate 4, illustrating Chap. vii. to x). Some have considered this work earlier than the "Biblia Pauperum." The armour of the soldiers, as seen in the fac-simile of the page selected for reproduction, is, in fact, of an earlier period than that of the designs of the "Biblia Pauperum," as may be seen by a reference to the example from that work, and belongs to the middle of the 14th century; but this may be accounted for from the work having been closely copied from some MS. of that period. It is, however, difficult to admit this view, as it was so usual with medieval artists to reduce all kinds of costume to the fashion of their own time. But there is a MS. of the "Apocalypse" in the Bodleian Library from which these very groups of soldiers, with their chain gorgets, may have been taken; and moreover, notwithstanding the primitive manner of introducing the patches of text, the style of the writing, which is much more regular and finished than that of the "Biblia Pauperum," induces me, while assigning a very early date to this
Block-book, to consider it more recent than that work. A fuller account of this plate will be found in the Appendix.

My next specimen (Plate 5) is from the "Ars Memorandi," a work intended to recall, by means of familiar signs, the leading passages of the four Gospels. The execution of this Block-book is extremely rude; not even presenting occasional traits of that quaint elegance and graceful naïveté which distinguish the illustrations of the "Biblia Pauperum," those of the "Canticles," or even those of the Apocalypse; the general rudeness of the "Ars Memorandi" being never redeemed by any feature of really artistic character. This rudeness is, however, no proof of antiquity, and merely suggests, as I imagine, that the designs in question were the production of some monk utterly unskilled in the use of the pencil, whose errors have been partially concealed by the boldness of the engraver. The absence of text-bearing scrolls or tablets in the pictures, and the character of the text itself on the opposite pages (see Plate 58, No. 2), demonstrate that the production is of later date than the works previously described. The different objects in the composition are systematically distinguished by numbers, and to the corresponding numbers in the opposite page of text brief descriptions are appended; the descriptions written by hand on the objects themselves, in the present copy, have been added by some possessor of the work long after its execution and publication.

The entire work consists of the symbols of the four Evangelists, each occupying an entire page, and being most grotesquely treated; the bull of St. Luke and the lion of St. Mark standing upright on their hind legs. These symbols are surrounded by various objects, calculated to recall the leading events in the respective Gospels. First in order comes the symbol of St. John (the eagle), the most extravagant device of all. There are three of these grotesque eagles, each surrounded by objects having reference to the Gospel according to St. John; these symbols being numbered upon a broad label as Prima imago Johannis, secunda, and so on. Three pages having been thus devoted to St. John, five are given to St. Matthew, three to St. Mark, and three to St. Luke. The page I have selected for reproduction is the fourth "image," or symbol of St. Matthew—the Angel. The objects grouped around are many of them very curious, and, without the assistance of the accompanying explanations, would certainly not serve to aid the memory of the modern Biblical student. The symbolic Angel holds in the left hand objects numbered 18, which, by the explanation, we learn to be the sun and moon, accompanied by an unusual arrangement of stars and planets, intended to recall the passage, "There were signs in the sun and moon"—erant signa in sole et luna—I give the text of monkish explanation in MS. No. 19, the clasped hands, represents marriage, in reference to the generations of the Ancestors of Christ, as enumerated by St. Matthew. No. 20, the cockle-shell and the bunch of grapes, are emblems of travelling and pilgrimage, and appear to represent the flight into Egypt; 21, the head of an ass, is intended to recall the entrance of Christ into Jerusalem, riding on an ass; 22, a table, with bread knife and drinking-cup, recalls the Last Supper ( Cena magna); and the accompanying symbol, without a number, represents the census rendered to Caesar.

The next Block-book of which I shall give a specimen page is the "Ars Moriendi" (Plate 6). I have selected an edition printed after the discovery that a black oily ink could be used to print from wood blocks, in a Press, by which means the rubbing process was avoided, and printing on both sides rendered possible. This, then, is a specimen of a genuine Block-book, originally intended for printing in distemper colours, but actually printed after the invention of moveable types and the use of the Press; so that it must be considered a late reprint by the newly-introduced process of the true book-printers, whose rise and progress will be described in the ensuing chapters. The present copy of the "Ars Moriendi" is possibly one of the earliest examples known of a Block-book printed with printing-ink. Up to about 1430 (?) all Block-books were printed on one side of the paper only, with pale-brown distemper ink; and after this period the
A subject page from the block-book entitled "Ars Memorandi" executed probably at the beginning of the 15th century.
A SUBJECT PAGE FROM THE EGGLESTON BOOK ENTITLED "ARS MEMORANDI" EXECUTED PROBABLY AT THE BEGINNING OF THE 15TH CENTURY.
1. PART OF A PAGE OF TEXT FROM THE BLOCK-BOOK CALLED 'ARS MORIENDI'.
2. PART OF A PAGE FROM A BLOCK-BOOK CALLED 'ARS MEMORANDI'.

[Text in Latin]
One of the subjects from the block book called "Ars Moriendi."
old custom still prevailed partially for a considerable time, gradually giving way to the reader system of printing by Press-work. I have not room here to describe a late German edition of the “Ars Moriendi,” of which a beautiful page has been recently reproduced in fac-simile in the work of M. Weigel, of Leipzig.

The text of the “Ars Moriendi,” like that of the “Ars Memorandi,” is not formed of merely descriptive titles, but occupies entire pages (see Plate 53, No. 1) opposite the illustrations, which consist of single compositions exhibiting great artistic cleverness. A framework surrounds all the illustrations and pages of text, in the top of which is generally the title of the pictorial composition; as, “Tentacō dyaboli de fide,” &c. &c. In the frame to the preface the title of the work is inserted at one corner, as “Ars Moriendi.” Titles of this kind were very favourite ones. There was not only “the Art of Dying,” and “the Art of Remembering,” but also many others; as there were “Mirrors” of all kinds,—mirrors of salvation, of morality, &c. &c., down to mirrors of history. A certain number of the compositions of the “Ars Moriendi” exhibit the dying man as the victim of some special sin,—ambition, avarice, tyranny, &c., and consequently falling into the power of surrounding demons, who tempt him in his last moments with symbols of his ruling vice; while angels retire weeping, and abandon the soul to its inevitable fate; the demons triumphing in grotesque attitudes and equally grotesque exclamations. The subject selected for our fac-simile is from the device representing the opposite to this sad state of things, in the death of a good man. He is represented as dying with a smile, and in good odour with the Church; a monk places a lighted taper, the symbol of eternal life, in his feeble hand; while one among a group of angels receives his soul, represented by a small figure of a man, which the moribund appears to have exhaled with his last breath, having the crucifix, as the emblem of salvation, in full view. The demons, on the other hand, who have swarmed round the death-bed, are furious, exclaiming, by means of the scrolls issuing from them, “No hope for us” (Spes nobis nulla), “We are put to confusion” (confusi sumus), &c. The drawing and engraving of this and other subjects is bold and ready, and the grouping skilful, showing a somewhat advanced stage of the art; while the half-page of text given as an example also exhibits that semi-cursive style generally used in the MSS. of the first half of the 15th century display. The copy from which our specimen is taken was purchased for the Museum in 1848, and appears to be the edition which Heinecken calls the second.

As examples of the late use of Block-books, long after the invention of printing with moveable types had become almost universal, I have selected specimens from two works, both executed in Germany; for when the art invented by the Dutch (as I am fully convinced) was imitated in Germany, many very excellent specimens were produced there, especially late ones, after the practice had nearly died out elsewhere. The fac-similes Nos. 1 and 2, in Plate 7, are from the “Mirabilia Romae,” printed as late as 1480. This book was unknown to Heinecken. It is exceedingly well executed; the page of text (No. 1) being fully equal to some of the best German manuscripts of the period; while the capital S, with its Gothic ornaments and foliage, is a very pleasing example of its class. It was intended for illumination: I have, indeed, seen an illuminated copy, in which the foliage ornament was in raised gold, burnished. The book is a sort of guide to all the principal shrines in Rome, with a full account (in German) of the different relics they contain. The illustration No. 2 represents the periodical exhibition of the so-called handkerchief of Saint Veronica, which, according to the Romish legend, having been placed by the saint to the face of Christ to wipe away the blood that streamed from the crown of thorns, received a miraculous and perfect imprint in blood of the features of the Saviour. This is one of the relics still exhibited in Rome, in the middle of the 19th century, the adoration of which entitles the devotee to many years of indulgence. The Museum copy of this work was purchased in 1857.

The other specimen of a late Block-book, perhaps the very last of its race, is from a little volume of Italian or German workmanship, entitled “Opera nova contemplativa,” printed at Venice as
late as 1510. The text, as exhibited in the page (No. 3, Plate 7), is of a semi-Gothic style and very carefully cut. The engraving, representing David bearing the head of Goliath, appears rather Italian in style, but modified by the Germanesque feeling that was introduced about that period to Venice by the influx of foreign artists. A more elaborate plate, nearly filling an entire page (No. 4, Plate 7), represents the entrance of Christ into Jerusalem. The leaves of this book are, of course, printed on both sides, and it is only introduced here as being the last specimen of an expiring branch of art, on which account it is not without a peculiar interest. The text of this little volume forms a striking example of the vast amount of labour which must have been expended on the engraving of the blocks for entire pages of text in books of this class.

Block-books rank among the greatest and most costly of bibliographic rarities, and are very restricted in number; yet I have not space to describe them all in this place; and among those which I shall not be able to refer to, are the "Enndkrist," or "Antichrist," "Die Kunst Cheiromantia," treating of palmistry*—the "Planetentuch," treating of the influence of planets on human life—the "Defensorium inviolatae Virginitatis Marie Virginis" (the only known copy of which is supposed to be that in the British Museum), and several others. Many of these works were intended for colouring; and a great number of those we possess are, in fact, coloured; but the colouring is so inferior to the work of the designer and engraver, that the uncoloured copies are considered by far the most valuable. The prices which some specimens have realized seem almost fabulous; for instance, as early as the Crivenna sale, a copy of the "Apocalypse" was sold for 510 florins; in 1815 the Duke of Devonshire bought a copy of the "Biblia Pauperum" for £201; and at the present time either of those works would realize a very much larger sum.

It will have been observed that in the earliest Block-books the engraving of the writing is very rude, and evidently executed with much labour and difficulty. Consequently we find such works selected for production as required little more, in the way of writing, than more or less brief descriptive titles, or texts. But as the skill of the engraver increased, the handwriting of the time was much better imitated, and entire pages of text were executed with considerable success, as I have shown by means of the two specimens in Plate 54. The block-work text of the "Ars Moriendi" is, in fact, nearly as regular, and quite in the same style, as the earliest class of the moveable type work of the Low Countries, as will be acknowledged on comparing it with the specimens from Caxton's "Meditaciones," and "Colard Mansion's Surse de Pistoye," in Plate 41. It should also be borne in mind that both in the Block-books and in the subsequently-developed moveable types, it was the precise imitation of the handwriting of the time that was sought, and not the formation of a special kind of letter suited to the purposes of the printing press.

In this brief account of the origin of books of the xylographic class, I have chiefly endeavoured to trace the progress of those practical ideas which led more or less directly towards the development of that perfect system of rapidly reproducing books which we express by the generic name of the "Printing Press." In the ensuing chapter the nature of the link between the system of engraving entire pages on large blocks of wood or soft metal, and that of moveable types of each separate letter, which was the first direct step towards the modern art of printing, will be carefully analyzed; and as we draw near to the positive development of that great power by means of which modern civilization is so rapidly working out its marvellous advances, every step will be found full of interest to those who really delight in seeking for the earliest traces of those arts and appliances by means of which the various forms of modern progress have been most prominently advanced.

* Chiromancy, or palmistry, was the pretended art (pretty generally believed in at that time) of defining character and foretelling the future destiny of the indi-
1 & 2 SPECIMEN PAGES FROM A BLOCK BOOK, CALLED MIRABILIA ROMAE, EXECUTED ABOUT 1480.

3 & 4 SPECIMENS FROM ONE OF THE LATEST BLOCK BOOKS, ENTITLED OPERA NOVA AND EXECUTED ABOUT 1510.
Chapter IV.

Of the practical Origin of Printing with Moveable Types, and of the Claims of Koster of Haarlem to the honour of the "Invention."

The development of a long series of consecutive ideas all tending, more or less directly, towards the discovery of the art of printing books by means of moveable types, had been the gradual growth of centuries, though the eventual discovery of the principle appears to have been, at last, comparatively sudden, and accomplished, as it were, at a single stride in advance of the Block-book process; while the working out of the means of its practical application appears to have followed with equal rapidity. There is, at the present time, with all the advantages of recent biographical discoveries before us, every reason to believe that Laurens Koster, of Haarlem, was the ingenious artist who first, although in a rude form, realized the practical application of a theory which has led to such vast results, that it may fairly be termed the most important of all human inventions. The advocates of Gutenberg's claim to priority are slow to give way before the accumulated and still accumulating evidence in favour of Koster; and some, closing both eyes and ears to testimony of every kind, refuse to acknowledge that there is the slightest ground for the claims of Holland as against the, asserted, overwhelming evidence in favour of Germany. The examination of the facts and arguments on this interesting cause célèbre will therefore properly form the principal subject of the present chapter.

The so-called invention of printing was, it must be conceded, not so much the result of an inspiration of original genius, as the almost inevitable consequence of a gradual development of various kinds of knowledge; on one side calling into action a thirst for general participation in the thoughts and works of the active thinkers of the age; and on the other, the bringing about of the necessary means of gratifying that legitimate thirst in the plentiful production of cheaper and more convenient books than those great vellum manuscripts, which could only be the privilege of the few. Among the previous discoveries which had rendered possible the production of cheap books was that of paper, in a cheap and yet substantial form. Had an ingenious experimenter discovered the art of producing writing (so to speak) with moveable types some few centuries earlier than the time of its actual advent, the discovery could scarcely have been successful, and might have died out, as a pretty but useless piece of ingenuity; for an abundant supply of paper was fully as necessary to the production of books which should supersede those of the professional scribes, as was the art of printing: Indeed, it has to be borne steadily in mind that even the xylographic, or Block-books, which were the necessary precursors of those printed by moveable types, and out of which the practical idea of the use of moveable types necessarily grew, were printed by means of rubbing at the back in order to procure an impression, a process which could only be practised with success upon paper, as vellum is both too tough and too rigid in its texture to admit of successful impressions being produced upon it by that means. So that, putting the cost of the vellum out of the question, the result required could not have been produced at all, before the invention of paper. For the comfort of those advocates of Gutenberg, therefore, who are indignant at the palm of priority being handed over to Koster, it may be fairly asserted that the entire credit of the origin of the true art of printing cannot belong entirely to any one person, or any one people; but is due, as a recent writer on
portion of the north-west coast of Africa, hitherto unknown to modern navigators. He was, in fact, laying the foundation of that spirit of maritime enterprise which subsequently led to those discoveries of Columbus, which burst like a flash of light upon Europe some fifty years later.

In Italy all was political dissension and confusion. It was the era of the double papacy. A schism had long been agitating the Church, and had led to the divided rule of a French Pope at Avignon, and an Italian Pope at Rome, whence the Romans were just about to expel Eugenius IV. as they had done several of his predecessors. The last of the Visconti was ruling, in the good old fashion of true Italian despots, in the duchy of Milan, which was about to pass into possession of the Sforze, to the prejudice of the more rightful claim to the succession on the part of a French prince, the Duke of Orleans; while various petty sovereigns, acknowledging no suzerainty to any superior power, oppressed other portions of the Italian peninsula; Naples and Sicily being especially the scene of a dynastic revolution, the Spanish house of Arragon and the French house of Anjou, being engaged in a sanguinary contention for the dominions of Queen Joan, assigned by her to the French prince.

Nevertheless, light was fast breaking: Cosmo de' Medici had established his enlightened rule at Florence; and Dante, followed by Boccacio and Petrarch, had recently laid the foundations of modern literature in putting forth their works in the living language of their country instead of addressing them to the learned few, clothed in the obscure veil of the dead Latin. The Government of Venice was as yet the only European power that had developed an enlarged system of commerce, having turned the crusading mania into a means of seizing several stations in the Levant to serve as counters for an indirect trade with the far East. But these boasted possessions, seemingly so permanent, were already threatened by the alarming growth of the Turkish power, to which they were destined eventually to succumb. The commerce of the Venetian metropolis, however, still went on increasing, and protective edicts, as we have seen, were issued in favour of the manufacture of playing-cards carried on within the precincts of the Ocean city. The unfortunate Francis Foscari, so well known to English readers by Byron's striking drama, was the reigning Doge at the time that Koster was dreaming out a more expeditious method of reproducing books than that afforded by the pen of the copyist, or the engraved tablet of the xylographer; and at Genoa, Isnard de Guarco, who in the general ferment of this transitional political period had been recently deposed, had again become the Doge of the moment.

In Germany, Sigismund, King of Bohemia and Hungary, enjoyed a somewhat empty title as Emperor; the host of petty princes of which the German federation was composed, being almost entirely independent of any kind of central suzerainty, while only a small number had a direct influence in conferring the imperial title, the prince-bishops being among the most turbulent and resolutely independent of the Electors. The character of Philip, Bishop of Beauvais, may serve as an illustration of that of semi-military prelates in general. Being taken prisoner by the English in the very act of combat, to which the state of his cuirass and sword bore ample testimony, he nevertheless appealed to the Papal authority, as an oppressed son of the Church; the English sent to Rome his blood-stained sword and cuirass, accompanied by the well-known text:—"Know then, father, whether this be thy son's coat or no?" the Pope, Innocent III., answering, that "when a son of the Church chooses to quit the army of Christ for that of men, he must submit to the consequences." Such might have been the adventure of almost any one of the prince-bishops of the Empire. Yet Germany, like the rest of Europe, was on the eve of a great advance. The German mind was rapidly ripening,—and was, in fact, almost in the act of preparing itself to become the champion of the Reformation, which was already impending over the Romish Church.
Poland was an elective monarchy, powerful as to extent, but something worse than sembarbarous in social condition; while there was as yet no Prussia, and the dukes of Moscow were but just throwing off their subjection to the barbaric power of the Tartar dynasties that still represented, though faintly, the power of the ancient Scythians. Parts of Sweden, Denmark, and Norway had only been recently Christianized, and as European powers having any influence beyond their own frontiers, those northern States may almost be said to have been unknown.

To the east, the Turkish power was attaining to its greatest extension and brilliancy; threatening Europe with an all-conquering invasion, such as that which had formerly emanated from the Moorish section of the Mahomedan nations in the 7th century, which after rapidly conquering Spain, was preparing to overrun the whole of Europe, which it might have effected as rapidly, but for the accident of that victory which, after the terrific three days' battle, was won by Charles Martel on the plains of Gaul, a feat which entirely turned the tide of events, that seemed tending towards the Mahomedan subjection of the whole of Christendom; just as a single rock sometimes turns the entire course of the greatest rivers. The threatening attitude of Turkish invasion from the East in the beginning of the 15th century was not doomed to be thus driven back by a single battle, but to keep the whole of Europe in continual dread of the impending danger through a long series of wars, during the varying chances of which the fate of the Christian kingdoms seemed more than once trembling in the balance. Of the vast regions of Asia, Europe had then no accurate knowledge; indeed none at all except that derived from the reports of such travellers as Marco Polo and Mandeville, in whose descriptions fiction was so blended with fact, that little real knowledge was at that time ever obtained from them. It was, however, known that the vast Turkish power had already spread itself all across Asia, and subjugged some of the fairest portions of India, a name at that time surrounded by darkness, and full of mystery to the European mind; while America, the discovery of which was so soon to astonish incredulous Europe, was as yet undreamt of. This age of comparative ignorance,—of plate armour, of tilts and tournaments, of monks and monasteries, of despots and feudalism, seems far more in harmony with scribes and their manuscripts, and with legendary chronicles illuminated by hand with endless miniatures and borderings, than with the first throes and upheavings of the Printing Press, which, nevertheless, were then taking place.

I will conclude this brief outline of European history at that period with some account of the state of Holland as being the actual arena of the first steps in an art, the origin of which it is the business of this volume to describe. Philip the Hardy received from his father, King John of France, the duchy of Burgundy as an independent state, after the manner in which states were then dismembered to provide for the offspring of the sovereign. As duke of Burgundy, Philip married Margaret, heiress of Louis, count of Flanders, and with that addition to his dominions he became as powerful, if not more so, than the kings of France themselves. He was succeeded by John the Fearless, whose son, Philip the Good, succeeded him in 1419. In 1421 Philip commenced an unjust war against Jacqueline, countess of Holland, his relative, who was compelled, in 1426, to declare Philip of Burgundy her successor; and in this way Holland and Hainault were joined to the already extensive possessions of the house of Burgundy. It was during the hopeless contest of Jacqueline with the superior power of Burgundy that Koster first began to busy himself with experiments concerning a more perfect and rapid method, than either that of the pen or the xylographic tablet, for the production of books.

To return to the subject immediately in hand, it may be stated that ideas analogous to that of printing books by means of moveable types may have occurred to many other minds than either those of Koster or Gutenberg, at a period when, as just shown in the preceding historical sketch, the mind of Europe was beginning to crave for fresh knowledge, and yet could not obtain access even to that which existed, on account of the great cost of manuscript books. At this
period a M.S. Bible cost 500 gold crowns, and all other books were as small in number as they were great in price, and were as insufficient to slake the thirsty craving for religious and material knowledge which then prevailed, as a few rain-drops to quench the burning thirst of the traveller in the desert, who seeks for long deep draughts at a copious spring of living waters. Under such circumstances many may have sought, and mentally realized, some theory of printing, analogous to the one about to be described; but the names of Koster and Gutenberg will ever remain associated with its positive invention, as the first who succeeded in reducing their theories to a practical form; and to Koster, if we are to be guided by a vast mass of unanswerable evidence in his favour, must be assigned the glory of achieving the first actual steps in that art, of which Gutenberg was soon destined, not only to extend and solidify the basis, but to raise at once upon that basis a most noble superstructure. I have used the term “glory” advisedly, as we shall see that Koster’s countrymen, almost in his own time, considered such “glory” to be, as the Dutch historian Junius expresses it, not only his, but that of his country. Holland, indeed, has not failed to make manifest her feeling and interest in this glory by memorials, statues, and even museums of relics, the establishment of which commenced soon after the times of Koster and his first band of primitive printers; nor have energetic native writers ever ceased from that time to the present hour to vindicate the claims of Koster as the earliest printer, against those of Gutenberg and his followers at Mayence.

Before narrating the facts connected with the efforts of Koster in the creation of moveable letter-types, it will be well to describe, very briefly, the nature of the authorities upon which his claims to being the first to make use of moveable types are founded. They are very numerous; in fact, so interesting had the story of the Printing Press become long before half its powers, as we now know them, were developed, that every old chronicle of the time, and of the epochs closely following the time of Koster, has been ransacked by persevering antiquaries for passages relating to its origin; and the harvest of information thus acquired has been abundant. Even memorandum-books and parish records have been hunted through, and every word bearing on the subject carefully extracted, and made the theme of essays without end, most of them full of curious and interesting matter.*

The following passages are a few selected from the mass, as among the most interesting of those which have immediate reference to Koster and his claims. And it is worthy of consideration that the first and most important authorities conceding to the Dutch the glory of being the originators of the art, occur in the works of German authors; which is, to some extent, an answer to the remark recently made by M. Weigel, of Leipzig, that those who entered into the Koster-Gutenberg controversy did not read the German books on the subject. Placing the authorities referred to in chronological order, the first to be cited is that contained in a German chronicle printed at Cologne in 1499, and thence known as the Chronicle of Cologne, though it does not refer especially to that city. It was printed by Ulrich Zell, originally of Mayence, a well-known follower of Gutenberg and his system, and by some considered a pupil of the great founder of the art in Germany. The passage referred to occurs in the body of the work, under a separate heading, as follows:—

"Of the art of printing books, when and where, and by whom, was invented the inexpressibly useful art of printing books." The passage in which the case is summed up runs thus, as quoted by M. Wolf: †—"Although the art, as now practised, was discovered at Mayence, nevertheless the first idea came from Holland, and from the Donatus ‡ which had been previously printed there. Those books are therefore the origin of the art." The Chronicle goes on further in the

---

* The list of works printed at the beginning of this volume will convey some idea of the amount of literature to which the history of the Press has given rise; and further particulars will be found in the Appendix.

‡ Small Latin Grammars, named after their author, Donatus; to be described farther on.
argument, in order to ensure to Gutenberg his proper share in the great discovery; some writers having claimed it for Jenson, the Frenchman, who printed books in Venice at a very early period, as we shall see in treating of Italian printing. The author of our Chronicle says, "Jenson has received the credit of being the first to practise the perfect art, but Gutenberg (whom he miscalls Gutenbuck, good book), a gentleman of Mayence, was the real vinder" (that is, finder or inventor). These facts had no doubt been partly gathered and corroborated by Ulrich Zell, himself a printer from Mayence, and who would, had there been just ground, have vindicated the claims of that city to the full. Zell was the first who established a press at Cologne.

These statements are corroborated in a singularly preserved memorandum made by one of the most acute critics of the first half of the 16th century, Mariangelus Accursius, a Neapolitan scholar of distinction. The memorandum in question is worth dwelling upon in some little detail, as it has led to many mistakes and misquotations, which ought to be pointed out en passant. In the first place, Coronelli, in his "Bibliotheca universalis," has, from an imperfect knowledge of this memorandum and its nature, been led into the grave statement that the Neapolitan author wrote "a work" upon "the invention of printing;" though the memorandum in question consists merely of a few words written on the blank leaf of an old Donatus once in his possession, and which afterwards passed into the family of the Aldi, the famous Venetian printers.

In the second place, the few words comprised in this brief memorandum have been misquoted in a manner that is so ridiculous as to approach the burlesque. For instance, in the excellent "Dictionnaire universelle, &c. &c., par une Société de Savans, français et étrangers," and in which one would not expect to find any glaring mistake, of any kind, we have the memorandum in question enriched with extraordinary amplifications and alterations, as follows:—"John Fust, Burgomaster of Mayence, maternal uncle of John Schöffer, invented the art of printing with brass types, &c. &c." This strangely garbled passage reminds the reader of the itinerant preacher, who, mingling and misplacing Scripture passages in a by no means dissimilar manner, astonished his congregation by exclaiming, "And Moses, after he had been forty days and forty nights in the whale's belly, said, Verily thou almost persuaded me to become a Christian!"

Without referring to other misinterpretations to which this simple memorandum has been subjected by the advocates of the priority of Gutenberg, and the first founders of printing in Strasbourg and Mayence, let us turn to the original memorandum itself. It consists of these words:— "Impressus autem est hic Donatus et confessionalia primum omnium anno 1450. Admonitus certe fuit ex Donato Hollandiae prius impresso in tabula incisa." The sense of which may be rendered as follows:—"This Donatus and confessional was the first one actually printed—in he year 1450. It was certainly imitated from those previously printed in Holland from engraved tablets."

With many other bibliophiliasts, Accursius was mistaken in thinking that the Dutch Donatus's were all printed from engraved tablets—that is to say, were xylographs; otherwise he is perfectly correct in stating that those printed at Mayence, which so closely resembled the Dutch ones, were evidently copied from them; those, however, from which they were copied being actually printed with moveable metal types; being also, in all probability, the work of Koster himself and his followers, as will be subsequently shown.

The next authority in favour of the claims of Koster is to be found in a work by John Van Zuyren, burgomaster of Haarlem, published about 1561, and entitled, "A Dialogue on the first invention of the Art of Typography" ("Dialogus de prima artis typographicae inventione"). Few fragments remain of this work, but enough has been preserved to show that the author unhesitatingly claims for his countryman the glory of having made the first rude steps in the art; stating
at the same time that he does not wish to detract from the credit of the great printers of Mayence, who first brought it to perfection and popularized it.

Theodore Volchart Coonhert makes a somewhat similar statement in the preface to his Dutch translation of Cicero's "Offices," printed by himself, or at all events at his house at Haarlem, in 1561. He says, "I have often been assured from well-informed persons that the art of printing was originally invented in the town of Hairlem, although in a rude manner; the knowledge of the art having subsequently been treacherously carried to Mayence, by an unfaithful workman, and there brought to great perfection. As having first rendered it public, that town has acquired the glory of the first invention, and hence our fellow-citizens obtain but little credence when they attribute it to one of themselves the honour of being the real inventor." This last passage, as M. Bernard remarks in his "Débuts de l'Imprimerie en Europe," is very interesting, as showing that even at that time the controversy concerning the rival claims of Haarlem and Mayence was already in active existence.

As the next passage to be noted, we may select the one which occurs in the "Civitates Orbis Terrarum," by Braunius of Cologne, printed in 1570—1588, in four folio volumes, and this is another strictly German authority in favour of the claims of Holland. A map of Haarlem in this work is accompanied by an account of the city, to which Braunius unhesitatingly assigns the honour of having given birth to the art of printing. The claims of Haarlem as the cradle of the art are also set forth by Eytzinger in his great folio volume on the topography of the Low Countries, printed in 1583; while a much fuller statement occurs in Guicciardini's "Descrizione di tutti i Paesi Bassi," a still earlier work, printed at Antwerp in 1567. The passage in question has been quoted both by Ottley and Meerman. It runs thus:—"According to the common tradition of the country, the evidence of several authors, and also of ancient monuments, the art of printing was first invented in this town, as well as that of casting letters (in moulds); and the inventor having died before he had carried his work to full perfection, one of his workmen went to Mayence, where he divulged the secret of practising the art: and in that place so much care and attention was bestowed upon it, that it was brought to great completeness; and hence arose the opinion that it originated there. I neither will nor can decide the question, &c. &c."

Guicciardini evidently shirked the responsibility and odium of deciding a question, which was evidently a ticklish one, even in his time, and he divided the contested apple—perhaps a wise plan; for it is plain that if, in the case of the original apple of discord, with its fatal inscription, "To the fairest," the appointed judge had bethought himself of dividing it into three equal parts, and awarding one to each of the fair claimants, an immense amount of Olympian wrath and heart-burning might have been spared.

That the story of the Haarlem invention by Koster had also found its way to England, we have proof in the otherwise worthless pamphlet published by Richard Atkyns in 1664, in order to prove that books had been printed at Oxford before the time of Caxton.‡ Although out of chronological order, we may glance at Atkyns's testimony here. He describes a MS. which he had received from a friend (whom he does not name), which purported to be a copy or extract from one preserved in the archiepiscopal library at Lambeth. From this MS. he proceeds to quote a passage to the following effect:—"Thomas Bourchier, archbishop of Canterbury, having persuaded his sovereign, Henry VI., to use every possible means for introducing into England the new art of printing then practised at Haarlem by Gutenberg, the king charged one Robert

---

* He of course means from movable types.
† Koster having kept his invention secret, as we shall see.
‡ The book at Oxford, with the erroneous date 1468, upon which Atkyns principally founded his argument, will be described and its date discussed in another place. For the passage in full, see Atkyns's pamphlet, entitled "The Origin and Growth of Printing, &c." 4to. Whitehall, 1664.
Turnour, his valet, with a secret mission for the purpose of abducting one of the workmen from the Haærlem establishment and bringing him to England. Turnour took with him Caxton, a rich London merchant, who had great dealings with Holland, and whose residence in the country would therefore be less suspicious. They went first to Amsterdam, then to Leyden, using every precaution, as several strangers had been already cast into prison for endeavouring to obtain the secret and carry it to their respective countries. At last they succeeded in carrying off Frederick Corsellis (Cornelius ?), and eventually got him to work at Oxford under strong guard.”

Here, then, we have another name for the treacherous servant who stole Koster’s secret; and though the passage is totally unworthy of credit, it serves to show that the story of the Haærlem Press must have had some foundation; while the strange mixing up of the names of Gutenberg and Fust, and Caxton and others, with the statement only arises from the ignorance of the narrator.

But I must retrace my steps, in order to describe the long anterior account of Junius, upon which the Kosterian claims are chiefly based, and upon whose testimony the advocates of Haærlem, as the seat of the first true Printing Press place their chief reliance.

Hadrian Junius, son of Peter of the same name, in his “History of Holland,” states at great length, and with ample detail, all the facts upon which is founded the claim of Laurence Koster, of Haærlem, to be the first to contrive and make use of moveable metal letter-types. Hadrian Junius, born in 1511, was a man of position and education: His studies were commenced at the Latin Grammar School at Haærlem, and subsequently perfected at different European universities; and he became known as one of the most learned men of a period remarkable for its erudition. For a time he resided in England, as physician in ordinary to the Duke of Norfolk, and was afterwards appointed one of the physicians to the King of Denmark. Eventually, he settled in his native country, Holland, where he devoted himself to literary pursuits, and his history, written at the request of the Dutch Government, and which he entitled “Batavia,” was completed in 1569. From various causes, however, it was not printed till 1588, thirteen years after his death, when it was published under the superintendence of his son Peter. The passages relating to Koster appear from internal evidence to have been written in 1568, and commence as follows:—

“About 128 years ago there lived at Haærlem, in a house of considerable size, on the Place, and facing the royal palace, one Laurence, son of John, surnamed Koster, or Sacristan,* a lucrative and honourable office, which was hereditary in his family. It is this man who merits a glory superior to that of all conquerors, and who can justly claim the honour of the invention of the typographic art, an honour at the present day usurped by others.”

The period referred to by Junius, and stated by him to be that during which Koster was practising his art in the great house on the Place, opposite the king’s palace, is pretty evidently the year 1440, when Koster was still living, though he appears to have died in that year.

On account of the Latinized name of Koster into Custos, † the opponents of his claim have asserted that he could not be the person intended by Junius; but this is a mere verbal quibble, and, even if sustained, would only shift the claim from Koster to some other citizen of Haærlem of the actual name of Custos, or Æditus Custosve. Junius next proceeds, without circumlocution, to tell in what way the idea was first suggested to Koster of using moveable types instead of engraving a whole page on a block or tablet. “Walking one day in the

* An office of which the duties were the charge of the sacred books and other moveables of the church.
† In the Latin of Junius, Custos, “cognomento Æditus Custosve;” all the proper names being, at that period, not Latinized by a Latin termination, but translated. For instance, the real name of Junius himself, the author of the history in question, was really Jonge (equivalent to our Young), Hadrian de Jonge; while Gutenberg’s name (equivalent to Goodhill) is translated into Latin as Bonamontis, and his family name, Geinsefisch (equivalent to our Gooseflesh), is Latinized as Ansicarus; to say nothing of the translation of Burgomaster into Cos, or Consul.
wood, near the town (as the citizens, in their leisure, are accustomed to do in the afternoon, or on festivals), Laurence Jansoon* occupied himself with cutting pieces of beech-bark into the form of letters." But the passage at this point must be given in the original Latin, as I am inclined to think that its meaning has not hitherto been accurately apprehended. "Ceppit faginae cortices principio in literarum typos conformare, quibus inversa ratione sigillatim chartae impressis versiculum unum atque alterum animi gratia ducebat, nepotibus generi sui liberis exemplum futurum."

M. Bernard, one of the most recent supporters of the claims of Laurence Koster, translates, "Laurent se prit à façonner des écorces de Hêtre en forme de lettres, desquelles, en les renversant et imprimant successivement, une à une, sur une feuille de papier, il obtint, en s'amusant, des versets (ou petites sentences) destinés à servir d'exemple à ses petits fils, les enfants de son gendre." It appears to me that in this translation the precise meaning of Junius may not be entirely rendered. May he not mean by sigillatim that these letters, after being reversed, were sealed, or otherwise fixed, one after another, to a sheet of paper, in the order he wished, so as to form little verses, of which he was able to take impressions as he would from an engraved block? If this be the true meaning of the passage, we have clearly, according to the statement of Junius, the first hint of moveable types very naturally suggesting itself from the letters cut in bark. In the first place, the letters being cut in a detached form and in a thin material, the opportunity of reversing them, in the proper sense for printing from them, would most probably occur to the mind of an ingenious artisan like Koster, who was, there is every reason to suppose, a wood-engraver (as well as Custos), engaged in producing Block-books, which, as shown in the preceding chapter, were the first examples of books multiplied by impressions instead of being written by hand. Already skilful in carving letters in relief upon those blocks, he would find no difficulty in cutting out letters very neatly in bark, of which substance he may have met with a suitable piece in his walks; and no more natural amusement can be conceived for such a handicraftsman during his afternoon's stroll in the wood. Such letters, if sealed or pasted upon a sheet of stiff paper to keep them in their proper order, might easily be charged with ink by a careful application of the dabbing process without inking the surrounding paper; and that being done, nothing would be easier than to take an impression, by laying a piece of paper over the letters so charged and rubbing it evenly on the back, as is still done in taking experimental proofs from wood-engravings. That such was the method in which he would proceed to obtain his impression is tolerably certain, as it was the way in which the block-books were printed; for which reason, as previously stated, the leaves of such books were only printed on one side, and sometimes pasted together back to back to conceal the blanks, as stated by Junius; the rubbed back of the paper being made too glossy for the purpose of printing by the rubbing, as well as being, in most instances, slightly soiled.

If any be found sceptical about the possibility of obtaining impressions in this way, such a person must find much difficulty in believing in the new method of stereotyping, by means of papier-mâché moulds, of a page of set-up type, instead of casts in metal; and yet the system has been found perfectly successful. I have myself, while writing this passage, cut out some letters in thin pasteboard about the thickness of birch-bark, and after reversing them and sticking them on to a piece of paper to keep them in their proper places, have obtained impressions from them by dabbing them carefully with common ink stiffened with gum, and then rubbing the paper placed over them with the thumb-nail. I thus satisfied myself that the remark of M. Renouard, who asserts the impossibility of obtaining impressions from the letters of

* That is, Lawrence, son of John, or rather Laurens Jansoon, a common method of forming distinctive names at that period, when family names, except those derived from estates, had not yet become established.
beech-bark, is unfounded. But then, as should be noted, he is assuming that Junius describes the beech-bark letters in question as being used in actual work, and in a press similar to that used for metal types. He has, therefore, entirely mistaken the drift of the passage; in which the beech-bark letters are, in fact, only spoken of as having in the course of a sportive experiment led to the idea of those practical and eventual moveable types, which are afterwards spoken of as being of metal. And M. Renouard, though right in assuming that bark letters could not be used in the press, might have recollected that impressions of them could be easily obtained by the rubbing system, well understood by a xylographer, and then in general use for all kinds of printing from wood.

The date at which this first step by Koster in the direction of the art of printing with moveable types was achieved is the next point of interest in this investigation. Assuming that the story is not a mere myth, as some would assert, but a genuine tradition with a basis of truth, let us endeavour to assume, approximately, the epoch of the birth of Koster, which it would seem must have taken place about 1370. At all events, this date is a probable one; for if a later be taken, it is hardly likely that he would have found himself a grandfather between 1420 and 1426, and it was before the last-named period that his supposed walk in the wood with his grandchildren must have taken place; the Haarlem wood having been cut down during the siege of the town in that year, as described in my previous sketch of the political state of the country at the beginning of the 15th century; and it must have been many years re-establishing itself. We may take for granted, then, that it was a year or two before 1426 that the carving of the bark letters may have occurred; the story of which he was, no doubt, fond of relating, as being the foundation of a discovery which soon became a very important one to himself and his family. Reasoning from these data, the year 1423 was adopted by the inhabitants of Haarlem as the epoch of the eventful promenade, at the time when, four hundred years afterwards, they caused a tablet commemorative of the event to be erected in the wood, which now flourishes on the old site, and which tablet may still be seen by all curious in monuments of this kind. On the house where he lived and exercised his art an inscription was placed at a much earlier period, to the following effect:—

"Typography, of all other arts the preserver, was here first invented about the year 1440." The original Latin being—

**MEMORIÆ SACRVM**

**TYPOGRAPHIA**

**ARS ARTIUM OMNIVM**

**CONSERVATRIX**

**HIC PRIMVM INVENTA**

**CIRCA ANNVM MCCXX.**

This date of 1440 was arrived at by the erectors of the tablet from merely calculating the date that would necessarily result in deducting 128 years from the period at which Junius probably wrote the passages of his history which concern the invention of printing. When Junius speaks of Koster being still living, 128 years before the time at which he, Junius, was writing, he appears to have taken the shortest time he fairly could, which was the reputed year of Koster's death, which we shall find must have taken place about 1440. His first practical efforts in the art of printing with moveable types must, however, have taken place some considerable time before his death, seeing that, according to the advocates of his claims, the four first editions of the "Speculum" were all printed in his lifetime, or at all events three of them. I must now resume the account of the probable nature of his advances, after his discovery in the wood; in the course of which it will become apparent that the first edition
of the "Speculum" must have been printed eight or ten years before 1440, while even that epoch would give the work precedence in date over any known monument of the Mayence Press.

Having once perceived the convenience and advantages to be derived from separate characters that could be moved at will and formed into new sentences, Koster no doubt set himself to work to make similar characters in some material better suited to his purpose than beech-bark, or any other kind of bark; and it is very possible that he first tried wood. But if any faith can be placed in the statement of Junius, he soon resorted to metal; and as there were at that time very skilful casters, in sand, of small and delicate objects for jewellery and other similar purposes, it is highly probable that he resorted to their assistance; and his first metal casts were no doubt cast in sand, from his wooden models.* It is well known that, to obtain a cast from a sand mould, a model must first be made, which, being pressed into the sand, leaves in it the exact reverse of its own form; and if into this reverse melted lead or brass be skilfully poured, by a trained hand, an exact repetition of the original model is obviously obtained in the metal so cast; and by repeating the process any required number of metal letters might be produced from one of the original models carved by Koster.

This view is little more than a natural inference drawn from the general tenour of the succeeding passage in Junius, who, like many others, thought the first moveable types were wooden ones,* though he afterwards distinctly states that Koster eventually used lead and tin, as being harder and better suited to the work. It is clear that Junius was but imperfectly acquainted with the technicalities of the Printing Press; but that does not invalidate his general statement, as clearly demonstrated by M. Bernard, himself a practical and practised printer, in his excellent work, entitled "De l'Origine et des Débuts de l'Imprimerie." Junius, in support of his statements, and in proof of their validity, goes on to tell us that in his time were still to be seen in the house inhabited by Gerard, a great-grandson of Koster, certain wine-vases curiously formed with the metal types formerly used by their first inventor; and he states further that in naming the grandson, Gerard, he does so in order to render him an homage, which he conceived to be his due. Passages of this kind could not have been addressed by Junius to his contemporaries concerning things then in existence and persons then alive, without rendering him liable to immediate contradiction, if they were unfounded, or in any way open to cavil. If only making a bare and unprovable assertion, he would merely have spoken of the characters as "still in existence;" but when he states in detail that these types had been curiously wrought into the form of wine-vases by the family who, no longer pursuing the trade of their ancestor, had thus formed his printing-types (the first ever used) into family ornaments for perpetuating their preservation, he must have felt that he was stating that which was well known to many people in Haarlem, or he would not have stated it at all.

Judging from the foregoing deductions, it has been assumed by the advocates of the Kosterian claims that he must have produced the first book in which he made use of his moveable metal types about the year 1430, or there would scarcely have been time to exhaust three subsequent editions previous to the year of his death in 1440. That he did issue such editions, and that those editions were of the well-known book, the "Speculum Humanæ Salvationis," is also borne witness to by Junius, who, after describing the nature of the process (evidently according to his own views concerning moveable types), proceeds:—"It was by this method that he produced impressions of engraved plates, to which he added (separate) letters. I have seen," he continues, "a book of this kind, the first rude effort of his invention, printed by him on one side

---

* Even recent writers have thought that the first moveable types actually used in the Printing Press were of wood, and have sought to prove that some of the earliest printed books bear evidence of being printed with moveable wooden types; but these opinions are not well supported.
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only. It was a book composed in the language of the country by an anonymous author, and was entitled, 'The Mirror of our Salvation.'” Our author goes on to state that the book exhibited, in every respect, the evidences of an art still “in the cradle;” remarking that no art attains perfection at the moment of its discovery.

Here, then, we have, not any vague and general statement, but a series of facts carefully detailed by a man of learning, talent, and high character, who lived within 128 years of the time of Koster,—a statement which is terminated by a correct account of one of the products of the Kosterian press; a monument which is still in existence to bear testimony to the good faith and accuracy of Junius. It is true that bibliographers now consider the Dutch edition of the “Speculum” the last instead of the first; but it is printed in precisely the same manner as the Latin editions, which are now considered the earliest.

Junius concludes his interesting passages on the invention of printing by stating that Koster, after having perfected his system, and finding that the demand for his printed books rapidly increased, found the aid of the members of his own family no longer sufficient, and took foreign workmen into his employ, which eventually led to the abstraction of his secret, and to the credit of his invention being given to others. We are further informed that the treacherous workman in question was named John, and it is surmised that he may have been John Fust himself, the partner of Gutenberg; but here we find that Junius’s general knowledge of the early history of printing, beyond Holland, was very imperfect, especially as regards the establishment of the art at Mayence, and more particularly as regards the character of Fust, as we shall see by-and-by. He next states that the treacherous John in question, a German, taking advantage of the absence of the family at the midnight service on Christmas Eve, entered the workshop alone, and stole therefrom a sufficient number of types and tools to serve as models for establishing the art in his own country. He is said by Junius to have escaped in the first instance to Amsterdam, travelling from thence to Cologne, and eventually establishing himself at Mayence, where, in the year 1442, about a year after the robbery, appeared the “Doctrinal,” or Grammar of Alexander Gallus, a book then in great demand, and also the treatises of Peter of Spain, both printed with the types stolen by the workman of Koster. The legend of the treacherous workman, in that age of legend-making, grew quite naturally out of the facts; and it was adapted, as other similar legends have been, to other places and circumstances than those from which the original legend was invented; for instance, some early Italian writers persist in attributing the invention of printing to one of their own countrymen, and have distorted the legend of Koster’s workman to suit their purpose. But the assertions of Junius, legendary as they may appear by the romantic details used in working out the story, are not founded on bare assertions only, like the Italian story just referred to, but are based upon the evidence of monuments which still exist. Fragments of the “Doctrinal” of Alexander Gallus can now be examined in the Bodleian Library, and the types bear the strongest possible resemblance to those of the Dutch “Speculum,” and have very little affinity with the early types of Gutenberg and his followers. The seeming error of Junius consists in attributing this work, without hesitation, to the recreant workman, as it may very probably have been printed in Holland. Yet he may have had good evidence, at the time, to convince him that it was printed in Germany; and if so, there is considerable ground for the foundation of the story of the robbery, as the work is evidently of more primitive character than the earliest of those which are positively known to be printed at Mayence.

Junius, in order to give every possible support to his statements, winds up his account by informing his readers how he became acquainted with many of the details which he narrates concerning Laurence Koster and his invention. He states that old and trustworthy men had preserved the recital, and passed it from one to the other, “as a lighted torch is passed from hand to hand;” and especially refers to Nicholas Galius, his first preceptor, who was
at that time a very old man, and who remembered having heard many of the facts connected with the story of Koster's discovery from one Cornelius, when the latter was at least eighty years of age. Cornelius, it is stated, had been a "binder" in the establishment of Koster, and had often related, with great spirit and precision, to Nicholas Galius the origin and entire course and development of the invention, precisely as he, Cornelius, had frequently heard it from the lips of Koster himself; the old binder generally finishing his story by hearty execrations of the perfidy of the workman John, and wishing much that he might have been permitted to perform upon him the duties of the hangman, so richly deserved by a treacherous thief.

The story of Cornelius had also been heard by the burgomaster Quirinius Talesius, a contemporary of Junius. Lambinet, in his well-known work, treats these "aged witnesses" as "walking centuries" conjured up by Junius, and as being pure inventions of the fertile brain of the Dutch author; but, fortunately for Junius and his cause, the indefatigable Meerman (whose works on the origin of typography are full of interesting information) has recently disinterred a curious proof of the positive entity of the witness Cornelius; having discovered in the binding of an old book of accounts of a church of Haërlem, dated 1474, a piece of paper bearing a written memorandum, in Dutch, in the writing of the period, to the following effect:—"I have given to Cornelius, the binder, six rose florins, on account of binding books."

The mere jokers in argument, such as Lambinet, are thus easily disposed of by a few facts, even when the jokes are good; but the present facetious attempt of Lambinet is mere nonsense; for what are any of those ancient records upon which all authentic records are founded but "walking centuries"? The advocates of Koster might indeed exclaim with Gratiano, when turning the tables upon Shylock, with an expression of his own, "I thank thee, Jew, for teaching me that word." It must be conceded that the claims of Laurence Koster to the invention of moveable types, in a practical form, is still hotly disputed, in spite of the vast accumulative evidence which modern research has brought to light in his favour; but it will be allowed that the position of his German opponents is becoming every day less tenable. It is, for instance, beyond dispute that the Dutch were the first to produce block-books, and so were virtually the first printers of books. Hence, what is more likely than that they, were the first also to make the next step in advance,—the obvious one of substituting moveable types for entire carved pages of letters. It may also be observed, en passant, that it was in Holland (at a later period) that the art of stereotyping was first devised; and that John Miller and his son William employed that process, in their Dutch printing-office, as early as the close of the 17th century.

Before proceeding to examine those early monuments of the typographic art which have been assigned to Koster, a difficulty has to be met which has been set up by his opponents, to the effect that his name is not attached to them—an objection which may be at once set aside by reminding those who urge it, that the works of Gutenberg himself do not bear his name, although his claim to be their producer is not for a moment doubted. The work in which Koster's first great effort as a printer with moveable type seems to have appeared is a book consisting of fifty-three wood- engravings, with descriptive text, entitled, "The Mirror of Human Salvation," a book since become so famous, and better known by its Latin title, "Speculum Humanae Salvationis." The engravings occur at the top of each leaf, and the rest of the page is filled with two columns of text, which, in the supposed first editions, is composed of Latin verse (or, rather, Latin prose with rhymed terminations to the lines, as the lines do not scan); and, in later editions, in Dutch prose. The "Speculum Humanae Salvationis" had been a popular religious work, in manuscript, long before it made its appearance, either as
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a purely xylographic book, or in the form in which it is now best known, as a book partly executed on the xylographic, or Block-book system, and partly with metallic moveable types; thus forming the positive link which connects the Block-books with their successors of the true Printing Press, and has thus formed the subject of more bibliographical essays than any other early monument of the art of printing books; in so much that Ottley justly speaks of it as the book "so celebrated in the annals of typographical controversy."

Of the literary character of the work entitled "Speculum Humanae Salvationis," M. Guichard gives an interesting account in his "Notice sur 'Le Speculum.'"* It will only be necessary here to describe its general form very briefly. Heinecken says, "Such was the repute of the composition among the Benedictines," that almost every monastery in Europe possessed copies of it; and the existence of many MS. copies at the present day is sufficient evidence that his statement was not unfounded: Zani describes the general scope and object of the work more tersely and completely than any other writer on the subject, and tells us that it was compiled for the assistance of poor preachers—"propter pauperes predicatores;" and the quotation with which he accompanies this observation will serve at the same time to exemplify the curious rhyming Latin lines in which the work was composed:—

Predictum proheminium hujus libri de contentis compilavi
Et propter pauperes predicatores hoc opponere curavi.

I have been induced to examine many MS. copies of the "Speculum" of various dates, from the 13th to the 15th century, both in England and on the Continent, from a feeling that the work possesses an unusual interest as having been one of the first selected for reproduction by a new power, gigantic even in its infancy—that of the Printing Press. I will briefly notice a few which are to be found in the Library of the British Museum, as most accessible to those of my readers who may wish to examine the "Speculum" in its MS. form. The first I shall describe was apparently executed in the 13th century, perhaps rather later. The illustrative drawings are in outline, slightly coloured; and the writing is of very cursive character for an early period, and is much ligated, and somewhat French in general style. This MS. is in the Arundel Collection, CLX. IV. C. The next is seemingly of the 14th century, with coloured vignette illustrations, slightly enriched with gold, the draperies being shaded with colour, but not bodily coloured. It is a MS. of the Harleian Collection, No. 3240.

Another of the Museum MSS. of the "Speculum" of similar date to the last is that of the Sloane Collection, 361. This copy has four double pictures or illustrations over two columns of text, arranged precisely as in Koster's printed book. Still another copy of this evidently popular composition, in the Museum, is to be found in the Additional MSS., No. 16,578, a work of the 14th century, which also resembles the printed "Speculum" in its general character; and as the illustrations appear to have been coloured by some mechanical process similar to stencilling, it is leading us on towards the time when the work, both of the illuminator and scribe, were on the eve of being superseded by some more rapid method of book-production.

A MS. copy of the "Speculum" in the Harleian Collection, No. 4,996, was, however, the one which interested me most, as exhibiting, in the most characteristic manner, the precise kind of manuscript which Koster had before him when reproducing the work by the xylographic and typographic processes, which he appears to have been the first, and, indeed, the only one, to combine. This MS. was found concealed between the wainscot and the wall in taking down a portion of Whitehall (the west gate), and is proof of the existence of popish practices

* Paris, 1840.
in secret, and the use of popish books by persons attached to the court of Charles I. The accompanying fac-simile of an entire page (Plate 8) of this book will demonstrate better than any description its near affinity in artistic and scriptorial treatment to the printed "Speculum." The illustrations, though inferior to Koster’s woodcuts, are of similar arrangement, though without the decorative Gothic framework which separates, and at the same time binds together, the double illustrations of the xylographic artist. These double pictures of the "Speculum" illustrate first a passage in the New Testament, and, secondly, the corresponding subject of the Old, of which it is the antitype. In the present page we have Christ bearing His cross (Christus bajulat crucem) typified by Isaac carrying the wood for his own sacrifice (Isaac portat ligna sua). This specimen will enable the student to understand precisely the kind of manuscript book which Koster reproduced in a cheaper form by xylography, to which he eventually allied the still more important invention of moveable types.

There can be little doubt, from all the MSS. I have seen, that the Dutch xylographer, especially when aided by his types, succeeded in producing not only a cheaper, but also a far superior work to any of the cheap MSS.; which fully accounts for the great and immediate success of his work; and perhaps also led to the future perfecting of the typographic art by Gutenberg and his followers. It should be observed that in the Block-book the ninety-six double illustrations of the MS. are reduced to fifty-eight. The "Speculum," as first produced by Koster, has a certain number of pages produced entirely from wood blocks; the whole being engraved, text as well as illustrations, on a tablet of the size of the entire page, like all previous block-books. My first illustration of the "Speculum" (Plate 9) consists of one of these purely xylographic pages; and a wonderful piece of work it undoubtedly is. The cutting of that text, when we consider that it had to be engraved backwards, is truly marvellous. The double subject—the supposed presentation of the Virgin in the Temple—separated by the Gothic frame just alluded to, is, first, the Virgin Mary, as a child, "brought to the Lord into the Temple" (Maria oblata est Domino in Templo). And for type, or prefiguration, none being found in the Bible for this legend, Fable is resorted to,—the offering of the golden table in the Temple of the Sun being made to supply its place. The execution of the subjects on this page is not equal to those of some of the pages with the typographic text, and there is no foliage in the architectural spandrels. This may serve to prove that the entirely xylographic pages were older than the typographic ones; and that only a few of the best of them were used in the edition which has typographic texts to most of the illustrations. The student should compare the style of the text of this xylographic page with the MS. one, and note how arduous were the efforts of the woodcutter to imitate the general character of the written text. It must be observed that the whole of the page just described is printed in the brown distemper colour always made use of in xylographic books.

My next illustration (Plate 10) is another fac-simile from the "Speculum," one of those ever famous' pages, which exhibit the earliest known example of the art of printing with moveable types. Koster probably made a few previous experiments with those detached metallic letters, destined eventually to play so great a part in the spread of civilization; but their application to the small Latin Grammars or Doctrinals of the day cannot compete in any way with their introduction for printing the text of his magnum opus, the "Speculum"! These two columns of printed text should be looked upon with the deepest interest as the venerable parents of every one of those printed pages on our library shelves; from the most important down to those which form the solace of our leisure, as well as of every magazine that carries a monthly supply of fresh knowledge and entertainment to our homes, however distant or isolated; and even of that daily necessity the newspaper, that brings each morning

* The title in MS., in which the abbreviations are supplied, is in a hand of comparatively recent date.
A PAGE FROM A MANUSCRIPT COPY OF THE "SPECIUM HUMANE SALVATIONIS"
EXECUTED PREVIOUS TO THE PRINTED EDITION ATTRIBUTED TO KESTER.
Maria est bœd in templo.

A page from the "Speculum Humanae Salvationis" attributed to Master of St. Sigismund, in which the entire page is printed from an engraved wood block, perhaps before 1480.
A PAGE FROM THE "SPECULUM HUMANI SALVATIONIS." ATTRIBUTED TO HUBERT OF ENSCHEM, IN WHICH THE TEXT IS PRINTED FROM MOVEABLE TYPES. THIS SPECIMEN OF PRINTING FROM MOVEABLE TYPES WAS FORESEEN SEVERAL YEARS BEFORE ANY OTHER KNOWN PRODUCT OF THE PRINTING PRESS.
Veritatem neque iterum spectans, sed quod agis, animus tui se pro vocis sibi adhibit.

Exeunt triumphantes Deus et homines.

Hanc auctorem visum atque audita tue, ac tibi in vestris et in馄视 veste adhibit.

Benedixit Deus et homines, quia iustitiae tuae et scientiae tuae.

Judicati subvenire.

A PAGE FROM THE 'SPECULUM HUMANAE SALVATIONIS' ATTRIBUTED TO BOSERUS EISERMIM, IN WHICH THE TEXT IS PRINTED FROM MOVABLE TYPES. THIS SPECIMEN OF PRINTING FROM MOVABLE TYPES WAS PRODUCED SEVERAL DECADES BEFORE 1455, THE YEAR OF Gutenburg'S KNOWN PRODUCT OF THE PRINTING PRESS.
Facies morales laurentii valentia
alius glorus graeci per dictum lauren
tis translatus inscipta exhibet.

Laurentius valentia insigni
vito arnoldi sonetida talia
promerit atrae me ibi ad
termines quas ipse venatus esse mi
fui. Ego caper et homo venandi
inuentus et non possum ad venandam
medici ad leas me aequo Evite
ad man? Venit uterum graevo ex post
in nauali tre perugia stopi stepa
stella. Nunc omni libi labore veni
vixit viro ignaro ad tale fabella
nunc maus auctoritatem qui? oblectare
in positis ar laude. Ego in octavam
morat et arionis obvis terar prin
eyros luto auctoritatem delitio accepit
pilo tu vii larg amastinum ledo
hoc geni lacturi divitis Evi quis
octavius nos antionis pigmentum
anger haec auri illo sedisset id est
alla van gratia secliu? Ego quoq
ubi iaest? jactus ero qui pio trigit

PART OF A COLUMN FROM A MANUSCRIPT BIBLE IN DUTCH,
SHOWING THE SIMILARITY OF THE WRITTEN CHARACTER
WITH THE TYPE LETTERS OF KERTH'S "SPECULUM",
AND THE TYPES OF HIS SUPPOSED FOLLOWERS.
to our breakfast-table the world's history of the previous day; as also of the exquisite little volume that conveys the charms of poetry to so many thousands of homes whenever our Tennyson intrusts the printer with a new instalment of his inspired verses.

This first essay in the great art of printing should be compared with the writing of a MS. Dutch Bible of about the same date, fac-similied in Plate II (No. 2), when it will be perceived that the new art rivalizes very successfully with the most practised efforts of the old one. The express task which the first printers set themselves was, the close imitation of the MS. books of the period, which had then full possession of the market; and in the present instance the palm will be conceded to the typography of Koster, though the Bible from which the specimen is taken was doubtless a very expensive one, and executed with considerable care, as it is filled with a profusion of highly-finished illuminations. It must be conceded, however, that the writing of some of the MSS. of the 14th and 15th centuries is executed with such neatness, precision, and beauty, as no mechanical process could approach. The ancient black letters of the text of the "Speculum," the first ever cast as moveable types, can be examined and studied with full confidence in the present illustration, which is an absolute fac-simile; not such as those sox-disant fac-similes which are but copies made by hand, but one produced by the unerring process of photography. It is true that, in the transfer to stone, the lines have very slightly thickened; but even with that drawback the general character is so nearly identical with the original, that no copy made by hand, however skilfully, can approach it in accuracy. The illustrations represent, in the first picture, "Shamgar, the son of Anath, which slew of the Philistines six hundred men with an ox-goad;" and the second, David, &c. (See Appendix.)

I selected this page as exhibiting very accurately the plate armour of the beginning of the 15th century; the mediaeval artists, as is well known, always clothing their historical figures of all epochs in the costume of their own time. We therefore have David represented with an European shield emblazoned in regular heraldic fashion, the blazon being, very appropriately, a harp. The Gothic framework in this plate is richer than in the preceding; and if the enrichments were constant on all the pages with type, it would greatly tend to prove that the xylographic pages belonged to a former edition entirely xylographic, and that the work-out subjects were redrawn and enriched with additional ornament by a superior artist, or the former artist greatly improved, when the text was produced by the new process. However this may be, it is certain that, in the page under description, the illustrations are still printed from wood in brown distemper ink, such as was used in the xylographic books; the print or impression of them being produced by rubbing the back of the paper, when placed face downwards upon the engraved block; while the text was added by a separate process, being printed in black oleaginous ink, from moveable types, in some rude kind of press analogous in action to that of the subsequently perfected printing-press. An examination of the original is sufficient to prove these assertions, the back still showing the gloss caused by the rubbing process behind the impression from the wood-engraving, while at the back of the text no gloss of the kind is found. It is scarcely necessary to add that, at the back of the text of the entirely xylographic pages of the "Speculum," the same gloss is found as at the back of the illustrations. Many opponents of the Kosterian claim to priority have rashly asserted that the text of all the pages of the "Speculum" was printed from wood, either by means of an entire block or from detached wooden letters; but all assertions of that kind have now been so entirely disproved, that it is useless to dwell upon them. The slight roughness at the edges that has been observed in these letters may be caused by the original models for casting having been cut in wood instead of metal, or from the natural imperfections incidental to sand-casting,—imperfections which are obviated at the present day by cutting the original models in steel, and,
by their means punching a sunk matrix in brass, in which the types for use are cast. These plates are from the edition of the "Speculum" now generally considered the first; not only from the occurrence of several pages of entirely xylographic work, but also from many other causes unnecessary to enumerate here, as they are no longer points of serious discussion. The copy from which they are taken is the Grenville copy, in the British Museum, which it has been the custom to disparage as incomplete; but, with the exception of the loss of page 57, it is a genuine and complete copy of the edition now generally considered the first. Its only defects are that the leaves have been cut down by a binder, and each of them is mounted on a sheet of modern paper, but in such a manner as to enable a student to examine the backs, and test the accuracy of the statements I have made with regard to evidence of effects produced by the different processes of rubbing and press-work.

The entire book consists of,—first, a blank leaf, followed by five pages of preface or Proemium, entirely printed from moveable types; the first printed page having a blank space left for the initial letter, a P, which has been boldly painted in by hand, in red, leaving a white device in the broad parts of the letter; the small printed capitals having a red dash struck through them by the same hand, or those of his assistants. It should be carefully observed that the leaves of the preface are only printed on one side, although there was no impediment to printing on both, as in the subsequent pages, on the back of which the act of rubbing with some saponaceous substance, rendered the backs so treated unfit for printing on. It may therefore be a question whether the preface to the "Speculum" be not a very positive evidence of its execution previous to any other work whatever, even if printed with the same type, as it is asserted the (so-called) Kosterian "Donatus," and other small elementary works are.

Junius states that the leaves of the early books which were only printed on one side were pasted back to back to conceal this defect, and it is possible that he may have seen copies so treated; but neither the Museum copy, nor the Bodleian copy, nor any other copy that I have examined, has the leaves so pasted, in order to show all faces and no backs, as in the regular book form.* The pages which follow the preface, in the body of the work occur, as regards the typographic and xylographic leaves, in the following order:—The page with "the creation of Eve," and the opposite page, "the commands given to Adam and Eve," are both Block-book pages,—that is, entirely xylographic; the third page, the "Temptation," has the text printed from moveable metal types, in full black ink, which contrasts strongly with the light brown distemper of the woodcuts. The fourth is again a block-page; as are the following pages, till page 12, the text of which is type. Then follow, in block, 13 and 14, 15 being type. The remaining block-pages are 16, 17, 21, 22, 26, 27, 46, and 55,—in all, twenty xylographic pages and forty-two typographic pages, including the preface.

The Oxford copy, from the Douce collection, is a precisely similar copy, except being in a much more desirable condition, having its full margin, not being remounted, and having plate 57, which is missing in the Museum copy. With such a monument in existence, which is undoubtedly of Dutch production, and which exhibits the very infancy of the art (even the pages of the preface being printed only on one side, where there was no real reason for leaving the back blank), it seems really absurd for the German advocates for the priority of the Moguntian press to continue the controversy. They have nothing to show in the shape of a book, earlier than Gutenberg's Bible, to which an earlier date than 1456 cannot be

* Nevertheless, in some of the first essays this may very naturally have been done. In the modern beginnings of chromo-lithography, when I was tempted to imitate, by that means, the richest borderings of illuminated missals in a little book which I published through the house of Longmans & Co., and which I entitled "The Parables of our Lord,"—so great was my fear of damaging the pages perfected on one side of the paper, that I did not venture to print on the backs, but printed the matter which was to come on the backs on separate sheets, and then pasted the first and second sheets back to back, just as Junius suggests with regard to the "Speculum."
assigned, and which, moreover, is not only printed on both sides of the leaves, but is a master-
piece of workmanship, exhibiting the art in a most perfect form, which only experience and
many trials, failures, and conquests could have realized. This and a few fragments of "Donatus"
are all the Germans have to show against the curious and interesting monument just described,
which has, in all probability, a priority of near a quarter of a century. M. Renouard has attempted
to prove that the "Speculum" could not be assigned to a date so early as that claimed by
the advocates of Koster, because books existed, printed in a closely similar style of types,
which were certainly posterior to 1440. But this only proves that the art developed by Koster
did not die out with him; but that other Dutch printers followed in his track (as we shall see
further on), some using his types, and others closely similar ones, which, like his, were imitations
of the letters used in Dutch MS. books of the time.

Only about ten copies of the first edition of the "Speculum" are known, and they are, of
course, of great value; that in the Spencer collection cost £300, with two imperfect leaves, and
would probably sell now for double that sum. There are two in the Bibliothèque Nationale,
Paris; one in the British Museum; one in the Bodleian Library, Oxford; and one in the
Spencer library; which, with those in Holland, make up the number.

The second edition is (at present) distinguished from the first as having all the xylographic
text cut away, and its place supplied by typography. In other respects it is the same as the first,
and produced by the same double process. Only five copies of this more perfect, though less
interesting edition, are known, and two only are complete. The first of these is now in the
Imperial Library at Vienna, though originally in the Celestins at Paris. It has been minutely
described by Fourrier. The second is in the Palazzo Pitti at Florence, and has been described by
Noordzick. The third, without a preface, is in the Town Hall at Haarlem; the fourth, with
only forty pages left, is in the library at Hanover; and the fifth, with five pages lost, in the
Royal Library at Brussels, from the Van Hultheim collection.

The third edition has a much more important character than the second, being a Dutch
translation, in prose, printed by the same double process as the preceding, all the text being
typographic, and only printed on one side of the paper. The issue of this edition (evidently
from the same establishment), in the Dutch language, is an all-sufficient proof of the celebrated
"Speculum" being, beyond doubt, the product of a Dutch artisan, or rather artist; and if
so, why not of Koster? This is the edition seen and described by Junius.

The fourth edition is in Dutch prose, and differs in one respect very materially from
its predecessors, the text being entirely printed in a smaller type. The execution of this edition
is greatly inferior to that of the three first. Only three copies of this edition were ever known.
One is in the Town Hall at Haarlem; the second, in the public library of that town; and the
third is also in the Low Countries, in the library at Lille. This fourth edition, like the former
ones, has the pages only printed on one side; two only of the Lille copy having an appearance of
being printed on both sides, from the existence of a strong set-off, occurring, no doubt, in conse-
quence of the general carelessness of the execution; for neither of those back pages correspond
in order with those which precede or follow. In this edition another defect has been pointed out;
namely, that, in the Lille copy and in that at Florence, the fifth leaf of the third gathering
has the text pasted on beneath the illustration, plainly showing that it had been the custom,
in getting up the "Speculum," to print the illustrations first; the discovery that wood-blocks
could be printed from with the same ink as type not having, at that time, been made.

The editions of the "Speculum" thus described as four, may have been, in fact, six
or seven, as there are differences in the copies just classed together as the same edition,
which may eventually prove them to have belonged to small separate editions; but that their

* The reason for pasting on the text probably was, that the leaf had been soiled beneath the illustration.
on the backs of leaves as a step in the art, but as an almost inevitable result of the object in view, it is easy to conceive that Koster made use of his types in small works of that kind, while he was preparing the engravings, &c. &c., connected with a partly typographic edition of the "Speculum."

As another proof of the priority of the "Speculum" (whether printed by Koster or some other person), in point of date, over any work of the Mayence press, there is the fact that, at the time of the appearance of the "Speculum," it had not yet been discovered that woodcuts could be printed with the same thick, oleaginous ink as the type; while, in some of the earliest of the productions of Mayence, as early as 1460, and in all works printed by Gutenberg as early as 1435, as will be shown in the next chapter, the discovery had been made that it was not necessary to print from the wood blocks in distemper, a step in the general art of the printer which had not been made in Koster's time. A still more remarkable characteristic is the arbitrary division of words at the end of the lines, in a manner never found in later printed books, however rude; certainly not in any after the date of the first books of the Mayence presses.

It only remains to state that from a very early period after the time of Koster his name was greatly honoured in his native place, and his house and other relics of his career eagerly pointed out, as with us is the house of John Bunyan at Elston or that of Shakspeare at Stratford-on-Avon; and also, that his native town still continues to honour his memory, that the great glories of the town-hall are the monuments of the Kosterian press, and that a statue has also been erected in his honour.

In conclusion it may be well to show that in Holland and the Low Countries there exists other evidence, quite distinct from the aspect of the Kosterian type, of the existence of printing with moveable metal types before the earliest date pretended to by the advocates of the printers of Mayence as that of their earliest works. The evidence in question is found in the book of memoranda of Jean Robert, Abbé of Cambrai, a curious and valuable MS. now preserved in the archives of the city of Lille. Here is the passage, anglicised: "Item for a printed (getli en molle) Doctrinal that I sent for to Bruges by Macquart, who is a writer at Valenciennes, in the month of January, 1445, for Jacquet—20 sous Tournois. Little Alexander had one the same, that the church paid for." It is afterwards stated in the same record that one of the books (getli en molle) which had been purchased at Bruges was so full of faults that it had to be replaced by a written copy. This also proves that the imperfect method of Koster was at first very clumsily handled by his Flemish imitators, in so much that the establishment of a far more perfect system at Mayence soon obscured the repute of the Dutch or Flemish work, and caused our Caxton to refer to the first printing of books at Mayence as a great epoch in his art, though he does not say that it originated there. It was this feeling that caused him to go to Cologne to perfect his knowledge of it; being, no doubt, discontented with the rude processes in use in the Low Countries, after he had seen books printed by the improved German method.

In this memorandum of the Abbé Jean Robert we have positive proof that printed Doctrinals were commonly sold in Flanders in 1445; and M. Bernard was the first to elucidate the full value and bearing of this passage, of which M. Van Praet, who had already mentioned it, failed to see the drift, from not understanding the meaning of the term getti, or rather jetli, en molle, which simply means cast in a mould, in reference to the metallic types, which were so cast. That M. Bernard is correct in his explanation of the term is clearly proved by many passages having reference to the same subject, in which the term is used as one well understood. For instance, in the letters of naturalization accorded to the first printers with moveable types established in Paris, a document dated 1474 (old style), the terms scritore en molle, or writing by means of moulds, or moulded letters, is used. Also, in 1496, on the occasion of the purchase of two books of prayer by the
Duke of Orleans, the Constable describes them as both *escrites en moule.* Also, in the list of furniture and books of Anne of Brittany about the same time, books are mentioned "*tant en parchemin que en papier, à la main et en molle;*" that is, both on vellum and on paper, both manuscript and printed.

Here then is ample proof of the existence of printed books in Holland and Flanders several years before their appearance in Germany; so, whether Koster as a rival to Gutenberg be considered by Germans a myth, or no, it has become quite evident that of the general priority of Holland and Flanders as the cradle of printing there can no longer be any doubt.

The real cause of the doubt thrown upon the invention of Koster was the secrecy with which he practised his art, the nature of which was never publicly divulged by two lawsuits, as in the case of Gutenberg, who, but for those vexatious proceedings, which eventually took from him all hope of deriving profit from the art he was endeavouring to keep secret, might have shared the fate of Koster, in having his just claims to celebrity long disputed by jealous rivals, for want of evidence of the reality and the nature of his persevering labour; the story of which will form the subject of the ensuing chapter.

In concluding this chapter, it should perhaps be noticed that the edition of the "Speculum Humanae Salvationis," which contains a certain number of entirely xylographic pages,* is by some writers considered the last edition, instead of the first; the presence of the earlier kind of work being accounted for by supposing that, after the robbery of a portion of the types, and the impossibility of replacing them in consequence of the death of Koster, which happened soon afterwards, it was found impracticable to complete an edition then in progress. Such being the case, some of the old and disused xylographic blocks were, it is suggested, raked up, and the edition completed, after a fashion, by their means. I am, however, inclined to consider the edition in question the first, during the preparation of which the new type process was perfected and made use of.

---

* It is to be regretted the beautiful fac-simile of this edition of the "Speculum" recently produced by Mr. Berjeau, was undertaken before the advent of photo-lithography, as the fac-similes executed by hand, though exceedingly good, are yet far below what the earnest student requires, and, without the means of referring to the original, would convey a very erroneous idea of the fine and bold execution of the illustrations. But as an addition to a library, the possession of an original being hopeless, the work is very precious.
CHAPTER V.

Gutenberg and the earliest efforts of the Printing Press at Strasburg and Mayence, from 1436 to 1467.

In tracing the story of Koster, and the claims of Haarlem to be the true cradle of the printing press, it has been shown, from tradition, from authorities nearly contemporary, and from the evidence of the monuments themselves, said to be the works of Koster, that the first edition of the "Speculum Humane Salvationis" was printed, in all probability, as early as the year 1430. Supposing that fact to be fully established, there would be ample time to allow of a workman from Koster's establishment finding his way to Strasburg or Mayence, and there making known his master's secret; for that the art had been a secret one, and still remained one, most carefully guarded, even at the time that German artisans were endeavouring to introduce it at Strasburg, will be seen by passages about to be quoted from certain legal proceedings taken against Gutenberg while in the course of making his preparations to establish his printing press in that city, in the year 1439, which was that of the death of Koster. If the assertion be true that he obtained his first idea of moveable types from one of Koster's workmen, whether, or not, he carried away some of the characters to serve as models, it could scarcely have been after the death of Koster, as some have hastily asserted, but during the time when the Kosterian press was most busy in printing the successive editions of the "Speculum." And that this last version of the story is very probably founded on fact, though many of the details may be fabulous, we shall plainly see while following the events connected with the first efforts of Gutenberg to become a printer.

The family name of Gutenberg was Gensfleisch, or Gooseflesh, which some of the authors of the time, writing in Latin, translate into Ansicarus, just as the Greeks translated the name of Augustus into Sebastos (Σεβαστός), in consequence of which a colony founded by Augustus on the shores of the Black Sea was called Sebastopolis, a city recently become so celebrated under the modern name of Sebastopol. The surname Gutenberg was adopted from that of a property brought into the family by Elsy* of Gutenberg, wife of Frielo,† the father of the first German printer. This property was situated at Mayence, where Jean, or Johann, Gutenberg was born shortly before the year 1400. The family was of acknowledged noble descent, or rather of what might be termed the equestrian order, as shown by M. Schaal, who has drawn up the Gensfleisch genealogies in great detail; and the fact of the nobility of Gutenberg has led many of the ardent advocates of Koster to endeavour to prove him also of noble, and even of princely descent; for which attempt there is not the slightest foundation. Johann Gutenberg, with many belonging to the upper classes of Mayence, was forced to quit the city in 1420, in consequence of democratic disturbances that then took place there; as an offshoot, most probably, of the Jacqueries, which had been making the round of Europe, and which were represented in England, about forty years before, by the insurrection led by Jack Straw in the reign of Richard II., as early as the year 1381.

It appears that he took refuge in Strasburg; and we shall find that he established himself there some time afterwards. He still, however, maintained relations with Mayence; as we find his mother, Elsy of Gutenberg, negotiating there certain documents in the name of her son, in 1430; while, in 1432, Kohler also proves that he must have gone to Mayence himself on family business. But that he did not remain, is certain, as we afterwards find him continuously residing at Strasburg from

* The abbreviation of Eliza, or Elizabeth.  † Frielo, abbreviation of Frederic.
1434 to 1443, as proved by various indisputable documents; such, for instance, as those published by Schoepflin. It appears that the authorities of Mayence still continued to throw difficulties in the way of paying to Gutenberg certain rents which were due to him; upon which, in the year 1434, hearing that one Nicholas, the town-clerk of Mayence, was in Strasburg on some municipal business, Gutenberg caused him to be arrested; and the documents relating to that arrest are still in existence. Another Strasburgian document refers to a matter of rather more serious nature, namely, a "Breach of Promise" case, in which, in 1436, a certain lady, described as Anne zur eisernen Thür (Anne of the Iron Door), claimed the fulfilment of a promise of marriage, which, as it appears, Johann Gensfleisch the younger, otherwise Gutenberg (Johann Gensfleisch der junge, genannt Gutemberg), declined to ratify. The law, however, as it would seem, decided in favour of the lady, as the name of a certain Ennel† Gutenberg, who was, in all probability, the same lady become the wife of Gutenberg; soon afterwards appears on a list of certain municipal contributions. But we hear no more of her; and the union, if it took place, was possibly only a marriage of purely legal form, which may account for the lady's name appearing as an independent contributor on the list in question.

Little more is known of this portion of the private history of Johann Gutenberg; but it appears that it was about this time, 1436, that he first became actively engaged in certain ingenious inventions which he was endeavouring to make profitable in a commercial point of view; and it may be that the money required for these undertakings came partly from the iron chest of the lady of the Iron Door, the locks of which were opened to the fascinations of the enterprising young knight, who perhaps then made those very rash promises which led, as such promises often do, to proceedings of that unpleasant kind which faithless lovers have so often to submit to. However this may be, it is certain that Gutenberg required money for his projects, and that he subsequently contrived to find the means of procuring it without resorting any more to his influence over the feelings of the softer sex, even if the first supply were procured in that manner. It appears that he succeeded in forming a kind of association for working a new process for polishing stones, which turned out so profitable that those who had embarked with him in that undertaking were exceedingly anxious to join him in another and still greater undertaking in which he next engaged, and which was to be kept a profound secret. The prospects of this new invention were such as to promise infallible and rapidly-achieved results, from which the realization of a large fortune might be expected in a few years.

In this new undertaking Gutenberg induced Hans Riffe, a man of some property and position, to join him. Riffe was at the time Mayor of Litchetenow, and enjoyed considerable influence on account of his office, and as a man of energetic character. It was originally arranged that Hans Riffe should have one clear third of all the profits, while two-thirds were to go to Gutenberg, as the inventor and director of the work. Ditzehen, who had been engaged in the profitable stone works, on hearing that Gutenberg had another project on foot, begged that he might be admitted a partner, and proposed to advance certain sums of money in aid of the concern; while at the same time one Andrew Heilmann also applied for admission into the new association upon similar terms, and it was finally agreed to admit them both; and that certain corresponding modifications should be made in the division of the profits. Hans Riffe was to take one entire fourth of the clear profits, Ditzehen and Heilmann were to have another fourth between them, and Gutenberg, the originator of the project, was to have the remaining half.

Of the further details concerning the money arrangements, which are all on record, it is not necessary to enter into any detail; it will be sufficient to state that, in all, about 500 florins were originally furnished by the partners, and that the work commenced with great spirit and with all possible secrecy, the formal contract being signed in the year 1438. The great fair of

* More properly Gansfleisch, but generally written Gensfleisch.
† The German diminutive of Anne.
Aix-la-Chapelle was to take place in the following year, and every nerve was to be strained by the partners in order to be ready with the merchandise they were endeavouring to produce by that period, as they expected a very extensive sale of the new article on that occasion. Gutenberg, the better to secure the inviolability of the secret, established his own private workshop in the old monastery of St. Arbogaste, outside the walls of the town; an edifice of which no trace now remains. The work then went busily on, Gutenberg keeping some branches of the secret art entirely to himself; a circumstance which eventually led to some dissatisfaction; and on one occasion this feeling broke forth in the following manner. Dritzehen and Heilmann had gone out to the monastery of Arbogaste, possibly to inform Gutenberg that the Holy Fair at Aix-la-Chapelle, at which period the most sacred relics were shown to all pilgrims, and during which religious books and relics of all kinds found a ready sale, was put off for a year. On being somewhat suddenly introduced to his workroom, they found him in the midst of a variety of tools and appliances, the uses of which they had not been fully informed of; and then and there they insisted upon their right, as partners, to be fully and completely initiated into the whole mystery. Gutenberg, who appears to have been very chary of giving away too much of his knowledge at once, felt now compelled to yield to their insistence, on the condition of a further advance of money on their part, as well as on the part of Riffe. The respective sums were to be 410 florins from Dritzehen and Heilmann and 410 from Riffe, making together 820 florins, which, in addition to what had been already sunk, proves that the preparations were of a costly and extensive nature. It is on record, in a very interesting document to be subsequently referred to, that carpenter-work of a careful and expensive description was required, that large quantities of lead were used, and that goldsmith's work, in the way of engraving and chiselling, was also required, the latter alone at the cost of more than 100 florins; while the instruments already prepared, and which entitled Gutenberg to half of the whole profits, must have been estimated, as it appears, at about 800 florins. After the new arrangement, the two new partners, Dritzehen and Heilmann remained almost constantly at Arbogaste, in order to be fully initiated in all the more secret branches of the required work; a revelation the more readily acceded to, as Gutenberg found himself unable to get forward single-handed with sufficient rapidity. It would appear that the materials for engaging finally in the actual production of the "new article" were all completed at St. Arbogaste; and it was determined that the necessary machinery for setting these materials in action should be secretly arranged in the house of Dritzehen at Strasburg; Gutenberg having perceived the great aptitude of this expert artisan, and his industry and enthusiasm in the undertaking.

It is not, however, to be supposed that, with all these precautions, the affair had been kept as secret as its promoters could have wished; especially as many of their friends had become very curious to know what all the mystery was about; the ladies, as usual, being the most irritable inquisitive; and Barbet de Zabern, a dealer in mercery, who appears to have lived in the same house as Dritzehen, was more eager than all the rest in reiterated questionings. To such interrogations; however, it would seem that plausible answers had been pre-arranged, and all questioners were told that the secret manufacturers were making "looking-glasses" to sell at the fair of Aix-la-Chapelle. This answer, though to a certain extent a conclusive one, sometimes only led to many other inquiries, and many other conjectures. Of what kind were these looking-glasses? of what size? what shape? Was the goldsmith's engraving-work employed on certain dies to be used for stamping metal frames for them? and were the "looking-glasses" for real use, or to place behind relics, or small images of saints? If real substantial looking-glasses—which are such pleasant accessories to the toilet-table—they were likely to create much interest among the ladies; and, no doubt, with such a prize in view, Barbet de Zabern stipulated with her friend Dritzehen, during some of their chats together on the subject, to have one of the

* All these details are to be found in the evidence adduced on a trial which ere-long ensued.
very first for herself. But perhaps she took still more interest in the earnest workman than in the work; for we find her cautioning her neighbour not to work quite so hard, for fear of his health, especially late at night; he was, in fact, labouring by night as well as day, taking no rest and hardly any food, but toiling ceaselessly to make those final preparations which would enable him to begin the mechanical and rapid production of the merchandise itself which was to make fortunes for all the partners, at the great Fair. Suddenly, as Barbet feared, and as might naturally have been expected, his over-taxed constitution gave way, collapsed, as it were, all at once, and Dritzehen, who had become latterly the mainspring, the very soul of the undertaking, died, literally at his post. On the sad event becoming known, the carpenter who had made the secret presses in Dritzehen’s workshop was requested by, one of the partners to hasten there and take them to pieces in such a way that no one should be able to guess what had been their purpose; for secrecy was still the thing uppermost in the minds of all the adventurers. The carpenter, thus directed, proceeded immediately to the house of Dritzehen, to carry his instructions into effect; and entered the now desolate workshop, so lately filled with bustle and movement by hands that were destined to move the secret presses no more. The place was silent and deserted; and, as if to add to the previous mystery that had surrounded all the proceedings of this secret commercial society, the carpenter, on his arrival to execute the order he had received, found that the very presses themselves had entirely disappeared. It would seem that Gutenberg, still more anxious than any of his partners to secure continued secrecy, had already sent his own servant to take the presses to pieces and remove them.

Such is the story of the first stage in the progress of the art of printing in Germany. Like the efforts of Koster at Haarlem, the story reads more like romance than reality; and yet, as we shall see, there are vouchers for all the facts of the Gutenberg drama, in every detail, still in existence; as also for a number of other circumstances connected with his general career and transactions. Every record, in short, connected, however remotely, with the life of Gutenberg, has been hunted up by bibliothelists with as much energy as, in England, every scrap of information connected with the life, the name, or the actions of Shakespeare, has been greedily sought for—in all unlikely as well as likely places.

It is now time to consider what the inferences are which may be fairly and naturally drawn from the facts just narrated concerning Gutenberg’s secret company and their proceedings, and whether they are calculated to throw light on the special nature of the undertaking which they had then in hand. After careful consideration, it cannot fail to become apparent that the enterprise which Gutenberg and his associates were then engaged in, and by means of which they fully expected to make a rapid fortune, was neither more nor less than the art eventually carried to such perfection by the inventor, alone—that of printing books; books which could be sold at a price so much below that of written ones of a similar class, that the expected gains could scarcely be exaggerated. The goldsmith had been doubtless engaged as a skilful engraver, and chosen to prepare the models for casting the types; the purchases of lead were made for the purpose of casting the type; and the carpenter was employed to make the presses and forms for the actual printing. Then comes the question, but what were the “looking-glasses”? That this name, given by the co-partners to the articles they were manufacturing, was adopted by them as a mystification, is well known, but it now serves, by a curious kind of collateral evidence, to make the precise character of their work more clear than even the employment of the engraver, the purchases of lead, or the press-making of the carpenter. Fortunately, for the eventual divulging of their secret, the associates amused themselves by being facetious over the invention of a misleading title for their trade, and could not resist the temptation of a double entendre, which at last, after centuries of mystery, betrays them. Looking-glass makers certainly they were, but not of the kind suspected by Barbet de Zabern, and she would never have received from the hand of her neighbour
Dritzenhen, had he lived to complete his work, a looking-glass of the kind she most desired and expected. The article about to be manufactured was, in fact, not a glass but a book, the famous "Mirror of Human Salvation,"—the "Speculum Humanae Salvationis,"—which the press of Koster had already made popular and brought into such great demand that doubtless it would have found a ready sale at the Holy Fair of Aix-la-Chapelle in almost any numbers; and Gutenberg was, if I am right in my conjecture, preparing an edition of that work, either as a fac-simile of the original Latin one, or as a German translation. Though in the latter case we should have, most probably, heard something of the translator, who may, however, have been Hans Riffe, the Mayor of Litchetenow, or one of the monks of the convent of St. Arbogaste, for which purpose Gutenberg may have taken up his residence there. M. Bernard does not appear to attach much importance to the name which Gutenberg gave to the articles he was preparing; but M., Paul Lacroix (the bibliophile Jacob) detected the double meaning of the term, and perceived that the title of a book was intended. He, however, supposed an entirely distinct work, and attributes to Gutenberg's Strasburg press the actual production of a book bearing the title "Speculum Humanae Salvationis, Latino-Germanicum, cum speculo Sanctae Mariae," the title of the well-known MS. "Speculum," with the addition of the "Mirror of the Virgin Mary," a work really issued some years later by Pfister of Bamberg. It appears, however, to be much more probable that the work in hand was an accurate reproduction of the Dutch "Speculum" of Koster, and that he possibly got the idea from a copy of Koster's book, which by some means or other had been brought under his notice. If so, why not by a workman of Koster's, along with some of the types and tools by means of which it had been produced, as suggested by the Dutch legend preserved by Junius; and who may have executed the rude Donatuses with the Kosterian type, fragments of which are only found at Mayence. At all events, these matters dovetail with the Kosterian story. It may, however, be urged against this view of the case, that the seller of the secret to Gutenberg never appears on the carpet. But M. De Vries suggests that the "treacherous workman," John, or Johann, may have been no other than Johann Gutenberg, the elder, the uncle of the great printer, who, it is well known, greatly assisted his nephew in perfecting the new art, when, after leaving Strasburg, he had re-established himself at Mayence. If such were the case, we were unlikely to hear of a purchase of the secret from a recreant workman, and it is almost the only kind of circumstance which would have kept such a transaction so entirely out of sight. M. Bernard ridicules the idea of a person occupying the social status of the elder Gutenberg being in the service of Koster. But the ready highway of the Rhine may easily account for his presence in Haarlem, and when there, a much talked-of new and secret process for producing books may have induced him to enter the establishment of Koster as a mere workman, for the express purpose of learning the art, which, as recorded by Junius, he may have carried back with him to his native city. The superadded accusation of theft may have been a mere angry exaggeration at the time. These views are to a great extent corroborated by the fact, as stated, that the uncle assisted in a very efficient manner in bringing the art to perfection, when his nephew left Strasburg and returned to Mayence. The probable dates also agree, as the elder Gutenberg took the house zum Jungen (where he afterwards received his nephew) in 1443, which suggests a previous absence from Mayence, that may very probably have occurred between 1436 and 1438, the period of Gutenberg's first essays at Strasburg. In acquiring the art in Holland, the uncle may have had his banished nephew especially in view, as he knew him to be endowed with qualities which specially fitted him for working out and deriving profit from such an invention.

The trial previously referred to contains so many details concerning the first German essays in the art of printing, that a few extracts will be found exceedingly interesting. The cause of misunderstanding arose from legal pretensions set up by the brothers of the deceased Dritzenhen, who claimed a certain sum of money under the terms of the agreement with
Gutenberg, in which Dritzehen had stipulated that, in case of the death of either of the partners, their representatives should receive 100 florins. This claim Gutenberg resisted, on the ground that Dritzehen had never completed his stipulated payments; and the Court decided in his favour, nonsuiting the brothers of Dritzehen in a judgment, which was delivered, as stated in the document itself, on the eve of Saints Lucia and Otilia, the 12th of December, in the year 1439.

Among the depositions made on the trial* by witnesses on both sides, are the following:—

Barbet de Zabern deposes—“That, during a certain night, she had talked with Andrew Dritzehen about many things.” They were apparently talking in his workshop, while he continued busily arranging his presses, and other matters. She recollected saying to him, “And are you not going to bed to-night?” To which he replied, “I must first finish all that I am about.” When she continued saying, “But, God help me! what a sum of money you seem to be spending. Why, all these things must have cost, at least, 10 florins.” And he replied, “You are a simpleton, Zabern! you think these things have cost 10 florins. Listen; if you had all they have cost above 300 florins, you would have enough to last you all your life. Why, they have cost over 500 florins! and they would be good for nothing if they were not to cost still more; and that is the reason why I have sunk both my own and my expected inheritance in the matter.” “But,” continued the witness in her deposition, “but if it should all turn out badly, what would you do then?” And he answered, “It can’t turn out badly. Before a year is over, we shall have back again all our capital, and be well off for ever; unless, indeed, it should be the will of God to ruin us.”

It is evident that he had full faith in the looking-glass trade, as shown also by the deposition of Anthony Heilmann, who states that, when his brother was taken into the partnership, Gutenberg expected great gains from the sale of “looking-glasses” during the time of the pilgrimage to the shrines of Aix-la-Chapelle.

The surprise of the carpenter on finding that the presses had disappeared is thus described in the deposition of Conrad Sahspach, who had made them, and who had no doubt been sworn to secrecy. He deposed—That, on the day of Andrew Dritzehen’s death, one of the other partners, Andrew Heilmann, hurried to his house on the market-place, and said, “Dear Conrad, since Andrew Dritzehen is dead, as you made the presses, and are in the secret, go and take the press at Dritzehen’s to pieces in such a way that no one can tell what it is.” But when he went to execute these orders everything had disappeared. How they disappeared is explained in the following deposition, in which it will be found that Gutenberg himself, acting still more promptly than Heilmann, had already caused them to be dismounted and taken away.

Ennel Schultheiss, the wife of Hans Schultheiss, the wood-merchant who had furnished wood to the association, deposed, that Laurence Beildeck, Gutenberg’s servant, came to see Claus Dritzehen, her cousin, who lived in the same house, and said, “Dear Claus Dritzehen, the late Andrew Dritzehen, your brother, at the time of his death, had four ‘pieces’ fitted in, a press, which Gutenberg now wishes you to separate in such a way as that no one shall be able to understand the use of them; for he would not wish them to be seen as they are.” This witness, who, it will be seen, lived in the same house with Claus and Andrew Dritzehen, her cousins, further deposed that she often assisted her cousin Andrew, “night and day,” in making his preparations.

Here we have direct information as to the nature of the machinery that had been prepared. It is distinctly termed a press; and the four “pieces” are elsewhere positively called *formes

* The details of this trial were found among the old protocols of the law courts of Strasbourg by M. Shopflin, and published there in the original German, from which they have since been translated into several other languages.
(formaen), the name still applied to the frame which holds in place the types when they are set up in order for printing; so that it would seem that all was ready to commence actual printing when the death of Dritzehen occurred.

The next deposition is that of the goldsmith, Hans Düne, who stated that he had, about three years before, received 100 florins from Gutenberg for articles connected with printing (drucken). These were, doubtless, the model types, engraved in brass or copper, from which the casting-moulds were produced; so that we have, in the depositions of this curious trial, all the details necessary to prove how Gutenberg set about establishing the first German printing-press, and even the period at which his engraver cut the models for the types,—namely, three years before the date of the trial in 1439, which would take it to the period 1436, that of the greatest activity of the secret press of Koster, and when it was most likely that any one would attempt to make capital out of a disclosure of the secret to some other person. The secret having reached Mayence and Strasburg, by the highway of the Rhine, the enterprising young Gutenberg, who it has been seen was especially taken up with establishing improved or new forms of manufacture, was exceedingly likely to take up energetically an idea of that kind; while the subsequent disappearance of Koster's "workman" might be easily accounted for, especially in the manner just suggested. On the other hand, Gutenberg may have been led to his first trials at Strasburg through other means; perhaps from merely seeing a copy of the "Speculum" sent to him by his uncle, or some other person, and being assured that it was produced in a new manner. It may be further urged, that if he had received the knowledge from an experienced workman of Koster's, he would not have first adopted lead for his types, as he certainly did, for Koster had already abandoned the use of that metal in favour of tin.

That the death of Dritzehen, and even the delay caused by the trial, should have entirely put a stop, for a time, to a project commenced with so much enthusiasm, appears extraordinary. And yet, as no printed book can, with any show of probability, be assigned to the press which Gutenberg and his associates had endeavoured to establish at Strasburg, it would appear that, at that period, the effort was actually abandoned. The most probable cause is, that the first actual products of this press, which no doubt was put in action after Dritzehen's death, were failures, in consequence of the types being cast in lead, which, as we have seen, was purchased for that purpose, and which would spread so rapidly, under the action of the press, as to render the character, if not illegible, at all events so unsightly as to make books so printed unsaleable. M. Bernard, however, considers that a "Donatus," printed in characters very closely resembling those of the Bible afterwards printed by Gutenberg at Mayence, may possibly have been printed by him at Strasburg; and if he be right in his conjecture, it would tend to prove that the characters used were of lead, as in the "Donatus" in question the types show such symptoms of spreading and blurring as would be sufficient to deter a man of Gutenberg's taste and ambition from undertaking the printing of a more important work with them.

Whether still attempting to bring his Strasburg press to perfection or not, his name is found on the list of civic contributors till the year 1444, but not afterwards. His quitting Strasburg about this time may have been determined by the fact that the deed of partnership with Riffle and Hellmann, which had been made for five years, expired at that time, when he would feel himself at liberty to retire from a concern which had evidently not been successful, and try his fortune elsewhere. It is natural to suppose that he would select his native town, Mayence, as the scene of his next effort; the political excitement which had driven him away having subsided. That his means were exhausted, or very much reduced, may be inferred from the fact that he went to reside with his uncle, Johann Gensfleisch, at whose residence was executed the first proof of his return to Mayence, namely, a legal document, dated in 1448; so that there are four years unaccounted for. At whatever time he may have returned to Mayence, it is certain
that he there recommenced his efforts to perfect a system of printing. He had most likely brought his tools with him, which he would have found no difficulty in purchasing, at a very low rate, from Riffé and Heilmann, who had probably lost all faith in them. After his re-establishment at Mayence—whether or not he had originally received the idea of movable types directly from Koster's "workman"—he may have found a person in Mayence, who, according to the strict letter of the Dutch tradition, was engaged in producing rude "Donatuses" by means of printing with movable types; and that person may have been his uncle, who had previously furnished him with the outline of the system while he was residing in Strasburg. With this new aid, he may have now determined, armed with his previous experiences, to aim far higher than an imitation of the "Speculum," and produce at once a work on such a scale and in such perfection as, it was thought, that handwriting alone could realize. With some such feeling, at all events, he conceived the bold project of producing, by means of his printing press, an entire Bible, of noble size, and fit to compare with the finest manuscripts of the period. This was an ambitious undertaking, for it was precisely the period in which manuscripts had reached the highest point of perfection, in the elaborate beauty of the writing and the profusion of rich illumination. But Gutenberg was not easily daunted, as we have seen by the perseverance displayed during his struggles to establish a printing press at Strasburg; and we soon find him negotiating a loan of 150 florins to commence his fresh attempt. This document is still in existence, setting forth how his kinsman, Arnulphus Gelthus, became security for him for that sum, which he borrowed from Reinhart Brömser and Johann Rodenstein, for which he was to pay a rent or interest of 8½ florins. The sum they borrowed was, however, soon found inadequate to his wants. He had to find a harder and better-suited metal than lead for casting his characters, and, perhaps, a better method of preparing his model types, which some have thought he determined to make of soft steel, to be hardened, and then to serve as punches to form moulds in a somewhat softer metal, such as brass, in which his new characters were to be cast. However this may be, it is certain that he adopted a greatly improved system, as the eventual results plainly show. Arrived at this point, and more money—very much more—being required, he procured an introduction to Johann Fust, a capitalist and money-lender, being probably introduced to him by his brother, James Fust, a goldsmith, who may have been employed by Gutenberg to engrave the new type models, as goldsmiths of that day were all more or less expert engravers. Fust appears to have been at once struck with the boldness of the project, and the evident capacity of Gutenberg to carry it into execution; and, above all, by the prospect of the enormous profits which appeared certain of realization within a few years.

This application for a new loan occurred in 1450, when Fust determined to advance the money required—800 florins, at 6 per cent., all the tools and presses to be pledged to the lender as security; and the money was to be lent for five years, within which time it was calculated that the work would be completed. When all was ready to commence printing, Fust was to make further advances, at the rate of 300 florins per year, to carry out the printing and pay for parchment, paper, ink, &c. Fust was to have no risk beyond; and if the sums were insufficient, they were to be made up by Gutenberg; Fust, nevertheless, reserving to himself a large share of the profits. These were hard terms; but Gutenberg had met with so many disappointments and delays, that he was but too glad to find the necessary money power furnished to him at last, on any terms, however onerous.

Final preparations were now commenced in right earnest for the great undertaking, the printing of the entire Bible; the workshops being established in the house of his uncle, Johann Gensfleisch the elder, on the Platz of the Franciscans. Two years were consumed in the completion of the models and castings of the type, and with the erection of the presses and other
necessary machinery; and by that time, unfortunately, the whole of the 800 florins had been swallowed up in the preparations, and the 300 florins for the first year's printing were also found insufficient to make a fair start. Fust therefore agreed to furnish in advance the remaining 600 florins, but on condition of Gutenberg taking 800 florins instead of 900, as the price of paying down the whole sum at once; yet promising, verbally, not to claim the interest, which had been originally stipulated in the former contract. Thus again provided with cash, Gutenberg proceeded with his labours, greatly aided by the advice and knowledge of his uncle Johann, who, nevertheless, was blind, from old age, as Wimpheling, a nearly contemporary historian, tells us in his "Curious Chronicle of the Bishops of Mayence." He says that, "in the time of Bishop Robert, printing was first practised by several persons at Mayence, after being previously essayed rudely at Strasburg by Gutenberg, who, with the aid of his blind uncle, eventually carried it to great perfection at Mayence, to the eternal glory of Germany. We may imagine the vast difficulties that had to be contended with in the infancy of a new art applied to an undertaking of such magnitude as a folio edition of the Bible, in 1,282 pages, requiring, at least, a fount of 12,000 letters. To this number may be added the required varieties of each letter, several forms of each being then deemed necessary to imitate manuscript; besides another distinct set combined with all the marks of abbreviation then in use, to say nothing of a whole separate series of double letters.

This vast stock of types and presses being at last all ready, and the great work in the labour of its first start, it is supposed that Gutenberg made some essays with his types in printing two editions of "Donatuses," one in small folio and one in quarto. The first is described by Fischer and Van Praet, the second by Wetter. But, at the same time, it having been found impossible to keep the process secret, others also commenced printing on the same system; and the "Donatus" of 1451, the "Appeal against the Turcos," of 1454, and the "Letters of Indulgence," of 1454 and 1455, so well described by M. Léon de Laborde, all appeared before Gutenberg's Bible; and the annexed fac-simile (Plate 12) will show what advances either he or his rival printers had then made in Mayence.

The fac-simile (Plate 12), the original of which is now in our national collection, will serve to show that great improvements had taken place in the cutting of the types since the art had been taken up by German artisans. Whether this letter were printed by Gutenberg, or some other person, as by Pfister, for instance, who may have learnt the art in Gutenberg's service, and began to practise it during the great delays which occurred in bringing out the magnum opus, the entire Bible, is immaterial to the main story of the invention. It will be seen, on close observation, that the capitals are printed, as well as the main body of the type, and that they are probably cast or engraved in metal, and not cut in wood, as may be at once perceived from the sharpness of the outline. This is a point worthy of note, inasmuch as in the great Bible spaces are left for all the principal initials, to be executed by the hand of the illuminator. It may also be observed that the lines in larger type, of regular upright Gothic, resemble very closely the type used in Gutenberg's famous Bible, though a degree smaller. This would seem to lead to the inference that this "Letter" was, possibly, printed at the Gutenberg press, in the house sum junge, and under the management of Gutenberg and his uncle.

That he really was printing small works of various kinds before the issue of the Bible is most probable on many accounts; among others, because such a man as Fust, a keen-sighted money-lender, requiring good security for a loan, would never have advanced the sums he did on the probable future results of an art entirely new to him, if he had not demonstrative proof that the art was a really practical one, as shown in actual productions, similar to the "Letter of Indulgence" in question, "Donatuses," and other elementary books. M. Fischer, in his remarkable pamphlet, has attempted to show, in fact, that several works of the kind, undoubtedly from the press of Gutenberg (as proved by the types), were still in existence in Mayence up to the time of the

Subinde iussit ut ab inferiorum lingo et in Deum deducit suum. In hic autem universitate insanius ad Deum. 

In quibusdam autem singularibus aliis autem. Tamen quisque in his qui erat unde. 

Sacerdotii etiam suum. In dei verbo qui est sanctus et in Deo benefactor. 

Fomarum semel quosdam in praesentia

Nomina plenarum remissionum in mortem

Nomina plenarum remissionum in mortem

Nomina sacramentum et cælestem salutem.
Liber genetacnis ipsi est
filii Davidis filii Abraham.
Abraham genuit Isaac:
Isaac genuit Jacob.
Jacob aut genuit Judæa et fratres eód;
Judæa aut genuit Phærus et Sara de Thamar.
Phærus aut genuit Esrom;
Esrom aut genuit Aram.
Aram aut genuit Aminadab:
Aminadab aut genuit Naabö.
Naabö aut genuit Salomōn:
Salomōn aut genuit loor et rosh.
Loo aut genuit obed et ruth obern
aut genuit ishūk.
Ishūk aut genuit dauid regé:
David aut equire.
Isham aut genuit Salomōn
et er iun urit.
Salmōn aut genuit roboam:
Roboam aut genuit abram.
Abram aut genuit isaac:
Isaac aut genuit jacob.
Jacob aut genuit ezechiam:
Ezechias aut genuit manassē:
Manassē aut genuit amnon.
Amnon aut genuit idoam:
French invasion, but have since been lost. Some of these were ornamented with fine initials, printed in two colours,—a feature which I shall have occasion to refer to when speaking of Schoeffher's Psalter. If these initials, of which M. Fischer gives admirable fac-similes, were really executed under the direction of Gutenberg, they must of necessity greatly enhance the wonder and admiration felt for the author of the marvellously perfect workmanship of the first Bible; and also detract, to an equal extent, from the repute long enjoyed by Schoeffher as the printer of the famous Psalter, with its fine coloured initials, vaunted as the work of the press alone, and not produced by the illuminator's pencil; for, if M. Fischer be correct in attributing the work in question to Gutenberg, then the credit of the initials printed in colours in the Psalter must also be given to Gutenberg, as all the lesser initials in that noble specimen of the printer's art are the identical letters found by M. Fischer illustrating the "Donatus" attributed by him, without hesitation, to the press of Gutenberg, as being printed with the same type as the first Bible. The fine, free style of these letters and their perfect execution is very remarkable, as may be seen on reference to Plate 16, figs. 1 and 2, from Schoeffher's second Psalter. That the "Donatus" in question was printed, not only before Schoeffher's Psalter, but also before the Bible, appears incontrovertibly proved by the fact that the five leaves in question of this "Donatus" were found in the cover of a book of accounts, dated 1451. The testimony of M. Fischer is above suspicion; but it is to be regretted that this most important and interesting monument of the labours of Gutenberg is now no longer to be found. At the time that M. Fischer's examination and description were made, it was in the public library of Mayence; but at that time several national monuments were removed to Paris, and others lost in the general ransacking that took place; and the interesting "Donatus" described by M. Fischer is among the documents now no longer to be found either at Paris or Mayence. Although it would thus appear that the credit of the "Letters" in question is due to Gutenberg, I shall have some further remarks to make on the subject in describing the famous Psalter of Schoeffher. The Bibliothèque Nationale possesses two leaves of a "Donatus" printed with Gutenberg's Bible type.

It was not, doubtless, till after the issue of many smaller essays of the above kind, that the great work, the first printed Bible, was at last completed; an event which probably took place in the year 1455, if the first copies were issued by Gutenberg himself; and certainly not later than 1456, or beginning of 1457, if published by Fust; as there is a copy in the Bibliothèque Nationale in which a MS. note is to be found, indicating that the two volumes were illuminated and bound by Henry Albech, alias Cremer, vicar of the collegiate church of St. Stephen, at Mayence, in 1457. The work which thus at last appeared, to crown all Gutenberg's labours with eventual success, is a truly wonderful monument of art, especially as being the first attempt at printing on a large scale. Its general character may be described as follows:—It is printed in two Columns, with spaces left for the headings, to be filled by the rubricator, and also for large initials. Each column contains forty-two lines, which it is well to mention, as the number of lines alone distinguishes it from the editions printed soon afterwards, which were, respectively, of thirty-six and forty-five lines per column, both of which have been erroneously attributed to Gutenberg, while they are now considered to be subsequent issues by Fust and Schoeffher.

The news of the realization of Gutenberg's ambition to print the entire Bible seems to have reached Paris not very long afterwards, and it is satisfactory to find that his name alone was associated with the great achievement. It would appear that Charles VII., hearing of the new invention for the production of books by means of characters of metal, determined to despatch one of the most expert engravers of the mint, who were all well practised as letter-engravers for the inscriptions of the coins, to investigate the facts of the case. Nicholas Jenson, who is stated to have been previously appointed Master of the Mint at Tours, his native place, was
selected for this important service, as recorded in some valuable manuscript notes to a series of
devices of the French coinage, preserved in the library of the Arsenal. The note commences thus,—
"On the 3rd of October, 1458, the king having been informed that the Sieur Gutenberg, knight,
living at Mayence, in Germany, a man dexterous in engraving and in making letter-punches, had
brought to light an invention for printing with metal characters, &c. &c." Nicholas Jenson
appears to have been in Mayence in 1459, and possibly saw Gutenberg himself on the subject,
though the royal instructions seem to have directed him to obtain possession of the "secret"
surreptitiously—"Secrètement s'informer de la dite forme* et invention;" which he probably did
by getting himself engaged as an engraver of letter-punches, in which business it was easy for
him to prove that he was an adept.

The rubrics of the first issue of Gutenberg's Bible, as just stated, were left blank, to be
written in by hand, and spaces were also left for the illuminator to introduce the capitals; so that
the book had, when completed by hand, much the effect of an illuminated MS. of the period;
but the text was less free, and even less distinct, and there was some awkwardness in the ends
of the lines where blanks occur, when a word could not be got in; but, on the whole, it is
perhaps the noblest coup d'essai, in a new and intricate art that ever was produced. It would
be unfair to compare it with those elaborate MSS. which, in France, Jean Fouquet was
illuminating at the time for the Duke of Berri, or the noble MS. books, filled with miniatures
by the greatest artists of the day, that were then being produced at Bruges; or, to the MS. missals
which were appearing in Italy, illuminated by Perrugino and the greatest of the precursors of
Raphael. It was, however, superior in every respect to manuscripts of a second-rate order;
for the text, though produced with the express purpose of imitating writing done by hand, was,
as may be imagined, in many respects more regular than any but very first-rate work, executed
by the most skilful calligraphers. In order to prove that all the first printed books were, as nearly
as they could be made so, fac-similes of manuscripts, I have here appended (No. 1, Pl. 13) a
fac-simile of part of a page from the Wurtzburg missal, a fine MS. of the middle of the 15th
century, side by side with a fac-simile from a portion of a page of Gutenberg's Bible (No. 2,
Pl. 13); from a comparison of which it will be seen that Gutenberg must have caused his types
to be executed from the writing of just such a manuscript, though they do not quite equal it. The
inferiority, however, does not lie in want of regularity, in which it is even superior to the manu-
script; but rather in the fineness of the upstrokes, and a certain delicacy of finish, which betrays a
mechanical instead of an artistic process. The Wurtzburg missal is now in the British Museum.

As a specimen of Gutenberg's great work, when complete, I have reproduced an entire page,
with the super-added work of the rubricator and illuminator (Plate 14); in which state, the vellum
copies might easily be mistaken for illuminated manuscripts; but the idle stories of their having
been passed off as such are mere inventions of a subsequent period, as we shall see in the
ensuing chapter. The present fac-simile is from the fine vellum copy formerly in the library of
George III., and now in the British Museum.† It is illuminated on many of the pages in the fine
bold style of the German art of the period. This, the first printed Bible, was long known
as the Mazarin Bible, in consequence of the copy of it which first attracted attention in modern
times being discovered in the library of Cardinal Mazarin. (See Appendix.)

Successful as the Gutenberg Bible was, and great as seemed its chances of success, yet
its sale was; at first, slow and difficult; and, moreover, the moderate pecuniary results, even
such as they were, were perhaps never shared by Gutenberg as the reward of his long-
continued labours. He may, in fact, have gained no direct profit from it, as it is possible that
no complete impressions were taken while the property remained his own, yet it is most

* Here is the same term as used on the trial at Stras-
burg, and again in the document executed at Mayence.
† The copies on paper are far less rare and
valuable.
probable that a few copies were completed while he was still master of the establishment, which he had at last formed with such indomitable persistence.* In 1455, the very year before the first perfect copies of the book may have issued from the press, Johann Fust became a foreclosing mortgagee, claiming the whole of the utensils and plant as forfeited by the non-fulfilment of the clauses inserted in the agreement for the loan; and the Court of Mayence decided in his favour; the term having duly expired for which the money was lent. The claim against Gutenberg was 2,020 florins, which he was totally unprepared to pay; and the consequence was, that the entire plant, with the work in hand, was assigned to Johann Fust, who caused the whole to be removed to his own house; and then, securing the services of one of the workmen, a clever and enterprising young man, Schofifer, he managed to put the finishing touch to the Gutenberg Bible, and bring it fairly into the market. Gutenberg, in the mean time, though seemingly ruined by the judgment (which some have, without justice, deemed a partial one, Nicholas Fust, a relation of Johann, being one of the judges), nevertheless did not abandon the art to which he had devoted twenty years of incessant toil, but managed, with his usual perseverance, to re-establish himself. It is thought that certain works can be assigned to his new press in Mayence, in the smaller house belonging to his family, to which he removed, and which bore the family name, which Wimpheling translates into corresponding Latin, when stating, in his Chronicle, that the art of printing was carried to perfection in that house,—"in domo Bonimentis."

A work assigned to him in his new and independent Office is the "Tractatus de Celebratone Missarum," a copy of which was originally in the library of the Chartreux of Mayence, and eventually in the public library of the city, where M. Fischer, himself curator of the establishment, saw it and described it. It contained a memorandum in Latin to the following effect:—"The Chartreux of Mayence possesses this book through the liberality of Johann, called Gutenberg, the production of his art, and of the science of Johann Nummeister, completed (confecta) on the 19th of the kalends of July, in the year 1463." From this it would appear that Gutenberg had found another partner, who, in all probability, assisted him with money as well as skill. The titles of the chapters of this book, a small quarto, are in bold Gothic characters, very similar to those of the Bible; and the general text is in cursive semi-Roman characters, closely imitating a well-known class of writing of the period, when the extreme angularity of the old black-letter was beginning to give way to a more rounded style. M. Fischer also mentions another work which, he thinks, may fairly be attributed to the Gutenberg press. This is a Kalendar or Almanach for the year 1460, composed of a few leaves in quarto, printed in characters similar to those of the last-named work. These two books, described minutely by M. Fischer, but now lost, as is supposed during the confusion consequent on the occupation of Mayence by the French, and the removal of certain articles to the great French collection, are no longer available for comparison, except through the careful fac-simile of the first given by M. Fischer in his interesting work.

That Gutenberg did actually succeed in establishing a separate press in Mayence, after the seizure of his first establishment by Fust, appears certain from more reliable evidence than that of the works just cited; among other proofs is a passage in Philip de Lignamine’s "History of the Pontiffs," printed at Rome in 1474, in which the author, himself exercising the new art of printing, writes as follows, when treating of the events of the year 1458:—"Jean Gutenberg, of Strasburg, and another, named Fust, skilful in the art of printing with characters of metal, on parchment, each print three hundred sheets per day at Mayence." This passage is very con-

* In the first issues of Gutenberg’s Bible no printer’s name appears. Was it that the importance of the new art was not yet felt, as it was when Fust and Schoffer appended their names, with so much self-laudation? or, was it that Gutenberg, as a gentleman, did not wish his name to figure as that of an artisan? If the last, his misplaced patrician pride has been near losing for him a fame that might be envied by princes.
clusive; as the date of the book, 1474, is eighteen years after the dissolution of the partnership between Gutenberg and Fust, to which it therefore cannot refer; and consequently has reference to the period when Fust, aided by the skill of Schoffer and the tools and presses of Gutenberg which he had seized, was printing on his own account; and when Gutenberg, aided by Nummeister, had also established a separate press, which it would seem was as important as that of Fust, though there are no extant works which have been hitherto attributed to it, except the two just named. M. Bernard, however, is inclined to assign to the Gutenberg and Nummeister press the following works, of which copies now exist in the Bibliothèque Nationale, and which appear to be printed with the same types as the two works described by M. Fischer. The first is entitled "Hermani de Saldis Speculum Sacerdotii;" and the second, a treatise in German, on Councils, &c.; also another work, entitled, "Dyalogus inter Hugonem Cathonem et Oliverium super Libertate Ecclesiastica;" all the works named being of small bulk.

Whether Gutenberg printed more extensive works or not, it is certain that he still held a good social position, notwithstanding the lawsuit that would seem to have been so utterly crushing. Either as a reward for the sacrifices he had made in bringing to perfection the art of printing, or for private services, it is certain that Adolph of Nassau, who became Bishop of Mayence in 1462, appointed Gutenberg a gentleman of his court by official diploma. This favour, it is true, may have been earned by our hero in the character of an energetic partisan, in addition to the distinction which was his due as an enterprising printer; for Johann Gutenberg may possibly have rendered active service during the struggle of the petty civil war which preceded the expulsion of the former bishop, Diether of Isenburg. All honour to Adolph of Nassau if he rewarded the man of genius and indomitable artisian rather than the supporter of a quasi- usurpation.

From the diploma, dated 1465, which confers this honorary title upon Gutenberg, and which has been published by Johannis* and also by Wolf, it appears not to have been entirely an empty honour that was thus bestowed, for we find included, the annual grant of twenty *matières* of corn and two barrels of wine for the use of his house, and also of an official court suit, which, from what we know of the costume of the time, must have been of somewhat gorgeous character. It is pleasant and satisfactory to find that Gutenberg thus found at last both honour and repose, and a moderate degree of material prosperity; for though he did not, in all probability, as a gentleman of the court, do any further work, even as a director, in the printing-office at the Gutenberg residence, still it appears that the establishment belonged to him to the end of his life, which was peacefully terminated at a good old age a few years afterwards; but not till a year after his oppressor, Jean Fust, had died of a pestilence in Paris, while there on the business of selling those Bibles which, with the means of reproducing them, he had wrung from the possession of Gutenberg with such grasping determination.

The proof that Gutenberg died possessed of a printing-office—which must have been an unspeakable gratification to the veteran printer, who had been one of the first laborious pioneers of the "art by which all other arts are preserved"—is very gratifying; and this possession is proved beyond doubt or cavil by the following document, which settled the claim to the types, tools, and presses in question after the death of their inventor. It is as follows:—

"I, Conrad Homery, doctor, make known by this letter that his Highness, my gracious and well-beloved Prince Adolph, Archbishop of Mayence, has graciously caused to be delivered to me the 'forms,' characters, tools, and other objects relating to printing, which Johann Gutenberg left at his death, and which belonged to me and belong to me still; but for the honour and for the pleasure of his Highness I have bound myself, and am so bound by this letter, never to use them in any other place than Mayence; and, moreover, only to sell them, in preference, to a citizen of this place, who shall offer an equal price with any other. In faith of

which declaration I have appended my seal to this present. Given in the year 1468, the Friday after the festival of St. Matthew (26th February).

The Doctor Homery appears, by the terms of this deed, to have been either a relation of Gutenberg's who inherited the goods of his deceased kinsman, or a person with whom they had been deposited by Gutenberg as security for an advance of money, and to whom they were only finally awarded under certain stipulations, which show in what honour the relics of Gutenberg's art were already held, and also the jealous affection with which the Bishop Adolph sought to secure the entire glory of Gutenberg's career to the city of Mayence. We hear of no such honours bestowed on the banker Fust, though prospering far more greatly by the practice of the printing art; and it is evident that Gutenberg, if he did not reap the direct profits of his gigantic undertaking to print an entire Bible, in the very infancy of an art, which, in fact, he brought to perfection at its birth, at all events reaped a glory, which must have brightened his latter years with a gleam of proud satisfaction.

The remains of Johann Gutenberg were interred in the convent of the Franciscans, near his first residence, the house zum Jungen, where a suitable epitaph was placed. The original no longer exists, but its purport has been preserved by Wimpheling, as follows:—

D. O. M. S.

IOANNI GENSFLEISCH
ARTIS IMPRESSORIE REPERTORI
DE OMNI NATIONE ET LINGUA OPTIME MERITO
IN NOMINIS SUI MEMORIAM IMMORTALEM
ADAM GELTHUS POSUIT.

OSSA EJUS IN ECCLESIA D. FRANCISCI MOGUNTINA FELICITER CUBANT.

Adam Gelthus, a relative of Gutenberg's, who caused this epitaph to be inscribed, gave to his kinsman the old family name of Gensfleisch, and one Wittick, who appears to have seen it in the beginning of the 16th century, fearing, it would seem, that the name of Gensfleisch might not be readily recognized as belonging to Gutenberg, set up another tablet in the house known by the name of Gutenberg, in which he is supposed to have died, taking care that the name by which he was best known to the public, as the printer of the Bible, should be prominently conspicuous. It is preserved by Serrarius, in his "Moguntiarum Rerum," as shown below:—

JO. GUTENBURGENSI MOGUNTINO,
QUI PRIMUS OMNIIUM LITERAS AERE IMPRIMENDAS INVENIT,
HAC ARTE DE ORBE TOTO BENE MERENTI
IVO WITIGISIS HOC SAXUM
PRO MONUMENTO POSUIT M. D. VIII.

Another memento has been mistaken for a tribute to Gutenberg, which, however, belongs to John Gensberg, of Ladebach, who, while in the service of Sweinheim and Pannartz, the first Roman printers, assumed the credit of having printed their first book, and the tribute in question, referring to this event runs,—

Hans von Ladebach ist mein nam,
Die ersten b cher trckt ich zu Rom;
Bitt vor mein seel, Gott gibt dirohn.

An ancient author, cited by Meermann, erroneously gave the first line "Hans von Gutenberg ist mein nam," which led to the mistake, which subsequent researches have explained.

The most eloquent contemporary tribute to Gutenberg is that of Wimpheling, one of the most learned men of his time, who narrowly escaped persecution for the Protestant tendency of
his writings, and who, among other things which proved him to have been a thinker in advance of his time, founded a literary society at Strasburg, which soon became celebrated, and the tendencies of which were afterwards praised even by the critical Erasmus. In the epigrammatic record in question, it will be seen that Wimpheling speaks of Gutenberg by his old family name of Gensfleisch, but translates it into Latin as Anscicarus, which might have puzzled and misled posterity much more fatally than the old patronymic in its native German, which the good Wittick thought not plainly enough referring to the first printer of the Bible. The epigram of Wimpheling runs as follows:

Felix Anscicare, per te Germania felix,
Omnibus in terris premita laudis habet.
Urbe Moguntina, divino fulte Joannes
Ingenio, primum imprimitis aere notas.
Multum religio, multum tibi Graecia Sophia
Et multum debet lingua Latina tibi.

Thus is the glory of Gutenberg more clearly established than that of Koster, and his indomitable perseverance, crowned, as it was, with an eventual and striking success, of a kind so far beyond anything attempted by Koster, perhaps entitles him to a fuller reward. Even if, as I have conjectured, his first efforts were merely an attempt to reproduce the "Speculum" of the Dutch printer, and even if he had been guided in his first attempts by the sight of actual metal types brought to Mayence or Strasburg by the treacherous John, the servant of Koster, who may possibly have been no other than Gutenberg's uncle John, who is plainly stated to have greatly assisted him at Mayence; still, his improvements in the types themselves, and the mode of casting, and his bold application of the system to a work of such magnitude as the Bible, makes the process, as he used it, entirely his own. As Alexander Dumas said of the outline of a plot which he adopted from a poor novel to weave into one of his wonderful romances, "he did not steal it, he conquered it;" and so, if Gutenberg be not the absolute inventor of printing types, he was certainly their first conqueror. He is, therefore, entitled to rank as high, if not higher, than the inventor; and if he could have known that there would come a time when a copy of his Bible, as the first real monument of the art of printing, would command such sums as £800 or £1000, a greater price than could have been obtained for the most elaborately illuminated manuscripts, he would have deemed it an all-sufficient reward, and not have repined at the fact that the old system of writing books by hand was still preferred by the great bulk of his contemporaries, whose conservative spirit still clung to the things that were, rather than aspire towards the things that might be. But, as we have seen, there were not wanting those, even in his own time, who fully appreciated his services, and already declared him a glory to his native city, and to Germany.

* Goose-flesh.
CHAPTER VI.

The Works of Fust and Schoffer, the Successors of Gutenberg.

Johann Fust, who had, as mortgagee, somewhat arbitrarily possessed himself of the whole plant of Gutenberg's printing-office, along with a stock of copies, nearly complete, of the celebrated Bible, was, nevertheless, a man of good general repute. He and his family were among the most respected of the citizens of Mayence, and had been honoured by appointments to some of the chief civil and ecclesiastical offices of the city. His name is irrevocably bound up with the early history of the printing press, and if he was rather too keenly alive to the safety of the good florins which he had embarked in the enterprise of Gutenberg, it must be recollected that without the timely aid which he afforded, the undertaking might not have been brought to bear, and Mayence would never have enjoyed the glory of being the original seat of the first practically perfect printing press; and all the genius and perseverance of Gutenberg might have been doomed to eternal obscurity, while the art of printing would have been eventually developed in some other place, most probably in the Low Countries, where the followers of Koster might perhaps have been the first to bring the art to perfection instead of Gutenberg. But the enterprise, and the gold, and the keen-sightedness of the Moguntian banker came in time to secure to Gutenberg his fame, if not his fortune; and the name John Fust, along with that of his young partner Schoffer, and that of Gutenberg (a glorious triumvirate of civic worthies), will be for ever associated with the history of the art which they were the first to reduce to that practical form which has led to such marvellous results in the advancement of general civilization.

The family of Fust, in Gutenberg's time, consisted of three brothers, Johann Fust was probably born about the year 1395. His brother James a few years later. The latter was an eminent artist as well as a wealthy citizen. He had held the office of city architect, to which he afterwards added the lucrative business of goldsmith, in the artistic part of which craft he was esteemed very skilful. The third brother, Nicholas Fust, was a judge in one of the courts of law: and Johann, who by his connection with Gutenberg raised his family and its name from obscurity, and conferred upon them a kind of immortality, is said to have owed the success of his suit to the undue influence of his brother the judge; but this assertion is, doubtless, without foundation. Johann Fust appears to have married about 1420, his wife Margaret, whose name, thus coupled with that of Fust, or Faustus, is a rather singular coincidence, and one that may possibly have influenced Goethe in the adoption of the name of Margaret for the heroine of his celebrated drama, though Fust, or Faust, the banker of Mayence, is, as we know, quite a distinct personage from Dr. Faust, the mythical magician. The only child of Johann Fust of Mayence and his wife Margaret was Conrad Fust, who married in 1445, and whose daughter Christian was eventually bestowed in marriage upon Peter Schoffer, to whose skill the press of Fust and Schoffer owed its great and almost immediate success.

After the legal judgment had placed the presses and types of Gutenberg, with all the other printing utensils, and the stock of Bibles already printed or partially printed, in the hands of Johann Fust, as the foreclosing mortgagee, he wisely secured the services of Gutenberg's accomplished apprentice, Peter Schoffer, a young man who had been educated at the University of Paris, and whose scholarship, as well as his artistic and mechanical skill, rendered his assistance in a printing-office highly valuable, and his immediate success was speedily rewarded with a partnership.
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A few interesting memorials exist connected with Schöffer's residence at the University of Paris; especially a book of notes, in which his name occurs, accompanied by a memorandum denoting the pride he felt in having belonged to the then first university in the world. It appears that he was known by the name of his native town, Gernsheim, or that of Mayence, which he afterwards adopted, rather than by his family name, as we find in the inscription in question, in his own handwriting:—"Hic est finis omnium librorum tam veteris quam nove logice, completi per me Petrum de Gernsheim, alias Moguncia, anno mcccxl, in gloriosissima Universitate Parisiensis." It would seem that this book was afterwards left with one Gerlach, a compatriot at this university, who appears to have used the remaining leaves. The book itself seems to have been purchased in Paris, after Peter Schöffer's celebrity, by Johann Rot, in all probability the brother of Berthold Rot, who established the first printing press at Basle. The precise time of the return of Schöffer from Paris is unknown; but that he had been some time in the printing establishment of Gutenberg at the time of the trial, at which he was summoned as a witness, is certain. The whole of the plant, and the stock of partially complete Bibles, were removed from Gutenberg's residence, after the judgment, and taken to the house of Fust, in the Schuster Gasse ( Shoemakers' Street), which was eventually styled "The Printing-Office," as the house of Gutenberg had previously been.

After the removal, certain alterations were made in the form of the copies of the Bible, in order to give them the appearance of being entirely the work of the new printers. Each column of the first sheet was set up afresh, and compressed into forty lines instead of forty-two; the rubrics of this sheet being, in the new issue, printed in red, instead of being written by hand. This was the first attempt of Schöffer to supersede the labours of the calligrapher or illuminator, in the rubrics or capitals. He also printed in red the rubrics of the first sheet of the second volume, the rest, in both volumes, being written by hand; while the whole of the capitals were executed by a simple calligrapher, and in some cases by an illuminator; the first confining his work to what could be done with the pen, the second making use of the hair pencil and other implements. It is nearly certain that Fust went to Paris with a portion of this edition of the Gutenberg Bible, as several copies of it are known to have been there soon after their publication, especially the one alluded to in the previous chapter. The troubles of Mayence, indeed, which rendered a ready sale impossible at that time, possibly first forced this journey on Fust, who doubtless carried with him a certain number of the copies seized after the lawsuit, which had been rapidly completed by hand.

Extraordinary and utterly groundless fables were soon invented regarding these first printed Bibles, which could be sold at sixty crowns, while a MS. copy cost from four to five hundred. It was, in fact, stated by some of the earliest writers on the infancy of the art of printing, that Fust sold his books as manuscripts; and that when it was discovered that they were produced by some unknown art, and not by the hand and pen, people demanded back part of their money, as having had an inferior article palmed upon them; and that the mystification continuing to increase, "Faustus" was about to be tried for witchcraft, had he not contrived to effect a speedy escape by flying to Mayence, and thence to Strasburg. All this is without the slightest foundation. It is well known that the scribes, whose craft was a very lucrative one, had formed themselves into powerful corporations, and though they may at first have discouraged, as much as in them lay, the sale of books produced otherwise than by handwriting, they must soon have perceived that, so far from injuring them, the higher branches of their art, which were displayed in the ornamental and painted capitals, headings of chapters, and the execution of illustrative miniatures and borderings, was increased a hundredfold; inasmuch as fully one hundred books required those additions after printing was established, in place of a single volume before that event; while it was only the most inferior part of their calling, that of mere transcription, that was interfered with; a department which good printing performed much better than the scribe, while it remained greatly inferior in all attempts at ornament,
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and even in the highest class of plain text also. Therefore, so far from Fust experiencing anything like persecution, it appears far more probable that he would be in the main encouraged, notwithstanding any little jealousies that might very naturally arise on the part of the corporation of transcribers and book-decorators of Paris, who had made their craft a very important one, and manufactured such a number of books as appears almost incredible when the method of their fabrication is considered. Supposing, however, for a moment, that a little mystification took place in regard to the Gutenberg Bible, of the first edition of which Fust took a few copies to Paris, it is not credible that any real deception was intended, especially in the matter of the large edition subsequently issued by Fust and Schoisscher; for, far from wishing to palm off that book as one written by hand, it is somewhat pompously stated, at considerable length, in the imprint, that the book had been produced by an entirely new process of printing, “without the use of the pen”—as we shall see when describing the work in detail.

Gutenberg, in addition to the types cast for his Bible, had also caused to be engraved and cast a set of large Gothic characters, intended for a psalter, of the kind used in church-chanting; and these types were made use of by Fust and Schoisscher for the purpose originally intended by Gutenberg. It has been asserted that the Psalter planned by Schoisscher carried the intricacies of printing much farther than had been dreamt of by its first projector; and that not only were the rubrics all printed in a fine solid colour, but a vast number of red letters were introduced by the same second printing in the body of the text, while the grand Initial at the beginning, and a series of lesser initials, all full of that graceful play of design that characterizes the works of the best illuminators of the time, were also produced entirely by the press, without any retouch by hand. These beautiful letters, whether printed from wood engravings or metal castings, were made use of by some process securing great accuracy (the precise nature of which is not even now thoroughly understood), the register of the colours being extremely exact. It is probable that the parts for the different colours were made to fit one within the other, so that, after being charged with colour, and adjusted, they could be printed at a single pressure, all the colours being thus printed at once. This appears the more likely as in the last edition these letters, with all their parts, are printed in one colour only; which would have been no economy if the parts for the different colours had been arranged to print separately. The Psalter appeared as early as 1457, and is in small folio. The most beautifully preserved copy of this interesting monument of the early days of printing is that in the Imperial Library of Vienna. There is also a copy in the British Museum, of the first page of which the annexed plate (No. 14) is a fac-simile. It was bequeathed to our national collection by Mr. Grenville. This copy has, however, some few lines of the text supplied by hand, which imperfection greatly detracts from its value, though it does not in the least interfere with the beauty of other portions of the work. The filling-in of certain lines by hand may have been done, at the time of the original publication, in order to make a partially defective copy perfect enough for sale. If recently done, one may easily conceive the temptation to complete the book in that manner, as the price of an entirely perfect copy of this noble piece of primeval printing is almost fabulous. The copy in the French National Library cost £480, and would now command at least £2,000; prices which, even though not received by himself, would have consoled Gutenberg for all his disappointments; for he would have seen in them a proof of the high estimation in which the early specimens of the art which he laboured so hard to establish at Mayence were held, long centuries after he slept the long sleep in the convent of the Franciscans.

This famous Psalter is terminated by an imprint, colophon, or subscription, conceived in nearly the same terms as the one afterwards used for the Bible of 1462. It reads as follows:—“Presens spalmorum [misprint for psalmorum] codex, venestate capitulum decoratus, rubricationibusque sufficienter distinctus, adinventione artificiosa imprimendi ac caracterizandî absque calami ulla
exaratione sic effigiatus, et ad eusebiam Dei industrie est consommatus per Johannem Fust, civem Moguntinum, et Petrum Schoffer de Gernsheim, anno Domini Millesimo CCCC LVII in vigilia assumpcionis." Above are two shields, with the arms of Fust and those of Schoffher, those of Fust being continued long after his death, having become the badge of the office, and continuing in use by Schoffher's son and also his grandson. This was the first of all those celebrated badges, or printing-marks, of which so fine a series was subsequently created by the successive practitioners of the art in the various countries of Europe. It will have been seen by the wording of the Latin subscription just quoted, that, so far from wishing to pass off their work as manuscript, these printers were justly proud of the success of the new method, which enabled them, as their subscription states, to write, without the help of the pen, and solely by the aid of this new art, their noble "Book of Psalms, decorated with beautiful capitals, and sufficiently distinguished by its printed rubrics." It should be noted here that the credit so long accorded to Schoffher as the inventor and producer of the initials printed in colours, which render this volume so remarkable, may after all belong, like the glory of printing the first Bible, to Gutenberg alone; for, as previously stated, it is known that he had been preparing a large Gothic type for the purpose of producing a great church-service Psalter; and it appears probable, after the discovery of M. Fischer before alluded to, that he prepared at the same time a series of coloured initials, which he used by way of essay in the "Donatus" described by that archaeologist. There would not have been time, in fact, for the carrying out of such a difficult experiment so early in the career of Fust and Schoffher, unless they had found all the materials ready to hand, among those which had been claimed and seized by Fust as the stock and materials created by Gutenberg, and adjudged to him at the close of the lawsuit. But even allowing this to be the case, the perfect manner in which the printing itself is executed, in this very first serious attempt (it is the first printed book with a date) to rivalize with the books richly adorned by the hand of the illuminator, is sufficient to secure to Schoffher's name a place among the greatest masters of his art. On Plate 16 will be found two specimens from the subsequent larger-sized edition of the Psalter, in which the coloured initials, which I attribute to Gutenberg rather than Schoffher, again appear, as in the first edition. Four subsequent editions of this noble book were printed with the same types—those of 1459, 1490, 1502, and 1566; the last having been printed after the death of Schoffher by his son Johann. This decisive success and rapid sale of this early masterpiece of the art drove Schoffher to work immediately upon the new and larger edition just alluded to, which was completed in 1459, and in the subscription at the end of which the mistake of "spalorum" for "psalorum" is corrected. Specimens from the large folio Psalter will be found in Plate 16.

Only a few months after the appearance of the second edition of the Psalter, in October, 1459, we find Schoffher engaged on an entirely new work; and this time not with types prepared by Gutenberg, as heretofore, but with letters of a distinct character, having much less of the Gothic angularity about them, being more like the ordinary writing of the time, than that of the stiff upright style used by scribes for ecclesiastical works.* The volume for which this new character was prepared is known as the "Rationale Durandi," a folio of 160 leaves, the text of which is in two columns of sixty-three lines each. (See Plate 18.) This work has the same subscription as the Psalter, but with the date altered to 6th October, 1459. The capitals of some copies of this work are the same as those of the Psalter, and bear out the boast of the subscription; but other copies were printed, leaving spaces for the capitals to be executed by hand, to which a subscription boasting of printed capitals is also appended, though the boast is falsified by the execution of the capitals by the illuminator, for which much larger spaces are left than are occupied by the printed capitals; the setting-up having been slightly altered for this purpose.

* These new characters, however, resemble those of the "Tractatus de Celebracione Missarum," attributed by some to Gutenberg.
Psalms psalmorum codex: venustrate capitalium decoratus rubricationibus: sufficienter distinctus adinuentone artificiosa imprimendi ar caracterizandi: aliquo utra calami exaratore sive effigiatus et ad laudem dei et typo sancti Jacobi est subnato; Per Johem lustri magistrum et Petri Schoffler de germynym clerum.

Anno dini Milleluno circlixnix die mensis Augusti,

Fortem virili pectore laudemus omnem feminam quae lan-

citatis gloria ubique fulget indyta.
IOBIS...
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Some idea of the current value of these early printed books may be conceived from the fact that a copy of the “Rationale” was sold in Venice, in 1460, for eighteen ducats, which amount to the approximate value of £10 modern English money. It has been estimated by M. Bernard, himself a printer, that Schoffer must have cast at least 300,000 letters of his new type for this work.

The next book executed by the new partners was the “Constitutiones Clementis Papae V.,” &c., printed with that part of the new type of large size used in the subscription of the last-named work, while the smaller type of the text was used for the surrounding commentary—a difficult piece of “setting-up,” most successfully executed in a truly workmanlike manner. Three successive editions of this work appeared; in Plate 18 is a specimen from the last edition, printed as late as 1471. The original from which it is taken is in the British Museum. This elaborate work is a wonderful monument (considering the infancy of the art) of skilful setting-up; the manner in which the original text is surrounded by a mass of commentary, of ten times its own bulk, being very wonderfully and symmetrically managed. A number of small and unimportant works were simultaneously issued about this time, especially manifestoes, both for and against the Bishop Diether of Isenburg, the latest being in favour of Diether, and against Adolph of Nassau, who may, on taking the city in October, 1462, have taken a gentle revenge on the Fust and Schoffer press by the honours he bestowed upon Gutenberg, who, as we have seen, after the seizure of his entire plant by Fust, was yet enabled to organize another and independent establishment.

A large work was in progress at the same period, namely, another Bible, printed with the types used for the “Constitutiones.” This Bible consists of 1,001 pages, each having two columns of forty-eight lines. This is the first Bible that bears a date (1462), and is known as the Mayence Bible, to distinguish it from the Gutenberg Bible, or that with the Gutenberg types altered in the first pages by Fust and Schoffer. It has nearly the same imprint as the Psalter, printed in red. At the time of the completion of the Bible, in October, 1462, nothing could be done with the book in foreign markets, as Mayence was then closely besieged by Adolph of Nassau; but no sooner was the siege terminated, than Fust repaired to Paris with a large number of his new Bibles, that city being then, undoubtedly, the first book-market in the world; in which evidently he achieved a great commercial success with his new edition, notwithstanding any cabal that may have been got up by the scribes. It has been reported, as previously stated, by authors writing shortly after the time of this visit to Paris, that he was prosecuted for witchcraft, and had to fly the city to escape imprisonment; all which is doubtless without foundation, for the book has a similar imprint to that of the Psalter, in which a positive boast is made that it was executed by a new art, without the aid of the pen, that art being termed “printing.” This imprint runs as follows:—

“Presens hoc opusculum artificiosae adinventione imprimiti seu caracterizandi absque calami exaratione, in civitate Moguntia, sic effigiatum, et ad eusebiam Dei industrie per Johannem Fust civem et Petrum Schoffer* de Gernzheim clericum diœcesis ejusdem, est consummatum, &c. &c.”

It is true that the phrase “artificiosa adinventione imprimiti seu caracterizandi absque calami exaratione” is not found in all the copies; and it is possible that it may have been added by Fust, on hearing it reported again that he wished to pass the books off as manuscripts; when, in order to bid open defiance to such reports, he caused the same passage to be introduced which his scholarly partner Schoffer had previously inserted in the subscription to the celebrated Psalter.

But, independently of all this, there is sufficient evidence to show that such an imposition must have been, from the first, impossible. Latin Bibles were not purchased by the ignorant, but only by learned churchmen and the highly-educated classes; and from the fact of Jenson having been

---

* As the printer has here introduced his name in the German form of orthography, the spelling may be taken as the one he deliberately considered most correct; though as a young student at the University of Paris, he signed it Schoiffer, or Schoffier. The A is omitted in some colophons subsequent to the Bible of 1462. Schoiffer, which means Shepherd, is sometimes Latinized as Opolio.
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dispatched to Mayence to learn the new art, we have proof that those classes, in the French capital, were well acquainted with the existence of the new art, and would know that a person arriving from Mayence, with a large stock of Bibles offered at one-tenth of the price of manuscript ones, must have produced them by the new process of printing.

So far from Fust having any serious difficulties to contend with of the kind alluded to, it is on record that he was well received by eminent persons; and a book printed by him is still in existence, with an inscription denoting that it was presented by Fust to the Seigneur Louis de Lavernade, a gentleman of distinction of the province of Fores, at that time residing in Paris.

Van Praet mentions a copy of the "Bible of Mayence" in which a Latin entry, in a contemporary hand, and dated 5th April, 1470, shows that a copy was sold to Guillaume de Tourneville, Canon of Angers, for 40 crowns, which appears to have been about the current price, varying according to the illuminations by hand and the binding, &c. It would have gladdened the heart of the keen banker, Fust, if he could have known of the prices which his Bible would command in future times. As an example of such prices, I may mention that the Fust and Schoffer Bible, in the Gaignat Collection, sold for 3,200 livres to the Duke de la Vallière; and at the sale of the De la Vallière Collection, for 4,086 livres. Plate 17 consists of an entire page from the "Mayence Bible," with fac-similes of the illuminations by hand with which it is enriched. The fine copy on vellum from which this page is taken was formerly in the library of George III., and is now in the British Museum. The illuminations are by an Italian hand, the volume having been most probably finished at Venice, possibly for the reigning Doge. Mittorelli describes a fine copy of the Fust and Schoffer Bible as being in the monastery of St. Michael, at Venice, in 1779, which was beautifully illuminated, and which may have found its way to the library of George III., and be, in fact, the very book from which the present specimen is taken. The copy on paper in the British Museum, bequeathed by Mr. Cranerode, is of but moderate value in comparison with the one above described.

Between 1462 and 1465, Fust and Schoffer appear only to have issued works of small importance as to bulk, such as the Papal Bull fulminated against the Turks in 1463. But no sooner had the town recovered from the effects of the contentions between the rival bishops, than their press was again busy upon important work. Two books, both well-known and highly-prised specimens of early printing, appeared in rapid succession—the "Offices of Cicero" and the "Decretals of Boniface VIII." The "Offices of Cicero" (of this edition) forms a handsome quarto volume of twenty-eight leaves, and serves to mark a decisive step in the mechanical development of the technical niceties of the art; as it is the first example of leading; that is, separating the lines of characters by a thin strip of lead, which establishes a clear and equal space between each line of characters. This was the fourth great step made beyond the point attained by Gutenberg, that Schoffer had now achieved: first, the printing of the rubrics in coloured ink, instead of writing them by hand, as in the remodelled edition of Gutenberg's Bible; secondly, the successful printing of decorative capitals in several colours, as in the famous Psalter; thirdly, the printing of marginal notes, as in the "Constitutiones Clementis"; and fourthly, the introduction of leading between the lines of characters, to give greater clearness to them, and to enable the eye to follow each line with greater facility. The "Offices of Cicero" are also remarkable, as exhibiting the first example of Greek characters in print. It is true that they are not neatly-cast types, being only roughly engraved wooden letters; still they are the first, and, with the other advances just signalized, mark out Schoffer as one of the true founders of the art of printing, and the first to invent and develop several of its most important features.

* 1470, new style.
† Mainzer has pointed out several errors in these Greek characters; and it will be seen by reference to the illustrative plate that those of the passage given are almost undecipherable.
Senetiam vero dedit tuita ...
The Subscription of this book expresses the confidence and pride that the printers were beginning to feel in the art:—

"Presens Marci Tulii clarissimum opus Johannis Fust, moguntinus civis, non atramento, plumali cana, neque aerea, sed arte quadam perpulcr, Petri manu pueri mei feliciter effeci. Finitum anno MCCCCLXV."

Specimens from this book will be found in Plate 18, from a copy in the British Museum, which possesses another copy of this book, which is invested with a special interest on account of being decorated with borders, evidently by the same hand as the noble copy of the Gutenberg Bible, of which a full-page fac-simile is shown at Plate 14. A fac-simile of a page from this illuminated copy of the "Cicero" will be found in Plate 19, in which the characteristic manner of the German illuminations in question will be at once recognized.

The "Decretals of Boniface VIII."—forming a folio volume of 280 pages, must also be alluded to in this place as one of the works produced by the Fust and Schoffher press. The subscription of this book, partly adopted from that of the "Catholicum" (of which see fac-simile in Plate 22), printed shortly before by Pfister, of Bamberg, is much fuller and more enthusiastic than that of the "Offices." The "Grammatica Vetus Ruthmica," a sort of grammar in verse, and "S. Augustini Liber de Arte Predicandi," also appeared at this time. Fust, on the completion of the works just described, made another journey to Paris, in 1466, to push them in the French market. And it was at this time that he presented a copy of the "Offices" to Louis de Lavernade, first President of the Parliament of Languedoc. It was during this last residence in Paris that Fust was taken ill, and died there, as some have said, of a pestilence that prevailed at that time, and as others assert of an ordinary illness, to which, being an old man of seventy-one years of age, he rapidly succumbed. As showing how very far he was from being persecuted as a magician, it may be mentioned that he was interred with due honour in the Church of St. Victor, where an anniversary mass was afterwards appointed to be said for the repose of his soul, on the presentation by Peter Schoffher and Conrad Fust of a copy of the "Epistles of Jerome," printed on parchment, and considered so important a work that the Abbé of St. Victor deemed it right to pay back the sum of twelve gold crowns, the work exceeding by that sum the value of the fees due for the annual masses. This fact is contained in an entry in the "Necrology of St. Victor," which is preserved at Paris, in the Bibliothèque Nationale (MSS. fonds St. Victor). The copy of the "Epistles of St. Jerome" here alluded to is now in the library of the Arsenal.

Schoffher also founded another anniversary mass in honour of Fust and his wife Margaret, in the Church of the Dominicans of Mayence, which, as appears from a record mentioned by Johannis, Schoffher paid for also with a copy of the "Epistles of St. Jerome," to which he was compelled, however, to add another book, as shown by the entry quoted by Johannis:—"Anniversarium Johannis Fusti et Margaretae uxoris, et suorum, pro quo conventus recept Epistolae Jeronimi et Clementinas a venerabili Petro Gernsheim, impressore, suo genero, anno MCCCCLXXII." The addition of the extra book, while in Paris he had received money back from the first-named book alone, shows that the rapidly increasing facilities of printing, and the rivalry of other printers since established in Mayence, were very rapidly reducing the price of books. This anniversary, as established by Schoffher, appears by the date to have been founded on the occasion of the death of Margaret, the wife of Fust, who survived her husband seven years. Fust died full of years and honours, having filled several important and honourable offices in his native city, in some of which he was succeeded by his son Conrad. And though he may have driven a hard bargain with Gutenberg, and have insisted upon the severe fulfilment of the conditions to the very letter, yet as a banker it must in fairness be allowed that it was his duty to recover his lent money; especially as he had been, perhaps, as a banker, rather rash in lending it upon the security of an unrealized invention. To his honour be it said, he had sufficient of enterprise to do so, and
perseverance enough to carry out the invention when the doing so appeared the only means of recovering the capital he had sunk. These last qualities, and the nature of the invention itself, which his enterprise and capital served to foster, have made Johann Fust one of the chief worthies in the history of modern civilization; in the ranks of whose pioneers his figure stands out, as that of a sturdy citizen of mediæval Mayence, who, together with Gutenberg and Schoiſſher, mainly aided in imparting a glory to his native city which the greatest capitals of Europe may well envy. It was not in Paris, nor in London, nor in Vienna, nor in Naples, nor in Madrid, that the great art of printing was first brought to practical perfection, but in Mayence, where the very street, and the house in which Gutenberg lived, on the Place of the Franciscans, and the house of Fust in the Shuster Gasse, are shrines to which the lovers of literature have flocked ever since, as to the very source of the great new power that has fertilized the fields of modern knowledge. Every scrap of information—the most minute that could be raked up by persevering research connected with the names of Gutenberg, and Fust, and Schoiſſher—has been published over and over again by enthusiastic seekers for all that could be learnt respecting the birth of the printing-press, and the lives and families of those who were its direct parents.

Schoiſſher, after the death of Fust, continued the business of the printing-office in partnership with Conrad Fust, his father-in-law, who, however, took no part in the immediate direction of the works. The first book of importance which he issued was the "St. Thomas Aquinas," a folio volume of 516 pages, a part of the edition of which he himself took to Paris to dispose of; and a receipt in his handwriting is still in existence* which shows that the current price of the work was about fifteen gold crowns, that being the sum he received from the College of Autun. He styles himself, in the receipt, a printer of books—impressor librorum,—a title of which the early printers appear to have been not a little proud. His name appears, for the first time, alone in the imprint, without that of Fust, as Petrus Schoiſſher de Gernsheim. The date is March 6th, 1467.

In the following year he published "The Institutes of Justinian," a folio volume of 206 pages, at the end of which, by way of addition to the imprint, are some Latin verses in praise of the art of printing and its founders in Mayence. These verses are of very indifferent composition, and were evidently not the production of Schoiſſher, who was, as we have seen, a tolerable scholar; nor can they be assigned to Master Francis, who is alluded to in the poem, and who was celebrated at that time as an expert corrector of the press in Schoiſſher’s service. The following is a translation of the poem, which though, very poor is yet an interesting record of the esteem in which the art of printing and its first practitioners were held, almost immediately after its invention, and before, as we might imagine, its real power could have been thoroughly felt or understood:—

"Moses, by the plan of the Tabernacle, Solomon by that of the Temple, only produced works of ingenuity; the Church shines with a brighter light. Greater than Solomon, she has renewed and renews Beselehel and Hiram. He who is pleased to create high talents has given us two great masters of the art of engraving, both bearing the name of John,† both being natives of the city of Mayence, and both having become illustrious as the first printers of books. Peter‡ advanced with them towards the desired goal, and, starting the last, arrived first, having been rendered the most skilful in the art of engraving by Him who alone bestows light and genius. Every nation can now procure its own kind of letters, for he (Peter) excels in the engraving of types of all kinds. It is difficult to believe the prices which he pays to learned men to correct his editions. He has in his service Master Francis, the grammarian, whose Methodic Science is celebrated all over the world. I also am attached to him, not so much for the sake of vile gain, as for the love of the general good, and the glory of my country. Oh, if they could succeed in purging the texts

* Among the "Archives Générales de la République."
† Gutenberg is doubtless one of those of the name of John here alluded to, and John Fust the other.
‡ Peter Schoiſſher.
of all their faults!—those who arrange the characters, as well as of those who read the proofs, the friends of literature would then infallibly award to them a crown of glory, who thus come in aid by their books to thousands of seats of learning."

In the somewhat unintelligible piece of versification of which the foregoing is a prose translation, we have yet the feeling of the time well and strongly reflected. The Temple of the Old Testament is described as crumbling before the erection of the Christian Church, which arose on the principles of the New. This is an idea often pictorially expressed in the illuminations of the period, especially in kalenders, in which the prophets of the Old Testament are seen handing the bricks of the Temple to the Apostles, who are constructing with them the Church of Christ, until in the last picture the Temple has disappeared and the Christian Church is completed. Besidehel, the nephew of Moses, an architect and metal-worker employed on the ornaments of the Temple, and Hiram, King of Tyre, who furnished materials to David for his palace and to Solomon for his Temple, are said to be called into a new existence (as though by the influence of the Christian Church) in the persons of the two Johns—John Gutenberg and John Fust,—as well as Peter Schoiffer, who is said to have surpassed his two coadjuvators.

The exclamation in regard to Peter, starting last and arriving first, is an ingenious paraphrase of a well-known passage in the Gospel of St. John. The verses referring to the learned men engaged in the corrections of the press at that early period of its history is very instructive, and shows how soon its vast importance began to be appreciated. Some of the early printers who quickly followed in the tracks of Gutenberg and Schoiffer were indeed men remarkable for their classical learning and general literary accomplishments. The verses just described were, as it will have been perceived, the production of one of the correctors of the press engaged in Schoiffer's office at the same time as Master Francis; but his name is unknown, and his production shows him to have been a scholar of a very inferior order.

The last page of a new edition of the "Epistles of St. Jerome," printed by Schoiffer in 1470, is also filled with verses in praise of the art of printing similar to those which we have just examined, and did space allow a translation of them, even at the risk of some repetition of ideas, would be far from uninteresting. The same reason—want of space—renders it impossible to enumerate all the new editions and successive works which the unceasing energy of Schoiffer continued to pour from his press, stimulated by the rivalry which had sprung up immediately around him, and that of the numerous printers who had already established the art in other parts of Germany, and in other countries. Many of these, taking advantage of Schoiffer's well-established relations with Paris, made him their general agent in that city, where he appointed a constantly resident agent to take charge of the stock of books there warehoused. Hermann de Statheon, the agent he had thus appointed, having died in Paris, in 1474, as an unnaturalized foreigner, all the books then in stock were seized for the king, in virtue of the droit d'Aubaine; but on the subsequent reclamation of Schoiffer, Louis the Eleventh caused a sum of 2,425 crowns to be paid to him as the value of the confiscated property.† Among other particulars connected with the history of Schoiffer, we learn from M. Kohler ‡ that by a deed bearing date 7th June, 1479, Schoiffer and his wife Dyna (Christina) undertook to dispose of 200 copies of the "Decretals" belonging to Johann Fust, the brother of his wife, and grandson of Johann Fust the elder. § Of these copies, 180 were printed on paper, and only 20 on vellum, showing that since the establishment of the printing-press paper had already become the leading material for books, while in the latest MSS. few are found not written on vellum. After 1480, the energy of Peter Schoiffer began to decline, and instead of issuing something like an average of four important editions in each year, he did not always issue one. In 1479 he became, as the town record shows, a burgher of Frankfort-on-the-Maine, in which place he had important business

* St. John xx. 3—6.
† The Royal Act enforcing this restoration is still in existence.
§ His father, Conrad, having died about this time.
relations; and in 1489 he reached the highest civic dignity to which he could aspire, becoming one of the secular judges of the tribunal of Mayence, in the archives of which his signature and seal are still to be found. He was then scarcely sixty years of age; but either the wealth he had already acquired, or the exercise of his magisterial duties, appear to have prevented his occupying himself seriously with the printing business after that time; and his rivals went beyond him in many of the technical processes of the art,—improvements which, though once so great an innovator, he was now the last to adopt, clinging to the methods by means of which he had acquired his early and lasting repute. For instance, many of the recently established printers had adopted the Roman letter, destined eventually to supersede the Gothic in almost every country of Europe; yet Schoßher still persisted in his Gothic types, and his persistence may be one among the many causes which have led to the continued prevalence of the Gothic letters in Germany, notwithstanding the early introduction of characters of the Italian form by several of the first German printers, and their almost universal adoption in other countries. Schoßher terminated his career as a printer by a fourth and last edition of his celebrated Psalter, which he issued in 1502, nearly half a century after the appearance of the first edition. It is probable that he died early in 1503, as we find that in that year his son published his "Mercurius Trismegistus," which the imprint declares to be his first work.

Having more than completed his allotted three-score years and ten, the last of the great trio of the first German printers—Gutenberg, Fust, and Schoßher—passed away. The precise date of his death is not known, nor the place of his interment. His wife, as a rich and possibly still comely widow, appears to have survived her husband some fifteen years, for she had married very young; the marriage, though apparently arranged on Schoßher's admittance to partnership with Fust, having been postponed till 1465, on account of her extreme youth. One could have wished to find that, sensible of the glory of being the wife of one of the great founders of the printing-press, the importance of which was already most fully appreciated, she had continued to preserve the name of Christina Schoßher of Gernsheim, and left it to be eventually inscribed upon their common tomb, by the side of that of her justly celebrated husband; but there is reason to believe that her wealth and remaining good looks procured her so many admirers that in favour of one of them she yielded a, perhaps, reluctant consent to give up that name, and receive in exchange one never destined to emerge from its original obscurity. These little matters of marriages and husbands are inscrutable affairs in feminine biography. Even Anne Hathaway, the chosen bride of the immortal poet whose works will endure as long as the English language, consented to take the name of some obscure suitor of her widowhood, after her great William Shakespeare was laid in his well-known tomb in Stratford Church—and this, too, after those passionate sonnets in which the poet declares that he only valued his gift of poetry that he might by its means confer immortality upon his love. But the step she then took has been effaced by time and our sympathies; we refuse to know her by an obscure name, and accept the immortality conferred upon her by her poet husband as his own Anne Hathaway; while we picture her in those summer twilights long ago tripping impatiently along the narrow footpath from her house across the fields to meet her lover, and counting the flight of the slurred moments till she should see him at the stile, and hear his fluent tongue pour forth the "old, old story," as perhaps no other mortal tongue ever did or could. And so with Dyna Schoßher, we instinctively refuse to acknowledge her self-chosen obscurity, and continue to picture her hanging lovingly over her husband's shoulder at that magic press from which the matchless Psalter issued, as by enchantment, ready written and illuminated, though neither pen or pencil had ever touched the paper or parchment thus made precious by the skill of the printer who was one of the first great pioneers of the Press. It is as Christina Fust, the granddaughter of Margaret, and as Schoßher's Dyna, that she will be remembered. She could not divorce herself from the names that alone have secured to her a literary immortality.
Johann Schoffher—Peter's son—succeeded his father as a printer. He had, no doubt, been named after his grandfather, the banker, whose good florins, which he was perhaps rather too fond of, furnished the thaws and sinews by means of which Gutenberg's press was finally set in motion, and the first printed Bible triumphantly produced. John Schoffher used at first as his print-mark the double shields and ciphers of the firm of Fust and Schoffher, but at a later period he adopted a personal one, founded on the family name Schoffher, or Shepherd,* which was pictorially represented by a flock of sheep with their shepherd, accompanied by two shields, with the arms respectively of Schoffher and Fust. This is to be found in his "Quatuor Evangeliorum Consonantia," printed in 1524, and other books. This mark was also used by his son and successor in the old printing-office, of whose books M. Schaab has given a very complete list. Thus the family of Schoffher, as I have shown, continued to print in the office first founded with the materials obtained from Gutenberg for several generations; but after the time of Peter Schoffher, the establishment ceased to rank as the first and greatest, though a reflex of its early celebrity and glory always seemed to hang about it.

It is not without interest to note that John Schoffher, in his Epilogue at the end of the Livy printed in 1505, directly alludes to Gutenberg, as the inventor of the art of printing. The allusion occurs in the dedication of the work to the Emperor Maximilian, in German verses, and may be thus translated:—"May your Majesty deign to accept this book, which was printed at Mayence, the town in which the admirable art of typography was invented, in the year 1450, by John Gutenberg, and afterwards brought to perfection at the expense, and by the labour, of John Fust and Peter Schoffher." This short paragraph (with the exception of the erroneous date) comprises in fact a true epitome of the early history of German printing.

C H A P T E R V I I.

The immediate followers of Gutenberg in Germany.

The original pioneers of the printing-press and its great destinies, though by no means unaware of the importance of their art, as we have seen by the somewhat boastful colophons which they frequently appended to the volumes issuing from their respective presses, had yet no idea of the intense and insatiable curiosity which the minutest steps made by them, while establishing their art, would excite in future generations. They little thought, for instance, that the waste proofs which they were daily casting aside would be one day sought as inestimable archeological treasures, and that the rich bindings which they were sometimes used to stiffen internally, in the mere character of waste paper, would be torn open and destroyed, on the faintest chance of discovering some rejected essays of one or other of the early printers. Yet such things have been done over and over again, with a similar kind of unscrupulous recklessness to that which led Arab marauders to profane the sacred repose of ancient tombs on the mere chance of discovering buried treasure. The first bibliographic treasure-seekers were sufficiently successful to tempt others to the same course, and, in fact, many of the most interesting documents connected with the early history of printing have been recovered by means of the destruction of curious ancient bindings of almost equal interest and value. Such sacrifices cannot, however, be regretted, when it is considered that they have added to our knowledge concerning the early days of the printing-press.

Seeing, then, the interest attaching to everything connected with the history of an art which has proved itself the mainspring of modern civilization, a brief survey of the careers and works of a few of the immediate followers of Gutenberg cannot fail to find an acceptable place in this volume, though not absolutely necessary in order to elucidate the manner in which the new art travelled to other countries from its first-established practical centre at Mayence.

It has been stated, that while Gutenberg was still engaged in the preparation of the types for his Bible, the secrets of his atelier had oozed out, as it were, and that several rivals were already making use of the new art in the production of small books or pamphlets, and especially Letters of Indulgence, and other documents not requiring a vast number of types; and very soon after the dissolution of partnership between Gutenberg and Fust, works of a more important character were executed in other printing-offices in Mayence. There is reason to believe that Gutenberg himself furnished some of these new printers with the types with which they worked. For instance, it is hardly possible to conceive that Bechtermuntze could have printed the famous "Catholicum" with the same types as those of Gutenberg's Bible, during the lifetime of the latter, unless with his full consent and knowledge. The "Catholicum" of Bchtermuntze (printed as early as 1460) has, indeed, been by many attributed to the press of Gutenberg himself, and also to that of Pfister; but evidence has recently come to light entirely disproving this suggestion. The book in question, bearing the title of "Catholicum," consists of a Latin Grammar and Dictionary, the work of John of Genoa, a volume in great repute at the time, and really a remarkable production in many respects, especially on account of the method of tracing the derivation of words, in the Lexicon. The imprint states that the book was printed in Mayence in 1460, and goes on to give the glory to Germany of having invented the art of producing books without the aid of the reed pen, the stylus, or the quill; but the name of the printer is not given, which led to the supposition that the book was printed by Gutenberg himself. The remarkable colophon of this book, which was
afterwards partially copied in Schoffer's colophon to his Psalter, is reproduced in fac-simile in Plate 22, where it will be examined with interest by the student as a most interesting monument connected with the early days of the printing-press. The body of the work was enriched, in appropriate places, with graceful though somewhat rude ornaments; of which I would willingly have exhibited a sample had my space permitted.

In 1465 a vellum copy of the "Catholicicon" was sold by its publisher to the Monastery of St. Mary of Altenburg, for forty-one silver crowns; while, in 1475, that is to say, in the short space of ten years, a copy of the same work was sold for only thirteen crowns, so rapidly had the progress of the art, and the rivalry of new printers, increased the supply of books and reduced their cost.

Eltville appears next after Mayence as one of the earliest seats of the printer's art; for, after printing the "Catholicicon," Bechterwuntze appears to have removed from Mayence to that place, probably between 1460 and 1465,—as he is known to have been established there in 1467, when the "Vocabularium ex quo" was printed by him with the same characters as the "Catholicicon." The "Vocabularium, ex quo" was so called from the first words of the book, "ex quo," in order to distinguish it from other works of the same class. The imprint of this work begins, "Presens hoc opusculum,"—the term "opusculum" appearing scarcely appropriate in the present instance, as applied to a volume containing 330 pages, as it more fitly expresses a diminutive work; being formed in the same way as homunculus, a dwarf or diminutive man. It could hardly, therefore, one would think, apply to a book of 300 pages of large type, unless by comparison with some of the truly gigantic folio volumes which had recently issued from the printing-press. Several other works were also printed by Heinrich Bechterwuntze and his brother Nicholas with the same types; and one book printed with the types in question contains a memorandum which has been attributed to Keppfer, a workman of Gutenberg's, who gave evidence on the trial with Fust; so that he also may have had a set of the famous Bible types. It is probable also that Keppfer was originally in partnership with Bechterwuntze, before he left Mayence and the neighbourhood to establish himself at Nuremberg with Sensenschmidt, another pupil, and possibly partner, of Gutenberg. Nummeister, another printer who appears to have been connected with Gutenberg, eventually established himself in Italy. There was also Meyderbach, the printer of the "Hortus Sanitatis, or Herb Garden,"—a grand folio book, with woodcut illustrations of plants, printed in 1491,—who is likewise considered to have been a pupil of Gutenberg's; while among the independent printers who sprang up in the neighbourhood of Mayence are the monks of Marienthal, in the Rheingau, to whom several well-printed books are attributed; and Hans Pedersheim, who established himself at Frankfort-on-the-Main as early as 1459, where he is described as Briefdrucker on the city rolls, but no work of his is known.

At Bamberg we find a printer early established, whose credentials as one of the pioneers of the press have only recently become known. Albrecht Pfister printed several works in 1461 with large Gothic characters, similar to those of the Letters of Indulgence, of thirty-one lines, which are considered among the earliest examples of the art. This quasi identity of character has led to the assertion that those Letters were the work of Pfister, and that he was in fact the first discoverer of the art of printing books, about 1440. That this pretension cannot be sustained matters little, as we have seen that Koster had already printed with moveable types even before that date; and in fact it is evident that the natural transition from the block book to books printed with moveable types was an idea that must have presented itself, more or less perfectly, to several ingenious artisans engaged in or connected with the xylographic process. Among the lesser works attributed, by some, to Pfister, of which the date can be proximately ascertained, are the "Donatus," 1451 (?); the Letters of Indulgence, of 1454-5; the "Appeal against the Turks," of 1455; and the Calendar of 1457. This last monument is probably the first sheet almanack ever printed with moveable types; at all events, the first at present known. It was printed only on one side, like our present sheet almanacks, evidently with the intention of its being fixed against a wall, for convenient and continual
reference. Only a fragment of this unique specimen remains, which is now in the Bibliothèque Nationale of Paris; but a sufficient portion remains to show that in the neighbourhood of Mayence it was customary to commence the year with the month of January, according to the Roman system, instead of at Easter, as was then usual in France and many other countries, or at Christmas, as in some other places. The four last-named productions are considered by M. Bernard and other recent bibliophiles not to be the work of Pfister. They have been supposed by some to be the work of Gutenberg himself; but if the production of some rival printer, and even supposing the date of the "Donatus" (1451) to be indubitable, they do not detract from the priority of Gutenberg as being the first to produce a really important work by the process of printing, a claim which his magnificent Bible will always secure to him. Pfister, however, appears to have followed him very closely in an equally ambitious attempt, but without the same high claims to inventive art, inasmuch as the types he used for his Bible must evidently have been procured from Gutenberg. This celebrated Bible is sometimes termed the Schelhorn Bible, as having been first discovered and described by that savant; and is also known as the Bible of thirty-six lines, on account of the number of lines contained in each column. When it first became known to modern archaeologists, it was unhesitatingly attributed to the press of Gutenberg. The copy in the British Museum and the one in the French National Library are printed on paper, in three volumes, the arrangement of the type and other details being apparently copied from those of Gutenberg's Bible. It is unnecessary to give an entire fac-simile page of this fine book, as it so closely resembles that of Gutenberg. It appears to have been issued about 1460; and that it was printed at Bamberg is also pretty certain, as copies have been generally found in the vicinity of that locality. Its proximate date is ascertained by an entry on one of its leaves, dated 1461, and other memoranda; and as it is printed with the same types which this printer or other persons employed for the smaller works just cited, the evidence for its attribution, as to date and place, appears complete. A fac-simile of part of a column of this work will be found in Plate 22, fig. 2, a careful examination of which may lead the student, as it has done the writer of these remarks, to doubt whether the learned bibliophiles who have deemed the type the same as that used for the Gutenberg Bible, may not after all have been mistaken. The type, in fact, does not appear identical, though very closely copied, like the whole style of the work, from the production of Gutenberg.

The "Liber Similitudinis" is another work of Pfister's, printed with the (so-called) same types as Gutenberg's Bible. It is a book containing thirty-five fables, each accompanied by a rude illustration, the personages in which are represented by apes. Heinecken and Falkenstein have both given fac-similes of this curious volume. It was at one time considered a xylographic book; but the date having been deciphered in the subscription, and it having become known that there was a press established at Bamberg at this time, has placed that point beyond further dispute. The somewhat ambiguous subscription, being translated, runs,

At Bamberg this little book was completed,
After the nativity of Jesus Christ,
When we reckon one thousand four hundred years
And sixty-one, that is true,
On the day of St. Valentine (14 February),
From whose sufferings God preserve us.

This book is now in the library at Wolfenbüttel, bound up with the "Complaint against Death," and the "Book of the Four Histories," containing the stories of Joseph, Daniel, Esther, and Judith,* by the same printer. It was the Subscription of this last-named book that afforded the clue to the name of Pfister, the first printer who established a press at Bamberg, and made use of types which it has been considered that he obtained from Gutenberg; it runs as follows: "Every man desires

* Camus has given a fac-simile of an illustration and text from this book.
in his heart to be wise and well instructed; but without a master and without books this cannot be. Moreover, we do not all understand Latin. These reflections having occupied me for some time, I revised and united the four histories of Joseph, Daniel, Judith, and Esther. God granted his protection to these four, as he always does to the good. This little book, of which the object is to lead us to amend our lives, was completed in Bamberg; and in the same town Albrecht Pfister printed it, in the year in which we count one thousand four hundred and sixty, such is the truth, a short time after the festival of St. Walpurgis, who is able to obtain for us abundant grace, peace, and eternal life. May God bestow it upon all of us! Amen." Brunet speaks of a copy of the "Liber Similitudinis," having the cuts illuminated, and which was offered to the National Library for 3,000 francs. "Belial, or the Consolation of the Sinner," by James of Therano, is another work of this class, also printed by Pfister, of which the copy in the Spencer Library has been described by Dibdin. The subscription bears the name of the printer, and also the place of publication (Bamberg), but no date.

The "Biblia Pauperum," which we have seen figure among the earliest xylographic books, was also reproduced in moveable types by Pfister both in German and in Latin, and has been described by Dibdin, Ebert, Sprenger, and others. Dibdin also attributes a psalter to the press of Pfister. But more interesting are two other works which are also attributed to him,—"The Seven Joys of Mary" and "The Passion of Jesus Christ,"—both having abundant though coarse illustrations engraved in metal, so as to leave the lines of the composition in white. These works are among the earliest examples of the use of metal plates for illustrating printed books. Though printed in type closely resembling that of Pfister, both examples are possibly the work of another artist. It is conjectured that Pfister bought Gutenberg's large characters only, or more probably imitated them, as the type of his Bible appears new, and in the works which can with certainty be attributed to him he used no smaller character, such as is found in the works just cited. Whether Pfister, who had probably been an engraver and xylographic printer, actually obtained his type direct from Gutenberg, or produced a close imitation of it, is unimportant. It appears sufficiently certain, at all events, that he is the printer of the Bible of thirty-six lines and of several of the other works named, and that he is also the "printer of Bamberg" referred to in a work by Paul of Prague written soon afterwards, who declared, with that exaggeration which the wonders of the printing-press gave rise to, "that while he was at Bamberg, a man had executed the metallic letters and printed an entire Bible in four weeks."

Albrecht Pfister, some of whose works we have just been considering, was probably the father of Sebastian Pfister, who, about 1470, printed at Bamberg a book called "The Twenty-four Old Men; or, 'the Golden Throne' of Brother Otho of Passau;" after which work no book issued from a Bamberg press till Sensenschmidt, a capitalist, established himself as a publisher there in 1481.

In order not to recur again to Bamberg, it will be better to describe here, though somewhat out of chronological order, the finest of the works attributed to Sensenschmidt,—the celebrated Bamberg Missal. This noble volume was possibly issued as a rival production to Schoiffer's famous Psalter; at all events, with the exception of having its initials produced by the hand of the illuminator instead of in the printing-press, it is fully equal to Schoiffer's work; and, indeed, in the unrivalled size and grandeur of style of some of the type it is, in fact, superior. The work is a close imitation of the large MS. Church-Service books of the period, and in some respects superior even to the finest of them. The special work which was adopted as a model by Sensenschmidt appears to have been a noble missal executed for the church of Wurtzburg a short time previous, and which is now preserved in the library of the British Museum. A portion of one of the noble pages of that fine manuscript will be found in Plate 20 (fig. 1), and immediately below it a similar portion of a page from Sensenschmidt's magnificently-printed volume. A comparison of the two will be at once sufficient to prove, that if
the MS. in question be not the actual model, the type is a close imitation of one of precisely the same class. Plate 21 is a fac-simile of an entire page of the same book, with one of the large but coarsely-executed initials added by an illuminator, who may have been the painter, also, of the large illumination of the Crucifixion occupying the entire of the opposite page.

The birthplace of the art of printing has been, as we have already seen, hotly disputed, and there are partisans for the claims even of Bamberg, who have endeavoured to prove that Pfister was the firstprinter with moveable types, just as the claimants on the part of Strasburg, as the original seat of the invention, assert that Mentelin was the real inventor of the art, and describe Gutenberg as the robber of his priceless secret; which seems something like a garbled repetition of the story of Koster and his faithless workman. The principal ground for the pretensions in favour of Strasburg is the passage in the Chronicle of Specklin, written in the last half of the 16th century,—a passage which bears within itself its own refutation in a series of errors and contradictions of the most glaring kind, as carefully quoted by Meerman. It reads thus:—

"In the year 1440 the admirable art of printing was discovered in Strasburg by John Mentel, living on the Fronhof, in the House of the Thiengarten. His son-in-law, Peter Schoiffer, and Martin Flach afterwards forwarded the invention. But a servant of Mentel, named John Gensfleisch, after having stolen his secret, fled secretly to Mayence, and there carried the art to still greater perfection, thanks to the help of Gutenberg, a very rich man. Mentel felt so keenly the sorrow caused by this perfidy that he died of grief, and was interred, for the honour of the art, in the monastery, or cathedral church, and on his tomb was represented his press. God eventually punished the servant Gensfleisch in striking him blind for the rest of his days." The mass of ignorance, absurdity, and contradiction compressed into this short passage could not be surpassed. Here we have Gutenberg in the double character of the perfidious servant and the very rich man, and Peter Schoiffer, who married the granddaughter of Fust, figuring as the son-in-law of Mentelin. Moreover, there was a real Mentelin; but as he is known to have lived till 1478, one cannot easily conceive his perishing of grief for the perfidy of Gensfleisch in 1440. The data concerning Mentelin himself as the inventor of printing are equally worthless; he appears, however, to have actually established a press at Strasburg while Gutenberg was printing his Bible at Mayence, and may have been one of those who were originally engaged in the atelier of Gutenberg at Strasburg, when, as we have seen, he was so near bringing his great invention to bear, had not the death of his most effective coadjutor, combined with the lawsuit which followed, led to his return to his native Mayence. The date (1440) appears to show that the garbled statement of Specklin is entirely founded upon the Dutch traditions respecting Koster, who is generally supposed to have issued his famous "Speculum" in that year.

The name of Mentelin is found on the town roll of Strasburg as early as 1447; he must therefore have been established there before that epoch. He is described as a golden-scriber, or gold-writer, in other words, an illuminator, as proved by his subsequent admission as a burgess in the guild of "Painters." Up to this period there is no mention of his connection with the art of printing, which he is said to have invented in 1440! In the character of calligrapher and miniaturist he may in some way have become associated with Gutenberg in his first struggles to bring the great invention into practice, as it is evident, from the first edition of Gutenberg's Bible having the rubrics written by hand, and the places for the capitals left blank, that he must have looked forward to employing an illuminator for the completion of the work; or Mentelin's curiosity may have been very naturally awakened by the Gutenberg trial; for we have seen that Gutenberg dreaded the prying of certain persons not named, when the death of Dritzehen led to the partial exposure of the secret during the trial; and who so likely to be on the watch as one of the guild of Writers? That in some way Mentelin became possessed of the secret at a very early period after Gutenberg quitted Strasburg, is proved by a passage in the Chronicles
of the Popes and Emperors printed at Rome in 1474; in which it is stated that Mentelin had, in 1458, a printing-office in Strasburg, where he printed three hundred sheets per day. Whether or not the chronicler may have been mistaken in assigning so early a date, it is at all events certain that Mentelin was established as a printer before 1467, as a Bible, in German, can with certainty be attributed to his press, which bears the date of 1466. A copy of this Bible is preserved in the Royal Library of Munich, which bears on the last leaf the arms and name of the original purchaser, Hector Műleich, with the date of the purchase; by which inscription we learn that the book was bought, unbound, for twelve florins, on the 27th of June, 1466; and the date of 1467 occurs in a subsequent inscription made by the rubricator to mark the period at which he executed his task, as it would appear that the book was printed, like Gutenberg's Bible, with the places left blank for the rubrics. There is also a Latin Bible of Mentelin's printed about the same time. Both are without his name, and both exhibit the general characteristics of the earliest specimens of the Mayence presses, which naturally leads to the conviction that his knowledge of the art came from that source. Van Praet mentions a work of the same printer, issued about this time, in which the rubricator has signed his name, "Johannes Bamler de Augusta, rubricator, &c., 1468." Among other important works printed by Mentelin is a Concordance of the Bible ("Fratris Conradi de Allemania Concordantiae Bibliorum"), of which he presented a copy of the second edition to the Chartreuse of Strasburg. The Epistles of St. Jerome form another folio volume by this printer. A fine copy exists in the Bibliothèque Nationale at Paris, the binding of which is cotemporary, and bears an inscription terminating with the name of the binder:—"Iligatus est anno Domini 1469, per me, Johannem Richenbach, Capellanum, in Gyslingen." Gyslingen is now little more than a struggling village a few leagues from Stuttgart, where ivory-turning appears to be the staple of the place, and where a few years ago I purchased a miniature set of travelling chessmen. John Bamler, who from being a rubricator and illuminator, like Mentelin, afterwards became a printer, appears to have been the rubricator and illuminator of a copy of St. Augustine's "City of God," by Mentelin, now in the Althorp library, in which the rubricator's signature stands,—"Illuminator hujus libri fuit Johannes Bamler, &c. &c." From an entry in another copy of this work, dated 1469, it appears that the price charged for it was nine florins. But the chief work of Mentelin is his collection of the "Specula" of St. Vincent of Beauvais, in eight volumes in folio, printed in 1473. This fine specimen of the art is printed in a type entirely differing in character from the sharp Gothic black-letter of the German books of the period, being of the rounded character adopted in Italy by the printers already settled there, to be referred to hereafter. That Mentelin was in this respect in advance of the other German printers of the day, and, indeed, of German printers of the present day, who still persist in using the confused old Gothic black letter, is shown in his preference for the far clearer Roman letter as used in Italy; his decided taste for which is shown in the inscription of the tomb of his second wife, Elizabeth of Mantzenheim, now preserved in the vestibule of the Strasburg Library, and which is in pure Roman capitals, while the Gothic letter was still the only one in general use.

M. Bernard, in his "Origines de l'Imprimerie," remarks that it was in printing these great ecclesiastical works, which were in accordance with the taste of the reading public of his day, that Mentelin made a large and rapid fortune, while others ruined themselves in reproducing the Latin classics, the taste for which was not sufficiently developed in the middle of the 15th century to insure a remunerative sale. Mentelin also well understood the craft of the publisher. He issued printed catalogues of all his books, in which attention was called to their careful execution; and the public was addressed at the head of the catalogue in words to the following effect:—"Those who wish to possess any of these books have only to
address themselves to the Sign of . . . . .” Here a blank was left, in order that each retail
bookseller to whom the catalogue was sent might fill in his own name and that of his Sign.

A long list of the books issued by this printer is given in Panzer’s “Annales Typographiae.”
Mentelin died in 1478, full of years and honours, and whether enfolded by Frederick II.
on account of his remarkable services in the new art of printing, or as its inventor, as
asserted by his descendants, is unimportant. His death took place on the 12th December,
and he was interred in the great church, as shown by an entry in the ringer’s book,
by which it appears that the great bell was tolled in his honour on the following Sunday
evening (“et factus est ei pulsus cum campana magna dominica sequente de sero”). Almost
the only books to which Mentelin attached his name were the before-mentioned “Specula.”

Eggestein appears (from a passage in Gebwiler’s panegyric of Charles V.) to have been
originally associated with Mentelin in the development of some “secret,” which was probably the
art of printing. But he soon separated himself from his associate, and established a press in
Strasburg on his own account, using types of his own. Among the books printed by him
are the “Decretum Gratiani,” and the “Institutes,” issued in 1472;—his celebrated Bible, of
which two or more editions are known, from 1458 to 1470;—and another in a larger character
a few years later. In the Chronicle of Cologne it is stated, on the faith of Ulric Zell, one
of the first Mayence printers who carried the new art to that place, that a workman of Schoffer’s
introduced the art of printing at Strasburg; and the first types of Mentelin and Eggestein would
appear to favour this assertion, as they bear a strong resemblance to both those of Gutenberg
and Schoffer. Some have thought that John Beckenhul, describing himself as a clerk of Mayence,
and who afterwards printed books in association with a citizen of Strasburg, named George
Husner, may have been the person alluded to; but no books of his are known that can safely
be assigned to an earlier period than 1473; so that the statement of the Chronieler is possibly an
ill-understood blending of several facts which the author may have heard of. However this may be,
Strasburg no doubt played a distinguished part in the development of the art, and especially in its
dissemination, as its artisans were the first to plant it in many places where it was not
known before.

As Strasburg and Bamberg were the first cities to follow Mayence in the development of the
art which, more than any other, was destined to extend the advance of civilization, Cologne may
be esteemed the third in succession after Mayence; for though there is every reason to believe
that Koster did actually invent the art of printing with moveable types, and execute his famous
“Speculum” before Gutenberg had commenced his efforts in the same walk, yet as the invention
of Koster was not prolific, and as it did not develop itself in an improved form either at Haarlem
or any other place in Holland till after the fame of the far more perfected art, as developed by
Gutenberg, had resounded through Europe like the report of some new miracle, Mayence must be
considered the birthplace of printing in the true acceptance of the term; and in the spread from
that original centre, Bamberg, Strasburg, Cologne, and several other towns, must rank in chronological
order before any place in Holland. Ulric Zell was the first Cologne printer. He is known
to have brought the art from Mayence, and appears to have been a workman of Schoffer’s, whose
types and general system he imitated. His earliest dated book is the “Ioannis Chrysostomi super
Psalmo quinquagesimo, &c.,” dated 1466; but the “Offices” of Cicero were perhaps printed still
earlier.

In Plate 19 (No. 2) will be found a fac-simile of one of the pages of the “St. Chrysostom,” in
which the main characteristics of the Mayence school will be perceived, though a well-marked original
character is displayed in this, as in all the works of Zell. A knowledge of these characteristics has
enabled collectors to assign a large number of works without a name to the press of Ulric Zell,
who also stands out as an interesting figure in the history of printing as the authority on which the
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A PAGE FROM THE BAMBEG MISSAL, PRINTED IN 1481.
well-known passage in the Cologne Chronicle is founded, which assigns the proper respective shares of merit in the original invention, to Holland and to Mayence.

But to English readers the career of Zell is rendered still more interesting from his having been, in all probability, the chief instructor of William Caxton, whose residence at Cologne is attested by himself in several of his interesting prefaces and colophons. Many critics have also considered that he was the actual printer of the celebrated Trojan histories, by others attributed to Caxton himself. If so, he certainly did not use his own type; but it is possible that he caused new type to be cast at the expense, and for the sole use, of the Duke of Burgundy, whose agent Caxton then was, and under whose superintendence the Trojan histories were possibly printed at Cologne, in the office of Zell, as I shall have occasion to describe in the chapter devoted to Caxton and his works. It is certain that Caxton himself used the same types at Cologne, probably after a course of instruction in the office of Zell, and printed with them his celebrated "Playe of the Chesse."

Rivals to Ulric Zell established themselves in Cologne as early as 1470. Among these were Arnoldus Ther Hoernen and Helie Louffen ; the honour of having first printed Arabic characters being ascribed to the last-named printer.

Nuremberg ranks next among the early seats of the printing-press in Germany; the art having been carried thither by Heinrich Keffer, whom we have met before as a witness on the Fust and Gutenberg trial. Like his old employer, Keffer had to seek the aid of a wealthy partner, and, like him too, found that the capitalist wanted, not only the largest share of the profits, but also of the fame, which should have been due to the talent, rather than the money-box, of the establishment. But we must not expect capital to abdicate its seat of power, nor should we judge the conduct of its master too harshly. Without Sensenschmidt, Keffer would not have been able to establish his press at Nuremberg at all; and although the name of Sensenschmidt alone is found in nearly all the works issuing from that press, yet in one book, and that one the most important, the name of the real producer actually appears. It is the "Pantheologia of Rainerius of Pisa," dated 1473, and it is sufficient to prove that all the earlier specimens of the printing-press in Nuremberg are also the work of Keffer. The earliest dated book printed in that city was the "Codex Egregius Comestorii Vicorium" of Francis de Retz (1470). This work, of which there is a fine copy in the Spencer Library, sold at the time of its issue for eight and a half gold florins. Keffer was followed at Nuremberg by Antonio Koburger and Frederic Creussner. Koburger established a very extensive business, and is said by Lichtenberger to have published twelve or more editions of the Bible, keeping twenty presses in a state of constant activity in Nuremberg alone, besides other establishments which he founded at Basle, Lyons, and other places. It was at Nuremberg that the first edition of the celebrated book entitled "Theurdanck" appeared, in the year 1517, the printing of which is so singular and so free in style that many bibliophiles have thought it a block book, as stated by M. Laborde in his "Débuts de l'Imprimerie à Mayence." But these and other works, and the later works of Koburger and Schoensperger, will be described and illustrated in a chapter treating of the somewhat later developments of the art in Germany.

Another of Gutenberg's workmen, who, like Keffer, was a witness in the suit with Fust, founded the first printing-press at Basle. This was Berthold Rot. His works, however, cannot be ranged in anything like chronological order, as he dated none of them, and only one bears his name. The single work bearing his name is a kind of dictionary, by Conrad de Mure. It may be unmistakably assigned to Berthold Rot on the strength of the following line, which occurs in some Latin verses on the back of the first leaf:—

Bertholdus multe hunc impresserat in Basila.

From an entry in one of Berthold's books, respecting its acquisition, and bearing date 1468, it is evident that he had commenced printing before that period. The time of his death is unknown,
but it probably occurred about 1474, when several other printers were already established at Basle. Among his immediate followers, who were many, Bernhard Richel stands conspicuous. Of his Latin Bible, printed in 1474, an example will be found in Plate 22 (No. 3). It is a fine specimen of the art, the large initials printed from wood-engravings being especially remarkable. The dark marks on the capitals at the beginning of sentences, in my fac-simile, represent the dashes of red added by a rubricator, and which in the photographic fac-simile show as black. The example from which this specimen is taken was formerly in the old Royal Library of the kings of England, and was presented to the British Museum, four years after its foundation, by George II., with the rest of the library to which it belonged.

The earliest book printed at Augsburg was probably Bonaventure's "Meditationes Vitae Christi," dated the 4th of the ide of March, 1468, being the work of Gunther Zainer. In 1469 the same printer issued another edition of the celebrated "Catholicon,"* a work which sold at the high price of thirty-two ducats. At first, Zainer, like many of his contemporaries, used types of transition style, like Schoffer's later characters, but eventually adopted the more rounded letters of the Italian printers, especially those of the Venetian school, the origin of which I shall endeavour to trace in describing the rise of printing in Italy. Dr. Kloss has engraved fac-similes of both the characters of Zainer, and has also given, in extenso, Zainer's catalogue of his works, which is similar to that of Mentelin (?) previously described. Among the productions of Gunther Zainer, I have selected as an example (Plate 24) part of a page from his "Speculum Humane Salvationis," which, notwithstanding the great improvements in the art of printing, as practised in Germany, is yet, as will be at once admitted (even by advocates of the German claims to the glory of inventing the art), in all respects inferior to the truly noble, though primitive, and, in some respects, rude essay of Koster. The printed copies of the "Biblia Pauperum" are as inferior to the works of the xylographers as Zainer's copy of Koster's "Speculum," which may be considered the work of a xylographer, though of one who invented a metallic type for a more ready and perfect execution of text. The inferiority of the illustrations of the first works of the type-printers may be to some extent explained by supposing that the wood-engravers, finding the sale of their block books interfered with by the works of the type-printers, refused for some time their aid in furnishing the pictorial illustrations.

Zainer was followed at Augsburg by Schüssler, who, among other works, issued a finely-printed Latin translation of Josephus's "Antiquities of the Jews." There were also presses established in different convents in that and other cities. The Abbot Stanheim (for instance), of the monastery of St. Ulric, having in 1472 established a plant for printing in that monastery, which occupied more than a year in preparation, purchased five presses from Schüssler, for which he paid seventy-three Rhenish florins; and several works were subsequently produced in the establishment. It may be mentioned here that one of the handsomest of the early Bibles in German was printed at Augsburg, without a printer's name, in 1473: the Church not favouring the printing of Bibles in the vulgar tongue may perhaps account for this intentional omission.

Basle was not the only town in the Germanic portion of Switzerland to give an early welcome to the printing-press. At Munster, in Argau, a canon of the monastery of that place produced several works of importance, but printed in a tall, stiff, and rude Gothic character, so coarse of execution that the types might be taken for castings in sand, or even carved wood types, if such things were possible. The principal work of this press is the "Mammotrectus, seu Expositio Vocabulistorum quae in Bibliis . . . . occurrent," published in 1470, at precisely the same period that Schoffer published his edition of the same work.

Spires, a considerable town on the Rhine between Strasbourg and Mayence, could scarcely be very long in adopting the new art; and though no books printed there happen to bear a positive

* The composition of John of Genoa—otherwise John Balbi.
In aequo liber proverbiolum

Ambitio alomone nis filum quae fugit
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1. THE COLUMBIA OF THE CELEBRATED CATHERICON PRINTED IN 1460.
2. A COLUMN FROM PISTES'S BIBLE PRINTED IN 1460. 3. PART OF A COLUMN FROM RICHELIEU'S BIBLE PRINTED IN 1474.
Cripturus igitur quibus fulgoribus mulieres claruere int ignes a mater omnium sumptus esse existium non apparet in dignum. Et quia veritissima parentis prius prima sic magnificius furit insignis splen- donibus, iam non in hac eruminola misericordiae valle in qua ad taboici ceteri mortales nasci nequaquam est; nec oedem maleo aut incude etiam fabre se alicu quam nascendi crinem deflens aut immunda cetero qui venit invitam quinimum (quod nemini venit alteri coacto audirem ut) cum iam ex limo terre revit omnium faber optimus Adam manu coepit sepiam et a quo se potest Damascenus intuitum nomen est in octo deliciarum transtulisse eum in soporem soloisset placitum artificio fibi enim cognito et dorniennam latet eduxit eam dem sui compotum incipit virum, et loci amenitate argu saevis etcubundia intuitu in mortalem et rerum dominant et aem vigilantiam iam viri lociam sit aut eodem Etam eriam nominatam. Quid maius quid splendidior posuit quinam cotigisse nauctens? Preterea hanc ar binari possum? Corpus formositate mirabilem quid enim dei digito form et? Quid cetera non excidat pulcri- tudine. Et quibus formositas bec annostate penita sit aut medio in eternitatem permissae egressus in pulla lapsura; et quia inter se providing dotes suas mulieres numerae et plumam est quae gloriae morialis in discento judicio iam consecuta sunt, non superflue inter claritas esse earum etan omnium fulgor sepiare et aposta est et in seque ntibus aponenda veniet. Nec in super tam illre originis omni incolatus pabiti ciuis fiant amicta splen debe nobis incognito;adam uta cum viro loci delicis.
De Argia adrahi regis filia. Capitulü. xxiij.

Argia prope divus Paulus 1473

Videt Jacob in somnis escalam excitam in cœlo. Genes. xxiij. Jacob saec in ein schlafl
epn lectrer auffgan vn die himel truend vnd die engel auff vnd ab steppend.

Die hebet sich an der
(Neulunde tractat)

Von dem buchstaben schin.

No. 1. Part of a page from Boccaccio's "Misfortunes of Noble Women," printed by P. Zainer, Ulm, 1473. — No. 2. Part of a page from the "Symbolum saet.

Printed by Gunther Zainer, Ulm, 1471. — No. 3 & 4. Parts of pages from the "Sibyls Messia," printed in 1471.
date earlier than the year 1471, it is pretty certain that the ancient city did not remain till that date without a printing-press. John and Vindelin of Spires, the well-known German printers established at Venice as early as 1469, and whose works will be spoken of in the next chapter, must have been experienced printers before their removal to Italy; and the establishment of Peter Drack in Spires in 1477 can only have been a re-establishment of the art in that place. There were several other printers whose surnames denote Spires as their birthplace, who went to establish themselves in Italy.

Ulm was one of the old German towns in which the printing-press was early established, and we find Jehan Zainer, the brother of Gunther Zainer, of Augsburg; established there about 1470. He produced a remarkably fine copy of Boccaccio’s “Misfortunes of Noble Women,” which in a decorative point of view is superior to most of the books of the German printers of that period. The large initial and the appended border (Plate 23) are very capitally designed and executed in a fine bold feeling. In this device, the first example of the Misfortunes of Noble Women, namely the fall of Eve, is introduced; the capital S being formed by the convolutions of the body of the serpent, while other forms of temptation are symbolized in the lesser groups and figures. The example No. 1 in Plate 24 is a fac-simile of one of the pictorial illustrations, and represents Argia, the daughter of Adrastus, embracing the dead body of her lover Poly remorse on the field of battle. This subject bears the date of the issue of the book—1473—a somewhat unusual but very interesting addition.

Esslingen, in Suabia, is another early seat of the printing-press. Conrad Feyner established himself there before 1477, in which year he printed his “Stella Meschial” in German and Hebrew, which is one of the earliest successful examples of the use of type for the Hebrew character. Two portions of pages of this book will be found in Plate 24, Nos. 3 and 4.

It would be impossible, in a restricted volume like the present, to follow the fortunes of the printing-press and its enterprising founders in all their good and evil fortune throughout the whole of Germany, which was the cradle of the art in its earliest practical form. And it must suffice to state broadly and briefly, that long before the end of the 15th century the art had spread into every town of any importance, and had already extended itself into other countries, whither I will attempt to follow its progress in the next chapter.

It may be stated here that the capital letters and illustrations, up to the close of the 15th century, were generally executed by hand whenever high finish was desirable; and, indeed, many of the illuminations of the very highest class were those executed in printed books at the close of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th century. A few of the beautiful books so decorated will be noticed in some detail in an ensuing chapter. Many of the early printed volumes, like the MSS. that preceded them, are of enormous size, and, with their massive bindings, assume such ponderous bulk as not to be very conveniently handled. One may easily imagine, as the art of producing delicately small type was developed, that these unwieldy tomes would gradually sink into disuse, and that the proverb as to great books being a great evil would naturally arise. But the appetite for reading was then good and strong, and not easily repelled; and the students and scholars of the day, nothing daunted by the hugeness of their favourite books, found even a kind of charm in their very size. We can scarcely understand this eagerness, when, in addition to the size of the book, the nature of the literary food is considered, which was yet so admirably adapted to the spirit of the times.

On closing this chapter on the books of the first German printers, I cannot but feel that I have said very little on a very great subject. I have the satisfaction, however, of knowing that it would have been impossible to say much more in the allotted space, and must refer those readers who wish to enter more minutely into the study, to seek for information among the many voluminous works devoted to this subject, a selected list from a small portion of which will be found appended to this volume. It may easily be conceived, that, except by means of a number of volumes devoted
entirely to this branch of archaeology, it would be impossible to allude, even briefly, to all the books printed before the close of the 15th century, which, according to Hain’s catalogue, the second part of which is known to be far from complete, amount to the almost incredible number of 16,299. A few more of those of most prominent character will, however, be described in the chapter treating of the works of the German printers of a somewhat later period, in connection with the progress and spread of the art of printing.

As it will not be advisable, in the contracted limits of this work, to return to the history of the advance of printing in Holland after the epoch of Koster, it may be well to describe in this place a few examples of Dutch printing of the 15th century, after the Gutenberg system, which seems to have found its way to Holland by the route of the Rhine, had led to the establishment of printing-presses on the German principle, by the aid of which several Dutch printers in different places produced some very remarkable works. The first example (Plate 25) I have selected is a page from the “Dyalogus Creaturum,” printed by Gerard Leew at Gouda, in 1480. It is fully equal in beauty and regularity of type to any German work of the period; and yet has, in the forms of the letters, something of the style of Koster’s text to the “Speculum;” which would seem to indicate that the Kosterian school and style had not died out and been replaced by the German school, but rather that it had made but little progress, until new life was infused into it by means of the extra facilities afforded to it by the more perfect appliances of the German practitioners. The page given as an example is from the fine copy of the work bequeathed to the Museum by Mr. Grenville, and is in every respect a very remarkable page, not only for the beauty of the general text, but still more especially for the fine initial Q, evidently printed in colours.* I believe this finely-printed letter—fully equal, if not superior, to the letters of Schoffther’s famous Psalter—is printed from engraved metal, and not from wood, which would account for its superior sharpness and decision. It is a most beautiful specimen of a grand initial printed in colours, which, as far as I know, has been hitherto passed over by critics as a letter executed by the illuminator. The other example on the same plate is from the body of the work, in which, carrying out the spirit of the title, “Dialogues of Animals,” an ass and a wolf are represented as engaged in sawing, the cunning wolf having persuaded the ass to allow him the lower position, at which there is little labour, and leaving all the hard work of pulling up the saw to the foolish ass, who has taken the lofty station, as topsawyer, above, on the advice of his wily coadjutor.

The next example of the second epoch of the Dutch school of printing exhibits a generic similarity of style of the text to the last, and also the same beautiful regularity. The style of the wood-engraving is peculiar, and very characteristic, showing in respect of mere execution much progress, as well as considerable change of style, in the forty years that had elapsed since the appearance of the cuts of the “Speculum.” It is a page from “De Boek des Gulden Throens of der XXIII. Ouden,” by Otto van Passau, printed at Haarlem, in 1484, in the native place of Koster, about half a century after the first appearance of the celebrated “Speculum,” and is a work well worthy of having been produced in the original cradle of the art. A specimen page of this fine book will be found in the fac-simile forming Plate 26.

* The yellow appears to have been an addition by hand.
Omnis hactenus praeclarus in te de facto bonum est. Quisque vir et pulchritudo corporis naturae offendit nobis de pulchritudinis tuae iniurie, qui circumscribi neque est intellegi, ut ipsis eisdem vestigibus hominem visitaverat ad dei quibusque est ora. Et quoniam pulchritudinis creature a creatori forma est utractus. Eris pulchritudo creatori ad creatorem sui pulchritudinem reverentia. Quae quidem creature et f sublobi liber est ingens. Pateatis, postrema quod laegilem rationem tam et naturalis ita est, nec nisi apparat nos dorere nostripe moxem corrigeris. In potes magnum. Quod illud gloriolis lumen ducit. Hanc auguriam optime intelligerat e diem et domine de suis creaturis tota se te semper etiam autem no deficere et te tolli dei creatorem usque aut eam diligis. Et iterum autem, hic ille hic et non consilium, quod orator creaturam ad eam et mosalem vocae applicat. Confinire et compoite. Et in creaturam quae nobis logoria propius est simili mostrum est evitare et debum abvisiare uterum autem et ipsum sublevo memoriae absumus quod maximae per rerum similis diones procurassit. Salutum et noster omni praestat perfecta forma Facilis perimos oris autem utrue. Ille autem cum pulchritudine ad visum veritatis homines guidaretur. Autro ergo ibi presentis incido modo mosales dominum in determini viocii et viriuii promocii introducit. Quod
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CHAPTER VIII.

The Establishment of the Printing-press in Italy and the South of Europe generally.

ROME, in addition to her ancient renown, has the glory of being the first Italian city in which the printing-press was planted, in the middle of the fifteenth century. The Papal Church was still in its palmy days, and its metropolis was the great European centre of our modern learning, which had recently received a great impetus from the rapid crumbling of the Greek Empire, under the pressure of the successful arms of the Turks, and the consequent exodus of the last of the learned Greeks, who, quitting the Byzantine capital, sought refuge in Italy, and especially at Rome.

It was, however, not actually in the city of Rome, but at the little neighbouring town of Subiaco that the first Italian press was first established. Cardinal Torquemada, Administrator of the Monastery of Subiaco, impressed with the importance of the new art which had arisen in Germany, the results as well as the fame of which had already reached Italy in 1464 (or earlier), determined, with the assistance of the monks of Subiaco, who were mostly Germans, to introduce it into Italy by the invitation of German printers to their monastery. Torquemada, a Spaniard by birth, was one of the leading spirits of his day. He had been one of the Confessors of Queen Isabella in her infancy and youth, and is said to have been the first to instil into her mind the necessity of establishing the Inquisition as the only effectual means of checking the already rising spirit of heresy. But he does not appear to have been averse to the progress of thought in other directions, and we now find him, when nearly eighty years of age, determining to take the lead in endowing Italy, the country of his final adoption, with the knowledge-spreading powers of the printing-press. The Catholic Church, in fact, was, through the medium of its high functionaries, favourable to the introduction of that new art which was destined to deal against it those telling blows that infallibly led to the development of the ideas which produced the great Reformation, and which must eventually destroy the temporal if not the spiritual power of the Papacy itself. The Papacy was then a great power, confident in that spiritual strength which, while apparently unassailable, was so soon to be shaken to its very foundations by the new art it was fostering; and in this blind confidence it made use of that art in producing the ill-judged and infamous "Letters of Indulgence," which were to be the immediate cause of the great Lutheran revolt against its Power and Principles. But these events lay as yet in the darkness of the future, and the Church's faithful servant, Torquemada, did his best to assist, as it were, in forging the weapon that was destined to destroy it. His determination to introduce the art of printing into Italy, once arrived at, was immediately carried into execution, and in the same year two experienced adepts in the new art—Arnold Pannartz and Conrad Sweinheim—were established in the monastery; in the midst of those picturesque mountains, that modern artists crowd to visit as an attractive region for the study of the pictorial art, without once thinking, while they are transferring the scene to their canvases, that they are painting the daily landscape that met the eyes of the fathers of Italian printing. The two Germans established their atelier at once, and, it would seem, without the occurrence of any difficulties; Sweinheim being the engraver of the types, and Pannartz, with assistants (perhaps the monks themselves), the compositors and printers.

Like their predecessors in Germany, the first efforts of these pioneers of the Italian printers were made upon a Donatus, as a work of small extent. These Donatuses were styled, in the
subsequent list of their works, "Donati pro Puerulis." Then followed, almost immediately, their first important work, the celebrated "Lactantius," which was successfully completed on the 29th of October, 1465. It is a grand folio volume, printed with letters of a form new to the printing-press, and founded on the style of the characters used in the Italian manuscripts of the period. These letters, unlike the pointed Gothic types of the German printers, were rounded in shape, and became the parents of the actual forms of our modern types; the capitals being closely copied, like those of Italian MSS. themselves, from the characters of ancient Roman inscriptions; and they were often very fine reproductions of the noble simplicity of the originals. The Gothic angularity had, in fact, only prevailed in Italian writing during a portion of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, which were the great epoch of the true Gothic feeling in art; after which period the Italian scribes re-adopted the fine forms of the rounded uncial writing of the earlier periods. The modified style of Italian writing then developed, became, so to say, permanent, and was imitated by Sweinheim in all the types which he engraved for the press of Pannartz. This fine, rounded, and easily-legible character was soon distinguished as Roman type, a technical designation which it still retains in the modern printing-office, though more definite and specific terms have rendered the generic one somewhat obsolete. Another step was made in this remarkable book, produced in the cells of the monks of Subiaco,—namely, the introduction, for the first time, of passages of Greek, printed with moveable types. Schöffer, as we have seen, had already printed in Greek characters, at Mayence; but the words were engraved entire, on wood, he having only occasion for a few passages. But Sweinheim, seeing that many quotations would be required in the "Lactantius," engraved the necessary types, copying them from fine Greek manuscripts of the seventh and eighth centuries, which gives to his Greek characters a noble archaic character not found in the printed Greek of later books. It is worthy of note that the determination to engrave type for the Greek characters was only arrived at after the commencement of the work, the earlier portions of the book having blanks left for the Greek, in which the required passages were filled in by hand. This work having been entirely produced at the expense of the monastery, does not bear the names of Sweinheim and Pannartz in the colophon.

Before proceeding to describe the specimen page from the first work that issued from an Italian press, it will be well to give a few examples of Italian MSS. of the period, in order to show how the German printers, with the plastic capacities of true artists, abandoned the Gothic and angular types which they had been accustomed to in Germany, while imitating their native manuscripts, and devised an entirely new style of type founded upon the written character of the manuscripts which they were about undertaking to reproduce by the processes of their new art.

The first example (No. 1, Plate 27) is part of a page from a beautiful MS. Virgil, of the fifteenth century, written most probably only a few years before the arrival of Sweinheim and Pannartz at Subiaco. The MS. is in the British Museum (Butler, 11,956).

The specimen No. 2, Plate 27, is from a very elegant MS. Horace, of about the same period, or rather earlier, selected partly on account of the characteristic illumination of the same peculiar Italian type as that sketched out in the margin of our specimen page of the "Lactantius," and which from some circumstance was left uncoloured. The MS. Horace, from which this specimen is taken, is in the British Museum (Harl., 3,510).

The third specimen (No. 3, Plate 27), written in a larger character, is from a beautiful manuscript copy of Varro's "De Re Rustica," also in the library of the British Museum.

It will be at once perceived, on comparing the specimen page from the "Lactantius" of Sweinheim and Pannartz (Plate 28), how well the German printers succeeded in reproducing the characters of the Italian hand of the day in their type. The entire page, too, is a fine and extremely regular piece of printing, very wonderful as a first effort in a new and foreign locality, and

* The "Lactantius" was completed, as the Colophon informs us, on the 29th of October, 1465.
in a new style. The border sketched out for illumination in the margin was evidently intended for
colouring, and is in the leading Italian style of the period: the interlacing branches were meant
to be white, slightly shaded with grey or yellow, and the spaces between filled in with different
colours—probably blue, red, and green, which were the most usual. This preparation for the
decorative border being of Italian design makes it difficult to understand how it happens that the
rubrication, for which, with the large initial, spaces were left blank, is in a decidedly German hand,
the initial M being, moreover, very coarsely and carelessly executed. These seeming discrepancies
may, perhaps, be accounted for in this way. A copy, enriched by an Italian illuminator,
may have been sent to Germany, along with a certain number of plain copies, intended for
illumination according to the pattern sent; the rubrications to be filled in by German writers.
Supposing this to be the case, the copy from which our specimen is taken may have had the
rubrications added by a German hand, and the preparations made for copying the Italian
illumination, the outline of which does, in fact, seem slightly Germanized. The inscription on
the lower margin is an addition made by some subsequent owner of the book. The copy from
which our specimen is taken was bequeathed to the British Museum by Mr. Cracherode.

The "Cicero de Oratore," subsequently produced by the same printers and with the same
characters, is supposed to have been likewise printed at Subiaco, as well as the Saint Augustin (de
Civitate Dei *) which followed it. This was the last work which these artists printed in the
monastery; after which they appear to have removed to Rome, where they commenced printing on
their own account, with an entirely new set of types, having doubtless been compelled to leave the
whole of their old fount, as well as the matrices, with the monks, who had furnished the pecuniary
means for their execution.

In 1467 we find these printers regularly established in Rome; Sweinheim having produced
an entirely new set of types, still more Italian in character, "The Letters of Cicero" were soon
issued from their Roman press, in a quarto volume having the following inscription:—

Hoc Conradus opus Sweynheym ordine miro
Arnoldusque simul Pannart us una sede colendi
Gente theotonica Rome expediere sodales
In domo Petri de Maximno, MCCCLXVII.

The use of the house of Pietro de Massimi, mentioned in the colophon, appears to have been
ceded to them gratuitously by the owner to enable them to carry on the practice of their art
with convenience and economy.

The "Letters of Cicero" was the first of a series of works, poured with unexampled rapidity from
their new press; while during their establishment at Subiaco little more than one work per year was
produced. There were, perhaps, in the monastery, too many cooks engaged in the concoction of the
literary soup; and Torquemada, the aged chef, was, perhaps, too fastidious in various matters to allow
of very rapid progress. However this may be, it is certain that, disencumbered from Conventual
harness, their rate of work, after the first year spent in preparation, became marvellously rapid,
insomuch that, according to their own statement, they produced, on an average, more than eight
volumes per annum in the five years following 1467. But this rapid rate of production appears to
have exceeded the commercial demand; for notwithstanding the talent and friendly energy of their
editor, and occasional corrector of the press, John Andrea, the Secretary of the Vatican, and afterwards
Bishop of Aleria, who was appointed by the Pope, Paul II., to supervise the works issuing from their
press, they did not find a sufficient sale for their productions. Their list of books was chiefly
composed of the works of Greek and Latin classic authors, and from that cause, perhaps, they did
not meet with the ready sale that carried off so lightly the ponderous tomes of theological disquisi-

* A contemporary inscription in a copy of this work informs us that the copy in question was purchased in Rome, in the
year 1467, for eight gold ducats and two grain.
tion suited to the peculiar religious spirit of the age, such as those printed by Mentelin, of Strasburg, by means of which he rapidly realized an almost princely fortune.

The enumeration of the works of Sweinheim and his partner, embracing a large proportion of the best-known classic authors, in all branches of literature, would occupy far too much space for a work of this kind, in which it is sought to compress the leading features of the early history of the printing-press into a single volume. I may, however, state that some of the works alluded to were the first printed editions of the classics, and that nearly all were executed in a very magnificent manner. As an example I may mention, en passant, the Livy printed in 1469, of which our national Museum possesses the only copy known to have been printed on vellum. This magnificent volume was sold in 1815 for £903, and was bequeathed to the Museum by Mr. Grenville. Their rate of production decreased in 1473, and in 1474 ceased altogether. But they had already produced something like 12,000 either folio or quarto volumes; and Rome, though a centre of learning, was not a commercial city, and our printers do not appear to have resorted to those active means of circulating their works that succeeded so well with Fust and Schoffner, and other German printers. Finding their works accumulate in their hands, and yielding but insufficient returns, they addressed a still extant letter to the reigning Pope, Sixtus IV., through the medium of the Bishop of Aleria, stating their position, and containing a list of their works; but the appeal does not seem to have been responded to beyond gracious acknowledgments, and the few works they produced after this period are of very inferior quality, and printed with worn-out types. Sixtus, however, was evidently not indifferent to the influence of literature, or to the success of the new art of printing, as we find him honouring in a peculiar manner the great French printer Jenson, then established at Venice; while, as a general patron of learning, he appointed the celebrated Platine Librarian of the Vatican, and commanded him to write his well-known "History of the Popes," from St. Peter to Sixtus IV. The Pope probably thought that complete non-interference was the most likely course to cause the spread of the new art of printing, which, in fact, extended itself more rapidly in Rome under the system pursued in his reign than under the marked protection of his predecessor, Paul II. Sweinheim appears to have found it necessary at this time to abandon the joint concern and set up on his own account as an engraver only; and we find that some of the later works of Pannartz, on which his name appears alone in the subscription, are printed with types which, though new, were of such inferior style to those of previous productions, that it is quite evident his late partner had no hand in their production. He, however, commenced a new edition of the "Epistles of St. Jerome" with the old types of the "Cicero" of 1467; but only lived to complete the first volume, and died in the course of the year 1476, the precise date of his decease being unknown.

In the mean time Sweinheim had been very active in his separate career. He had undertaken to engrave on copper the maps for an edition of the works of the "Geography" of Ptolemy, from a very ancient Latin manuscript. This was, with the exception of Nicholas di Lorenzo's "Monte Santo di Dio," printed in 1475 (to be afterwards spoken of), the first book ever illustrated with copper-plate engravings, and one of the first attempts to use metal instead of wood, and to incise the design instead of cutting it in relief, in which Sweinheim was entirely successful. Indeed in no other way could the delicacy of the fine lines which he required have been represented. The plates are truly masterpieces of art, from the excessive accuracy and minute care of their execution. The proper names were executed in Roman capitals, being the finest and purest reproductions of ancient Roman letters ever executed up to that time. The type of the work appears to have been engraved by the same skilful hand. It is of the same size as that which he engraved for the "Cicero" of 1467, while associated with Pannartz, but of improved form. He did not live to complete the fine series of plates for the "Ptolemy," the remainder being engraved in a very creditable manner by his countryman, Arnold Buckinck. Sweinheim appears to have died about the same time as his old
Lactantius fumam de duis insinuabat aduersius gentem rubere dimidi huiusque
Eumque, et eumque magni nezamur. Et ipse hunc eligere
Aptius novit. Hoc aptius nihil prodidisse velint ad

AGNO se excellenti ingenio niti quom se doctrinse per
minus dedicissent: quia qui laboris poterunt implevi:
contentis omnibus publicis & privatis actionibus;
ad eumque urituret studiis se consularis: excita:
ceses multis eum praedarius humanarum dioinurumque; rerum
mufigaretur ac fuerant nationem & ituris opibus aut ca:
mulandis honoribus turbaret: Quibus rebus quoniam fragiles terrenaeque
fune: & ad solis corporis graviora nullum nemo major: nemo intios effic
potest. Erat quidem illi urituret cognitio dignum quum fuerer
adaptetur: aut ita ut eam rebus omnibus superponeret: Nam se abdictelque
quidam suis et recitatas usque usque urituris usque usque confiar in
hulam nudam quorum: nudi expediens sequere et: canc apud cos uritae
nomen et perturbare alii: ut in ea omne summi boni prestisium
seu.

和尚 neque adepsit ad quod usus ad
operis simul ar[9] industriis pleide
rur: quia uritae ideae arcani sunt de quaesto omnium ingeniorum: & prorsus
facitius non potest componi: aliquo nihil inter deus hominum: diateare se
qui de sae dispositions illius materiae erit cogitato seque/rem homana.
Quod quia scribentur nobis ut homini posse iudicium noturere: non
ult paules hominem unus libem sapiens requiritem dicere errare: ac sine
ullos laboris effectibus uagari per ceteras inextricabiles: aperuir occulos eius
equantur: & notiorem urituris munus sunt fecit: ut se humanam sapiens
nulla esse monit aest: & erat ac u[9]num colloquendae immortalitatis
siderem. Verum quanti pauci u[9]num hoc celeris beneficre ac munere: quod
obvoluta in obvolum uritatius later: eae ut contentus doctis est: quia ido
nesea patternus esse: ut deo idocons ob inquit dominabitur: quae na\a hominem producit in uita etiam non potest: Nam quia u[9]num hominem
amal-tudo prompta est: nulla uero uoluptare condita sunt: illa offens: bu delecta:
feruntur in pepe: ac bonos specie falsi mala: & bonis amplectuntur. succurre
ridu esse bis erruibus credidi ut er docti ad uerum sapiens dirigitur et
indocti ad uerum religionem. Quo professo mulso melior: uniur: gloriosor:
putans est: illa oratoria in qua dux usura: non ad uerum sed plane ad
arguenda malitia sumere eruditosamus. Multo aperit nunc recitabur de peceps

Exo burkaro de honore docti laman
in deo et somito fransusto in medini sic me.
partner, Pannartz, in the course of the year 1476. The publisher of the "Ptolemy" alludes to his death, and also to the beauty of his work, in a passage of the Preface, which I have unfortunately no space to insert in this place.

After Sweinheim and Pannartz had established themselves at Subiaco, Ulric Hahn arrived in Rome and set up a printing-press there. His first book was the "Meditations" of the Cardinal Torquemada. It is thought that the commission which the Cardinal gave to Hahn to print his own works may have been the chief cause of the removal of Sweinheim and Pannartz to Rome, where a rival press might soon be able to take the lead in Italy, if they remained in the obscure village of Subiaco. Hahn printed the "Meditations" in large Gothic characters, which he had doubtless brought with him from Germany. The work appeared in 1467, and was soon followed by others; so that, by the time Sweinheim and Pannartz had got their establishment into full play, they had a great rival press to contend against, which may have been one cause of the ill success attending the over rapid production of their books. As the Bishop of Aleria had been the literary director of the press of Sweinheim and Pannartz, so the celebrated Campanus, Bishop of Crotona, became the principal editor and adviser in the establishment of Hahn. Campanus was so named from the Campagna di Roma, where he was born, of peasant parents. Though heartily working with Hahn, he yet detested the Germans. He not only hated their rough manners, but even their very country, and is said to have adopted a most unbishoplike form of final salutation when, on his return to Italy, he took a last distasteful look at the plains of Germany, which he was leaving full of disgust. Whether this feeling already existed in his mind at the time he became director of the book-work of Ulric Hahn, one may not say, as that association occurred some time before his well-known attendance at the Diet of Ratisbon, on his return from which the recorded anathema was pronounced; but if he was not then influenced by his German experiences, he had possibly his prejudices ready-made, in deference to which, it may be, that Hahn tried to render his German name less guttural, Teutonic, and barbaric, by omitting the second "h," and afterwards by translating the German Hahn (a cock) into Latin, as Gallus, under which name his editor, Campanus, has celebrated him in the Latin verses which form the Subscription to several of his works. The name of Ulric is fortunately preserved in addition to the Gallus, or it might have been difficult to recognize our friend Hahn in the punning verses of the facetious editor, some of whose poetic productions attain to the very limits of permissible freedom of speech:—

Anser Tarpeii custos Jovis, unde quod alis
Constreperes, Gallus decidit. Ulor adest:
Udalricus Gallus, ne quem poscatur in usum
Edocuit pennis nil opus esse tuis,
Imprimit ille die quantum non scribitur anno
Ingenio, haud nocens, omnis vincit homo.

Hahn himself adopted a somewhat similar form of subscription, but more brief, and much less poetical and learned, which runs, as we find it attached to the "History of Spain," by Roderic Sancius, which he printed at Rome: "I, the Cock, without reed or quill, wrote this book." ("Ego, Udalricus Gallus, sine calamo aut pennis eundem librum impressi.")

After the departure of Campanus for the Diet at Ratisbon, Hahn associated himself with Simon Nicolai of Chardelle, and printed with him an edition of the "Decretals" in 1472. A book published jointly by Ulric Hahn and Nicolai of Chardelle contains one of those singular Latin subscriptions which so often accompany the works of the early printers, on the subject of which a very interesting and instructive essay might be written, as they often contain allusions not met with in the better-known sources of bibliographical information. By this subscription, which is in prose, it appears that Simon Nicolai of Chardelle was only the editor and money partner, and not the printer; while the verses that follow form an address to purchasers, indicating the situation of
the establishment, and begging them to buy quickly, "if they have any wish to secure a copy while it is yet time."

As an example of the style of Utric Hahn, I have selected a page from his fine edition of the "Tusculanae Questiones," printed at Rome in 1469 (Plate 29). The copy from which it is taken was formerly in the library of George II., and is now in the British Museum. I am inclined to consider that the illumination is not contemporaneous, but that the blanks left by the printer have been filled up at a later period; the view within the initial C has a Flemish rather than an Italian character.

Hahn and Nicolai eventually dissolved their partnership, and had separate ateliers; and by that time there were several other printers established in Rome, one or more having arrived as early or earlier than 1470. Among these were Laver, of Würzburg, patronized by Cardinal Caraffa; Lignamine, especially protected by Paul II., and whose edition of the "Chronicles of the Sovereign Pontiffs" contains many interesting particulars respecting the early printers, especially those of Mayence and Strasburg.

In less than five years after the establishment of Sweinheim and Pannartz at Subiaco, the "new art" had extended and permanently fixed itself in many of the Italian cities, especially those of the north; the most notable events connected with its development in Italy being those associated with its establishment at Venice.

VENICE.

One of the famous first race of German printers, John of Spires, arrived at Venice in the year 1469, and immediately brought his art into full play; producing within the first three months his fine edition of the "Letters of Cicero," a masterpiece of early printing, well worthy of representing his claim to the honour of being the first to print a book in the celebrated city of Venice, the undisputed Queen of the Adriatic. This was doubtless his own feeling, in expression of which he appended the following Colophon to his work:—

Primus in Adria formis impressit aenis
Urbe libros Spina genius de Stipe Johannes.
In reliquis sit quanta vides spes, lector habenda
Quom labor hic primus calami superavit artem.

M. CCC. LXXVIII.

Here, as in so many of the most remarkable subscriptions of the early printers, we have again reiterated, with boastful magniloquence, the victory of the new art over the vanquished pen. And so full are these brave printers of the splendid and undisputed success of their art, that they seem almost to forget that the pen must always reign supreme, and must always first record the thoughts of the author, before the press can play its more humble yet invaluable part in the reproduction of the manuscript and its transformation into a printed book. The printing-press, after all, is but the servant of the pen—a thousand-handed servant, it is true, and far superior to the pen in the hand of the mere transcriber—but a mere humble follower of the pen of its leader and founder, the author. And doubtless the early printers, notwithstanding all the pride and pomp of their subscriptions, thought so too; as we find them always approaching with reverence the works of the great writers of antiquity, and calling to their aid the best available learning of their time to examine and correct the manuscripts which they printed from.

Shortly after the appearance of the "Letters of Cicero," John of Spires produced another and still more important work—the "Natural History of Pliny." The fine Italian type and the regularity of the composition and printing of this work are very remarkable. Indeed, no specimen of the works of the early printers is more greedily sought than this edition of "Pliny," a copy of
which sold in Paris, in 1781,* for 3,000 livres, which may be estimated at £200; and a good copy of the same work would now realize a still higher price. Among his other productions may be specially noticed his "Tacitus," a fac-simile of a portion of a page of which will be found in Plate 30, No. 1. It should be mentioned here that the "Tacitus," which has generally been attributed to John of Spires, and by others to his brother Vindelin, is now considered, perhaps more correctly, to be the work of one of the children of John, especially as it exhibits the use of catch-words, which had not been adopted in John's time. It is, however, by the Librarian of the British Museum attributed to John of Spires, with the proximate date of 1469 attached to it; being further described as presenting the earliest known example of the use of catch-words: this, if the above date could be substantiated, would probably be true.

The success of John of Spires as a printer was at once recognized by the Venetian Republic; and Pasquale Malipiero, the reigning Doge, granted a patent conferring upon him the sole right of printing books within the territory of Venice. This letter was published in 1520 by Morelli, the librarian of St. Marc's, and is full of interesting particulars, for which, unfortunately, I cannot here find space. But the enterprising printer did not live to enjoy the privilege—he died while printing his next work, St. Augustine's "De Civitate Dei;" and although his wife and children are noticed in the letter of privilege, and although his brother Vindelin, also an experienced printer, had accompanied him, and became celebrated in Venice after the death of John, nevertheless the protection of the great Republic was not continued to any of the family; and the document, as it still exists in the Venetian Archives, is endorsed by a memorandum declaring it of no force, in consequence of the death of the person in whose favour it was promulgated. ("Nullius est vigoris, quia obiit magister et auctor.") Another Doge was upon the ducal throne, Christofero Moro; and it was probably thought, in that commercial State, that such a trammel was injudicious, as preventing the increase of an important and highly-valuable branch of trade; and though we may sympathize with the family of John of Spires, the Government was doubtless right, as shown by the sequel; for on the withdrawal of the monopoly several new printers set up their presses in the city, among whom was the celebrated Jenson, the ingenious Frenchman who was sent by Charles VII. to acquire the art at Mayence.

Among the printers who established themselves in Venice at that time was Christopher Valdarfer, who afterwards removed to Milan. One of his first productions while at Venice was an edition of the "Decameron" of Boccaccio, a copy of which was purchased at the sale of the library of the Duke of Roxburgh, in 1812, for £2,260. It was secured at that high price by the Marquis of Blandford, outbidding Lord Spencer for this coveted prize; who, however, obtained it at a much cheaper rate when it was re-sold, in 1819, when it only realized £918. 15s., which was still an immense sum for a printed book. The style and type of this highly-prized bibliographic rarity are, both worthy of their high repute, and are dwelt upon with considerable unctious by Dibdin in his description of the bibliographical treasures of the Spencerian Library.

John Emeric, of Udenheim, was another of the German printers who immediately succeeded John and Vindelin of Spires; and still more successful, though somewhat later in the field, was Erard Ratdolt, who, like all first-class artists, was an innovator. For instance, he is said to have been the first to adopt a regular form of Title at all approaching our modern conception of a Book-Title; and he also took the lead in the production of those beautifully-engraved initials for which the books printed in Italy towards the close of the fifteenth century are famous. His most splendid work is undoubtedly the "Elements of Euclid, with the Commentaries of Campanus," of which a fac-simile of an entire page will be found in Plate 39. This magnificent volume was printed at Venice in 1482. The copy in the British Museum, from which our plate is taken, is printed on vellum, and was exquisitely illuminated as a presentation copy to the reigning Doge, Mocenigo.

* M. Bernard, "De l'Origine de l'Imprimerie."
A History of the Art of Printing.

With true German predilections, Radvolt made use of Gothic type for this beautiful volume. The exquisitely-engraved initials are, however, principally of Roman form. This fine book, which might form a fitting pendant to the celebrated "History of Francesco Sforza," printed at Milan by Zarotti, came to the British Museum from the library of George III. It is a book that has been described in detail by nearly all the leading bibliographers. The "Fasciculus Temporum," printed by Radvolt in 1481, is also a very remarkable book both for its engravings and initials.

Nicholas Jenson was the most renowned of those who followed the earliest German printers in Venice, until his works were partially eclipsed by those of the Aldi. This printer, whose name is intimately connected with the early spread of the new art beyond the limits of its first seats in Mayence and Strasburg, became associated with the history of the printing-press in the following manner. According to a manuscript now preserved at Paris, in the library of the Arsenal, Charles VII., having been informed, "on the 3rd of October, 1458, that Massire Gutemberg, Chevalier, residing at Mayence, in Germany, a man dexterous in engraving letters and punches, had discovered an art of printing with them, &c., &c.," determined to send an emissary to Mayence, who should by some means make himself acquainted with the new art, which it was supposed was kept a profound secret. Nicholas Jenson, then an engraver in the Royal Mint at Tours, of which he was Master, was selected as the emissary in question. He no doubt found it much easier to acquire the art than he had anticipated, as the presses of Fust and Schoffer, as well as that of Gutenberg, were then in full activity, and others were already commencing. Jenson, therefore, as a skilful engraver, no doubt found it easy to obtain employment in the atelier of one or other of the printers of Mayence, probably in that of Gutenberg himself. On his return to Paris, some time in 1461, in possession of a full knowledge of the art which he had been sent to acquire, he found his patron the king dead, and Louis XI. on the throne. These circumstances may account for the singular fact that the art of printing was not introduced at that time by Jenson; for it is well known that Louis XI. made a point of discouraging, at all cost, if not actually persecuting, all those who had been in any way patronized by his father.

Jenson, not finding that amount of protection which was necessary to enable him to introduce in Paris the art he had acquired, and probably disgusted with the treatment he received, determined to carry his talents and knowledge elsewhere. In the choice of some other centre in which he might establish himself with equal effect, he was limited to very few places. There were then, indeed, only three European cities which could boast of being great literary centres—Paris, Rome, and Venice; and it was to the capital of the great modern Republic that Jenson directed his steps. He arrived there just in time to find the field thrown open to him and others by the revocation of the letters patent granted to John of Spires. In 1470 he had already completed his preparations, and the first four works which issued from his Venetian press appeared in that year. These were—

1st, the Eusebius ("Eusebii Praeparatio Evangelica, &c."); 2nd, "Ciceronis Epistolae ad Atticum;"
3rd, "Ciceronis Rhetoriorum Novorum, &c.;" 4th, "Justini Epitome Trogi." These works were printed with Roman characters of his own engraving, more perfect in form than those of any previous printer. His types are in fact the direct parents of the letters now in general use, which only differ from them in certain small details dependent solely on fashion. The modern j and w and w are, however, absent, as not being part of the alphabet then in use; in fact, to use a strong term, not yet invented. Roman capitals, as in the books of the other Italian printers, were used for titles and headings, and had a great advantage over Gothic ones, in which no regular set of forms had been devised by the illuminators of Gothic manuscripts, suitable as permanent models to the printers; the complicated and unsettled forms of Gothic capitals, whether of the illuminator or the sculptor, being inferior in regularity to those of the ancient Roman inscriptions; and these models (already adopted by the copyists of Italian manuscripts as capitals) gave immense advantages to those who adopted

* He was probably also the engraver of the dies, used in that reign, at the Mint of Paris.
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the Italian character. It is the full advantage which he took of this circumstance that secured to Jenson a high place among the early printers; and to the high perfection to which he brought the Italian style of type that owed his great fame; although the fine bold Roman type of some of his predecessors in Italy has perhaps even greater attractions to the uneducated eye than the more beautifully executed characters of Jenson, with all their regularity. It was, however, generally allowed by his contemporaries that he had made great and important advances in his art; and we find Antonio Cornazzano, of Ferrara, a man of taste and an eminent scholar, praising the works of the Italianized French printer in verses of the usual kind, by way of subscription to some of his first books; among which, the verses at the end of the "Eusebius" may be cited as an example; as also the subscription to the "Epistles of Cicero," and several other of his numerous editions. Similar subscriptions, either by Cornazzano, or his editor Omnibonus Leonicenus, always in a more or less epigrammatic or exaggerated form, are, in fact, attached to nearly all Jenson's works. In one of these Leonicenus gives Jenson the credit of being the "first printer"—which he certainly was not,—instead of the "first of printers," which in some respects he perhaps was.

As Jenson increased the number of his undertakings, he engraved a set of Greek types, but only consisting in all of about forty characters, and no capitals. In the year 1471 his presses were in full activity, and a large number of works were issued; among others the "Decor Puellarum," with the blundered date, in which the absence of a necessary X gave rise to the erroneous assertion that he had printed in Venice as early as 1461. Other blundered dates give, erroneously, 1400 and 1580.

Notwithstanding the credit which Jenson achieved by the beauty of his Roman character, there were still many partisans for the ultramontane Gothic, and some critics went so far as to call that character divine; and Jenson, perhaps wishing to show that he could be as excellent in one style as the other, engraved four different sets of Gothic characters, all of which exhibit extreme accuracy and beauty of finish. One of the first books he printed in that form of letter was, "Baldi de Perusio Lectura super sexto libro Codicis." He printed this book when associated with John of Cologne and others, and it bears the following subscription:—"Lectura Baldi super sexto Codicis diligenter impressa atque emendata ductu et auspiciis . . . . . Literarum caracteribus summorum virorum Johannis de Colonia, Nicolai Yenson, sociorumque, explicit M CCC LXXX pridie Kalendas Decembris." It is rendered probable by subsequent subscriptions of this form, that the printing-office of Jenson and his partners was then under the direction of Herbert of Seligenstadt (a small place near Mayence), from which we may infer that both Jenson and John of Cologne were then resting under their well-earned laurels, and also that the printers of Mayence still enjoyed a vast prestige from their association with the scene of Gutenberg's first triumphant labours. So great was the eventual repute of Jenson, who had evidently acquired considerable wealth and a distinguished social position from the success of his books, that Pope Sixtus IV. conferred upon him the honorary title of Count Palatine. This celebrated printer died in September of the year 1481, full of years and honours.

I have not deemed it necessary to furnish an example of Jenson's Italian type, the specimens already given of the works of his predecessors in Italy being amply sufficient to convey an adequate idea of the early development of that style of character, which will be further illustrated by the works of later Italian printers; but his reformation of the Gothic character resulted in the formation of founts of type of such exquisite regularity and beauty, carrying the angular letter to the highest perfection of which it is capable, that a specimen appears absolutely necessary. No. 2, in Plate 33, is a page from a very beautiful Latin Bible. The page selected is that at the beginning of the volume, commencing, as usual in Latin Bibles, with the Epistle of St. Jerome. The volume is in the British Museum. It is printed on the finest vellum, and with ink of the greatest brilliancy, while the extreme regularity, both of the setting-up and the impression, is truly marvellous.
Andrea Torresani and others continued Jenson's Association, making use of the same types; Torresani was eventually succeeded in the same establishment by the celebrated Aldo Manuccio, who having married his daughter, adopted the important vocation of printer, and became the first of those famous "Aldi," as they are commonly termed, whose fame has not only absorbed that of all the earlier Venetian printers, but that of the early printers of every other Italian seat of the art.

Aldo Manuccio, succeeding as he did to the magnificent founts of type and to the general plant of Jenson, started in his career with great advantages, and knew how to turn them to good account. He was born at Bassano, near Velletri, in the Pontine Marshes; and being thus a native of the Roman States, he sometimes assumed the name of Romanus. He received a classical education, and had the good fortune to become tutor to Albert Pius, Prince of Carpi. The art of printing, however, appears to have possessed an irresistible charm for him, as it did to many others among the learned men of the day; and we therefore find Manuccio, notwithstanding the temptation of far higher social prospects, following out his irresistible predilection, and establishing himself as a printer at Venice, where he acquired a wider reputation than has fallen to the lot of any other of the noble fraternity of the early printers. It was Manuccio who, among many other advances in this art, first invented the semicursive style of character now known as *Italic*; and it is said that it was founded upon a close imitation of the careful handwriting of Petrarch, which, in fact, it closely resembles. This new type was used for a small octavo edition of "Virgil," issued in 1501, on the appearance of which he obtained from Pope Leo X. a letter of privilege, entitling him to the sole use of the new type which he had invented. It is probable that a great portion of his celebrity and popularity arose from his being the first to relieve the reading public from the inflection of those ponderous folio volumes,—huge and cumbersome books which must eventually have severely taxed the courage of the bravest student,—replacing them with the neat and convenient "Octavo," which it is a real pleasure to handle; and this result was accomplished mainly by means of the compact and small *Italic* type in which his "Virgil" was printed. The issue of a classic in this convenient size, instead of the usual bulky and stately form, was a daring innovation; but one which became at once attractive. Such, indeed, was the general success of the Venetian printers, first by the beauty and legibility of their Roman type, and afterwards by the convenient octavo editions issued by the Aldi, that their brethren in other parts of Europe soon found out that the most successful form of puffing they could adopt was to assert that their works were printed in the Venetian manner and with Venetian type. The fac-simile No. 3, Plate 40, will afford an accurate idea of Manuccio's first octavo edition of "Virgil," the first true octavo that ever issued from the printing-press. The page given in fac-simile is the opening page of the "Georgics," from the copy in the British Museum, which, though not the first edition, will serve our purpose equally well. The perfection of the characters—the style of which was thus struck out once for all, for it has received no subsequent modifications—is a truly remarkable result of art, that at once conquered a world-wide appreciation; and is still known as *Italic* type, and constantly used, as we know, when any word or phrase is to be emphasized, or, as we have it technically, italicized; but though we now call it *Italic* it was formerly known as Venetian type. It was not in the celebrated "Virgil" that Manuccio first made use of his new type, but in his edition of the "Canzoni and Sonnets" of Petrarch, which, having been printed from the author's original manuscript, gave rise to the possibly well-grounded story that the type in question was an absolute imitation of the writing of Petrarch himself. There is in the British Museum a most beautiful copy of this edition of the "Canzoni," printed on vellum, and richly illuminated for presentation to Isabella d'Este, whose arms are embazoned in the illumination.

It is not within the scope of this work to carry out in detail either the biography, or a description of the works of any printers except the first pioneers of the art. But the great eminence

* Our photographer inadvertently took his negative from a later edition, instead of the first.
of the founder of the Aldine press calls for some deviation from the course intended; and though it would be utterly impossible, in the present place, to give anything like a chronologically-arranged account of his life and works, a few brief remarks may, nevertheless, be made upon the chief points of his career. Like other great printers, he commenced by small essays, such as grammars and other elementary books in general demand,—his first work being the "Greek Grammar" of Lascaris. But he soon undertook that noble series of great works, in which his success was so great that M. Renouard remarks—speaking of his supremacy in his art,—"Where half-successes are common, and real superiority rare, Aldus the elder and his son Paul merit the highest place." The list of their productions comprises nearly all the great works of antiquity, and of the best Italian authors of their own time. From their learning and general accomplishments, the Aldi might have occupied a brilliant position as scholars and authors, but preferred the useful labour of giving correctly to the world the valuable works of others. The Greek editions of the elder Aldus form the basis of his true glory, especially the "Aristotle," printed in 1495, a work of almost inconceivable labour and perseverance. No. 1, Plate 35, is the first page of this celebrated work, in which the freedom and boldness of the Greek characters will be at once remarked. It may be advantageously compared with the Greek type of another printer, in the fac-simile No. 2 in the same Plate (35), which is part of a page of the first printed Homer, issued at Florence, from the press of Demetrius Chalcondylos, in 1488, and described in the account of the early printers of Florence.

I must not omit to state here, however briefly, that the Aldine edition of the "Septuagint," though not printed till 1518, is the first edition ever printed of the Scriptures, in Greek; nor, though compelled to omit so much, ought I to pass over in utter silence the famous "Lexicon," with its remarkable Preface, which ought to be known to all students of bibliography.

While speaking, incidentally, of the first books in Greek that were successfully produced by the printing-press, I am at once reminded of those of Kalliergi,—who, by his name, was evidently a Greek, or of Greek extraction, most probably the former, and one of those driven to Italy at the time of the then recent conquest of Constantinople by the Turks. The delicate beauty of the Greek types of Kalliergi attracts immediate attention; and his books are rendered still more attractive by their elegant decoration, in close imitation of the Byzantine ornaments of the Greek MSS. of the period. See Plate 35 for a specimen of his "Etymologicon Magnum," which Debure styles "one of the most splendid works that ever issued from the printing-press." In the same Plate is the graceful title of his "Aristote." The "Galen" by this printer should also be mentioned as being enriched by the addition of some very fine ornaments in the Greek, or, rather, Byzantine style.

The works of the Aldi, though so remarkable in other respects, are seldom of a highly decorative character, in regard either to illustrations or decorative ornamentation, with, however, one very remarkable exception—that of the "Hypnerotomachia," printed in 1499. This work, which is a very singular literary production, professes to describe the combats and trials of Love; as seen in a dream, in the description of which many kinds of learning, romance, archaeology, and science (as then known) are brought into play, and frequently in a somewhat heterogeneous manner. The pictorial illustrations of this work, which are very profuse, and often accompanied by beautiful arabesque borderings, are said by some to be by Andrea Mantegna. Ottley thought them by Benedetto Mantegna; while some have attributed them to Raphael, whose pencil they would scarcely discredit. It will, however, be more prudent, unless some further information should be obtained, to consider them the work of an (at present) unknown artist. The work is preceded by an address to Guido, the cotemporary Duke of Urbino (a well-known patron of art and artists), by Leonardus Crassus, of Verona, who appears to have been at the entire expense of producing this sumptuous work, the real author of which was a Colonna, and not Poliphilo, as stated, which is an assumed name. No. 1, Plate 38, is an entire page of this remarkable book, which, as containing the commencement of a chapter, is enriched with one of the larger illustrations,
representing part of a festal procession in honour of the god of love. The distinct Italian style of art, so different to the German, and founded more or less directly on the remains of Greek and Roman art, which were at that time still plentiful in Italy, will be at once observed. A specimen, No. 2 in the same Plate (38), the work of another printer, is a column from a very early folio edition of the works of Boccaccio, which is introduced in this place as affording another example of those graceful wood-engravings in outline which form such elegant enrichments to the books of the early Italian printers. The present illustration stands at the head of the story of Ferondo, and represents the ingenious manner in which he was introduced into the nunnery. Those who wish to learn more concerning the Aldi and their works may be referred to the volumes of M. Renouard and other eminent bibliophiles, who have devoted entire bibliographical works to the history of that remarkable family of eminent printers and their productions.

Such was the success of the Venetian printers, that the typographic ateliers successively established by them exceeded two hundred in number, and at the close of the 15th century more than one hundred and fifty were in activity at the same time. In the thirty years from the issue of Jenson's first book to the close of the century, the number of editions issuing from these various presses exceeded three thousand, independent of several that have disappeared without leaving a trace of their existence behind them, which, as suggested by M. Bernard, allowing only three hundred copies to each edition, would give one million works, and probably more than two millions of volumes.

LUCCA AND FOLIGNO.

LUCCA was one of the next Italian cities the name of which became associated with the spread of the new art of printing in Italy; and it enjoys the honour of having on record a decree of its government in favour of the printing-press. A priest, named Clemente, a native of Padua, engaged in Lucca as a scribe, rubricator, illuminator, and binder of manuscripts, having heard of the new art of "rapid writing" then practising in Venice by Vindelin of Spires and Nicolas Jenson, determined to acquire a knowledge of the art, and went there for that express purpose, where he was enabled to obtain the knowledge he desired. He found, however, that the expense of establishing a press at Lucca was beyond his means, and therefore applied for assistance to the Senate of the little commercial republic. To the credit of that body, it was determined by a vote of thirty-eight voices against nine that Clemente should be assisted in establishing a printing-press in their city;* that is to say, that he should receive from the public treasury a small subvention as a public functionary, on condition of his teaching the art to all who desired to learn, during six months. This proposition, it is true, exhibits a little too much of the overweening prudence of careful merchants, who nevertheless were anxious to secure for their community the advantages of the "rapid writer," as the press was sometimes called. Clemente was, however, in no hurry to avail himself of the offer, which possibly did not appear to him a very liberal one; and having succeeded, after great exertions, in establishing a press in Venice, he printed there a great work in folio, of four hundred pages,—the "Universal Medicine" of John Masue, of Damascus. He was, however, not permanently ungrateful for the offer made to him, penurious though it was, for he wrote to his friends, the good Senators of Lucca, in 1472, excusing himself for his long silence, as not being then fully prepared; but that "now," as he states in his still extant letter,—"now that, by the grace of God, Italians have become as expert in the art of printing as the Germans," he places himself under the orders of the Senate of Lucca." His new offer was accepted by a still greater majority—forty-four against four, with an increased stipend, to be extended to four years. It would be interesting to know something about the four good conservative senators who voted against the

* In a work of the present extent it is scarcely necessary to refer to a bibliographical dispute concerning a work by D. J. de Canis, and erroneously said to have been printed in Lucca as early as 1468 by some unknown printer.
newfangled innovation of the printing-press. It does not appear that Clemente returned to Lucca even on this second invitation. But a wood-engraver, named Bartlemei di Civitale, having learnt the art, as it was asserted that Clemente did, from the mere examination of printed works, succeeded in establishing a regular press in Lucca in 1477, and printed, in that year, an edition of the “Triumphs of Petrarch,” which is the only work known to have issued from his press.

The little Italian city of Foligno, in the episcopate of Umbria, owed the introduction of its first printing-press to Johan Numeister, one of the pupils of Gutenberg himself. After the death of his old master, Numeister set forth to seek his fortune as an independent printer, directing his steps towards Rome as a great literary centre. His advance was arrested at Foligno, probably by the invitation of Emilianus de Orfinis, a wealthy citizen, well known among the literati of his day, and who, being an enthusiast in the new art of printing, doubtless seized the opportunity of the accidental passage of Numeister to found a press in his native town. The first work selected for reproduction in the newly-established press was “Leonardi Aretini Brun de Bello Italicus adversus Gothos.” This book was printed in fine Roman characters, and in the subscription it is stated that it was printed by Numeister and his associates in the house of Emilianus de Orfinis, in the year 1470; by which it would appear that Numeister had brought workmen with him from Mayence, where he was his partners in the Foligno press. Emilianus is stated to have died in 1472, after which time Numeister’s name appears alone on the books he printed. But he had doubtless before his death prepared and placed in the printer’s hands a MS. of the “Divina Commedia” of Dante, which was printed in the same year (1472), and in the same character as the first work. The subscription of the book is in Italian, and in rhyme, written probably while the work was passing through the press, previously to the death of Emilianus, or immediately after that event, as a tribute of gratitude appears to be paid to him in the last line of the rather doggrel verses, which may be paraphrased as follows:——

In one thousand four hundred and seventy-two,  
The fourth month of the year, on the days six and five,  
This good work was imprinted by artifice new;  
I, Johan Numeister did then constrive,  
The aforesaid impression, and with me, in fine,  
Was the worthy Folignian, evangelist mine.*

Evangelist mine is probably to be taken in the sense of “the one who brought my talents to light,” or “made me known to the world,” — a mode of expression quite in accordance with the literary, style of the period.† The words “artifice new” have been introduced in the paraphrase to complete the metre, and are not contrary to the spirit of the book subscriptions of the early printers, who continually speak of the “new art.”

No. 3 in Plate 30 is a specimen of the noble edition of the great Italian poet printed by Numeister. The size, distinctness, and regularity of the fine round Roman type make it a remarkable book even among the greatest works of the early printers.

Numeister printed in 1479 an edition of Torquemada’s “Contemplations,” in which he used a fine Gothic character closely resembling that of Gutenberg’s Bible. This type was either brought with him when he first came to Italy, or engraved there as a pleasing reminiscence of the days when his art was secretly practised in the atelier of Gutenberg at Mayence, and while it was still a mystery to the outer world, and full of attraction to the initiated, who were about to endow future generations, as well as their own, with a secret by means of which as many books

---

* Nel mille quattro cente septe e due,  
  Nel quarto mese; a di cinque et sei,  
  Questa opera gentile impressa fuce;  
  Io maestro Johann Numeister opera dei  
  Alla dicta impressione, et meco fuce,  
  El Evanglista, Evangelista mi.

† Or, taking mei as an old form of magis, it may express “better Evangelist than I am;” — that is to say, my superior in knowledge, which is the view taken by M. Bernard.
could be given to the world in a week by a single "Press" as a professed writer with an
enormous staff of assistants could produce in several years. Numeister probably died in the
year 1479, as no Folignian books bearing his name are known after that period.

MILAN.

The date at which Milan was endowed with a printing-press has formed a fertile subject
for dispute among bibliographers. Even Morel, Fabricius, and Maittaire himself appear to
have been mystified by blurred dates and other causes, and have thence sought to antedate
early Milanese books by ten years or more. The results of the most recent investigations would
seem to resolve themselves into the simple fact that Lavagna, a citizen of Milan, whose interest in
the new art we have heard of elsewhere, was the first to introduce a press into that city. He appears
to have furnished the means to Zarotti (or Zorotto), a Parmesan by birth, to establish a printing
atelier; and this event took place most probably about the year 1471, in which year books were
printed in Milan (without a printer's name), with the same types as those subsequently used by
Zarotti in books which duly bear his name in the subscription.

The first book printed by Zarotti which bears his name is an edition of "Virgil," issued in
December, 1472. The "Epistles of Cicero" appeared in the same year, with a preface by Lavagna,
in which he says that he has caused three hundred impressions to be taken, and that several savants
had assisted in editing the work. Lavagna states elsewhere that he was the first to introduce the
art of printing at Milan, and neither Zarotti or any other contemporary contradicts his statement to
that effect. Zarotti would probably have done so had not such been the fact, as it appears that
Lavagna had driven a hard bargain with him, and we find him in 1472 associating himself with
other Milanese citizens for the purpose of extending his operations more profitably. The Deed
establishing this association, which contains many interesting passages, is still extant, and was pub-
lished by Saxio in a work previously referred to. It appears that Messiers Gabriel de'li Orsoni (who
seems to have drawn up the deed), Colla Montano, Pedro Antonio de Burgo de Castillon, and Gabriel
Pavero de Fontana were to form a company with our printer, Antonio Zarotti, who is styled Antonio
de Parma, for the purpose of turning to good mercantile account the skill of the latter. The general
terms of the agreement were as follows:—Antonio was to prepare the types, ancient and modern,
(that is, Roman and Gothic), the ink, and four presses, by his own skill, and to keep up the supply;
the cost being defrayed by the other members of the company; but Pedro Antonio de Burgo was to
pay another hundred ducats towards those expenses. A stringent clause provided for keeping the
presses in continual working order. The profits of the undertaking were to be divided into three
parts; Zarotti to have one clear third, and the two remaining thirds were to be divided among
the other five partners in the undertaking. Zarotti was to pay back out of his third of the profits
the money advanced for presses and other permanent parts of the plant, after which they were to
become his property. The contract was signed on the 20th of May, 1472. In this agreement a
number of other details were entered into to prevent the possibility of misunderstanding; and,
among others, the choice of works to be printed could only be decided at a general meeting of all
the members of the association. The correctors and editors were to be paid in kind, each to
receive so many copies of the work; and all workmen were to be sworn to secrecy as to what
works were in progress in the atelier, and on all other matters connected with the proceedings of
the society. The last clause provided that should a member wish to print any work on his own
private account, which might not be approved of by the committee, he might do so with some other
printer in Milan or at Parma; a clause which proves that within the last year other printers had
established themselves in both those places;—another clause provided that each member should be
entitled to a copy of every work printed, but not to be allowed to sell the same under the
established price.
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In addition to this agreement, another was entered into, by which Pietro Antonio de Burgo and his brother Nicolao were to print canonical and medical works in the atelier, on furnishing extra presses at their own cost; one-fourth of the net profit of each work being assigned to the general Company. The spirit of association appears to have developed itself especially at Milan, and we find Lavagna entering into a new partnership with Colla Montano, one of Zarotti's partners, Christofe Valdarfer, in which the most prominent clause was one that entitled Valdarfer to certain payments as a compositor—that is to say, he was to receive twenty-four imperials for every twenty pages; in addition to which he was to have a small share in the profits. This is one of the first examples of artists of this class being paid at a certain rate for actual work done, instead of a share in general profits as a principal. At the end of the deed is attached an impression of the type of Valdarfer, which is the fine Roman which he had previously used at Venice.

Zarotti was the printer of a long series of Milanese books bearing his name, up to the year of his death, 1504; but they are of similar style in type and general treatment to the books of other Italian printers, of which specimens have been already given; and the same may be said of the books of Valdarfer, and those bearing the name of Lavagna alone. Zarotti, during his partnership engagements, though bound by his agreement to provide Greek types, does not appear to have done so; as some of his books, belonging to the period of the agreement, when Greek was required, have blank places left for the Greek characters to be added by hand. Zarotti continued the printing of books, but on his own separate account, after the expiration of both these partnerships; and a special volume, bearing his name alone, may rank as one of the finest works that ever issued from the printing-press. The work alluded to is the famous "Historia delle Cose facte dallo invicissimo Duca Francesco Sforza," printed in folio in 1490, which by the general beauty of the type, combined with the exquisitely engraved initials of perfectly unique character, render it one of the most elegant productions of the printing-press, of any age. The magnificent vellum copy of this book, bequeathed to the British Museum by the late Mr. Grenville, has the first page exquisitely illuminated by the famous Girolamo de' Libri, who was at that period one of the first, if not the very first, Italian illuminator of the day.

The first book printed entirely in Greek characters, was that produced by one Dionysius, called also Paravisinus, from his being a native of a village of that name near Milan. He had previously been established as a printer at the small town of Como; the rapid spread of the printing-press just at that period being almost like that of a feverish epidemic. It was, however, in Milan, in 1475, that he printed the Greek Grammar of Lascaris, which appeared in January, 1476, which may be cited as one of the remarkable feats of the early printers; for to print a book entirely in Greek, for the first time, was no trifling undertaking. Demetrios of Crete, the editor if not the printer of the first printed "Homer," a Greek refugee, driven to Italy with so many others by the recent Turkish conquests, was also the editor of this interesting monument, of which the fac-simile in Plate 34, exhibiting an entire page, conveys a very correct and complete idea. The copy in the British Museum forms part of the noble bequest of the Rev. C. M. Cracherode. Milanese printers have also the credit of having produced the first portion of the Scriptures printed in Greek,—namely, the "Liber Psalmorum," from the text of the Septuagint, with the Latin version of the Vulgate in a parallel column. This work was executed at the expense of Bonaccursius Pisanus in 1481, the printer's name not appearing. A specimen will be found in Plate 34 (No. 1). The copy in the British Museum from which this fac-simile was taken was also bequeathed, with so many other bibliographical treasures, by the Rev. C. M. Cracherode. It should be stated in this place, however briefly, that Milan has also the credit of the first-printed Greek classic, namely the "Fables of Æsop," which appeared a year before the "Liber Psalmorum" (in 1480), without a printer's name, of which a portion of a page, with its pretty illumination, will be found in Plate 31 (No. 1).
Among other specimens of Milanese printing, a curious little book referring to certain rites established by Sto. Ambrogio, might be cited, on account of its preface addressed to Stefano Nardini, the cardinal archbishop, by the priest Archangelo degl' Ungardi. In this epistle the "New Art" and its wonders are very extravagantly lauded, as usual.

The most remarkable aspects of Milanese printing are, first, the spirit of association, by means of which the new art received an unusually powerful impetus; and secondly, the great number of eminent scholars who became correctors of the press there; for the editors of those days, both in Milan and elsewhere, were often their own press readers and correctors, whose Latin notes of direction for alterations, &c. &c., still form the only method readily intelligible to modern printers—the _dele_ (erase), _stet_ (let it stand), &c. &c., being used at this day cabalistically, as it were, by hundreds who do not understand their original meaning, now that printing has become a common branch of manufacture, often in illiterate hands, instead of being a mysterious art practised only by scholarly clerks in full possession of the routine book learning of the time. The correctors of the press in Milan, when men of great eminence, sometimes appended their own names to the books, to the exclusion of those of the printers, which has led to some confusion in the history of the Milanese Press, inasmuch as such names have occasionally been mistaken for those of the actual printers. It may be noticed here that about this time, what we term Signatures were first generally used, both in Germany and Italy. These signatures consist in a letter or figure printed at the bottom of each sheet, of four or more pages, by which means the proper succession of the sheets when folded into pages could be at once determined, without reference to the subject matter—a necessary, or at all events a very convenient arrangement, at a time when, there was no number to each page, as at the present day. Such signatures are comparatively useless now, when the pages are all numbered; but old custom causes them to be still used in our modern printing-offices; and the printer, when referring to a certain part of a book in the press, never refers to the number of the page, but always to his signature, A, B, C, or D, as the case may be. Indeed, the system of pagination itself is not yet perfect; for the pages on which a fresh chapter is commenced are still left without a number—a most inconvenient relic of the olden times. Some offices have, however, quite recently, taken to filling up this disagreeable and inconvenient blank.

BOLOGNA.

BOLOGNA acquired, at the close of the fifteenth and beginning of the sixteenth century, great importance as one of the chief seats of Italian typography, though not very early in the field. The first to establish a permanent press in the city was Baldazzare Azzoguidi, a native Bolognese, partially assisted at first by Andrea Portilia, of Parma, who, however, soon returned to his native place. The first book with a positive date printed at Bologna, is also the first _complete_ edition of the works of Ovid; a large folio volume, printed in a fine Roman character. In the subscription Baldazzare is described as being the first to establish a printing-press in his native city: "_Primi in sua civitate artis impressoria inventor;_" the term _inventor_ having then a different and less restricted sense than that in which it is now employed. The new art then introduced is further described as being for the use (_ad utilitatem_) of the whole human race. In Plate 30 will be found a portion of a page from Azzoguidi's "Ovid," from a beautifully illuminated copy, evidently intended for some eminent person. It is in the British Museum, and is among the choicest of the book treasures bequeathed by Mr. Grenville, being the only perfect copy of the work hitherto discovered.

FLORENCE.

At FLORENCE, so celebrated for its engravers on metal, and where the nielli of Maso Finiguerra so closely approached the not yet realized art of engraving plates for the purpose
Orba parente suo quicumque uolumina cernis:
His saltem nostra deus in urbe locus.
Quoct magis fauces: non sunt hsec edita ab illo:
Sed qui sui domini funere raptus est.
Quicquid in his igne uicit rude carmen habedit:
Emendatur us si licuit et eram.

IN NOVA FERT ANIMVS
mutatas dixere formas
Corpora: dili cespits:
nam vos mutatis & illas:
Aspirate maris:
primoque ab origine mundi
Ad mea perpetui
deducte tempora carmen:
Ante mare & terras:
& quod texit omnium celum
Vitus erat tota naturae unius in orbe:
Quem dixere chaos: rudus indiget ac moles:
Nec quicquid: nisi pondus ineris: congelatae cadet
Non bene lunaria discordia femina rerum:
Nullius ad huc mundo prebeat lumina terram:
Nec noua crescente reparat corua phebe:
Nec circumfulo pendebat in aeris tellus:
Ponderibus librata luis: nec brachia longo:
Margine terrarum portaverat amplitudo:
Quae erat & tellus: illic & portus & aer:
Sic erat instabilis tellus: innabilis unda:
Lucis egens aer: nulli sua forma manebat:
Obitabatque alis aluid: quia corpore in uno:
Frigida pugnabat calidis: humente flectis:
Mollia cum durius: sine pondere habenta pondus:
Hanc deus & melior litem natura diremit:
Nam celo terras: & terras abscedit undas:
Et iucundum spiritum scetur ab aere coelum:
Quae poliuis uoluit cecop exerit accento:
of obtaining printed impressions from them, the new art of Koster and Gutenberg was only introduced at a comparatively late period. Eventually, however, it was first exercised at Florence by one of her own citizens, and not by a German,—Bernardo Cennino, a goldsmith, well skilled in the artistic branches of his craft, and who had assisted Ghiberti in the famous gates of the Baptistery, which, as long as they exist, will form one of the most exquisite monuments of the cinquecentisti, whose works will ever mark a memorable epoch in artistic history. Bernardo, alive to all the advances that art was making in his time, and being greatly impressed by the surprising results of the printing-press, and, jealous of the honour derived by Germany from its invention, determined to give to his native city all the advantages of the new art, without German aid. With this determination in view, he managed to acquire the principles of the system from general report, and, by a careful examination of the books themselves; and thus mastered the difficulties of engraving and casting the characters, the formation of a press to obtain impressions from such letters, and also the composition of a moderately adhesive ink. It was thus, from the study of such printed books as he could closely examine, that he and his sons made all the necessary apparatus, and eventually produced a creditably-printed volume, the "Commentary on Virgil" by Servius, in folio; the well-formed types being of the Roman style. This really remarkable book, for the production of which the first Florentine press was created by the indefatigable energy and perseverance of a native artist, is accompanied by a very interesting colophon, or conclusio, as it is sometimes called, in which the above circumstances are briefly alluded to; the engraving of the steel punches and the casting of the characters being very graphically described. This single-handed experiment, though successful, was doubtless very costly and unprofitable to Bernardo; for no other book of his is known, though he lived till the close of the century, exercising with distinction his original profession of goldsmith. It appears probable, however, that he continued to engrave types, though he ceased to use them as a printer; and it has been conjectured that one of the most remarkable monuments of the printing-press, the first edition of "Homer" printed in Greek characters, was executed with type furnished by Bernardo. This work (which as a first attempt is a most remarkable triumph of the art) was edited, and, as some affirm, also printed by Demetrius Chalcondylos, a Greek refugee from Candia. It was published in 1488, and bears the following colophon:—"Labore et industriâ Demetrii Chalcondile;" and below, "Florentiniae, typis Bernardi et Nerii Tanaidis Giliî." An example from this work will be found in Plate 35, accompanied by a specimen page from the Greek "Aristote" printed at Venice, by the celebrated Aldus, in 1495.

It is probable that Germans experienced in the art, and who could undersell him in the market, arrived in Florence even before Bernardo's solitary book was complete; for in the following year—1472—a work issued from a Florentine press, established by one Peter, son of John, styling himself "de Moguntia," as coming from that nursery of the early printers, the famous Mayence. The first volume printed by Peter, son of John, was the "Philocolo" of Boccaccio, having the following simple subscription, the Latin of which may be thus translated:—"Master John, son of Peter of Mayence, wrote (scripsit) this work in Florence, the 12th day of November, 1472." He also produced, most probably about the same time, an edition of the "Triumphs of Petrarch," with the same colophon, even to the scripsit, instead of impressit (but without date). In this we may perceive how determined the early printers were to consider their art as a kind of magical writing, rather than the result of a merely mechanical contrivance. No other work of John's press is known; but there are records of his having sold types to other Florentine printers, and it is possible that he afterwards confined himself to that branch of his art. If so, he must rank as the first type-founder who exercised that art as a separate and distinct business.

Another German, Nicholas of Breslau, is known to have been in Florence shortly after this period, when he became by far the most celebrated of Florentine printers. In 1477 he published
Bettini’s “Monte Sancto di Dio,” which exhibits the first example of illustrations by means of engraved metal plates, Sweinheim’s “Ptolemy” not having as yet appeared. These plates are said to have been designed by Baccio Baldini, and engraved by Sandro Boticello, both of them pupils of Finiguerra. Some critics, however, reverse the positions of the designer and engraver. Plate 32 is the frontispiece of this singular volume; and the composition and design of this earliest of book-illustrations on metal will be at once admitted to be a very striking work. The steps of the ladder leading to Heaven are marked—Humility, Prudence, Temperance, Fortitude, &c.—and a monk is successfully ascending, his eyes fixed on a crucifix, on the hill, to which he addresses the words: “Draw me after Thee” (in Italian). A worldling, on the other hand, dressed in all the elegant bravery of the day, raises his eyes to examine the way up the sacred mount, but fails to distinguish it, while a demon holds him by the leg with a band, upon which is written “Blindness.”

The whole allegory would have greatly delighted John Bunyan, and might have given him some new ideas for his “Pilgrim’s Progress.”

In the next Plate (33) is a specimen page of the letterpress of the work, which is extremely regular and good. Plate 32 ½ consists of the celebrated figure of Christ from this volume.

Nicholas published soon afterwards his celebrated edition of “Dante.” It is evident that Dante had taken full possession of the Italian mind at that epoch; for in the single year 1472 three editions of the “Divina Commedia” were issued; and this feeling of national interest in the works of the Florentine poet went on increasing, in so much that, in the following century, as Guinguenée has stated, the professorial chairs at Bologna, Pisa, Venice, and other Italian seats of learning, were almost entirely devoted to explanations of the thoughts and images set forth in the great national poem. The general appreciation of the poetry of Dante was in great part owing to its being written in the native tongue; and the same may be said of the works of Boccaccio, and those productions of Petrarch which were written in Italian. “Petrarch” was first printed in 1470, and “Boccaccio” in 1471; and editions of their works still continually issue from the press, while those of contemporary authors who wrote in Latin only have sunk into comparative oblivion. It was immediately after the great success of Bettini’s “Monte Sancto di Dio,” illustrated with engravings on copper by Baldini and Boticelli, that Nicolo Lorenzo determined to produce an edition of the “Inferno” of Dante, illustrated by the same artists, in which there was far greater scope for picturesque invention and composition. The striking nature of this unique series of compositions may be inferred from the fac-simile of a page of the work given entire in Plate 31. It is the beginning of Canto xix.; and the Plate represents the awful punishment of simony, so graphically described by Dante. Gustave Doré must have seen this composition, striking and powerful in spite of its rudeness, and even grotesqueness, for he has treated the subject precisely in the same manner, though with all the superior knowledge and appliances of modern art. The specimen is taken from a very fine copy of the work now in the Grenville Collection in the British Museum.

Florence had also Italian successors to her first native printer: after Bernardo had been forced to abandon the field by German rivalry, two of the Brotherhood of St. Dominic, in the monastery of San Jacopo de Ripoli, in the Via della Scala, set up a press, and produced several works, which have been described by P. Vincenzio Fineschi, in his essay entitled “Notizie Storiche sopra la Stamperia di Ripoli,” an interesting work, in which, however, a few errors of date require adjusting. In the course of their progress they purchased types of John of Mayence, which, according to Dibdin, appear to have been the same which he used in his “Philocolo.” These industrious monks afterwards increased their labours so much as to consider it necessary to establish a type-foundry in their own monastery, and one Benvenuto, the son of Clement, was employed to engrave their punches. Though rarely producing their works for direct sale, they yet made them profitable, as they exchanged them for nearly everything they required in their establishment;

*A few regular commercial transactions with booksellers are recorded.*
CANTO. XIX. DELLA PRIMA CANTICA DI DANTHE.

Questo el decimonono danto: nel quale dimostra che nella terza bolgia sono puniti esporti e simonio vendita o comprera delle ceste eare e spirituali con denari; e non si gode equitably denari. Adunque chi uende e comprera ecoramjento della cesta e alcuna degna di spirituali e simonio benifici, o altre ceste simili; delle quali el tuo ro prezzo e non oro ne argento; Ma fanciulla di uita et di costumi et virtu et doctrina e simo

tiaco; el quale nome uiene da Simon magho el quale fu el primo che teneto questa fedelareza nel nuovo teatamento. Ilche accioche piu aperta mente sintonia et scripto ne giaci deggapposto li: che dopo lamorte del procheti e vescovi

Simon magho o misteri secuaci che che di dio che di bonnade debbon essere spose; et noi racaci

Per oro et argento adulterate lor consueti che per qui suoni la tromba pero che nella terza bolgia state

Gia eravamo alla frequente tomba montati dell'egojo in quella parte chappunti soural mezzo elfo piomba.

glatari credette a Philippo et baptezossi. Ma anch'ora ne baptezati di samaria non era lo spirito fancio. Ma uenuti poi Pietro et Ioanni corono pe baptezati et dopo lorazione posono loro le mani adossi et quegli ricercano lo spirito fancio. Il perche parendo gran choza a Simone che pel porto della ma no lo spirito fancio ueniri offerte permuta a goglottoti et loro el defiso tale potestia che ponendo la mano adossa al baptezato gli ueniri lo spirito fancio: al quale riprese Pietro La pecunia tua non sia teo in perdizione. Et certo perche ti stimasti che el dono di dio si potessi bautere per permuta tu non hai parte ne forza in quello terreno. Et el cuor tuo non e diretto nel confessio di dio. Tiensi la tua pettia: et preegha idio fe potibile et che quella cogistazione si parte del cuor tuo e perche lo tu meglio esse nel tiene dettiantuinde et nel unico della iniquità. Da questo Simone adunque sono deesi simo siaci nel nuovo teatamento quegli che combatano chon prezzo la choze facere Chome nel teatamento uccide et erano denominati da Giexi sfero diplese prohetia. Caro Hileio prohetia della lebra Naaman prinicipe della milita del re di Saba in virtu di dio. Ne molle ricenere alcuni premio da lui; ben che ghanefti arrecati assim thefori. Ma Giexi sfero diplese paricosi gia Naaman giando diere et rag giuntido et fusa che due de fuglisi de proheti suffiso uenuti allui dal monte epbraim e domando
ONE OF THE ENGRAVINGS FROM THE MONTE SANTO DI DIO.
ΕΙΣ ΑΓΑΘΟΥΣ ΑΝΔΡΑΣ. ΕΙΣ ΠΛΑΤΩΝΑ.

Εις τακτικὴν προσοχήν θυσίων 
τὸν τακτικήν ἀκούσαν 
καταβολήν φιλανθρωπίας 
τῷ καὶ περὶ εὐχαριστίαν 
τῶν καὶ περὶ θοῦσ 
καὶ τὴν κατ' ἐνεπανάλογον 
καὶ 


ΠΟΡΦΥΡΙΟ ΕΙΣΑΓΩΓΗ.

ΝΤΟΣ Ανακαινήσεις Χρυσούλοις ἢ ἐκ τῶν ἑαυτοῖς ἄλοιπον τὸ ἐστὶν ἡ ἔννοια τῆς ἒλεοντος ἄνθρωπου. Περὶ διαφορὰς δὲ ἡ βλέπων ὡς ἐνέπην, τὰ δὲ ἑκείνη τῆς ἐλεοντος ἐκεῖνης τὸ ἕκαστον ὡς συμβεβηκότες ἐκεῖνος τὸ πρὸς ἢ ὡς ἔστως ἢ ἀληθείᾳ, καὶ ἐν τούτῳ ἢ ἐπενεχεῖσθαι ἢ ἀπεξέρχεσθαι, ἢ μᾶλλον ἢ ἀπεξέρχεσθαι. Τίς τοῦτο ἢ πρὸς τὸν τόμον τῆς ἐλεοντος, τινὰ τοῦτο! περὶ ὁμολογίας ἢ ἀληθείας ἢ ἀφαίρεσις ἢ ἀπεξέρχεσται, ἢ πρὸς τὸν τόμον τῆς ἐλεοντος.
A PAGE FROM THE FIRST PRINTED HEBREW BIBLE. PRINTED AT SONCINO IN 1488.
LA MULTITUDINE DEGLI AMANTI GIOVANI, ET DILLE DIVE AMOROSE PVELLE LA NYMPHA APOLI PHILIO FACVNDAMENTE DECHIARA, CHIFVRO- NO ET COME DAGLI DII AMATE, ET GLI CHORI DE GLIDIVI VATICANTANTI, VIDE.

LCVNOMAIDITANTOINDEFESEOLO quio apertamente se accommodarebbe, che gli diuini ar chani diertando copioso & pienamente potesse quare re & uscire Et expressamente narrare & cum quanto di una pompa, indefiniti Triumphi, perenne gloria, feste ualoria, & felice tripudio, circa a queste quatro iusi tate si uige de memorando specatmine cum parole sufficientemente exprimere ualeste. Oltre gli inclyti adolecentuli & fitante agmine di numere & pericunde Nymphe, piu che la tenerece degli anni suiselle prudente & graue & attunle cum gli acceptissimi amanti de pubescente & depile gene. Ad alcuni la primula-langue splendifere le male inferpia delito s alacremente festigiauano. Molte haendo le farole fue accense & ardente. Alcune uidi Pastorpho. Altre cum drite hati adornate de frische spolie. Et tali di uarii Trophi a optimamente ordinat

Brother Domenic, as the Padre Fineschi informs us, paying his doctor's bill with a "Quintus Curtius" and the "Legend of St. Catherine of Sienna," adding, however, a single gold florin, just to give a monetary flavour to the transaction.

In 1481 the goldsmiths and engravers, according to a short record of account still extant, furnished the Ripoli foundry with punches for 100 small letters, three large ornamental letters, and three vignettes. It is further stated that the conventual printers of Ripoli not only employed compositors, but compositresses also; so that Miss Emily Faithfull is not the first who considered the setting-up of type as a fit occupation for women. The compositresses were, it appears, always the Sisters of the convent; while several of the compositors were strangers—probably Germans.

The productions of Miscimonius cannot be passed over in silence while treating of early printing in Florence; and a page from the beautiful Breviary executed for the Camaldolesian monks, in 1439 (Plate 40, No. 1), will serve as an example. The page is beautifully illuminated in the margin, and the letters are semi-Gothic in form; that style being often retained, even in Italy, in books of religious character. In the same Plate is a specimen from the Florentine press of the celebrated Giunti; and a single example of their productions must suffice, though a very elegant volume might be written and illustrated on the subject of their works alone. The specimen in question is from an elegant octavo edition of the Comedies of Plautus, printed in the Italic style of type which was invented by the elder Aldus. The copy from which the example is taken is printed on vellum, and richly illuminated, as a presentation copy to Lorenzo the Magnificent. For an account of the beautifully-printed "Hours" and Missals of Giunti, this is not the place, as the subject of religious books of that class will be treated of generally when describing the more celebrated Parisian "Hours."

The present brief account of the first printers of Florence and a few among the most eminent of their more immediate successors can scarcely be concluded, whatever other omissions are necessarily made, without a brief allusion to the reproduction, by means of the printing-press, of those noble Greek manuscripts, written entirely in capitals, which were executed almost in fac-simile by Laurentius de Alopa. A single specimen, however, without comment, must alone suffice (Plate 34, No. 3). It is part of a page from his "Greek Anthology," printed at Florence in 1494. The original is in the British Museum, and forms part of the noble bequest of Mr. Cracherode to our National Library.

In Northern and Central Italy several German and Italian printers set up presses in the smaller towns, sometimes in rather obscure places. At Trevi, for instance, which Italian tourists only know through the magnificence of the neighbouring cascade, Jean Raynard, of Eninghen, produced two works,—one in 1470,* the other in 1471;† the first without the printer's name. At Verona, a noble volume, rich in illustrations, "Valturius de Re Militari," appeared as early as 1472. At Treviso, Gerardo de Lisa, a native of Flanders, printed, in 1471 (?), "B. Augustini de Salute, sive de A spiratione Animae ad Deum," and continued to print there till 1476, when he proceeded to Vicenza, Venice, Friuli, and Udine, as we are informed by M. Van der Meersch, in his interesting work on early Belgian printers. At Ferrara, André Belfort, a Frenchman, introduced the printing-press in 1471, producing an edition of the "Epigrams" of Martial, and also the volume entitled "Augustini Dathi Senensis libellus de variis loquendi Figuris." Pavia lays claim, on the strength of a single production, to having enjoyed the privilege of a printing-press as early as 1471; the book in question being a work on medicine by John of Ferrara, dated Pavia, 1471, without a printer's name. At Piacenza, John Petrus de Ferratis printed a fine Bible in 1475, and Leonardo de Basilea

* "Historia quomodo B. Franciscus petivit a Christo, &c."
† "Bartholi de Seopera, &c."
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produced his "Dita Mundi" at Vicenza in 1474. The first Genoese printer was Moravus of Olmutz, a German, who associating himself with a native Italian, Michael di Monaco, printed several books in 1474. It would appear, however, that he was established singly, as early as 1471, as a petition to the Genoese authorities is still in existence, in which the old manuscriptists request to be protected from the competition of freshly arrived printers, in the production of such ordinary works as Breviaries, Donati, and Psalters; and this proved, no doubt, a permanent cabal, on the ground of good old "vested rights," which, it would seem, eventually drove the practitioner of the new art from Genoa to seek his fortune elsewhere, as he is known to have quitted Genoa for Naples.

In the cities of Southern Italy the spread of the printing-press was slower than in the North, but not much behind in date. Naples received her first press from Sixtus Riessinger of Strasburg, who removed there from Rome, and whose first Neapolitan production was "Bartholi de Saxoferrato Lectura sopra Codice," published in 1471. Riessinger was a priest, and states, in his subscription, that he composed the notes which accompany the text:—

Quas cernis mira Sixtus Theotonius arte
Parthenope impressit, compositique notas.

In 1475 he published the first edition of the "Constitutiones of the Kingdom of Sicily," with the notes entirely surrounding the pages of the text, after the manner of Schoffer's "Constitutiones Clementinae." In order to establish the German priest and his new art permanently in Naples, the king offered Riessinger a bishopric and other advantages, which were declined, through humility, and the printer Sixtus Riessinger eventually retired to Rome. His place, however, was soon filled by one of his fellow-citizens, who arrived at Naples from Strasburg in 1475. This printer was Berthold Rying, who was followed by Arnold of Bruxelles, and by Matthias Moravus of Olmutz, who having, on his début at Genoa, been ostracised by the Genoese copyists, was now destined to become the most celebrated of Neapolitan printers. His small Bible, printed in 1476, closely resembles that of Jenson, printed at Venice, and though far less celebrated, is so finely executed that one cannot wonder at the printer's skill alarming the jealous scribes of Genoa.

Sicily, like Naples, received her first printer through Rome; Heinrich Alding, with his workmen, having quitted that city in 1471, to repair to Catania, in Sicily, whence, not being successful, he removed to Messina, in which place he printed several works between 1473 and 1478. He appears also to have had a press in Naples. His works not being specially remarkable, require no further notice; but want of space alone compels me to abandon the wish to say a few words concerning some other printers of Southern Italy at this period.

I must not quit the subject of early Italian printing without a passing glance at that celebrated Hebrew Bible, the first ever printed, which issued from the press of Abraham Colorito, at Soncino, in 1488. It is a very remarkable work, not only on account of the type, but also for its decorative features, which are of a conspicuous character. The titles of the chapters are printed in large characters on a decorative background, and the broad marginal border of the page selected as a specimen is very bold and characteristic. It is doubtful whether these decorations are executed on wood or metal; but I am inclined to think the latter. The British Museum possesses only a portion of the work, from which my example is taken. It came to that collection with the old Royal Library; having been previously in the possession of Archbishop Cranmer, whose notes and Latin translations, in his own handwriting, occur on many of the pages.

The Germans naturally took the lead in establishing printing in the south of Europe; but after the appearance of Jenson in the field, many other Frenchmen were to be found among those enterprising printers who sought their fortune in Italy, as we shall see in treating of the first developments of the art in France, in the ensuing chapter.
CHAPTER IX.

Of the beginning of the art of printing in France, and its development in that country to the close of the Fiftieth Century.

In France, but for a political accident,—the singular death of Charles VII. by voluntary starvation, and the consequent accession of Louis XI., that country would certainly have been endowed with the printing-press before England, and possibly before Italy, and even many of the German states themselves, with the exception of those in the more immediate vicinity of Mayence. Paris was then the great intellectual centre of Western Europe; and it was a period in which France was vigorously recovering herself from those destructive civil wars caused by the dissensions of the houses of Orleans and Burgundy, which resulted in the partial conquest of the country by England, and the nominal establishment of an English monarch on the French throne; and the culminating points of these events happened contemporaneously with the first struggles and successes of the printing-press. Koster first brought his printing projects to bear about the year 1430,—the Maid of Orleans was burnt at Rouen on the 14th of June, 1431, and Henry VI. of England was crowned king of France at Paris in the November of the same year. Charles VII., whose eventual restoration brought about the reunion of several of the dismembered provinces of France, and the addition of others, rapidly became one of the most powerful and influential sovereigns in mediæval Europe; and he was not only a lover of peace, but a patron of learning and learned men, and of all the arts of civilization.

The protection that had previously been afforded to science by Charles V., and the foundation of the National Library of France by that prince, had led to the establishment of many eminent men in the French capital, and caused the University of Paris to be sought by the ambitious youth of all continental Europe, as the sole centre where the most advanced learning of the day could be advantageously acquired; and among the students then assembled there was Peter Schöffer, afterwards the pupil of Gutenberg, and the partner and grandson-in-law* of Fust. Under these circumstances, and with the University of Paris standing at the head of all the seats of learning in Europe, it may easily be conceived that such an invention as that of printing, when reduced at once to a practical and convenient form, would scarcely be an event of a kind to pass unnoticed in the French capital; nor was it so; for no sooner did reports and mysterious whisperings concerning the new art become known there, which appears to have been very shortly after the publication of Gutenberg’s Bible (1456), than means were promptly taken by the Government, or rather, as the record shows, by the direct intervention of the king, to endow Paris with the invaluable possession of the Printing-press. By a document still preserved in the Library of the Arsenal, we are informed that on the 3rd of October, 1458, the king, having learnt that Messire Gutenberg, chevalier, residing at Mayence, in Germany, a man dexterous in the engraving of letters and punches, had brought to light the invention of printing by means of such characters; and being curious concerning such valuable knowledge (tel trésor), the king ordered the masters of his mint to name to him persons well skilled in such kind of engraving, that he might despatch them to the aforesaid place, in order secretly to inform themselves of the said invention, and to understand, conceive, and learn the art, &c. &c."

Upon which mandate it was directed that Nicholas Jenson, an expert engraver, should be forthwith despatched to Mayence, to learn the art in question, for the purpose of introducing it to Paris,

* As previously stated, he married the daughter of Conrad, the son of Fust.
—a plan which was put into immediate execution; and Jenson, either by engaging himself as an engraver to Gutenberg, or Fust and Schoifther, or some other printer,—for there were already several in Mayence and the neighbourhood,—did acquire the art, as he had been instructed to do; but before his return Charles VII. had died, and Jenson finding that the protégés of the late king were not likely to find favour with his rebellious son, now Louis XI., nor with his ministers, carried the art which he had acquired to Italy, where, as we have seen, he established at Venice one of the earliest Presses in Italy, and one of the most remarkable in Europe.

Louis XI., however, though an unnatural son, and possessing many other bad qualities, was yet, after his own peculiar fashion, a friend to learning, and a lover of the arts; and to his efforts Paris was eventually indebted for the reintegration of the scattered remains of the library of the Louvre, founded by Charles V., which became the nucleus of the present National Library of France. He was also the liberal patron of Jean Fouquet, of Tours, the greatest illuminator of the day, whose works rank among the chief glories of that beautiful art, and whose large miniatures in the fine MS. of Josephus's "Antiquities of the Jews," now in the Imperial Library, are unrivalled as book-pictures of their class.

It was in 1462 that Fust came to Paris with a supply of his Bibles, which he was able to sell for 50 crowns each, instead of 400 or 500 crowns, which was the average price of MS. books of the same kind. And so far was he from being persecuted, as narrated by subsequent writers, that we find him, as previously described, well received and encouraged, both by the public and by persons in authority. Two members of the University of Paris, stimulated by the example of Fust, were, in fact, the first to set up a printing-press in that city. These were, Guillaume Fichet, a Doctor of Theology and Boursier of the Sorbonne, and John Heynlin, of Stein (Stone), near Constance. Heynlin received his German surname, Stein, from his native village, as also his Latin name, Lapideus, and his French surname, De la Pierre; by each of which he is better known than by that of Heynlin. Jean Heynlin, or Jean of Stein, or Lapideus, otherwise De la Pierre, was commissioned by the Boursier Fichet to obtain German workmen for the purpose of setting up a press in the University; and the assistants so procured were, Ulric Gering of Constance, Michel Friburger of Colmar, and Martin Grantz, who were probably at that time established at Basle, where, as we have seen, the printing-press was early introduced. The three German printers arrived in Paris at the close of 1469 or the beginning of 1470, and were at once installed in a suitable atelier in the Sorbonne, near the apartments of Fichet and De la Pierre. The first work printed in the newly-established press was a volume containing the Letters of Gasparino of Bergamo; and the types used were of the Romanized character, having still a slight Gothic angularity about them. The volume is a small quarto, commencing with an Epistle from Guillaume Fichet, Doctor in Theology, to Jean de la Pierre, Prior of Sorbonne, which fixes the date of the book—as De la Pierre was only twice Prior—first in 1467, and the second time in 1470,—and it is to the second period of his holding that office that the issue of the little book in question must be assigned. This, the first book printed in Paris, has a brief subscription or colophon appended by its printers, claiming that distinction. But though the first book printed in Paris, our own William Caxton may claim the honour of having printed the first book in the French language, as I shall attempt to show in my account of the early works of our first English printer. The prefatory letter by Fichet contains many highly interesting passages connected with the correction of the press by De la Pierre, as also concerning the state of Latin learning at the period, and many other details, of which want of space alone forbids the insertion here. In Plate 46 (No. 1) will be found a fac-simile of a page of this interesting volume, which is taken from the copy in the British Museum, purchased for that institution in 1848. It will be seen that the type is of a fine clear character, and so Italian in style that it might almost pass for the work of an Italian printer. It is probable that specimens of the fine books printed at Venice by the Frenchman Jenson in the
Italian style had been forwarded to Paris by him, and so established a taste for that style, which was, however, afterwards pretty generally superseded, for a time, by a reaction in favour of the angular Gothic. It will be seen that spaces were left for the principal initials to be supplied by the illuminator, as in nearly all the very early productions of the printing-press.

The epitome of "Livy," by Florus, was the next book printed in the Sorbonne, followed by an edition of Sallust's "Catiline Conspiracy." These were succeeded by a work on Rhetoric by Fichet himself, who caused five impressions of his work to be printed on vellum, as presentation copies; each having, in the dedication, the name of the person to whom it was presented. The one intended for and bearing the name of Pope Sixtus IV. is now in the British Museum. The fac-simile just described will convey a very perfect idea of the style of the printing of this work, and also of the illuminations, among which is a miniature representing Fichet in the act of presenting his work to the Pope. Several other works were produced at the German press in the Sorbonne, all of which are printed with types cast from the same moulds, as stated by M. Cheviller, in his "History of the Origin of Printing in the City of Paris." In the works printed in the Sorbonne the principal capitals are invariably painted by hand, and the text is occasionally of faulty execution; but the ink is almost always black and brilliant. Some of them have the rubrics written by hand, while in others they are printed. Fichet was an intimate friend and correspondent of the celebrated Cardinal Bessarion, whose letters to himself he also printed in the press of the Sorbonne.

The second press established in Paris was that of Peter Cæsaris and John Stoll, both students of the University, who became pupils and assistants of Gering and his associates, and eventually established a press of their own about the year 1473. These students having become printers in the general rage for the "new art," established their office in the Rue St. Jacques, at the sign of the Green Rod; and, in the same street, they were soon followed by their instructors and employers, Gering and his partners, who, tired of their state of dependence in the Sorbonne, which their old patron Fichet had quitted, set up an independent press at the sign of the Golden Sun, opposite the Rue Fromentel. In their independent position, Gering and his partners made use of a new character, more Gothic in style than that used when under the classical influences of the Sorbonne, which establishment, either from communications with Jenson, or more probably from a close connection with the court of Rome, adopted the Romanized form of type. The books of Caesaris are also in the more Gothic style of type. Both these presses were tolerably active, but not to a sufficient degree to supply the Parisian demand; for we find Schoiffer still pouring in his periodical supply, while great numbers of printed books from all the German and Italian presses found their way to that great intellectual centre.

About this time Herman de Statten, whom Schoiffer employed as his agent when not in Paris himself, died, and, not being naturalized, his own property and Schoiffer's stock of books were seized and sold, though the amount realized was afterwards restored to Schoiffer. It was this circumstance which led Gering and his partners to solicit from the king letters of naturalization, as a protection to their property. The king at once acceded to their request, and the letters patent then granted to them are still in existence, dated February, 1474 (1475 new style). Another proof that the king was well disposed towards the new art when those exercising it were no longer the protégés of his father, is, that he granted, on petition, to Peter Schoiffer a sum of 2,425 écus, as indemnification for the stock of books which, as stated above, had been seized as the property of an alien.

The printing ateliers of the Golden Sun and the Green Rod were destined, towards the year 1476, to meet with serious rivalry from various new printers who began to establish themselves about that time. Among these was Pâquier Bonhomme, formerly bookseller to the University, who published in 1477 (new style) "Les Grandes Chroniques de France," the first book printed in French, and in Paris, with a date. Next appeared Guillaume Maynal, formerly associated with Gering; and then Anthony Verard, whose illustrated "Books of Hours" and other publications rank
among the most desired acquisitions of bibliophiles. Verard, who had previously been an illuminator, and possibly a block-book engraver, soon became very eminent when he adopted the new art of printing. He executed above a hundred different works; among others, his famous "Mirroir Historial" (1495), upon the illustrations of which M. Renouvier has written a very interesting essay. His "Books of Hours" I shall allude to in another place, when treating of a style of work in which the French printers and engravers achieved unrivalled excellence; but I must especially mention here his "Art of Good Living and Dying," printed for the English market, and in English, a work produced quite at the close of his career. The fac-simile page from this work (Plate 49) is from a copy in the British Museum. The illustration exhibits the purgatorial punishments of gluttony—brandy-drinkers being drenched with "real" liquid fire, while gastronomists are forcibly fed with loathsome reptiles. This curious book (Plate 49) bears the title "Traytte of God Lyvyng and Good Deyng, etc. translatyt in Parys the xiii day of May, of Franch in Englysh, oon thowsand v horsreth et iii zeares, &c." The work was presented to the Museum by William Maskell, Esq.; and, judging from the opening passage in our specimen, was probably translated by a foreigner who had acquired the language abroad, or who corrected the work in his own fashion or from some English version written in a strong provincial dialect, as Dutch words often occur instead of pure English, and the spelling expresses a much broader accent than that of the best English of the period. This will be seen on deciphering the paragraph beginning: "Lazar' new roysyng from Deethe to lyve, beyeing in the hows of the said Symon the Lepron," &c.

Those especially interested in the details concerning the early printers of Paris should read the work of M. Cheviller, who has collected a number of very curious facts concerning them, and by whom we are informed that Gering, the first Parisian printer, made a large fortune, and that when he died, in 1509, he bequeathed nearly the whole of it to the Sorbonne, of which he had been, despite of his great age, elected a student member. Gering’s classical types are very elegant; but the taste of the day in Paris still yearned towards the old and national Gothic letter, which was consequently adopted in his later books. At Caen, Robert Mace, who died an established printer in 1491, had the honour of instructing the celebrated Plantin, who eventually left his native place to establish himself at Antwerp.

The city of Lyons, the second place in France destined to receive the art of printing, was not indebted to German artificers for its introduction. Frenchmen had, indeed, without naming Jenson, already made themselves famous in the art in several Italian cities: Stephen Coral at Parma, as early as 1471; Louis de la Salle at Venice, in 1473; Eustache le Français at Brescia; and, not much later, Jean Fabri at Turin; Pierre Mauser at Padua; and Philippe Albinus at Vicenza, in 1477. So that when Guillaume le Roi established himself at Lyons, probably at the invitation of Barthélemy Buyer, an influential citizen, he was not by any means one of the first Frenchmen to establish a printing-press, though the first to do so in France. His first book was a little quarto of 162 pages, printed in Gothic type in 1473. The work thus printed was the "Compendium" of Lotharius, afterwards pope under the name of Innocent III. The subscription, with the name of the printer and the date, states that the work was printed for the honourable citizen Barthélemy Buyer, in whose house the press had been established, as shown by the subscription to another book of Le Roi's,—the "Speculum Vitae Humanae" of Roderic Sancius. In the subscription to the "Mirroir Historial" of the same printer, the following statement, in French, recites these facts still more precisely: "Imprimé à Lion sur le Rosne, en la maison de maistre Bartholomieu Buyer, citoyen de Lion, et fini le dernier jour de juillet mil quatre cens lxxix." Several other works were issued from the same press; and some have conjectured, without sufficient evidence, that Buyer was himself the printer. After 1483, Le Roi printed books entirely on his own account till about 1488; after which no books bearing his name are found. But others had already appeared in the field, especially Jean l'Allemand, of Mayence, who printed the well-known "Missal à l'usage de l'Eglise de Lyon," in
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olio, and printed in Gothic characters in black and red. It should be mentioned that it was in Lyons that the first book in France, illustrated with designs engraved on copper, appeared. Some of the best illustrations of this kind are found in "Breydenbach's Journey to the Holy Land," printed in 1488 by Michelet Topie de Pymont, and Jaques Heremberck d'Allemagne, in the name of Nicholas le Huen. The engravings are copied from those on wood of the original edition. As a specimen of the books of the early Lyonese printers, I have given a fac-simile of a page from the celebrated romance of the "Four Sons of Aymon," printed at Lyons, without name or date, about 1480. It is a very characteristic specimen of the printing and rude pictorial illustrations of the period. The heading, above the illustration, describes the subject,—"Les quatre fils Aymon furent chassés hors de Paris, par Charlemagne, roi de France." The volume is in the British Museum, forming part of the old Royal Library. As an additional example of works of a similar class, I have (in Plate 47, No. 2) given a fac-simile of a page from the romance of "Fierabras," printed at Geneva, by Louis Gaiban, in 1483—the "new art" being already planted in Switzerland at that comparatively early period.

It would be impossible to follow the establishment of printing in the principal provincial towns of France, which rapidly followed Lyons in the adoption of the services of the press; but one or two examples must nevertheless be given. A good specimen of the Abbeville-press is furnished in a fac-simile of a page of St. Augustine's "Cité de Dieu," printed there by Jehan Dupré, in 1486 (Plate 48). The Gothic details of the canopy, and the view of the city seen between the columns, cannot fail to be remarked as very neat specimens of early wood-engraving; especially as occurring in the first book ever printed at Abbeville. The copy in the Museum from which my fac-simile is taken was purchased in 1850.

Among the towns that followed Lyons in the adoption of the printing-press, none became more distinguished than Rouen. It was there, in fact, rather than in Paris itself, that most of the Missals for the service of the Catholic Church in England were produced; and some of them are very remarkable examples of printing and engraving, being often enriched with borders and large miniatures, intended for illumination. The Missal adapted to the Salisbury Ritual, printed by Martin Morin, at Rouen, in 1492, is the first printed edition of the Salisbury Missal. In works of this class the large miniatures and borders are frequently left without the addition of colour, while the large initials, as in the volume from which my example is taken, are often richly illuminated. This finely-executed Missal, of which a fac-simile of the first page will be found in Plate 50, was purchased by the trustees of the Museum in 1848.

I shall have occasion to refer again to the printers of Rouen and Paris, as producers of Missals for the use of the English Church, when treating of the advance of the art of printing in England, after the time of Caxton; I will therefore devote the next section of the present chapter to the remarkable Prayer Books, or "Hours," as they are termed, which issued from the presses of the various Parisian printers during the last ten or fifteen years of the 15th century.

THE FRENCH "BOOKS OF HOURS."

One would have thought, says Brunet, in his short essay on "Les Heures Gothiques," as he terms the profusely illustrated "Books of Hours" produced by the early French printers, that immediately after Gering and his associates had introduced to Paris the miraculous art of Gutenberg, which substituted for the slow, inaccurate, and costly art of the scribes and rubricators, an unerring, rapid, and wonderfully economical system of multiplying books, that the Parisian booksellers would at once have seen their advantage in turning it to account for the reproduction of such books as were in general and continuous demand, such as the ordinary books of devotion commonly known as "Hours." That they did not immediately take the fullest advantage of the "new art" may be
thus explained. In the first place, the old books of that class had peculiar attractions, which could not be imitated. They were generally executed on the finest vellum, and filled with richly-coloured ornaments and miniature pictures, more or less well executed; and, moreover, such books were often heirlooms in families, descending from generation to generation. Secondly, the rivalry which wood-engraving might offer to the established book-decorators could not be brought to bear all at once, as it had been as yet only used in sketchily-treated subjects, and not in fine and intricate borderings or delicately-finished miniatures crowded with minute figures, like those of the illuminators.

The first efforts towards rivalry with these richly-ornamented books were made by means of slightly-shaded outlines of the ornaments and pictures, printed from engraved blocks, and afterwards coloured in absolute imitation of the illuminated "Books of Hours." But the comparatively high price of these volumes, in which little more than the cost between printing and writing was economized—for the saving of the mere outline to the illuminator was not much,—accounts for the somewhat late appearance of the first "Book of Hours," in which the profusest decorations of the wood-engraver were put forth in opposition to the gold and colours of the illuminator. Moreover, this direct substitution, though, at last, to a certain extent triumphant, could not be brought to a successfully attractive form all at once; and it was doubtless not from want of energy, or want of aptitude to perceive the advantages of the Press and the engraved block that kept back the book-dealers of Paris from at once issuing "Books of Hours" produced by the new methods, but chiefly in consequence of a natural prejudice of the public in favour of the MS. books, combined with the amount of time and experience necessary to adapt the new means to the special forms of a particular purpose.

The earliest successful "Book of Hours" issued by the printers without the aid of the illuminator, and which may be said to have been perfectly complete without the addition of colour, appears to have been the one executed by Philip Pigouchet, for Simon Vostre, the bookseller, in 1486. The style of these first Missal borders, although the addition of colour was not absolutely necessary, was yet adapted for colouring and gilding, as will be seen on reference to the specimens numbered 1 in Plate 51. The entire page (No. 4 in the same Plate), and also a small border (No. 3) from "Hours" issued in 1487, may serve to convey a very accurate idea of the ordinary style of work executed by Pigouchet for Simon Vostre. No. 4 exhibits a rich border, executed in successful emulation of the decorative borders of the illuminators; developing a style of work in which the glitter of gold and colour is compensated for by the richly-stippled background, which produces an effect of careful finish not to be attained by hand-work. The device of the printer—for devices had already become elaborate compositions—occupies a large portion of the page given, and consists of a shield suspended to a tree, bearing the initials of Philip Pigouchet, and having for supporters a wild man and woman, very gracefully and spiritedly drawn. All the ornaments and groups of figures in the borders are impressed with a true Gothic character, and have consequently the charm of that peculiar naïveté and quaintness which has been so sensitively appreciated within the last twelve or fifteen years,—leading so many clever artists to thread their way back towards the fascinating though crude simplicity of the 15th century, instead of boldly pushing forward to realize new kinds of excellence which must naturally arise out of the spirit of their own age.

Most of the books produced by Pigouchet were printed with the greatest care, on the purest vellum that could be procured, and are, in fact, the finest possible examples of early wood-engraving and printing.* In subsequent editions it was constantly sought to impart new attractions, by the introduction of fresh features; and in this feeling we find it announced by a publisher that a series of pictures from the Apocalypse, which were very popular subjects, would be found among the ornaments; while at other times illustrations from Pagan history were resorted to; such as the

* The letters that appear blurred in my examples are those that have been dashed with colour in the original, and which consequently come imperfectly in the photograph.
triumphs of Caesar, &c. A specimen of the small vignettes from the triumphs of Caesar will be found at No. 2 in Plate 51, with explanations in French under each subject, in some of which very curious mistakes occur; in one, for instance, where a very truthful representation of the Colosseum occurs, it is called the Palace of Caesar. In other editions the ancient Pagan sibyls were curiously mixed up with Christian saints, as in the large border in Plate 51, in which the Libyan sibyl is made to foretell the birth of Christ, as stated with many curiously naïve details. This border, as will be seen by the ornaments, which are no longer purely Gothic, belongs to a somewhat later period.

The Dance of Death, which eventually became the most favourite of all the devices for the border decorations of the French "Books of Hours," did not appear in the earliest editions. This famous mediaeval subject, capable of such various and striking treatment, had its origin at a somewhat earlier period, and consists, as is well known, in the representation of a series of figures, in all the various walks of life, suddenly overtaken by a grim skeleton, beating a drum or gaily playing a violin or flute, and inviting the victim to accompany him, the time of departure from the world having arrived. The dancing alacrity of the figure of Death, while laying claim to his successive victims, possibly gave rise to the term "Dance of Death;" it has, however, been suggested that it arose during one of the great plagues of the 14th century, when the sufferers died with fearful leaps and contortions, resembling the act of dancing. If such were the origin of the devices, they were most artistically applied; and the figures of kings, warriors, simple mechanics, priests, or shepherds, when jogged at the elbow by the grim reminder, are always most characteristic, in their respective modes of receiving the unwelcome visitor. It is, however, more probable that the term was bestowed in an allegorical sense, in allusion to the alacrity with which Death danced his fatal round to summon his victims; a notion quite in accordance with the general spirit of the age. However this may be, the subject became a most popular one as a decoration to religious books, especially as the great and powerful were thus strikingly shown up as equally liable to the common lot with the meanest and most humble. Many of the subjects are treated with great piquancy and artistic talent; and the verses which sometimes accompany them are often full of point; and of a kind of rough sarcastic wit, which must have been very telling at the time; but I have not given any examples, in order to reserve more space for ornaments of a less-known class.

In following the rise, progress, and decline of the Gothic "Hours," it will be found more convenient to examine a series of those of Pigouchet, Le Vostre, and one or two others, leaving a general sketch of the works of other artists and publishers to a subsequent division of the subject. With this view, I will describe two specimens of the Pigouchet and Le Vostre series, belonging to the most characteristic, and perhaps, on the whole, most attractive period; as shown in the fac-similes furnished in Plate 52. In No. 1, the varying series of colonnettes, scrolls, and pinacles, by means of which the arabesque border is framed, is full of decorative invention; while the border itself is animated with the truest grace and spirit of the style. The grotesques, in the character of those of the illuminators, are very fanciful, as shown in the narrow border and in the subject under the miniature picture; while the miniature itself must not be passed over, as it is a striking example of the clever devices by means of which Medialeval artists found material expression for the most abstruse doctrines. In the present instance, the actual presence of Christ at the Sacrament, and the Divine source of Papal authority, are both expressed, by means of a figure of Christ rising from a stone sarcophagus, and addressing, in a confidential manner, the Pope and Cardinals, who are kneeling at the altar in front of a sacramental chalice. The other page (No. 2) has a bordering composed of one of those well-known hunting groups, most artistically designed, so as to form a continuous border subject. Some of the devices of this class are among the most successful of the subjects employed in the decoration of the Parisian "Hours;" one of these, composed of youths gathering fruit in a tree, and throwing it to girls below, who catch it in their kirtles, is a perfect model of that class of composition. The subjects across the lower part of these two pages are of the kind generally found decorating the
lower portions of the pages of the Calendar, and which represent the sports of different seasons of
the year, of which I shall have occasion to speak in describing a subsequent illustration.

The two pages selected as specimens in Plate 53, from "Hours" by Le Vostre, are of about the
same date, and also of truly Gothic character. I have selected the first (No. 1) as presenting a
very perfect and beautiful treatment of that favourite subject of Mediaeval artists, the "Tree of
Jesse." The whole of the execution of this design is most conscientious and perfect, and the
expansion of the central and uppermost branch into the figures of the Virgin Mary and the Infant
Saviour, in illustration of the quoted passage from Isaiah, "Et flos de radice ejus ascendit," is
exceedingly graceful; the effect being much enriched and heightened by the gracefully-twisted
branches which form its framework. The subjects forming the external broad border form a good
example of those separate devices, which could either be used in a detached position or built up into
a border; or, the effect of which might be entirely changed by admixture with other ornaments, or
other subjects—affording means which engravers and publishers of the Parisian "Hours" very soon
turned to account, in obtaining a maximum of variety with a minimum of labour. The three subjects
under description are very strikingly treated—the first represents man in the state of death, the second
as consumed and purified by purgatorial fire, and the third the rising of a multitude from their graves
at the day of judgment. The page No. 2, of larger dimensions, is of the same period, and has, in
the marginal border, one of the graceful hunting subjects before alluded to, with a corresponding
device which forms the lower border, representing the carrying home of the slain deer. But the great
feature, for which this example was introduced, is the beautiful design formed of a graceful, tent-like
canopy, the drapery of which is held aside by angels in order to discover to view a magnificent
sacramental cup, supported by other angels,—the whole design being inclosed by rich columns,
spirally encircled by foliage. This design, in addition to its artistic excellence, further exemplifies
the ingenuity with which Mediaeval artists so readily illustrated the dogmas of the Roman
Catholic Church. In this instance, the representation of the wine in the cup as the actual blood of
Christ, is sought to be expressed by the artist; and his symbolism is, as usual, unmistakable—the
top of the cup being made to represent the wound in the side of Christ, in the usual conventional
manner, with drops of blood trickling from it. The stars in the dotted background, denoting heaven,
not only do good symbolic service, but produce at the same time a most pleasing and sparkling effect.
These ingenious devices, and their conscientious and elaborate treatment, show with what devout
energy the artistic spirit of the age gave itself up to the service of the Church,—exhibiting an amount
of devotion such as would, in any case, secure success, and which in the works of the great artists
and artisans of the Middle Ages secured that artistic triumph which is still acknowledged as strikingly
pre-eminent in many branches of art, even by the fastidious critics of the 19th century.*

In endeavouring to illustrate the more general course of development of the celebrated Gothic
"Hours" printed and published by Pigouchet and Vostre, I have not yet mentioned the exceeding
care of the printing displayed in some of the copies, especially the blackness and brilliancy of the
ink; and I cannot forbear giving, as an example of this kind of excellence, a page from a "Book
of Hours" by Chappiel, printed at Paris in 1504, in the "Agenda Format." This work, though
of comparatively late date, is still of entirely Gothic character, being probably printed from blocks
executed full ten years previously to the appended date. It is printed on the finest vellum; and
the illuminated letters, which show as blemishes in the photograph in consequence of the
vermilion becoming black, have a very pretty effect in the original. This copy of the "Hours"
(à l'usage de Rome, and unique in this form) was presented to our National Library by the Rev. J.
Horner. It must not be inferred, from the examples I have given from the "Hours" of Pigouchet
and Vostre, that they are never equal in printing to the specimen from Chappiel, or that they were

* It will be noticed, as shown in my plate, that the capital letters have been inserted by hand when not reproduced in
colour in my fac-simile; those in red come very black in my photograph, and the blue ones very pale.
invariably inferior: for, on the contrary, many of them are of unrivalled beauty in this respect; but my specimens have been selected for other purposes than simply to exhibit perfect examples of mere printing, and have sometimes been taken from very imperfect copies, when the subject, or some other circumstance, rendered the selection desirable.

The fac-simile No. 2, in Plate 54, consists of an entire page from the Calendar of one of Vostre’s later publications. The ornaments are inferior to the earlier works, and begin to exhibit a transitional tendency towards the Renaissance style, while the miniature subjects and grotesques framed in by them are still of the more purely Gothic period. The putting together of the various small blocks of which the border is composed is not so careful as in previous examples, and exposes the secret of the combination. The top border consists of a pair of subjects of the usual kind—the one being the Zodiacal sign of the month (May), while the other illustrates the pleasant occupations of that period of the year; namely, a ride through the woods and fields, a lady being seated on a pillow behind her cavalier, on a gaily-caparisoned palfrey. The subject in the lower border, as usual in the Calendars of the period, further illustrates the period of the year. A gay party are seated near a table in a garden; and a gallant plays on the reed pipe to one who is evidently listening with much interest to the performance; while another cavalier converses with a lady, who is wreathing a chaplet of flowers; and a third, with a hawk perched on one hand, strolls along chatting with a damsel who leans upon his arm. There is much naive grace in the simple treatment of this device, which, considering its minute dimensions, is well made out, and not without suitable expression. Many of the subjects which occupy this position in the Calendar borders are, in fact, little masterpieces of Mediaeval art, and a whole series of them might be selected which would form a very interesting pictorial commentary on the manners and customs of the time. The snow-ball ing and skating in winter, the village festivals and hawking parties of early spring, the various sports of summer, and the fruit-gathering and harvest-homes of the autumn, being rendered very attractive in a variety of forms by the designers of these graceful borders to the Calendar portion of the Parisian “Books of Hours.” The principal critical objection that can be made to the series of decorative borders in these interesting volumes is the too frequent repetitions, which often occur in very incongruous positions.

In the specimen No. 2 in Plate 54 we have seen a decidedly transitional tendency in the style of the ornaments towards a Renaissance character; and in the specimen No. 1, Plate 55, the broad border exhibits a nearly fully developed example of the school of ornament of the early portion of the French Renaissance; the Italian influence in the semi-classical ornaments being strongly marked. But, with the inconsistency always present in transitional periods, the upper portion of the narrow border, with its grotesques, is still in the old Gothic feeling. This specimen has been selected, not only to show the transition of the ornamentation from the Gothic to the Renaissance style, but also to exhibit an example of one of the first editions in which Vostre used his own printing-device instead of that of Pigouchet. It is probable that he actually printed the work himself, as the name of Pigouchet is not mentioned; and also that it was intended to be a very attractive edition, combining in itself the devices of several previous issues; as we find from the title, which runs as follows: “These present Hours are according to the Ritual of Rouen, at full length, &c., with the Miracles of Our Lady, and the figures of the Apocalypse from the Bible, and also the triumphs of Caesar, and several other histories illustrated in the Antique style, which have been printed by Symon Vostre, &c. &c.,” showing that no less than four distinct sets of border illustrations which originally appeared in separate editions, are all contained in the present volume.

The next illustration, No. 2, in Plate 55, shows a still more decisive adoption of the Renaissance style, in a strongly marked Italian feeling. The architectural framework to the illustration is, though rather loosely and roughly executed, extremely elegant in design; indeed, quite a model of its class. The subject which is framed by this gracefully conceived encase-
ment is, with the usual inconsistency of the period, of purely Gothic character, as indicated by the canopy and other architectural features. It probably belonged to an edition of an earlier period; but was on the present occasion surrounded by an ornament in the new style to put it "in the fashion." The picture itself is very naively and quaintly executed, with those simple Gothic graces about it which are always very charming. The subject is "The Adoration of the Shepherds," who bring various rustic offerings, a shepherdess bringing a lamb. Additional interest is imparted to this composition by the names appended to the respective shepherds; as Gobin le Gay, Le Beau Roger; &c., which accord with those of the religious legends and carols of the period.

The larger pictorial subjects in some of these "Hours" are frequently very admirable, even in the earliest periods of their issue, some of those of Pigouchet and Verard being wonderfully intricate works of design and wood engraving. The "Betrayal by Judas," in which the soldier is struck down by Peter, which occurs in one of Pigouchet's most carefully executed volumes, is a perfect marvel of neat and intricate execution, as is also the battle-scene in one of Simon Vostre's, occurring in the penitential psalms at the passage, "Domine, ne in furore tuo, &c.;" and I regret that I cannot find space for a few examples of such exquisite monuments of the Parisian art of that period; but as the style has been more or less completely represented in the pictorial subjects of No. 2, Plate 55, and Nos. 1 and 2, Plate 53, as well as in some of the miniature subjects of the Gothic borderings, I have thought it better to economize my space in order to introduce two of the large subjects from the later "Hours" of Vostre, which exhibit a more advanced style, of the Albert Dürer character. The two subjects in Plate 56, though, as it appears to me, of French design and workmanship, exhibit in the figures the characteristics of the advanced German school in a very marked manner, while, on the other hand, the architectural accessories are of completely Italian character. This combination may, perhaps, be traced to the residence of Albert Dürer at Venice, where his style, especially in the treatment of draperies, became quite a rage, and was closely imitated by Italian artists, who, nevertheless, did not abandon the Italian style of architectural ornamentation; while the close connection between France and Italy which existed during the reign of Charles VIII., from 1483 to 1498, is sufficient to account for all the details of Italian styles in art becoming gradually prevalent in Paris; an influence which may be traced in the two subjects under description, which, while they exhibit many of the German peculiarities of treatment in the draperies, have yet a certain slightly exaggerated grace which is peculiarly French; the poses being of a somewhat dramatic character not found either in the German school or the Italian. Whether by native French, or by German or Italian artists resident in Paris, these subjects bear the unmistakeable Parisian cachet in all their essential details; and as mere book illustrations, must be considered very beautiful works, of a very high character.

In order to exemplify the kind of influence which the gradual abandonment of the Gothic school of ornamentation had upon the decoration of the French "Books of Hours," I have selected two pages from the beautiful volume executed by Geoffroy Tory, for King Francis I., in a pure Renaissance style of ornament. It will be at once seen and admitted, that while greater elegance and refinement has certainly been achieved, nevertheless the fascinating richness and profuse detail of the Gothic period has been lost; and that, although stricter principles of art have been developed, and critical artistic intelligence is satisfied that a more correct style has been achieved, yet the eye is not so effectually charmed, nor is the fancy so completely captivated; and, in short, something of the rich though perhaps over-wrought fulness of the elder periods seems wanting to give effect to the more studied elegance of the new school.

In the subject representing the Adoration of the Kings, the Gothic angularity of outline has entirely disappeared, and the Italian manner of the great masters of the Raphaelesque period has been adopted. There is, however, still something of the quaint earnestness of the earlier epoch in the figure of the kneeling king, who has taken off his crown while at the feet of the
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infant Saviour; and also in the action of the second king, who points out to the Ethiopian prince the star that has guided him to Bethlehem. The composition, however, is spoiled by the solid black of the negro king; a device which, in a subject treated in all the other parts in simple outline, produces a harsh and unpleasant effect; but it was evidently a favourite artistic device of the period, and was very frequently employed.

Having given a general outline of the progressive styles of the Parisian "Hours," as illustrated by a series of the fine volumes of Pigouchet and Vostre, it will be but justice to name other artistic labourers in that special field of decorative book-work, more especially those of Kerver, Regnault, De Brie, Vivien, Verard, and Olivier, though I have no space for examples of their skill. The earliest of the "Hours," with illustrations engraved in miniature, and produced entirely in the printing-press, appeared in the reign of Charles VIII., and were so successful, that between 1484 and 1498 above sixty editions appeared, while in the following reign of Louis XII. the editions became innumerable; but with the greater rivalry as to cheapness, the merit of the execution, with a few brilliant exceptions, was considerably lowered; and in the reigns of Francis I. and Henri II., though great epochs in French art, none of the "Hours" illustrated by engravings were in any way equal to those of the earlier periods, with the sole exception, perhaps, of Tory's gracefully ornamented volume which I have just described.

The order of the illustrations in these volumes, of the standard type, was as follows:—First came the well-known anatomical figure illustrating the subjection of the different members of the body to certain planets and constellations, from which fatal influence it is set forth that the Church endeavoured to free mankind. Next came the twelve leading subjects of the Calendar, illustrating the periods of the year by means of compositions representing popular games, and having smaller illustrations formed of the signs of the Zodiac and other ornamental devices. There are generally seventeen of the larger picture illustrations in these "Hours," beginning with the Martyrdom of St. John at the Latin Gate; and among the others, the Kiss of Judas, the Salutation, the Visitation, the Nativity, the Annunciation to the Shepherds, the Adoration of the Kings, the Massacre of the Innocents, the Crowning of the Virgin, the Calvary, the Pentecost, King David, the Three Living and the Three Dead, Hell, the Trinity, and the Mass of St. Gregory. These were accompanied by a host of smaller subjects, and ornamental initial letters, each page being, as shown in the examples, surrounded by an ornamental bordering of very elaborate character. Galichon, in his "Life of Martin Schœngauer," says that many of the subjects were taken from well-known designs by that artist; but others undoubtedly belong to a somewhat earlier period, and are most probably of French, and not German origin. The designs in the Calendars have been thought to be by Flemish artists; but many of them are certainly French, and are the same which are sometimes found combined with other symbols in the great sculptured doorways of French cathedrals; but the more favourite subjects were those representing country games, which the illuminators had previously turned to such good account. The Dance of Death, as introduced in the borders of Vostre's "Hours," is generally composed of sixty-six devices,—thirty-three referring to men, and thirty-three to women; but these numbers were afterwards increased, and other subjects introduced, referring to special trades and callings—of course not omitting that of the printer. These, however, as exhibited in the "Hours," are not treated with the force and artistic power afterwards exhibited by Holbein in his well-known series founded on the same subjects. Nevertheless, Death overtaking and claiming, the doctor, the bourgeois, the monk, the housewife, even the child in its cradle, are often full of a quaint, grim kind of humour, rendered with much artistic skill. Pigouchet was probably the designer and engraver of some of these. Jollat has been named also; but the designs do not agree with the style of his signed works. The "Hours" of Vostre, Kerver, and others of the Parisian publishers, gained such European repute that they were called to furnish similar editions to foreign countries; in which cases they adapted the services to the rituals of Spain, England, &c.
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The large plates of these "Books of Hours" became gradually more and more free in their artistic treatment; and in the later periods the smaller subjects had witty couplets attached to them, which were often as full of piquancy as the devices themselves. Among the artists employed by Vostre in 1507 was Nicholas Hegman, especially in the "Heures, à l’usage d’Orléans," and under whose influence some of the borders assumed a very ambiguous style. A few of the large cuts of the later editions are in the style of John Perréal, sometimes called Jean de Paris, who was principal miniaturist to Anne of Brittany, and may actually be his work, as he is known to have sometimes engraved on wood. Vostre also employed Wolfgang Hoppy. The Martyrdom of St. John in the later "Hours" bears the signature G, or G inclosing an F; and he also employed many other artists in his various editions; which, between 1507 and 1520, says Brunet, amounted to forty; while above ninety editions appeared during the whole thirty-six years of Vostre's activity as a publisher. His shop, like that of Verard, bore the sign of St. John the Evangelist.

In concluding my notice of the celebrated French "Hours," it has occurred to me that a brief account of a series of examples which I have recently examined in the British Museum, and which are equally accessible to my readers (the press marks being given in the foot-notes), may assist in conveying a more complete idea of the artistic illustrations of this remarkable series of books. I will first describe one of those prepared especially for the English market, and according to the ritual of Salisbury, by Francis Regnault.* It is of a somewhat late date,—1529, the middle of the reign of Henry VIII.; and in addition to the usual ornaments it has the royal arms of England, as borne in that reign, and also the St. George in the style of the period. These ornaments are generally introduced in connection with the lower border, in order to give an English character to the embellishments, though most of the illustrations remain the same as in the ordinary Continental editions. The printer's device, with the usual F. R. (Francis Regnault), appears on the last page. Among the principal devices in the borders are the triumphs of Cesar, the same designs as in Vostre's "Hours," but larger, and more coarsely executed. Some of the ornamental devices are very good, in an arabesque style, but generally coarse in execution. The principal merit in this edition consists in the lesser decorations, the large picture cuts being few and poor, as are also the secondary illustrations and initials. The large cut of the Martyrdom of St. John is, however, very superior to the rest, and has a monogrammatic signature, consisting of the letters V and B. The rubrics are in English, and there are English couplets attached to the decorations of the Calendar. This Catholic Prayer-Book, or Hour-Book, was necessarily published, as its date shows, some years before the occurrence of the first symptoms of the Reformation.

A "Book of Hours" by Jehan de Brie,† of large dimensions, is worth examination as a specimen of its class, though both the ornamental decorations and pictorial illustrations are very coarsely executed. It is, like the last described, of late date. The borders are boldly and originally designed, and consist of large single figures, or figure subjects, inclosed within a framework of interwoven branches, designed with much artistic power and a thorough knowledge of decorative design. I intended to have reproduced one of them among my examples, but found my list of plates already full. Many of the subjects in the borders are repeated at intervals, especially the most attractive ones,—the favourite, if we may judge from its frequent repetition, being a well-drawn nude female figure, symbolizing Beauty, looking into a mirror held in the left hand, while Death, rising from an open grave, holds up a skull towards the self-admiring figure above, in token that youth and beauty are but transitory possessions. There are several other devices of analogous character, all conveying a similar moral. Those borders which are composed of a series of smaller subjects, held together by a similar frame of branchwork, are inferior in design to the larger ones, and more coarsely engraved. There is a smaller edition of these "Hours" of Jehan de Brie, of

* British Museum, C 35, h.
† British Museum, 469, a 6.
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1521, (British Museum, C 46, d,) in which the interlacing framework of the borders is the same, but smaller and neater; but the striking device of Beauty and Death is absent, while the largest cut, "Judas betraying Christ," is by a distinct hand, and superior to anything in the larger "Hours."

An edition by Kerver, * of still later date, 1551, though issued at a time when the original Gothic glories of the "Books of Hours" had entirely given place to decorations of a far less elaborate and interesting character, is yet worth turning over, on account of the style in which the Calendar is illustrated by a series of illustrations, which is referred to in the title, above the printer’s device. Each subject occupies an entire page, the numerals of the Calendar being placed on the opposite leaf. The compositions are surrounded with a framework of pretty design, forming an oval, beneath which is a space for the reception of four rhyming lines. This series of devices is either of French or Flemish work—most probably French,—not very excellent in point of art, but piquant and pretty; and the entire series is made to illustrate the progress of the year, as exemplified in the life of man. In January, for instance, he is an infant; in February he is a boy receiving punishment, in the school hall,—a very graphic representation, in which the birch is administered after the most orthodox fashion, the boy’s head being held tightly between the pedagogue’s knees, and the seat of punishment most conveniently provided to receive the full and unimpeded action of the rod, which is as fine and full a bundle of birch as could be desired. In March, a joyous band of youths are hunting in a forest, armed with bows and arrows. In April the youth has found that it is pleasant "not to be alone," and young men are accompanied by maidens, with whom they are rambling in a sunny meadow and gathering the spring flowers. In May a young man is mounted on a nimbly-trotting horse, with a maiden seated behind him on a pillion, taking a pleasant country journey to visit friends. In June the man is supposed to arrive at the halfway-house of life,—his midsummer,—and his age is estimated at thirty-six years, as set forth in the accompanying verses:

Aussi fait l’homme qu’il est trent six ans
Pouco en tel temps doit il femme cherir
Si vivant veut pourceoir ses enfants.

In July, August, September, and October we see him in the various stages of the married man,—the father, the magistrate, and the venerated elder. In November he is sixty-six, and rather poorly, while the next generation are beginning to take his place; and in December he is seventy-two, and dies, full of years and honours, gathered, like the ripe grain of the year, into the garner of time. There are large cuts of the Evangelists of similar character, as regards their artistic execution and also other illustrations, all having descriptive verses beneath them.

The volume next to be examined will carry us back to the finest period of the early Pigouchet "Hours." It is a small and delicately-executed "Book of Hours," † quite a marvel of neat, bright, and distinct workmanship, and also of most delicate and richly-furnished printing. Some of the border devices, with their dotted backgrounds, are most exquisite, and the large cuts, which are evidently of French design and execution, are many of them equal, in their own peculiar style of finish, to the most delicate illuminations painted by hand. The Gothic canopy-work framing in some of these engraved miniatures is also most charming; the Betrayal by Judas being perhaps the finest of the miniature compositions, while some of the smaller designs illustrating the life of Christ, sparkle like engraved gems, in the brilliant’ accuracy of their high finish.‡

It will be well, in this place, to look through one of the volumes of "Hours," published by Antoine Verard; taking the one dated 1507.§ The devices and ornaments of this volume resemble those of Pigouchet, especially the grotesques, but are less delicately finished. In the Museum copy

---

* Museum Collection, C 46, c.
† Ibid., C 29, g 16.
‡ A copy on vellum of "Hours" by Pigouchet, of 1491, of large size (C 29, h 14), is not at all equal to the neat small octavo just described.
§ Museum Collection, C 29, d 16.
before me, the principal illustrations are very beautifully coloured and illuminated by a stencilling process, adopted, and probably invented by Verard, as described by M. Renouvier.

The name of Kerver is so celebrated in the matter of illustrated ‘‘Hours,’’ that I must not pass over his principal edition, that of 1522, which is a fine large octavo volume. The Calendar has, however, the same cuts as his smaller editions, the space being filled out by the introduction of twisted columns and other architectural ornaments. In this volume there are only three varieties of this kind of framework, which do duty alternately. Some of the large cuts, with their frames, are printed in bright red, which has a decidedly bad effect, and certainly marks a period of decadence in this branch of book-art. At the end are the arms of Christ, as they have been termed (Redemptoris Mundi arma). They are executed in the usual heraldic feeling; the Rock of Peter forming the crest, while the cross itself divides the main quarterings of the shield, on which are displayed all the adjuncts of the crucifixion—the nails, the ladder, and the lance. This work may be considered a specimen of one of the very latest of the ‘‘Hours,’’ illustrated in the spirit so successfully struck out in Paris. It may also be advisable to examine one of the volumes of this class issued at Lyons, taking the one published in the year 1551, by Mathias Bonhomme; a volume of Spanish Horae, very characteristic in its style, in which the delicate Medieval and Gothic feeling has entirely given place to a somewhat coarse, though yet striking renaissance feeling; analogous, but superior, to our own ‘‘Elizabethan’’ school of decorative art. Some of the borders, though on too large a scale of proportion for the size of the page, have considerable grandeur of design about them, and have, in their boldness, a somewhat Michael-angiolesque aspect, being formed of semi-nude figures piled on each other like grouped Caryatides, connected by means of architectural ornament. Brunet, in his description of ‘‘Les Heures Gothiques,’’ has inclosed one of his pages with a border copied from this volume. The large illustrative picture subjects, which, like the text, are framed in borders of the kind above described, are much like the work of Salomon Bernard, but scarcely so good.

The volume in the Museum collection marked C 35, c, is a copy of Regnault’s Salisbury Missal, with occasional English rubrics; the cuts at the upper corners of the Calendar being of more than the usual dimensions; they are the same devices as those of the later Kerver ‘‘Hours,’’ but better executed. The principal large cuts are by the same hand; some of them being very good, as the Martyrdom of St. John, with the V. B. monogram, the Tree of Jesse, and the David and Bathsheba. The smaller cut of St. George and Dragon has also the V. B. monogram. The printer’s device at the end of the volume is an elephant bearing a tower, in front of which is a shield with the initials of Regnault (F. R.), the whole inclosed by a pointed arch formed of a foliaged tree, wrought into the required form, in the Gothic manner. Another edition of Regnault’s ‘‘Hours,’’ according to the Salisbury ritual, has a somewhat different set of illustrations, the Dance of Death furnishing the small subjects in some of the borders. The elephant device with the printer’s initials is varied, and not so good as the one above described. The borders of the lower margin have been entirely cut off, by the binder, from one of the Museum copies of this edition; which has, however, a perfect frontispiece, that is absent in another copy, and which might, therefore, with advantage, be mounted, and made to complete an otherwise perfect volume.

As a specimen of ‘‘Hours’’ with engraved borders and illustrations, richly illuminated, the volume printed by Gilles Couteau, for Guillaume Eustace, in 1513, may be cited; in which the work of illumination appears to have been superadded in 1534, as that date occurs, in gold numerals on a blue tablet, under the subject of David and Bathsheba. The finish of the illuminations of this volume is most elaborate, the working up of some of the blue and the scarlet draperies with gold lights being, in fact, most marvellously rich and beautiful—one of the most highly wrought of the series being the miniature representing the Trinity.

* Museum Collection, C 24, c.
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A small, narrow volume of "Hours" (Brit. Mus., C 23, a 19), printed at Paris, without date, by Herman Hardouyn, is very neatly executed, but has no borders or illustrations, the spaces being left for painting in miniatures and initials by hand. A few more examples shall complete my list, the first being a beautiful small octavo volume by Vostre of 1510 (Brit. Mus., C 29, g 14). It has the printer's device very elegantly executed; the popular games and festivals in the Calendar being very pretty. The finest illustration, the Martyrdom of St. John, is the same design as the fine German one in Regnault's volume. The borders are of the true Pigouchet style, and are exquisite both in engraving and printing. The illustrations of the Annunciation, the Bearing of the Cross, and a battle-scene illustrating "Domine ne in furore tuo," are all wonderfully beautiful for neatness and clever execution, and in the most perfect preservation. A similar but inferior edition of 1513 (Brit. Mus., C 29, g 15) is also worthy of examination; and a very pretty volume of "Hours" by Kerver will be found under the press mark C 29, f 22. The title is most beautifully printed, and some of the borders of the Calendar are exquisitely pretty. The fruit-gathering, and also the arabesques to February and March, are all extremely attractive. The small figure subjects in the principal borders are the Apocalyptic series, very nicely executed; and there is a finely-engraved large cut at the beginning of the Prayers for the Dead, which seems to be the new feature of the volume; the Adoration of the King being also in a distinct style. A volume of "Hours" by Nicholas Vivien (Brit. Mus., C 23, b 4) has his usual graceful illustrations in the upper portion of the Calendar pages; while the Raising of Lazarus, and other subjects, appear to be engraved by the artist who wrought out similar designs in the same strongly-shaded manner for Froben of Basle.

In concluding this somewhat desultory review of a series of examples of French "Hours," selected from those preserved in the library of the British Museum, I must, finally, call attention to the one distinguished by the press mark C 29, b 8. This volume, though printed by Kerver, is scarcely one of the regular series; as it has no woodcut illustrations; all its enrichments—both borders and miniatures—being executed by the illuminator. The really remarkable point in this volume is its close resemblance to a MS.; both the red and the black ink being as glossy and brilliant as in any of the books written by hand. It might in fact, even with an experienced critic, pass for a MS., till a very close examination betrayed its real character. It appears to have been executed, or, at all events, illuminated, for the Governess of the Netherlands, who had recently married the Dauphin of France, as indicated by the finely emblazoned arms which have three fleurs-de-lis on a red ground.

In order to complete my outline sketch of the early French printers and their works, it only remains to allude very briefly to the general state of the art of printing in France at the close of the 15th and beginning of the 16th century, up to the foundation of the press of the Estiennes, beyond which period I do not contemplate extending my sketch of the progress of printing in France on the present occasion. After Paris, Lyons was undoubtedly the French city in which the new art of multiplying books made the greatest progress, and produced the greatest number of works in every branch of literature. In the art of engraving for book illustration, a special Lyonnese school arose, of which Salomon Bernard is the hero, whose rather over-tall, but always graceful figures, are nearly as celebrated for the same beauties and the same defects as those of the Italian illuminator, Giulio Clovio. Foreign engravers were also called in to embellish the works issued by the great printers of Lyons, from the celebrated Badius Accensis, to the Le Roys, who employed Holbein to design a series of illustrations to passages from the Old Testament (Plate 79), and also to design a new Dance of Death (Plate 79) in an entirely original series of compositions of very striking character, both of which will be described in treating of the later illustrations of books by German artists. New styles of type, also, were struck out by the Lyonnese printers, some of which were of singular
excellence, and in cursive type, closely imitating a certain class of handwriting of the period; that invented by Granjon of Lyons in 1558 is perhaps superior, in its way, even to the famous cursive type of the Aldi. The freedom of the capitals of this peculiar fount imparts to them the true character of penmanship, and in that respect fully equals the type of that famous example of German printing displayed in the "Tewerdanck." Two specimens of this type will be found in Plate 59; the book in which it is used being Beranger de la Tour's "L'Amie des Amies," an imitation of Ariosto's episode of Zerbino and Isabella in the "Orlando." The binding of books was also carried to great perfection at Lyons; and those bound for the well-known literary patron of the day, Jean Grollier, of Lyons, bearing the device, "A J. Grollier et à ses amis," are still sought as matchless examples of the bookbinder's art.

While the presses of many other of the provincial towns of France, especially Rouen, attained celebrity in a lesser degree, Paris became a great centre of the art, from which printed books found their way to all parts of Europe. But, with the exception of the "Hours," the engraved illustrations were less profuse and often less excellent than those of Germany, and even than those of the city of Lyons. As an example of a popular book of the period, of ordinary character, I have taken a page from the celebrated "Ship of Fools;" a satirical poem originally written in German by Sebastian Brandt, and translated into Latin and published by Jacques Locher in 1488, and of which an improved edition appeared in Paris in 1498. But in the mean time a French translation, under the title "La Nef des Fous," appeared in 1497; and it is from the French translation that I give a specimen page (Plate 58). The first fool of the ship is represented as a kind of useless bibliomaniac, who collects books for the mere pleasure of possessing and exhibiting them, but not reading them.

Desquels voir ouvres me contente,
Me confortant de voir seulement.

This first of the fools, abusing the sacred use and intention of books in the satisfaction of idle possession and display alone, sits at his poule pitre, or desk, dusting; but not perusing his precious volumes; the hood of his cloak being decorated with the long ears, and bells of the fool's cap. This cut, though coarse, is not without character, in which some of the representations of the other "fools" indicating the dishonesty or stupidity of followers of various professions and trades, are fully equal, if not superior. The "Nef des Fous" was followed by the "Nef des Folles," in which the ridiculous side of the character of women in various walks of life was exhibited in a similar manner, and often with much humour and jocose success.

It may be urged that the French press of the time produced many illustrated works superior to the "Nef des Fous," which is perfectly true; but I have already advanced beyond the period to which I had intended to trace the development of the art of printing in France; a subject which I cannot, however, quit without referring in a few words to the foundation of the celebrated press of the Estiennes, who may be fitly termed the French Aldi, though belonging to a later period. The first of this illustrious family of printers was Henri Estienne, who commenced printing in Paris in 1502, and died at Lyons in 1520. His first work was a Psalter, in five columns, edited by Le Fèvre d'Etapes, in which the text was for the first time divided into verses distinguished by numerals. Robert, his second son, having received an education of the highest class, greatly exceeded his father both as an accomplished scholar and as a printer; and it should here be borne in mind that so soon as the powers of the printing-press were established, it was deemed necessary that a printer should be at the same time a scholar; and the most eminent of the early printers may often, in fact, be entitled to rank among the great, though not perhaps, among the greatest, scholars of the day. The New Testament in Greek, for which Francis I. defrayed the cost of the beautiful types, was issued in 1546, and is one of the most remarkable works of Robert Estienne. He took such infinite pains to correct his proofs, that it is said he
exposed proof-sheets outside his printing-office, offering rewards to any who should point out errors. It has been asserted that this famous Greek Testament did not contain a single typographical error; but at last an indefatigable Smelfungus discovered one in the Latin preface, where *pulbre* occurs for *plures*. His "Thesaurus Linguae Latinae" is a masterpiece of that class of literature, both as regards the learning displayed in the work itself, which he executed almost single-handed, as did our own Samuel Johnson his great English Dictionary; and also the printing, which he personally superintended with laborious perseverance. I have been tempted to give an example from a work of this great printer, though my space scarcely admits of it. It is taken from a smaller kind of dictionary undertaken for the children of the king, in which the spelling of the words of the French language, alphabetically arranged, is first authoritatively defined—the French words being accompanied by their equivalents in Latin. This interesting book, which still serves as an historical authority in French orthography, is entitled "Les Mots Français selon l'ordre des lettres, ainsi que les fautes écrire: tournez en Latin pour les enfans." The printer's mark is characteristic, and its drift obvious. This work was printed in 1544. Among a great variety of works all marking progress of one kind or other towards excellence in his art, he printed his famous Bible in 1547-8; for certain commentaries in which, in a Calvinistic spirit, the book was condemned by the authority of the clergy; and his powerful patron, Francis I., having died the year before, the great French printer and scholar was banished his country, and fled to Geneva, where he openly acknowledged his Protestant tendencies. His press, however, was not so successful in Switzerland as it had been in France, and he died there in far less flourishing circumstances than those which had surrounded his earlier career in Paris. His son Henry followed in his father's steps as a great printer; and accomplished for the Greek, in his "Trésor de la Langue Grecque," what his father had done for the Latin. Like his father, too, his Protestant tendencies were his commercial ruin in France. A satire on monks brought about his condemnation to be burnt in effigy, and he only effected his escape in time to prevent a more effectual application of the faggots; taking refuge among the snowy heights of the mountains of Auvergne, where he is reported to have remarked to a friend that he was never so cold in his life as the day he was burnt in effigy in Paris. He eventually died in greatly reduced circumstances in the public hospital at Lyons,—the last of the Estiennes.—Feeling that in the thirty or forty lines which I have here devoted to the Estiennes it has been impossible to convey any idea of the important influence on the progress of the art of printing produced by their successive careers, I have appended the following detached sketch, which embraces a somewhat more detailed view of the rise and progress of this family of printers.

THE ESTIENNES.

The Edict of Nantes having expatriated many of the best heads and hands of France, no biographer was found for the Estiennes till a century after the death of Henri, in 1598; when the first to speak of their works and influence was a foreigner, Theodore Janssen, in his "De Vitis Stephanorum," which he published at Amsterdam in 1683. The materials were, however, ready to his hand, for they were to be found in the prefaces, dedications, and preliminary epistles of the printers themselves, who in this respect followed the custom of their time. In these printers' prefaces, in fact, are to be found many interesting contributions to the history of art and society, and also to the history of the advance of learning during the stirring intellectual period in which the presses of the early printers were busy with their teeming works.

The first of the Estiennes, as stated above, settled in Paris in 1502, during the period of the first flush of triumph and general success of the newly matured art. He issued above 118 works, almost all of a theological or scholastic character, the most remarkable of which was, perhaps, the
Psalter, in five columns, printed in 1509. Le Fevre d'Etapes, who edited this edition, distinguished the successive sentences of the text by numbers, for convenience of reference, which was the first time that the system of numbering the sentences was applied to the text of any portion of the Bible, and doubtless led the way to that separation of the sentences of Holy Scriptures into the present so-called verses,—a system which was first applied to the whole of the sacred volume by the grandson of the first Estienne. Henri died shortly before the year 1526, soon after which we find his son Robert in possession of his father's printing establishment, who adopted the paternal enseigne of the olive-tree, with the motto "Noli altum sapere, sed time;" a sign which became, not only that of the house, but also of each book—a matter in which the printer had then no choice, as he was compelled by the authorities to attach his sign or mark to every work printed, in order that the printer might be known, and punished for any infraction of the established rules, which in France had already become very stringent in regard to the products of the Press. In 1650 the original sign was still in existence on the house in the Rue St. Jean de Beauvais; and a writer in the Quarterly Review has recently made known that the "anchor" of the Aldi, also, was, till the beginning of the present century, still swinging over the door of the house occupied by Antonio Manuccio at Bologna; but it was unfortunately discovered, and purchased, by a relic-hunting Englishman, and carried off. Robert Estienne married the daughter of a brother printer of celebrity, Josse Bach, of Asch, in Flanders; better known as Badius Accensis, the friend of Erasmus; and from 1526 to 1559, when he died, not a year passed without one or more works issuing from his press; many of them real masterpieces of his art, and all far surpassing anything that had yet been seen in France. One work especially struck his contemporaries as fairly extinguishing the rival claims of caligraphers; this was the little Pocket Testament, in mignon letters, clear as the largest pica. But miniature works of that kind did not interfere with his production of magnificent Bibles, Latin lexicons, and other large works; and being a scholar as well as printer, like so many of his contemporaries, he became, at once, printer, corrector, publisher, and author. The total number of his books is about 527; many being, however, mere pamphlets or school-books, especially a great number of Latin grammars, by various authors. Horace and Virgil were favourite books with him, and his press was often busy with them, while he printed no less than fourteen editions of Terence. His Bible with notes by Léon de Juda eventually led to his persecution by the doctors of the Sorbonne, who on the 5th May, 1548, ordered its suppression.

About 1554 he turned his attention to the reproduction of the Greek classics, the study of Greek literature having at that time so far extended as to offer him a fair prospect of encouragement. Before the time of Robert Estienne few Greek works had issued from the presses of other French printers; but the true Greek press of Paris, as M. Renouard remarks, may be said to have commenced with the "Eusebius" printed by Robert Estienne in 1544, the beauty and accuracy of which has never since been surpassed by any French printer, even up to the present day. In his original efforts to do honour to the newly resuscitated literature of Greece, in types worthy of the task, he was assisted by the Government, and especially by the king himself, Francis I., whose character combined in a singular mixture the freethinker and patron of arts and artists, with that of the bigot and persecutor of the worst kind; in that character, however, he never became the enemy of Estienne, though he could not effectually protect him. The magnificence of the books issued under the royal patronage by Robert Estienne, "the king's printer," is remarkable even among the crowd of artistic monuments of all kinds that distinguish that brilliant artistic period, so well known as that of the Renaissance.* The Greek Testament printed by Robert Estienne in 1549 was, however,
fatal to his prosperity as a Parisian printer. The University of Paris, in fancied defence of orthodoxy and established principles, prosecuted the printer, and Estienne, though he triumphed in each Trial, was nevertheless ruined; although, through the influence of the king, a compensation of 1,500 crowns was awarded to him; the Crown, however, had no power to compel the University to make the payment, and Estienne, in fact, declined it. In defiance of the previous persecutions, he issued the masterpiece of his Greek press in 1550,—the folio Greek Testament;* and the renewed persecutions, on the appearance of this book, drove him into exile, and he established himself at Geneva. The sequestration which followed on his flight was eventually removed in favour of his children; and his son Robert, renouncing Protestantism, returned to Paris; so that there were now two Estienne presses—one at Paris and one at Geneva. His expatriation was regretted by all true friends of art and learning; and the man who had first brought the noble art of printing to perfection in Paris was not easily forgotten by his countrymen. De Thou says: "La France doit plus à Robert Estienne pour avoir perfectionné l'imprimerie, qu'aux plus grands capitaines pour avoir étendu ses frontières." The most celebrated of his Parisian editions are his Hebrew Bible of 1544, 8 vols. in 16mo., and the Greek Testament of 1550; the Greek Testament of 1546, known as the "O mirificam," from the first words of its preface; the Greek Testaments of 1549 and 1551, being also highly prized.

In Geneva he discovered, too late, that editions de luxe found no market. The Swiss were poor, and, moreover, had no taste for that study of Greek literature which had taken root in Paris. Nevertheless, he printed a Greek Testament there, with a fount of the Royal French type; and it was in this edition that the division of the text of the Evangelists into verses, as we now use it, first took place; though the division of the general text of the Bible into chapters, founded upon the liturgical uses both of the Synagogue and the Church, had long preceded the invention of printing. The system of division into verses was extended to his Latin Bible, printed in 1556-7; and after 1592 was generally adopted in Roman Catholic Bibles. These divisions were not at first called versets, being styled by Estienne sentiunculae, small sections, or sentences. The text of our present Greek Testament is, in the main, that adopted and arranged by Robert Estienne in 1550, which was founded chiefly on that of Erasmus. He died at Geneva in 1559.

Among the fictions that have attached themselves to the true portions of the history of this learned scholar and accomplished and enterprising artisan, is that which states that he hung his proofs outside his street-door, offering a reward to all who would point out errors in the press, as Apelles is said to have done to those who should mark defects in his pictures; and another morceau, of similarly apocryphal gossip, is that which describes Francis I., when paying a visit to the printer's atelier, as being told to wait till the correction of a sheet was finished. But such was the widely-felt importance of printing, and the general interest in the new art, that incidents of this kind were far from impossible, or even improbable.

The Greek types engraved at the expense of Francis I., and used by Robert Estienne, are still in existence, and are so beautifully executed that it would be difficult to surpass them. The Florentine " Homer" of 1488 was already a fine specimen of printing in Greek; notwithstanding which, the Greek calligraphers still continued to flourish, the little printing done in Greek type not interfering with their craft, as it had with the writing of Latin and the modern languages; so that, when the French types were made, more than half a century later, the copyists had made great progress in Greek writing; and as the first printing types of all classes were fac-similes of the existing styles of writing, the Greek type-founders of the Paris press profited by this increased skill in Greek calligraphy, as well as in the improvements in type-casting. Aldus, in his neat and cheap

* The execution of the marginal quotations of corresponding passages, as they occur in different Greek MSS, is one of the striking features of Estienne's noble volume,
editions of Greek classics, had never attempted éditions de luxe, as another Venetian printer, of Greek origin, did; and consequently the French types surpassed all that had yet been done in clearly legible Greek characters. The models were furnished by one of the last of the race of Greek calligraphers, Vergecio, a native of the island of Candia, who had been called to Paris by Francis I. to make MS. copies of Greek books. Three kinds of Greek types were devised by him for the Estiennes, which were executed in metal by the skill of Claude Garamond, who not only reproduced with complete success these Greek characters traced by Vergecio, but also types of the Roman character of such purity and beauty, that they speedily superseded the old favourite black, or Gothic letter, which after that epoch rapidly disappeared from the French presses; and the small Roman letters of this skilful engraver became technically known, not only in France, but in other countries, as Garamond type. The triumph of the engravers and printers did not, however, cause Vergecio to abandon his profession of calligrapher; and even in the following reign we find him making a copy of the "Cynegeticon," a Greek work on hunting by Oppian, richly illuminated, for presentation to Diana of Poictiers, a monument of his skill which is still preserved in the Bibliothèque Impériale. The miniatures of this MS. are said to have been executed by the daughter of Vergecio, who is known to have been skilled in that as well as other classes of painting. The celebrated Greek types executed for Robert Estienne by order of Francis I. were discovered by De Guisnes in the last century, and are now at the Imprimerie Impériale.

Henri, the son of Robert, succeeded to his father's presses and general establishment at Geneva in 1559; and having received a careful, and even learned education, which he improved by travels in Italy, Germany, and England, and the intimacy of many of the most learned men of the time, he became remarkable as an erudite editor, as well as a skilful printer; but Geneva did not afford him a fitting field for his exertions, and, in endeavouring to forward supplies of his works to other and more active centres of intelligence, great expenses, and often heavy losses, occurred; on one occasion a whole cargo of valuable books, destined for the great fair at Frankfort, being lost in an inundation near Soleure. His want of success in his profession drove him into many eccentricities; among others a mania for purposeless travelling, which ended in the ruin of his establishment, and, eventually, his death, while on a rambling and almost purposeless journey. His Greek "Thesaurus" is his chief work, to the literary fame of which he is almost as exclusively entitled as to the typographical merits of this great work, which were due to his accomplished taste and persevering attention. His edition of "Plato" ranks next; but for neither of these, the greatest productions of his press, did he obtain an adequate sale. They were, in fact, the chief cause of the eventual decay of his establishment. He attempted to supply the want of public patronage of the "Thesaurus" by seeking royal protection, and with this view the work was pompously dedicated to the Emperor Maximilian, Charles IX. of France, Elizabeth of England, and many others; but the results were not such as the ambitious printer expected. He was the corrector and editor of seventy-four Greek editions, fifty-eight Latin, and three Hebrew; and the writer of some thirty original pieces (not including translations), some of which are very remarkable in their way, though not the productions of a really high class of literary genius.

The typographical beauty of some of his books is remarkable; and we may easily conceive the refinement of his taste in such matters when we learn that, during one of the attacks of a nervous complaint with which he was afflicted, his greatest alleviation consisted in designing a Greek alphabet of ornamental initial characters.

But Geneva was no place for the production of the extreme elegances of the art; and while booksellers who confined themselves to cheap editions of common books in general demand made fortunes, Estienne, whose mania it was to edit and print the Greek classics in a luxurious form, sunk into gradual but certain ruin. The ambitious issue of learned books, as we have seen in the account of the early presses of Italy, had previously ruined Swithin and Pannartz at Rome, and but for
the assistance of Paul IV. would have proved disastrous to the Aldi at Venice, notwithstanding their great success in works of a more economical form; while Plantin, of Antwerp, was reduced to great pecuniary embarrassment by his famous Polyglots, which are now cited as among the chief glories in the annals of the printing-press.

Among the literary productions of Robert Estienne, the best were his essays on the Greek and Latin languages, though his treatise on the state of the French language, "La Preceellence du Langage François," written at the request of Henri III, is perhaps the most remarkable. This work was printed by Mammet Patison, who had married the widow of his brother, Robert Estienne. Among his translations, his Latin translation of "Anacreon" is the best known, and the best worth knowing. It has been said, indeed, though by a partial judge, that Catullus himself need not have disavowed it. He died in a hospital at Lyons, in 1598, and was buried in the common cemetery near the Hôtel Dieu.
CHAPTER X.

Of the First Introduction of the Improved Art of Printing to Flanders and Holland, and of its Early Establishment in Spain and Portugal.

In the Low Countries the second advent of the new art of printing was almost simultaneous with its first appearance in France, in 1470, but rather earlier; the first book ever printed in the French language being issued (if not printed) in Bruges in 1467 (?). It has been shown that Koster, in all probability, printed Donatus', and other coarsely-executed books, several years before the great and successful development of the powers of movable types was so triumphantly brought about by Gutenberg; but these cheap and often incorrectly-printed works made but little impression upon the book market, and it was not till the pupils and followers of Gutenberg re-introduced the art crudely practised by Koster, that printed books began to displace the productions of the scribe; and even then, the conquest of printing over books written by hand was by no means sudden. Bruges was a great centre of MS. book manufacture, and many of the noblest illuminated manuscripts of our great libraries were executed there, even after the introduction of printing from Mayence in its improved form. That the scribes and illuminators were well able to contend with the printers, even in point of price, we can easily conceive from the small sums known by existing records to have been paid for work of that class. For instance, we learn from the accounts still extant, of the Duke of Burgundy, Philip le Hardi, the brother of Charles V. of France, that in 1373 only three francs were paid to Belin the illuminator, of Dijon, for ornamenting the Seven Penitential Psalms for the Duchess; while Robert Lescuyer, of Paris, received of the Duke only fifty francs for a volume containing "Hours" and "La Somme du Roi;" and Henriot Garnier was paid seventy-two francs for the "Chronicles of the Kings of France." A Bible was purchased for the Chartreux, of Dijon, for thirty-five francs; while we find Gillet Daunai, of Dijon, receiving only thirty-four sous the cahier (quayer) for the writing of certain folio sheets of another Bible. That these, however, were works very simply illuminated, and quite plainly written, we may fairly presume. More elaborately illuminated manuscripts, enriched with a profusion of miniature pictures, on the other hand, commanded very high prices, and were yet readily saleable, as the rude woodcuts of the early printed books could not compete with such decorations when of the highest class. We therefore still hear of large sums paid by the wealthy for richly ornamented manuscripts. It may be cited, in illustration, from the same Burgundian accounts, that 600 gold crowns were given in 1398 for a Bible written in French, and très bien historié, &c.; that is, very richly embellished with illuminated miniatures; being also described as having a crimson velvet cover, with the arms of the Duke, which was further ornamented by massive silver-gilt clasps, &c. Five hundred livres were given to Dyne Raponde, for having sent as a new year’s gift a fine book of the History of Titus Livius, illuminated with letters of gold, and enriched with many miniatures; also 500 gold crowns to Jaques Raponde, for "La Legende Dorée, Ystorid de Belles Ystoires." To historier, or as we might say "historiate," was to embellish a work with miniature representations of the leading historical traits referred to in the work; the ystoires here referred to being the miniatures themselves. A sum of 400 gold crowns was paid for a book entitled "De la Propriété des Choses," "historiated" in a similar manner, and bound in velvet, with silver clasps; while Peignot cites a Book of Hours, presented by Charles VI. to the Duchess of Burgundy, which cost 600 gold crowns. The Burgundian accounts contain also a number of very
interesting details concerning the illuminators who were permanently retained in the pay of the Dukes of Burgundy for ornamenting books for presents; and also of the payment to writers or copyists, from which it appears that the illuminators received a sum per day equal to about 4s. of our present money.

Philip the Good, Duke of Burgundy, being a great patron of learning and collector of books, employed agents all over Europe to collect and copy rare volumes of the classics for his library, besides engaging living authors to translate the works of the ancients into modern French; and it was this munificent patron of literature, a sovereign prince whose dominions (including the recently-acquired province of Holland) exceeded in extent those of the King of France himself, who, according to M. Bernard’s view, first endowed Belgium with the true art of printing, as practised by Gutenberg and his followers; the immediate object in view being the more rapid production of copies, at that moment greedily required, of Raoul le Fèvre’s, “Histoires de Troyes,” a French paraphrase of the leading passages of the “Iliad.” The work had no sooner been completed than the scribes and illuminators of the Court were set about producing a magnificent copy of Raoul’s Trojan romances, and a noble volume was soon turned out by these accomplished artists in the art of book-decoration; which was intended for formal presentation to the Duke. The volume itself is still in existence, in the ancient Bibliothèque of Bruxelles,* which contains a considerable proportion of the original library of the Dukes of Burgundy. On the first page of this interesting volume is a miniature, representing the author in the act of writing the book at a desk near to the throne of the Duke, who wears the collar of the Golden Fleece, and is surrounded by knights of the order. This presentation copy was formally presented in the year 1464; and so great was the success of the work at the Court of Bruges that copies could not be prepared fast enough by the staff of illuminators and scribes, either within the palace, or with the aid of the great guild of artisans established by the mercers and book-merchants of the town for the production of manuscript books. The new art of printing was therefore called into requisition, as M. Bernard thinks, in order to meet the demand which the scribes of the palace and the well-organized guild of the Scribes and Bookmakers failed to satisfy.

The printing of this book, which certainly took place at that time, has been attributed to William Caxton, as being printed with the same type as that of his well-known earliest works. It has also been attributed to Colard Mansion, who is said by some to have been the instructor of Caxton. But whether printed in the ducale palace at Bruges under the direction of William Caxton, who is known to have been intimately connected with the Burgundian Court; or under his direction in some private establishment at Bruges; or whether the types, being cast by Flemish or French artisans, were carried by him to Cologne, to be used under the superintendence of Ulric Zell, the pupil of Gutenberg, who was then established there, are questions which will perhaps ever remain without satisfactory solution; the book in question being without date, and without the name of the printer. It has, however, a style of its own as to the setting up, the irregular termination of the lines, and other peculiarities, which give it more the aspect of a work founded on rude models, such as Koster’s “Speculum,” than upon the more perfect works of Ulric Zell, which were executed according to the improved and in every way superior methods developed by Gutenberg. That it was first issued in Bruges there can be little doubt, and therefore it must rank as the first of the authenticated printed books of Flanders.

Its types and even paper present peculiarities which have induced M. Bernard to consider that it was printed under the immediate direction of the Duke himself; the types, as he supposes, having been cast in Paris, and being unlike those of Cologne and other neighbouring seats of the new art. The paper too, has for water-mark a crowned P, and may have been made expressly for

* Some critics assert that the noble volume in the Brussels Library was a subsequent copy, executed shortly afterwards, and not the original volume.
the work, and thus marked with the initial letter of the Christian name of the Duke, as for his private use.* What appears, however, to render this hypothesis concerning the private printing of the book in the palace of the Duke very probable, is, that he had already, as previously stated, a staff of writers and illuminators at work for him, whose pay and working were duly entered in the great book of "Comptes of the Household," recently published by M. Léon de Laborde. The addition of a printing-press, therefore, to the already formidable apparatus for book-making previously existing in the palace, cannot be considered an unlikely occurrence at a period when the said new art of Imprinting was the leading subject of interest and discussion among all lovers of books and learning. To these reasons may be added another, which is of great interest to the English student, namely, that after the death of Duke Philip and the accession of Charles the Bold, who married Margaret, the sister of Edward IV. of England, William Caxton, long established at Bruges, and who became a great favourite and protégé of the Duchess, prepared at her request an English translation of Raoul le Fevre's "Histories of Troy," which he subsequently printed, using the same types which had served for the edition in French. With these types, too, the highly-patronized Englishman was, it would seem, allowed to print other works on his own account; and as a proof that the types he used belonged to the Burgundian Court, and were not his own, we find that when he eventually determined to return to England, probably for the express purpose of introducing the "New Art," he was evidently unable to take with him this private fount of type—which belonged, in fact, to his patrons—and consequently, as it would seem, had an entirely new stock of types executed for the occasion, or purchased them ready-made at Cologne. It may also be stated that, with the exception of the Burgundian edition of the "Histories of Troy," and the books printed by the Duchess's protégé, Caxton, no other books are known to have been printed with the peculiar type used in those volumes; so that, on the whole, it is extremely probable that Philip the Good, himself, introduced the Gutenberg process of printing into Flanders.†

Charles the Bold, the son and successor of Philip the Good, though also a lover of books, was too much occupied by his cravings for military glory to pursue in detail the book-making or printing processes so much enjoyed by his father; but he had, nevertheless, a passion for richly-decorated books, especially those relating to the brilliant conquests of celebrated ancient warriors—Cyrus and Alexander being his favourite heroes; and he never travelled without Vasqudo de Lucena's translation of Xenophon's "Cyropaedia," a richly-adorned copy of which was found among his baggage on the fatal field of Nancy, where he met his death.

Although thus deprived of the ducal patronage, printing was not destined to languish in Bruges. The book of the "Histories of Troy," and the books printed by Caxton with the same types, had, whether printed at Bruges or Cologne, been published at Bruges, and had permanently attracted the public attention, especially that of Louis of Bruges, Seigneur of Gruthuys;‡ This nobleman, one of the highest officers of the Burgundian Court, was nearly as great a patron of scribes and illuminators as his sovereign; and in the collection of magnificent books which he made, and which eventually passed to the library founded by Louis XII. of France, were many of the noblest volumes ever executed by mediaeval skill, especially the "Chronicles of Froissart," magnificently and profusely illuminated, which still forms one of the chief ornaments of the Bibliothèque Impériale. It is generally supposed that it was this munificent patron of calligraphers and illuminators who induced Colard Mansion, one of the most eminent of the artistic guild that had been formed at Bruges, to establish a public printing-press in his native city. The former intercourse between Mansion and the Court, as copyist, is well known; but whether under the influence of such patronage, or otherwise, he had previously become a printer, is mere matter for conjecture;

* Other paper is, however, known with the same mark.
† The "Jason" appears to have been privately printed in the same manner: it is in the same type.
‡ The Seigneur of Gruthuys received King Edward IV. during his temporary exile.
Ja commence la controverse de noblesse plaisante entre Publius Cornelius Sapien dux et Sapius Flaminus de autrepart. Laquelle a este faite et composee par un noble docteur en lois et grand orateur nomme Surse de pistoye.

Entrez aussi nous maistres, a estre souueinte dispute de noblesse. Car plus seurs sont cuise que la suse sciete en felieet de lignage. Et les autres si ont affir semble à tous monzeaux essoilles, de tant sehies plus fort hostile deit en bies sieu afîn que tous axes de quoy vous estoyez quant log monstrez et que quant log soez renouezz vous mepez de quoy vous tourrouchez.

A la gloire et loignce de dieu et à l'instruction de tous a estre cetui autre de bon ce du dechiet des nobles hommes et femmes, en prime a Bruges par Co. bonnez, 1400.

Musee

A vraye pensee est comme aucune eschielle par laquelle comme pesceieur qui selon sa parabsal de trianquille descends de Jerusalem en Israiel monta de rechief de Jerico en Jerusalem et est avision de paire. Car aussi Jerusalem est vision de paire interpresa.

it is at all events certain that he began to print books at Bruges about 1475; and his first book, as declared in its subscription, appears to have been "Le Jardin de Dévotion," now extremely rare. He printed in a type of bold style, semi-Gothic in character. His latest-dated work (1484) was the "Metamorphoses of Ovid, moralized," which he had himself translated from the Latin of its original author, Thomas de Waleys. He also translated, and printed, the "Dialogues of Animals" of Nicholas Pergaminus.

Mr. Blades, in his excellent treatise on the "Life and Works of Caxton," has supposed Colard Mansion to be, not only the printer of the books which bear the stamp of his peculiar style, but also of those earlier books of what we English term the Caxton school; and that he was, moreover, the original instructor of Caxton himself. I cannot admit that the ingenious evidence brought forward by Mr. Blades is at all conclusive; nevertheless, it should be carefully studied by all interested in this particular period of the early developments of the printing-press.

Two specimens of the work of Mansion will be found in Plate 41; No. 1 being part of the first page of a work by Surze de Pistoje, printed in 1485, and No. 2 a specimen from a French translation of Boccaccio, entitled "Le Dechier de Nobles Hommes et Femmes," printed in 1476 (?). A further description of these specimens, and other works of Mansion, will be found in the chapter devoted to Caxton and his works. Mansion's career as author, illuminator, and printer, goes to prove that the arts of printing and manuscript-writing, in reference to books, were not considered altogether antagonistic. Printing, as a general rule, was used for the commoner and cheaper kind of works, paper being the material most usually employed to print on; while the most beautiful and richly-illustrated books were still written by hand, and nearly always executed on parchment or vellum. Indeed, it was during the next half-century after the establishment of printing as a thoroughly practical art by Gutenberg, that a certain class of the finest illuminated manuscripts were executed; and Louis of Bruges, who is said to have been the instigator of Mansion to establish a printing-press, continued, for many years afterwards, to add to his library of rich manuscript books. The guild of Writers of Bruges appear, in fact, to have considered printing rather as a valuable auxiliary power, than a rival art.

The neighbouring towns of Louvain and Alost appear to have been the next to receive the printing-press; at which places John of Westphalia, originally a writer of manuscripts, followed by his pupil, Thierry Marten, the friend of Erasmus, were the first printers. It has been thought by some bibliographers that Thierry Marten preceded John of Westphalia at Alost; but M. Bernard has clearly proved the contrary. Marten, though not a superior printer to his master, yet acquired far greater fame among the learned men of his own time; and has, in fact, been spoken of by M. Delpierre and others as the first printer who cast Greek characters (about 1501); but this is overlooking, in a very singular manner, the Greek characters of Swinheim and Pannartz at Rome in 1465, and those of the Venetian and of the Milanese printers in 1476; so that his priority can only be asserted as regards Belgium. He, however, produced some very important Greek editions with great care, and has been styled, in consequence, the Belgian Aldus; while, after all, it was his scholarship rather than his printing, that secured to him his celebrity in the annals of the printing-press, and the handsome commemorative tomb which may still be seen in the church of Alost, his native town.

Jacob Vandermeyen was printing at Delft in 1478, where he produced the "History of the Cross" in 1483; and Jean Veldener, who, about 1475, established himself at Louvain, printed there his "Formula Epistolares" in 1476, in folio, to which he appended a curious and interesting subscription in praise of the new art of "imprinting," for the reproduction of which I have not room. Veldener removed to Utrecht in 1477, and afterwards to Culemborg, where he produced a work of great interest in the early annals of the printing-press, namely, a reprint of Koster's now celebrated "Speculum Humane Salvationis," in which he used the original woodcuts, which
it is conjectured he had purchased from Koster's representatives, who had ceased to make any use of them, having abandoned the rude processes of the Kosterian press, which had been rendered obsolete by the subsequent advances of the art, in the new and more complete form given to it by Gutenberg and his followers. In the year 1475, Conrad of Westphalia also, probably a brother of John, attracted by the encouragement held out by the University, settled at Louvain, where he produced a new edition of the "Formule Epistolares" first printed there by Veldener. The little town of Asch, halfway between Brussels and Alost, also enjoys a kind of celebrity, as being the birthplace of Joce Badius, better known as Badius Accensis, afterwards so celebrated as a scholar and printer both at Lyons and Paris.

Antwerp lays claim to be one of the earliest seats of the printing-press, on the strength of a little book printed in Flemish under the title of "Vysoen van Tondalus," in the Subscription of which appears the name of Vander Goes as the printer, the date being 1472, which there appears no good reason to doubt; yet as no other work appears to have issued from the Antwerp press till full ten years later, its authenticity as to date has been disputed. The art, however, firmly established itself in that ancient city, in which, as regards the history of printing, the celebrated press of Christopher Plantin must be regarded as its chief glory. The building which he erected to form his printing-office was considered one of the most important in Antwerp, and the wealth he acquired in the practice of the "new art" was known to be very considerable. A list of his works would be impossible in this place; but his most famous production, the Polyglot Bible, though produced at a period which ranges beyond the limits I have prescribed to myself on this occasion, is so remarkable a production that I have thought it necessary to give a specimen from it, which will be found in Plate 82, consisting of portions of the two first pages of this noble folio. On the first page is the commencement of Genesis, in the original Hebrew, with the Latin translation of St. Jerome in a parallel column; and on the second page the same passages, in the Greek of the Septuagint, with the Latin translation; the execution of the work having been, to a great extent, planned upon that of the Polyglot produced in Spain by Cardinal Ximenes. The noble copy of the work from which the present specimens are taken is now in the British Museum, forming four folio volumes, printed on vellum, as a presentation copy to the Duke of Alva, then governor of Flanders, under Philip II. The establishment of Plantin was continuously kept in a state of activity by his successive descendants till within the last few years, and is still in possession of the family, some of the ancient workshops being preserved in their original state.

At Utrecht, Nicholas Ketelaer and Gerard de Leempt appear to have established themselves before 1473, their first book, bearing that date, was the "Historia Scholastica" on the New Testament, printed in type closely resembling that of Ulric Zell, of Cologne, of whom they were probably pupils. From Utrecht the new art spread rapidly over the whole of Holland; but, by a singular chance, Haarlem, the very cradle of the art in its earlier form, where Koster must ever have the credit-of being the first to print with moveable types, was one of the last places at which, in its improved form, it established itself; the first Haarlemese printer of the new school being Jean Andriessoon, who printed his first book there in 1483. The Dutch bibliographers are anxious to establish a connection between the first printer of the new school in Haarlem and the family of Koster, as we learn from M. De Vries, in his "Eclaircissements;" the ground for the supposed connection being that the new printer, Jean Andri-es-sohn, bore the same family name as that of Koster's wife, Catharina Andri-es-dochter. The characters used by Andriessoon are, in fact, of the same decisively Gothic style as those of Koster, in close imitation of the Dutch manuscripts of the time, but much more perfectly formed.

As a specimen of Haarlemese printing of that period, I cannot deny myself the pleasure of again referring to my specimen (Plate 26) from Otto von Passau's "Boec des Gulden Throens, &c," printed at Haarlem in 1484, and previously described in the chapter on German printing.
This book, although the regularity and technical excellence of its workmanship exhibits all the completeness of the German school, yet presents characteristics, in the style of the type, which strongly remind the student of the types of Koster, though so much more finished in execution. The illustrative cut, also, is quite Dutch and national in its character. The original volume is in the British Museum, to which fine collection it was added by purchase in 1846.

The fine book, "Dyalogus Creaturarum," previously described (Plate 25), was printed by Gerard Leew, at Gouda, in South Holland, in 1480, who had printed his "Regnart der Vos" there in the previous year.

It is not within the scope of the present work to follow the course of Dutch printing beyond the close of the 15th century, though many illustrious printers subsequently appeared in that country, especially the Elzevirs, who were to Holland what the Aldi were to Venice and the Estiennes to France. I may observe en passant, however, that the Dutch have been as careful in preserving recollections of some of the most eminent of their later printers as of Koster himself; as an instance of which I may mention that, in one of the quaint old streets of Amsterdam, an old-fashioned house is still remarkable for the sign over the door, which consists of a large wooden carving of an open Bible. It is a memorial of the fact that the first Dutch Bible was printed in that house, by Jacob von Liesfeld, in the year 1542.

PRINTING IN SPAIN AND PORTUGAL.

In Spain and Portugal, as previously in Italy and in France, the enterprising countrymen of Gutenberg, endowed with an irresistible talisman in the art which he had bequeathed to them, were the first to introduce the printing-press. It was, in fact, as the birthplace of the true Printing-Press in its really practical form, that Germany was destined to become the cradle of the Reformation, and also, through the medium of that Press, to pave the way to every kind of progress in other countries, as well as at home; and the indomitable perseverance with which the disciples of Gutenberg made their way to distant parts of Europe, carrying with them the secret of their new art, is indeed an event worthy of all admiration.

Across the broad plains of Germany and France, in times when travel was a work of toil and danger which we can now scarcely comprehend—across the Alps and the Pyrenees, these persevering Germans, these indefatigable pioneers of the Press and its vast future, indomitably fought their way forward, to plant the new art in foreign countries, under difficulties which in these days of facile locomotion it is almost impossible to appreciate. It is true that the religious pilgrims of that age made their way from every remote corner of Europe to the shrines of Compostello and Loretto, and even to the more distant Jerusalem; but they were only encumbered with their staff and water-gourd, while charity helped them forward at every stage, on account of their errand. But these disciples of Gutenberg were far otherwise encumbered; they had to make good their toilsome way loaded with bulky, and weighty cases, for which it was most difficult to find safe conveyance—vast packages which contained their founts of heavy metal types and other implements, enabling them at once to plant their art in new centres, from which to work out its great mission. It is but too true that their principal stimulus was personal gain; but a well-founded pride in their art, and an honest ambition of success, gained for them friends and consideration wherever they appeared; and with a steady perseverance they energetically pushed forward, regardless of all difficulties and dangers, like men inspired by some new faith, of which they were the dauntless apostles and destined propagators.

It is, indeed, one of the chief wonders of the marvellous history of the printing-press, that through the medium of its humble artisans it should, in the comparatively short period that elapsed between the years 1455 and 1475, have established itself in a state of positive activity throughout
nearly the whole of civilized Europe; and if we look to the diffusion of important inventions in our own day, aided by thousands of collateral advantages, we shall not find them spreading so rapidly. For instance, the important discovery of inflammable coal-gas, as a grand and general substitute for the previous modes of artificial lighting, though an invention representing what may be termed "a necessary of life" in our great towns and cities, was not merely comparatively, but actually, slower in its progress in the boasted and boastful 19th century than the art of printing in the 15th; and the railway system itself, even after its powers had been practically demonstrated at Manchester, was actually slower in its extension than the Medieval art of Gutenberg; if the vastly superior means for extending a new invention, which exist in the 19th century, be fairly taken into account.

The introduction of printing to the Iberian peninsula took place as early as 1478; Barcelona, Valencia, Saragossa, and other cities, disputing the honour of precedence in its adoption; while Madrid and Lisbon, the two capitals, were much later in the field as welcomeers of its introduction. The little Grammar printed by Master Jehan Gherlinit (Magister Johannes Gherlinit), at Barcelona, may be mentioned, as having led to the foundation of the claim of priority asserted on the part of Barcelona. This little book bears the date μCCCXLVII; an extremely early (and impossible) one for a printed book of Spanish origin; and one that has led to a number of learned disputes, full of curious information; but which, as regarding the establishment of that date as a correct one, are utterly valueless. Modern investigators, after examining the workmanship of the book itself, have found that it exhibits positive proof of belonging to a period far later than the one apparently proved by the date, a discrepancy which may be reconciled in a very simple manner; the i. in the supposed XLVII being, in fact, nothing more than an imperfect c, which should be read as xcXVII; making a date which perfectly accords with that at once suggested by the workmanship of the volume, as M. Bernard has very clearly pointed out—his own profession, that of a printer, giving him an immense advantage in points of this kind, over many other writers on the subject.

Another curiosity connected with Spanish printing which may be just glanced at, is the Bible, in Spanish, which was commenced at Valencia in 1478, and finished in 1479, by the German printer Lambert Palmert. Only four leaves of the whole edition of this finely-printed Bible now exist, which are preserved in the archives of Valencia. One of them bears a very long and interesting Subscription, setting forth, with true Spanish pomp and magniloquence, the names of the printers and publishers, and the date of the beginning and ending of the work. Other instances of the disappearance of an entire edition of this kind have been previously mentioned; but this, as an example of official suppression, is one of the most complete on record. In ordinary cases, suppressed editions leave behind them a sufficient number of copies to form very profitable investments for dealers in rarities; but here is an act of abolition so completely carried out, as to allow only four leaves of a large edition of a great folio volume to escape. But then it is a stroke of work of the Inquisition, which generally did its spirituizing, if not gently, at all events effectually. The Bible was in Spanish—in the national tongue—and the Inquisitors having determined that the people should not read the Bible themselves, but hear it read through the priesthood, suppressed Master Lambert Palmert's Bible in the effective manner we have seen; which might form the subject of a marginal note to Mr. Borrow's "Bible in Spain."

As a specimen of the coarser kind of work of the Spanish printers, I may refer to a treatise on the game of chess printed at Salamanca about 1495 (see Plate 44). It is distinguished by some national characteristics in the artistic style of the ornamental letter, which is, however, very rude. This little work is a practical treatise on the method of playing at chess, while the more celebrated work printed by Caxton consists of a series of moral axioms deduced from the principles of the game.

As an example of the highest artistic kind of printing achieved by the early Spanish printers, I cannot do better than refer the student to the beautiful Mozarabic Missal, of which, however,
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I have no room for a specimen. This fine volume may fairly be said to rival some of the finest German works of the same class, not even excepting the famous Bamberg Missal. It is, in fact, a very finely-executed volume, and was produced for the use of a Christian sect, who, having for a long period been subjected to the government of the Moors, yet retained their own religion, but in the form of peculiar services, which the Cardinal, with his accustomed largeness of view, respected; and even built a chapel for the express performance of that ancient ritual, the forms of which are preserved in the magnificent Missal referred to.

Cardinal Ximenes also planned and caused to be printed the famous Polyglot Bible, which consumed twelve years in its production, and which subsequently became the model of that of Plantin, and of those of Michel le Jay and the English printer Walton.
CHAPTER XI.


As the introducer of the printing-press to this country, William Caxton is entitled to high honour, and a prominent place in the ranks of those illustrious Englishmen who have deserved well of their country. It may be disparagingly urged that if he had not thus endowed his country, another would. But as well might it be sought to detract from the honour justly due to Robert Stephenson, on the ground that, had his genius not been the first to create the railway locomotive on the principles then accepted as its most practical and effective form, similar results must necessarily have very soon evolved themselves from some other source.

It seems, indeed, strange that we have no public monument to Caxton—to the man who, by his enterprise and good fortune, was the first to endow English genius with the means of making itself widely known, both at home and abroad,—to the man who first furnished us with the wonderful means of multiplying those hand-written pages which bring the great thoughts of our Shakespeare and other illustrious worthies to every home, at a cost that is almost nominal; and which eventually became the parent of those great diurnal publications, those truly "broad sheets," filled miraculously, in the night-time, with a vast mass of information, in a way which, in any other epoch of the world, would have been incredible; of those great Printed Records which are punctually laid upon our breakfast-tables each morning, as a matter of course, to form the indispensable mental fare which is to accompany the steaming coffee and hot rolls—Sheets containing, incredible as it may seem, one day's complete history of the whole world—Sheets that have become Representatives of the recently added "Fourth Estate" of our Constitution; which may be said henceforth to consist of King, Lords, Commons, and Press; the fourth estate representing that pressure from without before which the other Three Estates are compelled to succumb when they fail to appreciate the advances in intellectual and material civilization of which the higher sections of the Fourth Estate form the natural and inevitable organs. William Caxton was, virtually, the British parent of this great power, by means of which the higher and ever advancing intellect of our nation is now enabled to control and direct the more mechanical, yet equally valuable and necessary, portions of our Constitution.

William Caxton and William Shakespeare are, indeed, two of our greatest names; the one as the unapproached exponent of the highest range of our national tone of thought—the other as having created for us the means of disseminating every tone of that national thought, in a ceaseless stream, to the farthest limits of our enormous empire.

Every particular, therefore, which is connected in the remotest way with the careers of Shakespeare and of Caxton must have a special interest for Englishmen. But, unfortunately, few details have as yet rewarded the industry of the anxious gleaners: the days of memoir-writing and autobiographies had not been fully developed; and Caxton had no Boswell at hand to chronicle every careless word and record the ordinary changes of his daily looks; and, from the same cause, a mist of ignorance hangs over the career of Shakespeare himself, though laborious research has picked up here and there, in an old Will, or Lease, or in a parish Register, or in lists of school names or contemporary guilds, some few small facts, which, with their respective bearings upon each other, and taken in relation to passages in his works, have furnished us with a series of anecdotic incidents that, in default of fuller materials, furnish something like a shadowy outline of
the domestic and literary life of our great poet; and it is from much such a series of facts, similarly scraped together, that we are enabled to know something of the career of William Caxton. All honour to those genuine archeologists, and persevering bibliographic gleaners, who have searched out grain by grain, as it were, a mass of interesting and curious knowledge, which has furnished us with a most instructive repertory of facts connected with the career of William Caxton, and many other of the early printers, and their works. Those who are not conversant with such pursuits cannot be aware what continual watchfulness and never-tiring search are requisite to command a chance of the very smallest real discovery, and would scarcely imagine that even the thick pasteboard bindings of old printed books have been torn open and examined, in the industrious search; the waste paper used for stiffening having often been found to consist of surplus leaves of the earliest printed books, which in some cases have afforded examples of works never otherwise heard of, and given clues to names, dates, and other facts of interest, which could not have been met with in any other way. The perseverance with which such researches have been thus carried out, and with which voluminous parochial records, city chronicles, and other sources of information, have been searched, word by word, for the smallest fact, shows a devotion to the subject worthy of all admiration, especially when the trifling modicum of discovery falling to the lot of each seeker is taken into consideration. The amount of labour of this kind that has been gone through, and the vast fund of knowledge, in the aggregate, that has been obtained, mite by mite, in this manner, may be estimated to some extent by an examination of the list of works consulted during the preparation of this volume, which will be found appended to the index.

It is to the labours of such inveterate and enthusiastic seekers, and from the scraps of personal information contained in his own interesting prefaces, that we owe the possession of a few invaluable facts connected with the life and career of William Caxton. He appears to have been born in the last year of the reign of Henry IV. (1412). His birthplace is not exactly known; but it can be shown it was in the Weald of Kent that he passed the early portion of his life, as we learn from his Prologue to the “Recuyell of the Historyes of Troye,” in which he says, “I was borne and lerned myn Englisch in Kente, in the Weald.” It was there, too, that he acquired the elements of grammar, at some small local Grammar-school, and was taught to avoid some of the gross provincialisms which prevailed in the district, where, as he states, “as brode and rude Englishhe is spoken as in any place of Engleonde.” He completed his imperfect provincial education in London; which place he sometimes calls his “mother.” There, doubtless, he learned the rudiments of the French language, as it was then used in all official business in England, the Plantagenet race still occupying the throne, and the Norman sentiment being still strong in the upper and administrative circles. The education which he was thus enabled to complete in London he was ever after very grateful for; declaring, in his Preface to the “Life of Charlemagne,”—“I am bounden to pray for my father and mother’s souls, that in my youth sent me to school, by which, by the sufferance of God, I get my living I hope truly.” His first biographers, Lewis and Olding, think there is reason to suppose that, from the age of fifteen to eighteen, he was apprenticed to Robert Strange, a merchant mercer of the City of London, who afterwards became Lord Mayor; and as it is well known that the mercers of that time dealt in books, as well as many other things not deemed mercery at the present day, it is probable that he may then have acquired his first interest in that branch of commerce; though they were entirely manuscript books that he must then have had to deal with. It is true that Laurence Koster was, at that very time, close upon maturing his plan for printing the text of the “Speculum Humanae Salvationis” with moveable types; but when Caxton was eighteen years of age, in the year 1430, the printed pages of that remarkable monument of human ingenuity had not yet appeared, or it would not be without interest to speculate upon the chance of a stray copy having come to hand at Robert Strange’s mercey-warehouse during the three years of Caxton’s apprenticeship, as very intimate relations had existed between the Low Countries and England.
ever since Edward III. had married Philippa of Hainault, about one hundred years previously. Caxton, however, could scarcely, up to the end of his apprenticeship, have seen a copy of that noble first effort at type-printing; but it would seem that he afterwards remained with Strange, first as an assistant, and subsequently as a partner, till the year 1441, some little time after the supposed publication of the “Speculum;” so that it is within the range of possibility that he may during that last period have seen a copy; and if so, his keen eye would at once have caught at certain peculiarities of manipulation, to which it would be pleasant to trace his own eventual predilection for that art of printing which, in his old age, he was destined to introduce, in an improved and more practical form, to his own country.

Robert Strange closed his honourable career in 1441, and bequeathed to Caxton, as stated by the indefatigable, though not always accurate Dibdin, the sum of 20 marks, as a token of regard, to his former apprentice. After the death of Strange, Caxton appears to have established a business on his own account; and describes himself, in one of his prefaces printed long afterwards, as a citizen of London, and a member of “the fraternity and fellowship of the Mercery.” He appears to have left England on receiving some appointment connected with the interests of English trade in the Low Countries; where, as we know, from existing documents, he eventually occupied a position somewhat analogous to that of our modern Consuls. That he carried on his independent business in London for only a short time is rendered certain by the length of his absence, and the nature of his career after his return; he says, in fact, in one of his long subsequent prefaces: “I continued by the space of xxx. yere for the most part in the countries of Brabant, Flanders, Holland, and Zeland.” Dibdin thinks he must have left England as early as 143; but when speaking of thirty years’ absence, Caxton is no doubt speaking approximately, and in round numbers. Lewis supposes that Caxton was the factor, or travelling agent, of the Mercers of London; and if so, he had probably been selected on account of his knowledge of French, such as it was, for the acquisition of which, at school, we have found him returning thanks, in one of his prefaces, to the kind providence of his father and mother.

During his infancy, events of great importance to England had been taking place. In the third year of his age occurred the brilliant victory of Agincourt, which laid the power of France prostrate before the successful enterprise of the young English king, Henry V.; but while he was yet a boy of eleven, the bright promise of the reign of the young king was obscured by his early death. In 1422 the Regency, under the Duke of Bedford, commenced, and with it the tide of events began to turn, so fatally, against the arms of England. While Caxton was still a youth of seventeen, completing his three years of service with Robert Strange, Jeanne d’Arc, the Maid of Orleans, had already beaten the English forces from the siege of Orleans, and seen Charles VII. crowned King of France at Rheims, in 1429. But the fanatically inspired girl was, as we know, not destined to a long career; and the fortune of war deserting her, she was taken prisoner, and burnt as a sorceress in 143; while Henry VI., the young King of England, was crowned King of France also, at Paris. Such were the political events that were taking place during the youth of Caxton. In 1441, when he was about proceeding to the Low Countries, England had lost nearly the whole of her continental possessions; and even her old ally, the Duke of Burgundy, had for a time turned against her. The war in France was, however, still languidly carried on, with varying success, at the time that he appeared in the Low Countries (which remained almost entirely undisturbed by the war), either in the character of a trader on his own account, or as Agent for his brother members of the confraternity of Mercers of London. Of his doings between the time of his arrival in the Low Countries, about the year 1441, till 1464, we know nothing whatever; perhaps owing to the Wars of the Roses, which broke out and ran their course in England during that period, and in which the flower of the English nobility had perished. The White Rose of York having eventually triumphed, Edward of York was on the throne, and the deposed Henry VI. a prisoner in the Tower; while every acre of the
British possessions in France had been gradually lost, with the solitary exception of the town of Calais. In that year (1464) William Caxton, then fifty-two years of age, and residing at Bruges, received from the King of England, Edward IV., a commission, in conjunction with Richard Whitehill, to confirm and continue the treaty of commerce previously entered into between Duke Philip the Good and the King of England; on which occasion Caxton and his coadjutor are styled “ambassiores, &c.,” and are evidently considered persons of some importance. The letter itself may be consulted in Rymer’s “Foedera.” It is possible that Caxton, who appears to have been somewhat of a courtier, may have made himself agreeable in various ways to the Burgundian Court before this period, and was on that account selected as a negotiator in the matter of the renewed treaty of commerce. However this may be, it is certain that an opportunity was now afforded him, in his official capacity, of becoming acquainted with some of the learned celebrities of this literary court, and also with the staff of scribes, illuminators, &c., who were constantly employed in the palace on the works of the duke, either intended for presents or as additions to his own splendid library. Such a position must have been very gratifying to the ingenious English mercer and book-dealer, especially if he had not previously enjoyed the privilege of the entree of the palace. But what is more to our purpose, he would then, in all probability, if he had not done so before, have made the acquaintance of Raoul le Febvre, the popular author of the “Histories of Troy,” and the private chaplain of the duke.

This “Recueil des Histoires de Troyes,” which had just been completed by the author, and reproduced in the shape of a magnificent MS. copy richly illuminated for presentation to the duke, was, as we have seen in the last chapter, the general topic of literary conversation at the Court of Bruges; and, as previously stated, the demand for copies became so urgent that neither the duke’s own staff of copyists nor the public guild of Transcribers could furnish them fast enough, and it was determined to call in the aid of the new art of “imprinting” to supply the demand. That art, though of such recent discovery in a really practical form—Gutenberg’s Bible having appeared scarcely ten years before,—was already exciting attention all over Central Europe; and at Bruges, no doubt, the inferior kind of printing, of which we have heard in the diary of the Abbé de Valencennes, was in regular practice for inferior works, though it had not come into competition with the business of the transcribers in works of a superior class. It was, however, sufficiently established to attract attention towards the superior productions of the school of Mayence, especially when an emergency occurred such as the impossibility to supply the demand for the popular work of Raoul le Febvre, which was certainly, whether at Bruges or Cologne, reproduced by the new art before the year 1467. The type of this book, which is the first ever printed in the French language, is, as I have before remarked, peculiar, and bears a stronger affinity to the style of character found in French MSS., and afterwards in early French printed books, than with German MSS. or German types. The general appearance of Flemish MSS. of the time is closely imitated in the type of this book, especially by the frequent use of groups of letters joined by ligatures, and cast together; the effect of which is so deceptive that the earlier bibliographical critics were, some of them, almost inclined to think it a xylographic work; while by others less learned it was considered simply a MS.; though such opinions cannot now be seriously sustained for a moment. Some bibliographers have hesitatingly assigned the printing of this curious book to Caxton, as the same types were used by him in printing his own translation of it a few years afterwards. M. Bernard, however, in treating of the press of Ulric Zell at Cologne, ascribes this book and also the “Jason,” printed in the same character, to the Colognian printer; while, on the other hand, in treating of the early printers of Bruges, he assigns the casting of the type to some French artisan, and leaves the matter of the printing rather vague. His favourite theory, however, is that it was executed under the immediate direction of the Duke of Burgundy himself, and may therefore have been printed in the ducal palace, where so much

other literary work was going on; though he makes no precise statement on this point. With regard to a Frenchman having been employed to cast the types, the view appears scarcely tenable, inasmuch as when this book was printed—certainly not later than the beginning of 1467—no typefounding or printing establishment existed in France; and when, two years later, Fichet sought to establish a press in the Sorbonne, in 1469-70, printers had to be sought in Germany, and Ulric Gering and two of his compatriots were engaged, as necessary to the foundation of the press; so that it seems highly improbable that Duke Philip should be able to obtain an engraver and founder of types in France in 1465 or 1466, while Fichet, three years later, found it necessary to send from Paris to Germany for the assistance he required. With regard to Ulric Zell being the printer of this book, which possibly appeared in 1465, similar difficulties occur. His first dated book was not issued till 1466; and though his "Offices of Cicero" may have appeared a year earlier, there is no certainty that it did so; and if not, and the first printed edition of the "Recueil" appeared in 1464 or 1465, it is impossible to consider the work the production of Ulric Zell. Another point to be considered is, that Ulric Zell doubtless arrived at Cologne with his fount of German types all ready to go to work; and if applied to, to print a work for the Duke of Burgundy or any other personage, he would in all probability have used those types, which were of the most approved forms, and had all the prestige of coming direct from the great central seat of the new art at Mayence. How, then, was the peculiar type of the "Recueil" produced? There are several probable solutions to the question. The first is that the duke, whose taste in every detail of the arts connected with bookwork is well known, caused the types to be engraved and cast in Bruges, where the active and powerful guild of artisans connected with the production of books afforded him great facilities for carrying out such a project. If this were, indeed, the true explanation of the matter, we may suppose that it was attempted in the peculiar type adopted to imitate precisely the style of the writing of the splendid presentation copy of the work; while the fact that Caxton afterwards used these identical types at Cologne may be accounted for by supposing that, after the types were made, great difficulties were found in the "setting-up" and in the usual routine of preparations for printing; and that during the difficulty it became known that Ulric Zell had just established himself at Cologne, when the types may have been forwarded to him in the charge of Caxton, whose extensive commercial relations we may imagine were continually taking him over the whole of the country between Bruges and the more western towns of the Rhine—a charge which, considering his early training in the book-trade, and also his close connection with the Burgundian Court, he was a very likely person to be entrusted with. After depositing the type with Ulric Zell, such a person as Caxton, considered both as courtier and as a man of an ingenious and enterprising mind, would naturally experience the greatest interest in remaining to witness the operations going forward in the atelier of one of the workmen of the already celebrated Gutenberg, fresh from the city where Fust and Schoffher had just issued the second great printed Bible, with their own types, and who had at that moment in the press the works of Cicero. Supposing that such were, in fact, the real course of events, it would satisfactorily account for Caxton then and there acquiring his first knowledge of the art of printing, and also for the types remaining in the office of Zell, where they may afterwards have been used for the "Jason," and where Caxton, with the permission of the Court of Burgundy, may have made use of them on his own account, as his preface in his first work gives us every reason to believe that he did. If the types were thus left at Cologne, they of course remained unused by Zell till the printing of the "Jason" was required, when they were again employed, as afterwards by Caxton for works which he printed there, after having obtained permission from the Burgundian Court to that effect. A specimen of the first book printed with the types subsequently used by Caxton (from the copy acquired by the British Museum in 1844) will be found in Plate 41 (No. 3); and those acquainted with Flemish MSS. of the period will perceive that the type has been closely copied from them, rather than from the French hand of the time, as presumed by M. Bernard.
The year 1470 is assigned by some English archaeologists as the date of this book; but on many accounts it is more probable that it was not printed later than 1467. It is possible that Caxton being in official intercourse with the Court at the time of the great success of the "Recueil des Histoires de Troyes," may himself have been the person who suggested the idea of resorting to the new art of imprinting, in order to supply the great demand for the popular work, which the transcribers were utterly unequal to; seeing that he might make use of such an opportunity of practising the new art of printing with a view to make it ultimately serviceable to himself; as we know that on first becoming acquainted with Raoul le Febvre’s work, he at once conceived the idea of making an English translation of it, which, as he himself informs us, he actually began at the first leisure opportunity, which seems to have occurred in 1468; at which time he may have been already planning the large circulation of it in England by means of that same new art of printing; for Caxton, as a mercer, and also a book-merchant, had travelled in Holland in that particular interest, and of course knew all about the production and sale of the roughly-printed books of Koster, and of the later and superior products of the German presses, which were then finding their way by means of travelling merchants, such as Caxton, all over the Low Countries, as well as France and Italy. Having thus by the nature of his calling acquired a general knowledge of the great results already achieved by the printing-press, and something, perhaps, of the manner of production of those "printed" books, he may have proposed to the duke to execute a set of types for the purpose of printing the "Recueil des Histoires de Troyes," to which, with his known ingenuity, he would naturally wish to give such a special character as might overcome the well-known prejudices of the Burgundian Court in favour of MS. books, by giving such a free and writing-like appearance to his characters as should more closely resemble the native hand-writing than the more formal types of the great German printers could possibly do, inasmuch as they were not designed with the express view of imitating the fine, fluent, and dashingly ligated writing of the expert transcribers of Bruges. Having readily found engravers well suited to his purpose among those engaged in the preparation of the types for the roughly-printed pamphlets before alluded to, he may eventually have shrunk from the difficulties of the actual printing, even after paper had been also made on purpose, which is, in fact, of French or Flemish make, as appears from the water-marks, which are unlike those of the German papers, and principally formed of a Gothic P, which may be taken as the initial of the Christian name of Duke Philip the Good, for whose use it may have been expressly made. If such difficulties as those supposed really occurred, Caxton, who knew Cologne well, and also must have known that Ulric Zell had just set up his presses there, or was about to do so, may have carried his types and paper there, and with the aid of Ulric and his assistants, have there printed the work, which, as being the private property of the duke, bears neither the name of Zell, nor that of Cologne, nor yet that of Caxton, while the work which Caxton afterwards appears to have had permission to print with the same types was plainly dated at Cologne, and bore also the name of Caxton as the printer. A third hypothesis is, that the work was printed at Bruges, and that Caxton may have actually executed the printing of the work in the ducal palace itself; and that after the death of Duke Philip in 1467, when his great staff of transcribers and illuminators was broken up by his son, who found no time for such pursuits, the fount of type may have been removed to Cologne for some special purpose; as, for instance, when it was determined to print the "Jason" in 1470. At that time, the means of executing such work in the palace having ceased to exist, although the types were still available, Caxton may have recommended removing them to the then well-established press of Zell at Cologne, a city closely bordering on the Burgundian territory. However near, or far, these conjectures may be from the truth, they are naturally suggested by the examination of this interesting monument of early printing; and that Caxton was intimately connected with the transaction in some way or other appears pretty certain, as we find him immediately
afterwards (in 1469) occupied, during all his leisure hours, in making an English translation of the book in question, which he printed with the same types.

A fourth hypothesis is that of Mr. Blades, which merits the respect of all true bibliographers, from the care with which he has worked it out, and in honour of the two splendid volumes on Caxton and his works, produced by this enterprising author, to whom we are indebted for a new theory concerning the types of the "Recueil des Histoires." The theory is, that Colard Mansion, the well-known printer of Bruges, of whom I have already had occasion to speak when treating of the first printers in France and Belgium, was the true parent of the "Recueil," as being the instructor of Caxton, who is supposed to have printed this work at Bruges under his direction and guidance. I cannot, however, agree with this view; first, because Colard Mansion's first dated work did not appear till a much later period; and, secondly, because no work attributed to that printer has so many unmistakable signs of the infancy of the art as are exhibited in the "Recueil des Histoires;" and, thirdly, because Caxton himself, who does mention printing at Cologne, says nothing about printing at Bruges. Fourthly, the similarity of the method of printing the rubrics in those respective works of Caxton and Mansion which are well authenticated, as urged by Mr. Blades, namely, wiping off the black ink from the letters to be rubricated, and then rolling them in a red, and printing both colours at one pressure, by which method the red was often blackened in tone, I cannot consider an important argument. I fancy that the rude printers in Bruges, who practised the Dutch system before the prevalence of the improved process of Gutenberg, followed that plan in their cheap and roughly-executed productions, and that Colard Mansion and Caxton, who were, no doubt, well acquainted with the process, had both adopted it, though in conjunction with several of the superior features of the German method; moreover, rubrication is not a leading feature in Caxton's works, and therefore, however ingenious the theory, and however beautifully illustrated in Mr. Blades' very handsome and valuable volumes, I cannot agree with it.

The fact that no works of Mansion's to which a date can possibly be assigned, are known before 1475, also militates, as I think, greatly against Mr. Blades' theory. Two specimens from the works of Colard Mansion will be found in Plate 41, in which the style of the type is extremely different in character to that of Caxton, and more in accordance with the ordinary manuscript style of the large folio chronicles that were executed by the scribes of Bruges at that time, when they had become the greatest manufacturers of vellum books in Europe. The first specimen is from the "Surze de Pistoye," without date; the second, from the French translation of Boccaccio, "Le Dechiet de Nobles Hommes, &c." These are the only examples of the work of Mansion possessed by our Museum; and I must admit that among those I have examined at Bruxelles and in the Bibliothèque Impériale at Paris, there are examples of a style much more nearly approaching that of Caxton's first books, but all of later date.

The death of Philip the Good, which occurred in the year before that in which Caxton commenced his translation of the popular book of the "Recueil des Histoires de Troyes," did not interrupt Caxton's intercourse with the Burgundian Court; but on the contrary, led to circumstances which increased its intimacy; for in the following year the young Duke, Charles the Rash, married Margaret Plantagenet, the sister of the King of England, Edward IV.; and on the 3rd of July in that year the splendid marriage fêtes took place, at which no doubt Caxton figured honourably, as a compatriot of the new duchess, who immediately appointed him to a lucrative office in her household, as we learn from the prologue to his translation of the "Recueil," in which he says, "I am a servant unto her sayd grace, and resseive of her yerly fée and other many goode and grete benefite." It appears that he took the first opportunity of showing what he had already done of his English translation to his countrywoman, the duchess, who pointed out to him several matters connected

* We learn this from his own prologue to the English version.
with the style of his work, which appeared to her to require correction, and he was doubtless too
good a courtier to dispute her literary taste; and in deference to the wishes of his patroness, he
actively resumed his work of translation in the March of 1469: his prologue reads 1468, but that
is "old style." He was, however, unable to finish it before December, 1471, in consequence of nu-
merous interruptions and removals, as he tells us himself, stating that the translation of the second
part was commenced at Bruges, continued at Ghent, and finished at Cologne. It was, doubtless, in
his office of English consul, or commissioner, that he was compelled to such frequent removals on
official business, of the character of which an existing document preserved in the registry of the
Court of Civil Law at Bruges will convey some idea. This document refers to a case in which he
appears as arbitrator, one of the most usual duties, probably, of his official position. The document
merely states the fact, though at great length, that the affair in dispute was settled by the
arbitration of William Caxton and Thomas Perrot; Caxton being described as "William Caxton,
marchand d'Angleterre, maistre et gouverneur des marchands de la nation d'Angleterre par deça;"
titles from which we may infer that his office was one of considerable dignity. The disputants
appear also to have been men of note, as one of them was "Jaques Dorie, marchand de Senne,"
that is, doubtless, Giacomo Doria, of Genoa. The entire document was first published by Van
Praet; and we further learn, from a concluding passage of it, that Caxton was absent on some
other business at the time of the termination of the affair.

In his quality of English chargé d'affaires, Caxton probably inhabited the residence at Bruges
known as the House of the English, of which Sanderus has given a representation in his "Flandria
Illustrata," and which Dibdin reproduced in his "Typographical Antiquities." The document just
referred to is dated in the middle of the year 1469; and his absence, apparently an official one,
which is there mentioned, probably occurred during the presence of the King of England at Ghent,
where the Burgundian Court went to reside for a time, or on the arrival of an English ambassador
to confer the Order of the Garter upon the Duke of Burgundy. That Caxton was present on the
latter occasion appears highly probable, as he afterwards printed the inaugurative speech pro-
nounced by the ambassador Russell on the 4th of February, 1470 (new style). After this period,
owing to the renewed troubles in England, and the war which had broken out between the Duke
of Burgundy and Louis XI. of France, the commercial duties of Caxton became null, or very light.
In the latter part of that year, however, during the month of September, the King of England
was again in Flanders, no longer, as formerly, in the character of the brilliant monarch who had
conferred the Order of the Garter on his brother sovereign, but as a refugee, literally penniless, his
escape from his pursuers having been of the most hairbreadth kind. At the Burgundian court,
the defeated Edward was assigned a residence at a château near Bruges, which belonged to the
Seigneur of Gruthuys, the celebrated patron of authors, illuminators, and book-transcribers, who
was the original patron of Mansion, the first native printer of Bruges, and no doubt on intimate
terms with the ingenious Englishman William Caxton, who in all probability saw much of the
king while residing with the Lord of Gruthuys. One may very naturally imagine that the Duchess
Margaret would often visit her brother at that château, which was but a short distance from the
city; and from the representations that may be seen in many of the illuminations of the works
executed expressly for its lord, we may form a very fair idea of its picturesquely crenelated
walls and turrets, and perceive that it was evidently well worthy of receiving the fugitive majesty of
England. It is not unlikely that, during one of her visits to her brother, she may have proposed
that her protégé and countryman Caxton should assist in conducting them over the celebrated
Gruthuys library, which at that time contained a collection of magnificently-illuminated books,
scarcely second to that in the palace of the duke. That particular task of sight-seeing was pretty
sure to be inflicted upon the king while a resident there, whether he liked it or not; and, under
the circumstances, he would necessarily feel himself compelled to express infinite delight, and
display the greatest possible interest in the inspection of the noble books of the Gruthuyse collection; and King Edward may then have turned over the glittering leaves of that splendidly-illuminated copy of the "Chronicles of Froissart" which had been made expressly for Louis of Bruges, Lord of Gruthuyse, the miniatures of which represent so vividly the great events in the lives of the king's grandfather, uncles, and cousins,—a splendid monument of the illuminator's and transcriber's art, now preserved, perfect as on the day of completion, in the Bibliothèque Nationale at Paris. It is possible, while Caxton was pointing out to the king the remarkable features of that work, which his experience enabled him so fitly to do, that the new art of printing, as destined eventually to supersede those of the illuminator and transcriber, may have been spoken of; and that Caxton, already experienced in the matter of that new art, as one of the chief directors in the printing of the "Recueil des Histoires," may have been, then and there, invited by the king to introduce it into England. It appears indeed highly probable that the printing of the book in question may have been alluded to on such an occasion, as we find that Caxton very soon afterwards presented to the Queen of England a printed copy of his own translation of that work, which is still in existence, and contains the autograph of the queen herself. This interesting monument of Caxton's first acknowledged essay in the art which was destined to render his name famous among the benefactors of his country, was sold at the sale of the Duke of Roxburgh's books, some fifty years ago (1812), for the sum of £1,060, and would now possibly realize a still higher price.

Charles the Rash, having furnished his brother-in-law with a considerable fleet, and a supply of men and money, the English king quitted his pleasant retreat at Gruthuyse on the 19th February, 1471, to regain his throne as rapidly as he had lost it; while the unfortunate Henry VI. was reconducted to the Tower, this time to terminate his imprisonment by a violent death.

The hurry and bustle consequent upon the sudden appearance of King Edward in Bruges having subsided, Caxton found leisure to proceed to Cologne, whither it is possible that he went to superintend the printing of the "Jason," which was in fact a continuation of the "Recueil des Histoires de Troyes," and originally intended to have been published along with it, had it not been found that the extent of such an addition would render the work too bulky. If Caxton's visit to Cologne at this time were really to superintend the printing of the "Jason," a supposition that there is nothing to disprove, and much to support, then the printing of that book must be assigned to 1471, instead of 1470, the date conjecturally supposed by M. Bernard; for it was at Cologne, on the 19th September of this year, that Caxton completed his English translation of the "Recueil." Having carried through the impression of the "Jason" in the earlier part of that year, we may suppose that he then commenced the printing of his own translation of the "Recueil" with the same types, as soon as they were liberated; and we are naturally led to this belief by remarks in his prologue, stating that his work was impatiently waited for by several persons, among whom not the least was the Duchess herself, of whose approbation he remarks, "she hath well accepted it, and largely rewarded me." The principal difference in the style of the printing of the English translation is that the titles and headings are printed in red in the translation, while those of the French edition were in black, like the body of the work, showing that the custom, first adopted by Schoffer, of printing the headings in red, instead of leaving them to be filled in by hand, or merely printed in black, was becoming widely adopted. The volume is much thicker than the original, in consequence of the translation having run out the matter, and the translator's prologue and two epilogues being superadded. This translation of the "Recueil des Histoires," &c., was the first book ever printed in the English language, as that of the original "Recueil" had been the first ever printed in French; and, as an Englishman, one would like to be able to prove that Caxton printed the first French book as well as the first English one.

Part of the prologue to the first book of Caxton's acknowledged printing is worth reproducing, as follows: "Here begynneth the volume intituled the Recuyell of the Hystoryes of Troye, composed
and drawn out of diverse books of Latyn into Frensh by the right venerable persone and worshipful man Raoule Ffevres, preest and chapelyn unto the right noble, glorious, and mighty prince, in his time, Philip, Duc of Bourgoyn, of Brabant, &c. in the yere of the incarnation of our Lord God a thousand foure hunderd sexty and foure, and translated and drawn out of Frenshe into English by Wyllyam Caxton, mercer of the cyte of London, at the commandement of the right hie, mighty, and vertuous Princesse, hys redoubted Lady Margarete, by the grace of God, Duchess of Bourgoyne, of Lobryk, of Brabant, &c., which sayd translation and werke were begunne in Brugess, in the county of Flandres, the first day of March in the yere of the incarnation of our sayd Lord God a thousand four hunderd sexty and eight, and ended and finished in the holy cyte of Colen, the xix day of September, the yere of our sayd Lord God a thousand foure hunderd sexty and enleven," &c.

The first of the two epilogues, in which he alludes to the great wars that then "troubled all the world," may be passed over in this place for want of space,* but the second must be given nearly in extenso, as containing many passages concerning the printer's reasons for taking up the "new art." It is one of the most full and interesting of any of the subscriptions of the early-printed books, setting forth in the usual magniloquent manner the art of imprinting as a wonderful process by means of which pen and ink, and the hand of the writer, are all dispensed with. He attempts to give new force to the statement, as regards his own case, inasmuch as growing age will prevent him from pursuing the continuous labour of the pen; and that, as many people are waiting for his book, he has learned at great cost the art of printing, in order that they may all have it at once (attones); further stating, as an illustration of the power of the printing-press, that all the copies required could be begun altogether, in one day, and also finished altogether, within the space of a day,—a passage which some have misunderstood, thinking he meant that the whole edition was begun and finished in one day. His expressions are, indeed, rather ambiguous; but he evidently means to imply that, instead of a number of books being written by hand, one after another, that the whole number, by this new art of imprinting, would be begun altogether within one day, and ended altogether within some other day. His own words, which ought to be given, are—"Thus ende I this book, whiche I have translated after myn aucttor as nyghc as God hath gyven me connyng, to whom be gyven the laud and preysing. And as for as moche in the wryting of the same my penne is worn, myn hande wery and not stedfast, myn eyn dimed with over moche looking on whit paper, and my corage not so prone and redy to laboure as hit hath been, and that age crepeth on me dayly and feebleth all the bodye, and also because I have promised to dyverse gentilmen and to my frendes to adresse to them as hastely as I myght this sayd book; therefore I have practysed and lerned at my grete charge and dispense to ordeyne this said book in prynyte after the manner and forme as ye may here see, and is not wreton with penne and ynke as other bokes ben, to thende that every man may have them attones, for all the books of this story, named the Recule of the Historyes of Troyes, thus imprynted as ye here see, were begunne in oon day and also finished in oon day," &c. &c.

For the sale of this book, written in English, Caxton of course looked to England; and the impatient gentlemen mentioned in his epilogue were doubtless Englishmen, for he could not expect to meet with many purchasers in Flanders. From the general tenor of his character we naturally arrive at the conclusion that his views were almost entirely mercantile in the matter, and that the greater part of his edition was at once forwarded to England with other merchandise on his account, where it no doubt met with ready sale, as the first prose translation of a work which was then the rage at all the Continental Courts. The queen, as I have stated before, received a "presentation copy;" and her gracious acceptance no doubt added to the general prestige of the

---

* It must be noticed, however, that he refers to Lydgate's versified translation of this portion of the work, and modestly declares himself unworthy "to hold the pen, or even carry the inkstand," of the poet.
production. As a specimen of this work, the first book ever printed in the English language, cannot fail to be interesting to every Englishman, I have, in Plate 42, No. 2, reproduced part of a page from the copy formerly in the library of George III., and now in the British Museum. The "Meditaciones sur les sept Psalms Penitentiaux" was also printed by Caxton with the same types, about the same time, as an examination of the specimen in Plate 41, No. 4, will at once prove to the careful student. A specimen of this work was first discovered by Mr. Winter Jones, the chief librarian of the British Museum, while keeper of the printed books, in the year 1846. It was found among some of the neglected volumes of the old royal collection.*

Caxton, elated with the success of his first venture on his own account, in producing books by the new art of printing, appears to have obtained permission to print other works with the same types: and he did in fact, as we shall see, print other books with them, at Cologne: the best known of them being "The Game and Playe of the Chesse, translated out of the French, and imprinted by William Caxton;"† the French work itself being a translation of a Latin one by Cessoles. This little book was intended for circulation in England, as the dedication to the Duke of Clarence, brother of Edward IV., leaves no doubt, and in England alone are copies found. The subscription states that it was "fynysshid the last day of Marche, the yer of our Lord God a thousand four hundred and lxxiiij." Some have thought that this was the first book printed by Caxton in England; but the type, which is still the Burgundian font of the "Recueil," proves that it was not so; and, moreover, he tells us in the book itself that it was "translated by him while he resided at Bruges;" continuing thus: "When I had so achieved the said translation, I did set in imprint a certain number of them, which anon were depeshed (dispatched) and sold."‡ It is evident, therefore, that the "Game and Playe of the Chesse" was printed abroad, with the same type as the "Recueil des Histoires," with which none of his English works are printed; as will be seen by the specimen in Plate 42, placed immediately above the one from the "Recueil des Histoires," in order to enable the reader to compare the identity of the types used in the two works. In this plate the work is dated, in error, 1466; whereas it probably appeared between 1468 and 1470. He may also have printed other works at Cologne, as Wynkyn de Worde, in the subscription to his edition of Caxton's translation of Bartholomew de Glanville, alludes, in some rugged verse, to an edition of that work printed by Caxton at Cologne, of which not a fragment remains:—

And also of your charite bear in remembrance
The soul of William Caxton, first printer of this boke,
In Latyn tongue, at Colyn, himselfe to advance,
That every well disposed man may thereon loke.

The meaning of Wynkyn de Worde appears to be the expression of a wish that William Caxton, the printer of the first edition, should not be forgotten; he having, in order to improve himself in the Latin tongue, undertaken to translate the work, so that any disposed to read it, and not knowing Latin, might be enabled to do so.§

The principal works printed in what we may call Caxton's first type, or, rather, the Burgundian type, are the "Recueil des Histoires" (in French), the "Meditaciones, &c.," the "Game and Playe of the Chesse," and the English translation of "Le Recueil des Histoires."

In 1475, the success in England of the books he was printing abroad, and their increasing circulation, appears to have determined Caxton to return to his native country, there to pursue the printing of books in English with greater effect. At his age—then about 63—the breaking through all his long-acquired habits, and the giving up of kindly friendships of thirty years' standing with many warm-hearted Flemish associates,—friends both of the hours of business as well as

* The Museum specimen of this work is unique, and is described in the "Archeologia," 1846.
† A translation which he had probably made some time before.
‡ That is, despatched to England, and sold.
§ It may possibly be meant that Caxton printed the book at Cologne, to advance himself in the art of printing.
leisure,—must have been a great trial, as, after so long an absence, he could hardly hope to find many of his former friends and relatives alive in England,—and even such as still existed, altogether estranged,—insomuch that his English life would have, as it were, to be begun anew. But he had brilliant friends at court, who had frequently seen him at Bruges, especially the king, with whom I have been pleased to fancy that he spent some very pleasant hours in the Castle of Gruthuys; for Edward IV. was not a man to pine and sigh away his life under any kind of reverse. Whatever may be the value of these conjectures, it is evident that Caxton had a keen eye to business; and it was plain too that business could now be driven to greater advantage in England than in Flanders; and so hither he came, and established himself in the ecclesiastical precincts of Westminster, bringing with him a new set of types, most probably cast expressly for the occasion. The first work he printed in England was the Speech of the English ambassador Russell, before referred to, on the presentation of the insignia of the Order of the Garter to the Duke of Burgundy. This little quarto was probably a trial of the new types which he had brought from Cologne; and the only known copy of it is the one in the Spencer Library. It has been thought that the subject of this first essay, which appears an insignificant one, may have been adopted with the view of obtaining the influence of a powerful patron, and that of his family.

His English translation of the "Jason" seems to have been the first book of any extent that he printed in England, though in a subsequent preface, when speaking of his various translations, he places that work in his list, after the "Book of the Chesse;" but he may have had in mind the chronological order of the translations themselves, and not the printing of them; while the second edition of the original "Game and Playe of the Chesse," which was printed in England, and entitled, "A Book of the Chesse moralysed," is evidently a more recent work than the "Jason;" which, though without date, yet bears indications which necessarily place the time of its issue before that of the second edition of the "Game of Chesse," printed in 1480. For instance, Caxton informs us that he undertook his translation of the "Jason," with the permission of the king and the queen, when the young Prince of Wales, for whom the work was destined (according to the worldly wisdom of Caxton), was just beginning to read; that is to say, when he was four or five years old; and the little prince having been born in 1471, would thus give us the date of 1475 for the appearance of this book. These prefaces and epilogues of our noble old printer, which may have been considered rather verbose by his contemporaries, containing as they do a rather superfluous mass of talk, are yet full of interest for us, as affording most interesting glimpses into a state of society of which we have so few minute records. How touching for instance is his somewhat over-courteous dedication of this book to the little prince, when he says—"Whom I pray God save, and increase in virtue, and bring him unto as much worship and good renommé as ever had any of his noble progenitors." Sadly omenous do these good wishes appear, when we know that, so soon afterwards, this flattered and almost worshipped young prince was to be cruelly assassinated, in cold blood, by the usurper of a throne which he appeared so certainly destined to ascend himself, with every prospect of a brilliant reign. Caxton must, indeed, have had some secret misgivings, even while he traced those flattering lines. He had seen the young king, Henry V., cut off by disease (or poison?) in the full tide of youth and victory. He had seen his son, Henry VI., deposed, and eventually murdered in the same Tower that was destined to be the slaughter-house of the little prince to whom he was then dedicating his "Book of the Golden Fleece;" and having also seen that prince's father for a time a penniless exile in a foreign country, he must surely have had some inward conviction, with the superstition of his age, that a doom hung over that falling house of Plantagenet. If he had such presentiments, he lived to see them verified. But neither the catastrophes which befell his Royal patrons, nor even the eventual change of dynasty, seem to have interfered with his indomitable industry; for in 1483, the very year of the assassination of the young prince, styled for a brief term Edward V., he was as busy as ever with his printing-press; and when in 1485, Richard III., the murderer of
the young prince, was slain on the Field of Bosworth, and an entirely new dynasty ascended the throne. He was hard at work with that History of Charlemagne, which commenced for the royal victim of the chances of war, was eventually presented, with many flattering words, to the fortunate victor, the first of the Tudors.

So much for the tragic associations of the dedication of the "Jason;" the prologue of which contains an interesting bit of gossip of quite another kind, a moreau especially interesting to archaeologists. It is the description of the famous hall in the Castle of Hesdin, which Duke Philip, the founder of the Order of the "Golden Fleece," caused to be painted in the most elaborate manner, with the various episodes in the classical story of "Jason." Thus speaks William Caxton of this noble hall: "But well wote I that the noble Duke Philip, being founder of this said order, did do maken a chamber in the Castle of Hesdyn, wherein was craftily and curiously depainted the conquest of the Golden Fleece by the said Jason. In which chamber I have been, and seen the said history so depainted." For a specimen of Caxton's "Jason," see Plate 43, No. 2, from the copy in the Museum.

The first book that Caxton printed in England, with a date, was that of a noble author; for we find him always among courtly connexions. It was the work of no less a personage than Anthony Woodville Rivers, the brother of the queen: being an English translation, by that personage, of "Les Dicts Moraux des Philosophes." This English translation is entitled "The Dictes and Sayings of Philosophers," in which title there is certainly a little tautology, though it sounds very well; but the important point is the imprint, with the date, as follows, "empyranted by me, William Caxton, at Westminster, the yere of our Lord MCCC LXXII." This is evidently the first edition, the second exhibiting technical advances in the process which denote a later period. The work of translation was performed by Lord Rivers in 1473, during a voyage to Spain, which he made for the purpose of visiting the shrine of St. James's of Compostello; and Caxton eventually added to the "Dictes and Sayings," then arranged by Lord Rivers, those of Socrates against women, which had been omitted; the apology which he offers for this omission on the part of the noble author being rather curious and characteristic. He supposes that "the sayde Lorde" left them out because "at that tyme amerouse on some noble ladye," &c.; "or ellys for the very afeceyson, love and good willie he hath onto alle ladyes and gentylwomen." After which, our talkative old printer goes on to state that, nevertheless, if these sayings of the great Greek philosopher be omitted, then none of his maxims were to be trusted, and so he deems it right to insert them, under the polite protest that the women of Greece were doubtless different from our English women; and at all events, whatever may have been the character of Greek ladies, he asserts roundly that "the women of this contre ben right good, wyse, playsant, humble, discrete, sobre, chaste, obedient to their husbands, trewe, secret,"—and, the old courtier, not knowing where to stop in his praises, goes on—"stedfast, ever besy and never ydle. atemperat in speakyng, and vertuous in alle their workes;" while, at last, fearing he should seem to be laying on the flattery too thick, he pulls up short, and adds—"or at leste shold be so;" finishing off by a final endeavour to make himself perfectly safe in every way by declaring to all who read the sayings in question, that "if they fynd any fault" they are to "sette it to Socrates, and not to me."

Caxton's first English press was worked within the precincts of a monastery, that of Westminster, as that of Sweinheim and Pannartz, the first printers in Italy, had been in that of Subiaco; and his books were sold in the adjoining almonry, the character of which corresponded, as M. Bernard remarks, with la grande salle du palais at Paris, where booksellers used to have their stalls. These remarks are founded upon a kind of prospectus issued by Caxton, which is still in existence, though not a scrap of the pamphlet to which it refers,—"Salisbury Commemorations," is now in existence. It runs thus: —"If it plese any man, spiritual or temporell, &c. &c.," to wish to possess the pamphlets in question, "lately hymn come to Westmonester, in to the Almoneary, at the Reed Pale, and he shall have them good chepe." There is no doubt that Caxton drove a good trade at the said sign of the Red Pale,
This first chapter of the first tractate forsoth under what kyng the play of the cresse was fouren and maaky:

Monge all the curtis conditions and signes that may be in a man the first and fynest is when he seeth not ne ne deth to displese any make woundes god by fr Ashe and the peple by spyng disobaidly and he ater she is not ner taken he unto them that repute hym and his vises but sethe them in suche wise as he did to the emperor Nero which he did to see his master senque for as moche as he might not suffer to be reprendy and taught of hym. In lyke wyse was sometime a kyng in baselonne that was named Emlinodach a jollyman with oute justice any so cruell that he dyde to keave his

The Play of the Cresse, 1st Edition.
Printed by Caxton.

This work/Cassandra was of saft stature and cleere. Roundly mouthed, wyse, eyryng epyr/A homly hande, she was moche of thinges to cyme by astro/nome and other science. Polyphena was a moche saft daughter and tendre. And was the wetyn Rape of a water. In which nature saftly she was only that she made her marshall. And she was the farcest marke that was in her tym. And she the best fourned. Many moe were wysshin the towne and wpsh oute. Durynge the sege. But thys were the principall and gretest of name. And thys therefore Dares declaird the facion of them. And refereth not of the other.

How the kynges Dukeys erles and Borons of grete

The Historicks of Troye.
Translatd & printed abucd by Caxton. About A.D. 1472.

For as it fennes it was forsoe wyse
To err in som seruious sentence
And fordo pay hym place any audience
And layd to our off he shoude to hym saye.
That alle the to tell his tale hym prepe.
Our offe hede the Lordis for his alle
Sir prest quod he now faire moost you beleke.
Sainct that pe lef thee and ye shul gladly beare
And with that Lyordis he yfere in this manere
Tellest quod ye your mediacion
But safttech pou the same tol a way.

"The Canterbury Tales" Printed by Caxton in London 1476.

Of the tenne pettes of the holy ghost capitolo

Legend

For the petitions that ben cons-
tryped in the holy water.
as hyphets to
spede in godes 
reverence
of to hye a nature as of the holy pettes of the ho-
gost.
like as to hym
\alla of hyss grace shall
endycyne and tope ye.
And we shall take tych art
whiche hen the pettes of the holy.
After
Wherefore they be called pettes, and Wherefore they be called of the holy.
After Wherefore they be tenne pettes of the holy.
There beginneth the book of the subtil histories and Fables of Egypt which were translated out of French in to English by William Caxton at Westminister in the yere of our Lord M. CCCC. 1487.

This histore conteyneth how he excused hym of that was imposyble to hym; that he shold haue ij the fringes of his loth.

This is a grete vsage and displeasing to god and good men; a token of an unstable and a dissolute life: as agenward, silence is a grete vertu, and for grete cause of goodnesse ordained in religion of the which vertu diverse clothes spoken. That we shall passe out at thyss tyme and thus sconde this chapter of the Epiphane that is open shewing of our lord Ca. viij.

A page from Aesop's Fables, printed by Caxton in 1484.

Part of a page from the Speculum Vitae Christi, printed by Caxton in 1488.
A monge alle the ruyl condicions & signes that may be in a man the firste and the greatest how. Whan he se with notte no warth to displese & make Both god by some of the people by hys yng disordynally. Whan he recheth not not taketh heed into them that reprehende hym and his sayes. But feth them In suche wise as did the emperour new which did to fete his mayster senque-for as moche as he myght not suffre to be reprehende and taughte of hym in like wise was feth a hyng in babylon that was named

A page from a treatise on the game of chess. Printed at Salamanca, about 1485.
where, though he sold his wares "good chepe," he no doubt realized a most satisfactory profit. Certain it is that he continued for a long series of years a very active issue of works, principally English translations by himself from the works of French authors, and also a few translations from the Latin, of which language he appears to have been a tolerable master. One of the early works printed at Westminster, soon after the "Dictes and Sayings," by Lord Rivers, was an edition of the ever popular "Canterbury Tales" of Chaucer (the "Tales of Cauntryrybureye"). This work, of which a specimen will be found in Plate 42 (No. 3), is placed in juxtaposition with the type of the works printed on the Continent, in order to exhibit distinctly the juxtaposition of the two kinds of type. A subsequent edition was illustrated with coarse woodcuts, which, notwithstanding their rudeness, are highly characteristic, and are, if of native execution, the first woodcuts at present known to have been executed in England; certainly earlier than those of the second edition of the "Game and Playe of the Chesse," which, under the title of the "Book of the Cheze moralised," was printed about 1480, and the curious cuts have been considered by some the earliest examples of English wood-engraving. This "Book of the Chesse" is not a technical treatise, as some have supposed, but, as the English title imports, a series of moral maxims drawn from the principles of the game, of which the origin is given in a very graphically told story concerning "a kyng in Babilon," to which the singular illustration in the page given as a specimen, refers. This specimen, Plate 44, No. 1, is from the Museum copy, which was received with the library of George III.

In the same plate is a specimen from a work printed in Spain near the same time, which is an actual treatise on the game, with regular problems and illustrative diagrams. It was printed at Salamanca in 1495; the specimen (Plate 44, No. 2) being taken from the copy in the British Museum.

In 1478 Caxton printed another work by Lord Rivers, in the type made for use in England.* It is a translation in verse of the moral proverbs of Christine di Pisan, of whose original works a very magnificent manuscript copy is preserved in the British Museum. In the same year appeared the first edition of the "Cordyale," or the "Four Last Things,"—that is, Death, the Last Judgment, the Pains of Hell, and the Joys of Heaven; which was another translation from the same author. In 1481 he printed the history of "Renart the Fox," which he had translated himself from the German.

The "Royal Book," or book for a king, was printed in 1484, and is more carefully executed than any of the previous works of Caxton; the woodcuts being better executed, and the initials quite equal to similar features in continental works. The specimen (Plate 42, No. 4) is taken from a copy in the British Museum, forming part of the library of George III. The type is of a new font, and is of a more upright and Gothic character than that used by our printer on the Continent, or in his first English works.

The "Fables of Æsop," entitled the "Subtyl Histories of Esope," illustrated with woodcuts of a very coarse description, was also printed in 1484, and exhibits another new kind of type. (See Plate 43, No. 1, from the volume in the Museum, purchased in 1844.) This was the first English version of "Æsop's Fables;" and the copy belonging to the Royal Library was retained by George IV., when that collection came to the Museum, and is now at Windsor. The "History of Charlemagne," extracted principally from the "Speculum Historiale" of Vincent de Beauvais, was printed in 1485.

The "Speculum Vitæ Christi" was printed in 1488, and illustrated with woodcuts, which are often exceedingly neat in execution. (See Plate 43, No. 2.) They are, however, very probably of the same establishment where the first font of type was used, some few letters of the old Burgundian type may have got mixed with the type manufactured for use in England, and afterwards been used without being detected by Caxton or any of his assistants.

* It has been asserted by some among the critics who have examined Caxton's works the most closely, that the types of his continental works and those of his earliest English works are in some instances found mixed in the same work. But even if the assertion be correct, it only shows that, the new type having been made abroad, and in
foreign workmanship; one of them is certainly from a continental edition of the "Biblia Pauperum." The interest of the woodcuts of this period is indeed much lessened by the fact of their being repeatedly used, often incongruously, for different works.

About 1490 appeared the "Fifteen O's, and other Prayers," a very pretty volume, with illustrative woodcuts, and also decorative borders, being the only known work of Caxton's in which ornamental borders are found. (See specimens in Plate 45.)*

It was, apparently, about 1485 that Caxton left the Abbey, and established himself in King Street, Westminster. That being the year of the accession of Henry VII., his removal from his old quarters may have something to do with the extinction of the last of his old patrons, the Plantagenets, on the Field of Bosworth, and the accession of the Tudor dynasty. In a work printed in 1484, a copy of which I lately examined in the town library of Bedford, there is a flattering dedication to Richard III., who was an enlightened patron of the "new art," and appears to have issued an edict in favour of the establishment of foreign printers, writers, and illuminators in England. But Caxton was too good a courier, as we have seen, to allow any useless regrets to stand long between him and Court favour; and so, actively seeking for customers and patronage for his craft among the followers of the Tudor fortunes, he continued to print in his new office till 1491, in which year he died, at the ripe age of fourscore; and was styled by English writers of the succeeding century Prototypographus Anglice. He was succeeded in his printing-office by Wynkyn de Worde, his assistant, who continued to print in the same house, and for a time even used the Mark of Caxton. He appears to have been a workman of Caxton's for many years, and perhaps, as some suppose, he may have been originally brought over by him to assist in the first setting up of the office in the Abbey; though, if so, he must have been very young at that time, as we find him still busily printing full sixty-five years after the establishment of the Press at Westminster.

It is not unworthy of notice that one of Caxton's last works is of a closely similar class to his first; both of them serving to gratify a literary craving of the time for an easily acquired knowledge, through the medium of free translations of a popular form, of the works of classical antiquity, especially of the narrative portions of the two great Epics. Caxton's first work, as we have seen, was a translation of Raoul le Fevre's stories from the "Iliad" of Homer, a compilation which was called "Historyes of Troye;" while one of his last was a precisely similar collection of stories taken from the narrative portions of the most celebrated Latin Epic, the "Aeneid" of Virgil; the work being entitled the "Book of Eneydus," as embodying the chief events of that poem, reduced to English prose. This work, like the "Historyes of Troye," was a re-translation from a French author; and was published in 1490.

The works of Caxton are, at present, his only monument, but a worthy memorial to the

* Among the principal works of Caxton after 1480 may be enumerated the following, in the order given:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Cordyale (Earl Rivers), 2nd edition</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chronicles of England</td>
<td>1480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mirror of the World</td>
<td>1481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renart the Fox</td>
<td>1481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Book of Tulle, &quot;of Old Age&quot;</td>
<td>1481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godfrey of Bologne</td>
<td>1481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Polychronicon</td>
<td>1482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Pilgrimage of the Soul</td>
<td>1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Liber Festivalis, &amp;c.</td>
<td>1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Confessio Amantis</td>
<td>1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Golden Legend</td>
<td>1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The &quot;Book called Caton&quot;</td>
<td>1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Order of Chivalry or Knighthode</td>
<td>1484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanchardin and Iglyntyke</td>
<td>1484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Doctinal of Sapience</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Fayt of Arms and Chyvalrye</td>
<td>1489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Book of Eneydus</td>
<td>1490</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Among those without a date may be enumerated:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Troilus and Cressede</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Book for Travellers, being a list of English and French names and terms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lyf of St. Katherine of Senis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A Lyf of Jhesu Criste.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Werke of Sapiencce.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divers Fruytful Ghostly Maters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Curial of Master Alain Charretier.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Lyf of Our Lady.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Chaysters of Goddes Chyldren.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statutes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Siege of Rhodes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Parvus Chato and Magnus Chato.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gasparini pergamenu clarissimi orato-
ri epistolae liber feliciter innotit;

Audeo plunnum ac leror in
ea te sententia esse ut nihil a
me fieri fines causa putat. Ego
enii esset multis ut rebebat supe-
tione, si a me tempore antiqui fami-
liasti mei reticieba-tam di ad incredibi-
ti animi tui faptutiu iuduci mei refer-
ba nihil erat quod a me improbat
vatern. Nam cum mea nothol morile
sillius natura n ignocares nubitera qu
de hoc facto meo judicatius esset. Non
igitur ad te fauto tatu quo nouum tibi
debu it a me gestui opinionem faciales
ut si quando alter homin nothol de me
sette intelligit tu quae probe causam mea
nolit defendere mea sup.epia. Hae facit se
com ni nihil ess quo alterius officium tu
um requirat. Vale;
De la cause de l'épîre de Rome et de tous autres royaumes n'est point en estat par fortune ou par la constellaci de position des étoilles.

Oure ce que fescticte ou benuerite est plaine de toutes les choses qui sont à desirer laïse ne pas deffre, mais est de Dieu. Et pour cette chose aussi bien être abouze des hommes, foi ce qui seullement qu'els peut faire benuerit. Donc se cette fescticte estoit de se en nourrira cause d'adaurer et le seule. Pour ce est il raison que nous avons constamment pour que cause dieu qui peut donner ces biens que peuvent a voir semblablement ceux qui ne fôts pas bons. Et parce aussi ceux qui ne sont pas bons, ait fousu empire de comme estre si grand et durer si longuement pour ce que cette multitude de saufy dieu que ils abourrent ne la pas fait. Et nous avons ta cp diemount de choses a ancora en diusons la ou il nous feslers.
BORDERS FROM A PAGE OF "HOURS" BY "PHOUCCHET" IN HIS FIRST STYLE INTENDED FOR ILLUMINATION

THE TITLE PAGE OF "HOURS" BY "PHOUCCHET" WITH THE DEVICE OF "PHOUCCHET" PARIS, 1488.
TWO LARGE SUBJECTS FROM "HOURS" PUBLISHED BY SIMON VOSTRE.
Des liures inutilis

Le premier fol de sa nef suis
Les solbes regis de ma main
A liures auxor me debus
Lesquez je ne voy oit ne main
De ceux que aup seuls fais deisir
Du ne les entends, nomme toute
Tel aprie bien seauoir qui doubt.

Comble que aux esprits liures
De donne pas petit espoir
Sapette tous les iours de beoir
Liures, lesquez ne puis apprendre
De la substance beoir comprender
Toutefois bien les contregarz
Et en tout honneur te les garde
De pouoir et simmunisite
Car par grant curiosite
Souvent mes poilpitters battoye
La ou de doctrine tournoy
Tous les iours disputacion
Ma maison et ma manision
Est de liures resplendissante
Desquez beoir owtez me contente
De confortant beoir seulement
Des grands volumes saisement
Sans en comprendre mot en seme.

Diosaneus qui fut riche homme
Constitua quon aup sechass
Par le monde et quon aup trouvass
Liures excellentes bien esquiss
Lesquelz quant ils furent tous quiss
Pouant tre sa foi les maintenoyt
Et toutefois il ne tenoit
Lenseignement ne la doctrine
De la sapience divine
Comble que sans celle ne peuit
Quelques liures que tous il eusst
Rien de la vie disponer
De chose se bien composer
Don aup suft pour leur incomune
Comme eux aup en main volyme
Du il regarde bien petit
Et en passe mon appétit
De beoir seulent la servise
Dont est taincte la courture
Car ce seroit a mon folise
De mettre tant mon estude
Es liures et leurs liures sens
Dune apres sen troublisse mon sens
Car cil qui trop seauoir procure
Les mots françois selon lordre des lettres, ainsi que les faute escrire: tournez en latin, pour les enfans.

A PARIS
De limprimerie de Rob.Etienne Imprimeur du Roy.
M. D. X LI I I I .
Auc privilège du Roy.
founder of the printing-press in England, and a very noble one too, will one day form a more important feature in the monumental decorations of this metropolis, either in Westminster Abbey or St. Paul's, or some principal open arena, than many of those now serving to illustrate men and events that the British nation will hereafter cease to deem worthy of public commemoration; and such unmerited tributes will be removed to make place for worthier memorials.

It is in the preface to the "Eneydos" that we get one of the last peeps at the venerable master-printer, in a picture drawn by his own hand, where he describes himself "settyng in his studye where laye many and dyverse pamfletttes and bookys," as he worked at the translation or corrected the proof-sheets of the "Eneydos," the style of which evidently delighted him, as we find him, in continuation, stating that the "fayre and ornate termes" gave him "grete plasyr." He had then removed from his old establishment in the Almonry, at the sign of the "Red Pale," but was still close to the Abbey; and we may imagine him listening to the heavy strokes of the clock, hour after hour, as he sat diligently at his work, while quietly rejoicing in the busy sounds of the neighbouring press-room, where Wynkyn de Worde, and his young apprentice, Richard Pynson, were busily employed to his certain profit,—a scene which Mr. Blades, in his exhaustive work, has taken great pains in enriching with many interesting accessories from the stores of his congenial studies, aided somewhat by the vivid suggestions of a picturesquely-inclined imagination.

Those who would know more of the history, and especially of the various productions of the first English printer, must be referred to the works of various authors on British typography, especially to Ames, as edited by Dibdin, and to the recent and exhaustive volumes of Mr. Blades, with whom I do not entirely agree, in his theory that Mansion of Bruges was the instructor of Caxton; nevertheless, his volumes must be considered by all bibliographers as a magnificent tribute to the founder of the English "Press."

Some years previously to the death of Caxton, other printing establishments had sprung up, and, as on the Continent, some of the earliest were founded in the monasteries; as in that of St. Alban's, where the "Bokys of Hauking and Huntyng," written by Dame Juliana Berners, Prioress of Sopwell Nunnery, was printed in the year 1486. A printing-press had also been established in a scarcely less monastic establishment, namely, the University of Oxford. But before glancing at the productions of the English successors of Caxton, I must retrace my steps to some extent, in order to describe the further progress of the printing-press on the Continent, more especially in the region of its first signal development, the states of Central Germany.
CHAPTER XII.

Illustrations of the art of Printing in Germany from the close of the Fifteenth to the middle of the Sixteenth Century.

In concluding my chapter on German printing from the original development of the art in Mayence to the close of the 15th century, I took occasion to state that, immediately after the first great success had been achieved, so rapid was the spread of the new art, that only a very few, even among the most remarkable works of the German printers, could be referred to in a work so restricted in its scope as the present. It is still more necessary to make a similarly apologetic statement with regard to the books which issued from the teeming presses of Germany during the period which I shall attempt to illustrate in the course of the present chapter. So great, indeed, is the number of books from which I am about to select a suitable series of examples, that although I have exercised much care in making that selection, it may seem like one taken almost at random, so great is the number of remarkable works that I have been compelled to pass over unnoticed. After these remarks, I will proceed at once to describe the series of illustrative specimens which I have, after the practice of great self-denial in the rejection of others, selected for my purpose; and I think I may add that, however imperfect my selection may be, such an extensive series of illustrations of the books of the period, in perfect fac-simile, and often consisting of entire pages, has never before been reproduced from the originals.

After the complete establishment of the art of printing in most of the leading cities of Germany, and the public conviction of its immense importance, the city of Nuremberg, which during the latter portion of the Middle Ages had always been a brilliant centre of Germanic art, became one of the most celebrated seats of the Printing-Press; and Anthony Koburger, who established himself there, was at once acknowledged as one of the most enterprising of the German printers. The number of woodcuts which he engraved himself, and caused to be produced by other artists, under his direction, is really marvellous, as his illustrated Bible and many other works sufficiently prove; but the most remarkable of all his productions, most of which are extremely rich in illustration, is "Schёdel's Chronicle," commonly known as the "Nuremberg Chronicle," printed in 1493. This work is a kind of general history, beginning with the creation of the world and the origin of mankind, and carrying on the subject to the reign of the Emperor Maximilian, with whose characteristic portrait the volume closes. In the crude divisions of this history there is yet a kind of order, both in the general arrangement and in the details, which is very remarkable for the period. It is divided into seven great epochs, or "ages." The first illustrations represent the orbs of heaven and earth; the orb of heaven filled with angels, the orb of the earth void. The next picture represents the separation of the earth from the water; and each of the five following devices represents the progress of a day of Creation.

The "first age" (prima etas mundi) comprises the times of Adam and his family; in which series the engravings of the Creation of man and his expulsion from Paradise display great merit; the cross hatchings of the engraver's work being truly wonderful for their freedom and artistic spirit. The next cut represents Adam as a tiller of the earth, at work with a rude pick, formed of the branch of a tree, of suitable shape. But the most decorative part of the profuse illustrations of this gigantic volume are those which represent the genealogies,—the successive representatives of a race being made to form ornamental borderings, by means of their decorative linking together with foliage and
A PAGE FROM SCHEDEL'S NUREMBERG CHRONICLE (THE GENEALOGY OF ADAM) PRINTED BY ROBURGER AT NUREMBERG, 1493.
De Insulis nuper in mari Indico repertis


Voniam su[pe]r pro[vince] renal perfecta me consecuti hu[s]: gratum tibi fore scio. has constitutum exarare: quae te uniu[ser]s...
branchwork, often treated with great boldness and beauty. Plate 60 is a reduced* copy of the page commencing the genealogy of Christ (linea Christi), which, like so many of the genealogies drawn up during the Middle Ages, begins, as a matter of course, with Adam. The composition is very similar in character to the well-known Gothic design of the Tree of Jesse, but having its own peculiarly German character. The side compartments exhibit in circular frames of branchwork the respective sacrifices of Cain and Abel, and the subsequent fratricide, the whole being well treated, not only from a decorative point of view, but also as regards the characteristic drawing and grouping of the figures which form the pictorial subjects.

The "second age" commences with the building of the Ark; and then occurs a curious chapter concerning the monsters that appeared upon the earth after the Deluge. Pliny is cited,† and also St. Augustine,‡ for their respective accounts of races of men of strange forms, differing from the original type; and similar accounts are extracted from other classical authors. A series of monstrous varieties of the human race is made to form a kind of bordering to the page in which they are described, as shown in the fac-simile (Plate 61); in which the dog-faced apes (Cynocephali) are represented as perfect men, with the exception of the head, which is as perfectly that of a dog. Next come the Cyclops, with the single eye in the centre of the forehead; and then the race of men "with heads beneath their shoulders." The Hermaphrodite—half man, half woman—is represented with one side of the face smooth, as a woman's, and the other side bearded, as a man's.

There are many other monstrosities of ancient fable which are amply illustrated; but one figure, the second from the top of the right-hand column, seems founded on nature, and not the artist's fancy, and has given rise to some very interesting discussions concerning the discovery of America, the great topic of the day when "Schedel's Chronicle" was published,—namely, the year 1493. The figure in question, with its hanging under lip, represents very accurately a Bocuudo of the Brazils; and the deformity is known to be produced in that tribe by a Coloquinte cruse suspended to the under lip, in which food can be kept. The question naturally arises, how could the Nuremberg artist obtain a model, or drawing, to work from at a time when Columbus had not yet seen the mainland of the American continent? and this question is answered by a curious and very interesting statement in this "Chronicle," which is not very generally known, and which is to the effect that one Martin Beham, of Nuremberg, actually visited the Brazilian coast of the mainland of America before its discovery by Columbus. It is further stated that Beham sailed from the coast of Portugal on the 3rd of August, 1492, and reached the coast of the mainland of America in the same year, returning to Europe in March, 1493. If this be true, Beham, as the discoverer of the mainland, certainly preceded Columbus, who only discovered the West Indian Islands in 1492, and did not extend his discoveries to the mainland for several years afterwards. Isabella, daughter of John of Portugal, is said to have furnished Beham, after his discovery, with a vessel, in which he sailed to Fayal, where he remained twenty years. It has been recently asserted that the autograph letters of Beham are still in existence in the archives of Nuremburg; but if so, it appears strange that they should have remained unknown both to De Mure and Humboldt. But my space does not admit of digressions of this kind; so, without saying more on the subject of the Beham discoveries, I must at once conclude my account of this fine volume, which is one of the most remarkable among the productions of the printing-press of any age.

The "second age" (secunda etas mundi) includes also the epoch when the city of Jerusalem was built, as also Babel and Nineveh, which are represented in full detail by the inventive powers of the Mediaeval artist, who, in illustration of the same period, favours us with clever representations of groups of Amazons, in the complete plate armour of his own day. No doubts, indeed, ever restrain our inventive artist, or act as any check upon the vividness of his imagination; and we

---

* The size is two-thirds that of the original.
† Book VII., chap. ii.
‡ Lib. XI., cap. iii.
have, therefore, a very complete view, in great detail, of the city of Sodom, with fine Gothic steeples coming down by the run under the effects of the shower of burning brimstone. On the other hand, as we approach modern times, some of the views of cities are more or less accurate representations of the places; that of Venice, for instance, which appears to have been copied in part from the well-known large engraving in "Breydenbach's Travels to the Holy Land." The city of Troy is also represented in full detail, as confidently as Venice; so that one might imagine the artist to have really seen the ruins of some ancient city of the East, upon which he had founded his design, but for the fact, really unaccountable in a work where mere labour appears to have been no object, that the same design is made to serve afterwards for Pisa! and eventually for the capital of England! without the slightest alteration. Among the decorative genealogies of Germany, the most attractive in treatment is that of the Roman emperors, terminating with the finely-executed figure of Maximilian, the then reigning emperor of Germany, on the last page of the volume.

I have perhaps devoted too much space to a very inadequate description of this book; but I have deemed it more instructive to describe a few works, typical of their class, at some length, than to give a mere list, with slight descriptions, of a much greater number; as it appeared to me that an ordinary reader would obtain by that means a fuller and better general knowledge of the subject. In concluding this notice of the "Nuremberg Chronicle," it should be observed that the usual colophon, or epilogue, contains a few brief observations in praise of printing, which, it states, was invented in Mayence in the year 1440; and tells us further, as I read it, that the devices (2,200 in number) were engraved by Wolgemuth and Pleydendorf. The former was Albert Durer's master in the art, which renders it all the more interesting to have specimens of his work. Whether Koburger himself designed the illustrations, or whether they were designed as well as engraved under his directions by the artists above named, is still a matter in dispute. The colophon in question goes on to state that the work was completed "on the 12th day of July, in the year of our Salvation 1493, in the most famous city of Nuremberg." We learn from Trithemius that the author of the "Chronicle" was Harman Schedel, a physician of Nuremberg, who compiled it from various sources, "adding some things on his own authority." These latter were doubtless contemporary events, such as the discovery of America by a native of Nuremberg, &c. &c. The neatness of the type, and especially of the capitals, which are all printed, and not left for the rubricator to fill in, should be noticed; the type being in a fine, free, and rather rounded German Gothic.

While speaking of the book productions of Nuremberg, I can scarcely pass over in total silence the Nuremberg Missal, printed by Stocchs, which is a very fine book; some of the type being as grand in character, and perhaps as large, as that of the famous Bamberg Missal previously described.

About the close of the 15th century, Strasburg, like Nuremberg, became a special mart for printed books, profusely enriched with woodcuts. Mentelin, as I have stated in a previous chapter, appears to have inaugurated the printing-press in Strasburg very soon after Gutenberg had first developed its power and influence at Mayence; but it was not till towards the close of the century that the Strasburg books became of a highly-decorative character, at which period some of the books of devotion, which I have only space thus to allude to en passant, almost rivalled (though in a much less florid style) the celebrated "Hours" of the Parisian printers. The most characteristic books, however, issued by the Strasburg printers at the time I am alluding to, were undoubtedly the small folio editions of the classics, which, as they serve to illustrate, in a very picturesque and interesting manner, the German costumes of the period, are much sought by collectors. These illustrations have great merit as regards their artistic treatment, notwithstanding the singular anachronisms of the Medieval costumes, which have a strange effect, in connection with the classical subjects they are intended to illustrate.

The well-known edition of "Horace," printed at Strasburg in 1490, and described by Dibdin
Liber Primus

Argumentum Primi odes

Rima ode ad Meconem logiuitur quapropter hucus hominis auxilio suffentatus suit
constituit poetae Ibis Virgil. In primo quippe meconum in urbem & de umor aphantas
hece de air. Turas incipit a vita decurre laborum O decem fame merito par maxima nostra
Meconum pellagro volans de vela parentis. Summam plemus partes in verbis. Sunt quos curriculo,
Therentii Vitas Excerptae
De Dictis, D.F. Petrarcha.


THE TITLE PAGE OF THE COMEDIES OF TERENCE. STRASBOURG. (1480?)
A page from the works of Virgil, (The 2nd book of the Georgics) printed at Strassburgs in 1505.
and other bibliographers, may serve as my first example of this class of books. The frontispiece (No. 1, Plate 64) is very ingeniously and characteristically devised and decorated; the principal feature being a well-conceived design representing the seat of the Muses (Cathedra Musarum). Calliope, as indicated by her name, occupies a canopied throne, while the other Muses, grouped about her on either side, chant a chorus (Chorus Musarum) to the strains of Horace (described as Poeta Lyricus), who, to the accompaniment of a small harp, sings at the feet of Calliope, while she crowns him with a wreath of ivy, "the prize of learned brows."*

But for the crown of ivy, the figure of the poet might pass for that of David, with the conventional harp, as represented in devotional books of the period; it is, nevertheless, very cleverly drawn, the drapery especially being exceedingly well disposed and cleverly executed.

The illustration to the Ode to Mæcenas, with which the book opens (Plate 63), is equally good. The poet, crowned with ivy, holds a scroll on which is inscribed the first line of the ode, which declares his patron to be descended from a line of kings ("Mæcenas atavis edite regibus"); Mæcenas himself wearing, in token of his regal descent, not a crown of ivy, but one of gold; and being attended by two courtiers, one in the cap and robe of a seneschal, and the other attired as a knight, or esquire. The double Gothic arch which forms the upper part of the framework of the picture is rendered very decorative by its foliations, being an amplification of a similar feature found in the early block-books, and more especially in the illustrations of the "Speculum Humanae Salvationis." The illustrations of the successive odes and other pieces are generally inferior to those of which I have given specimens; they are probably by a different hand, and the same figures are used for different subjects; each figure being engraved separately, two or more of them are set up together, without any regard to the joining of the backgrounds or other accessories; but many of them are very spirited and picturesque, though coarsely executed. It will be observed that, while the type of the poems and the smaller type of the running commentaries are of the rounded Italian style, the titles and headings are in the angular Gothic, showing that the printers already understood the effect to be produced by contrasting the two styles.

The contrast of the Gothic and Roman letter is turned to good account in the Strasburg edition of the "Comedies of Terence," which will furnish the next-specimen. In Plate 64 (No. 2) will be found the commencement of Petrarch's "Life of Terence," printed in rounded Italian type, with a heading in Roman capitals, while the large initial D is in the florid Gothic style of the true black-letter, and is a very grand specimen of that class of initials which is founded on the flourish of genuine penmanship, and not on the devices of the pencil. The frontispiece or title-page (Plate 65) of this well-known Strasburg edition of the "Comedies of Terence" is as well worthy of examination as the frontispiece and first illustration of the "Horace." It represents, after the capriceful fancy of the artist, a Gothic theatre; in the lower and more solid portions of which are enclosed "lodges," or "boxes," and above them the open galleries, both filled with spectators, in various attitudes of attention and excitement. In the front are the actors, on the stage; and lest the nature of the design should be mistaken, the word "Theatrum," in Roman capitals, is added. The secondary illustrations to this work are apparently by the same artists as those of the "Horace," and, like those, are invariably in the quaint costumes of the 15th century.

An edition of the works of Virgil, printed at Strasburg in 1502, from which the next specimen is taken, is similar in style to the "Horace" and "Terence" just described, though the illustrations are by a very inferior hand. The page selected as an example (Plate 66) is the first of the second book of the "Georgics," in which device the poet himself is seen seated at a canopied desk, as the author of the book generally is in books of the 15th century; and in this case the usual
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* Me, doctarum hederae præmia frontium
Dis miscent superia.—Ode to Mæcenas.
conventional figure is only individualized by the addition of a label with the name. Bacchus, in his chariot, is similarly distinguished, and by no means unnecessarily so, as the creatures harnessed to the chariot might not, otherwise, be taken for the Bacchic panthers. A satyr playing the bagpipe is characteristic enough; as is Silenus, reeling tipsily, cup in hand, upon an ass, who, feeling the bridle fall loosely upon his neck, is quietly settling down to graze at his ease; while a kind of Merry-Andrew seems to be keeping the game going by beating a tambourine, as part of the entertainment of a general harvest-home. The type used in this work is of precisely the same character as that of the "Horace," and is possibly the same; while the large initial letters are of a distinct, and more decorative character. I believe that specimens, consisting of entire pages from these interesting examples of the Strasburg press, are now reproduced for the first time, for the purpose of illustrating the present volume.

Between the period of the book-illustrations of the class just described, and the next well-marked artistic epoch, a great chasm was crossed, or rather leaped, for the transition was as rapid as it was striking, and principally effected by the genius of a single artist, whose celebrity forms the great glory of the school of German art, namely Albrecht Dürer, better known to English readers as Albert Durer, the first really great master of the art of wood-engraving. In 1495, we have seen Coburger, or Wolgemuth, the reputed master of Durer, illustrating the "Schedel Chronicle" with fine free drawings, in which little or no attempt was made to heighten the general effect by masses of shade, the chief reliance of the artist being based upon his strong and vigorous outline, aided by a few bold cross hatchings; while in the engravings by Durer, which we are about to examine, broad masses of background in deep shadow are treated with much force and grandeur; while the drawing of the human face, and also of the hands and feet, exhibits a striking advance, both in correctness and delicacy, accompanied by a profuse development and execution of details never before attempted. It is true that, in the best engravings of Wolgemuth, we find the germ of many of the excellences of Durer strongly foreshadowed; but in the higher field of well-defined and appropriate expression, and the correct and grand treatment of the heads, the pupil moved far onward, into a sphere of art never contemplated by his instructor and precursor.

Albert Durer is, in fact, one of the great "representative men" in artistic history; he is the German representative of that school of artists, at once painters, architects, engravers, and sculptors, who in Italy illustrate the story of art, as did Da Vinci, Raffaello, Buonarotti, and Cellini. It is, however, only within the scope of the present work to speak of those works of Albert Durer which are strictly book-illustrations, used in combination with his work as a printer, in which he was also an adept, though not exercising that branch of his artistic knowledge to any great extent; and of the books, both illustrated and printed by Albert Durer, I shall only mention two. The first, and perhaps most beautiful, is that truly grand folio, the "Life of the Virgin Mary." The title of this work (Plate 68), set up in fine Roman capitals, is enriched with an exquisite figure of the Virgin, seated on a rich cushion, supported by clouds and the crescent moon; the whole of which design, with all its accessories, is very nobly conceived, and executed with an artistic freedom and grandeur of style that would be remarkable at any epoch. The illustrations which follow consist of full-page engravings, all of which are so beautiful, in their peculiar style, that it became very difficult to make a selection of a single specimen. The architectural details developed in many of this fine series of designs are truly exquisite; and the entire composition of the "Assumption" is one of the finest treatments of the subject achieved in any school of art. As exhibiting great richness of architectural features, combined with a noble group of figures, and many interesting details, and at the same time showing the artist's knowledge of the effect to be produced by a mass of dark background, I have selected as a general specimen the "Marriage of the Virgin" (Plate 67). My restricted space does not permit me to dilate upon the variety of physiognomy, the rich costume, and the appropriate action and expression exhibited in the treatment of this subject; but they are, in fact,
A PAGE FROM ALBERT DURER'S LIFE OF THE VIRGIN MARY.
PRINTED BY ALBRECHT DURER IN 1511.
MARIA INDICIO FRONDENTIS VIRGE DESPONSATVR IOSEPHOA TEMPLI PONTIFICE.

C His Maria studijs duo lustra peregerat aede
Perulgil in sacra virginitatis amans.
Statupax decus immortale capessere vitæ.
Iuraq plast vel vxor non hymenæa sequi.
Tum coelo veniens stellatis numinos alis
Parthenicien adix talibus elogis.
Virgo nostra virtute deo gratissima salve.
Cuius iam prider venit ad altra decus.
Vota pater mundi tua confirmavit & vnum
Te fibi primatas virginitatis habet.
Es tradenda tamen sed non violanda marito.
Cui tecum placet viuere forte part.
Audixit interea flamen quoque cœlitus ubi
Sponsum quo dignum quæreret indicio.
Præcipite ferre procos in stermate virginis ortos
Virgam quemque vnum, mox & adeśnie sacris.
Cuius ibi infuxum templo florescere ramum
Videris, huic efo iuncta puella virgo.
Mox virginis sacris edicit adeśnie tribules
Virginis & ramum figere quemque sacrum.
Commubij talis, suumenum spe ducta, caterua
Conuenit & virgas praefule iussidocat.
 Mane, aridis reliquis, vila est frondescere ioseph
Virga, cui coniunx innaha, iure datur.
Has ego crudex homo pro te perfero plagas
Atque meos morbos sanguine cura tuos.
Vulneribus meis tua vulnera mortem mortem
Tollo deus: pro te placate factus homo.
THE ILLUSTRATION OF THE TITLE PAGE OF ALBERT DURER'S LIFE OF THE VIRGIN MARY
PRINTED BY ALBERT DURER IN 1511.
Oration to the Highest Angels.

Speratus est mihi Deus, pitiatus est mihi pecator; Etsi sim habuisimos omnis diebus vitam meam. Deus Abraham, Deus Patria, Deus Jacob miserere mei. Et mutte in adiuvtum meum proprio angelum gloriissimum: qui defendat me hodie et precat ab omnius vicissim meos.

Sime Michael archangeli. Defende me in pio: ut non perca intremendo indiitio Archangeli iusti. Per quattuor quae

A PAGE FROM THE PRAYER BOOK OF THE EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN, 1514.
each so excellent as scarcely to require the critic to take the epoch of their execution into consideration, so truly masterly is the treatment of the whole composition. The Latin verses in which the narrative is carried on are printed in rounded Italian type, the headings and larger type being Gothic (Plate 67). The work bears the date of 1511, and forms one of the chief glories of the printing-press of Nuremberg.

Durer's "Passion of Our Lord" (Plate 68)—generally known as the "Great Passion," the artist having treated the subject several times on various smaller scales—is perhaps finer than the "Life of the Virgin." It is, at all events, in a still grander style, and executed with a greater degree of freedom and facility, of which the title-page will convey a sufficiently striking idea. It represents the scoffing soldier in the act of presenting the reed as a mock sceptre to the self-announced King of the Jews; and the position of mock humility—the hollowness of which there is no attempt to conceal—is wonderfully expressed in every action of the face and figure, even to that of the extended hand; to the insolent mockery of which the agony and submission of the Saviour are made to form an impressive contrast. This design is, indeed, though so slight, a truly grand and remarkable piece of work. The Great Passion was also produced at Nuremberg in the year 1511; my fac-similes being taken from the copies now in the British Museum; both of them from the library of George III.

It has been shown that there was a great disposition on the part of some of the German printers, especially Albert Durer, to adopt the rounded Italian type; others preferring the crisp angularity of the Gothic black-letter, even for general purposes; while for books of devotion it appears to have been deemed the more orthodox; the Italian style of type being deemed an innovation. The black-letter was, therefore, obstinately preserved by the Catholic Church north of the Alps as part of its established formula; and as a peculiarly fine example of its treatment at a comparatively late period, I have selected a page from the Prayer Book printed expressly for the Emperor Maximilian (Plate 69), which imitates the large black-letter writing of actual penmanship in a truly marvellous manner. It was printed in 1514, by Johann Schoensperger, of Augsburg, for the especial use of the emperor, who was a steady and munificent patron of the newly developed art of printing.

Another example of a fine and picturesque treatment of the angular or Gothic letter is afforded by a very remarkable work of the period, the celebrated German poem entitled "Tewerdannck." This singularly decorative work, both as regards the type and the illustrations, may indeed be ranked among the finest productions of the German printing-press in the first half of the 16th century. "Tewerdannck" is an allegorical poem, in German, written on the occasion of the marriage of the Emperor Maximilian I. with Maria of Burgundy, and printed by Jannsen Schoensperger, at Nuremberg, in 1517. From the free style of the Gothic type, heightened in effect by flourishes which might be taken for the flowing lines of the pen, this work was pronounced by comparatively recent bibliographers to be a block-book of the later period. But more recent and searching investigation has proved that the letter-press of this work is printed from moveable metal types, which must, however, have been designed and cast expressly for the occasion; certain letters for the lower line having long flourishes running deep into the lower margin, while others to serve for the ends and beginnings of lines have been made to suit their respective positions in a similar manner with regard to the side margins. At first sight it seems impossible that these flourishes should be produced otherwise than by the pen, or written by the pen on wood, and then engraved, on the block-book system. But upon examination we find that a letter in the lower line of a certain page, with its long flourish into the margin, is used again and again, as opportunity occurs, in the lower line of other pages, in which the very same flourish may be easily identified by some little mark or defect, proving satisfactorily that the work is a strictly typographic one. Plate 70 is a fac-simile of an entire page of this remarkable book, in which the peculiarities
described will be found well exemplified. The illustration also is remarkable for its picturesque-ness, the schloss or castle on the crest of a steep conical hill, with the town in the plain at its base, being highly characteristic of German scenery, and strongly reminding me, as I write, of the town of Weinheim, in Bavaria, with the castle known as the Emperor's Seat (Kaiser Stuhl). The armour, dresses, weapons, &c., are treated in the picturesque style of the period, as exemplified in the works of Burgmeyer, Schoengauer, and other contemporary designers, and are always effective. In the present illustration, the helmet and plumes of the good knight Tewerdannck, or, as he is called, "the Hero, in combat with the fourth knight," may serve as a good example of that free and florid style. In Plate 71 will be found a fac-simile of another page from this remarkable book, selected as exhibiting an interior view, in contrast to the landscape of the previous plate; the subject being another tilt or tourney of the "Hero Tewerdannck." Copies on paper of this remarkable and interesting volume, with its almost countless illustrations, may be occasionally purchased for £4 or £5; but those on vellum, of which few are known, are worth from one hundred to two hundred guineas, according to their condition. My specimens are taken from the superb vellum copy in the British Museum, which formed part of the munificent bequest of Mr. Grenville. The "Tewerdannck" has been described in detail by several bibliographers, but by none in greater detail and with a juster appreciation of the subject than by M. Didot, in his recent "Essai sur la Typographie." The colophon, in German, of this interesting work is as follows,—"Gedruckt in der Kaiserlichen Stadt Nuremberg durch den Ettern Johnnse Schoensperger, Burgher zu Augsburg."

Among the profusely illustrated German works of this period, a book or two with designs from the exuberant pencil of Lucas Cranach must not be omitted. As a first specimen, I have selected a small volume of what may be called "Satirical Piety." It is called the "Passional of Christ and Antichrist," in which the chief scenes in the life of the Saviour are contrasted, in juxtaposition with scenes in the life of the reigning Pope. In the pair of subjects selected (Plate 72), Christ, on the one side, is seen entering Jerusalem, "Meek and sitting upon an ass," while on the other, the Pope, with bloated face and deep double chin, significant of luxurious feasting, is seen entering Rome, on a highly caparisoned steed, ostentatiously wearing his triple crown, and accoutred with all his pontifical trappings. He is surrounded by an array of bishops and cardinals in full canonicals, whose glutinous or sinister countenances contrast strongly with the innocent earnestness portrayed in the faces of the followers of Christ. As the Papal pageant advances, preceded by its running pikemen, a glimpse of Cranach's pictorial idea of the Papal future is shown behind a projecting rock, in the shadow of which frantic demons are seen, evidently discounting the future, and rejoicing by anticipation in the possession of their certain victims, while above them, bat-winged monsters of various forms are hovering in equally ominous expectation. Cranach was the personal and intimate friend of Luther, and highly patronized as an artistic partisan at the Protestant Court of Saxony, where the satirical and ready pencil of the artist was no doubt highly prized as a powerful auxiliary weapon on the side of the Lutheran Reformation. Luther himself had a fund of rough-and-ready humour at command, which often told with greater force upon his less educated auditors than his most cogent reasoning; and one may conceive that he and his friend Cranach chuckled merrily together over the compositions of this class of device, the great reformer often suggesting an extra touch in the expressive curl of the tail of a devil, the bloated double chin of a pope, or the sinister sidelong glance of one of Cranach's raciest conceptions of a Romish cardinal. The title to this series is, in a decorative point of view, more original and graceful than anything else in the volume, and consists simply of a large leaf, the veining and dentated edges of which are very delicately executed, and are so treated as to serve as a kind of background for a plain tablet or panel placed upon it, which bears the four words of the title in bold black-letter. The little volume with this graceful title, and from which the pair of plates just described are taken was purchased for the British Museum in 1846. It was printed in
Die Tewerdance der Helo mit dem Pierden Ritter lempfet sich stuss und ihn abtigen.

Es die Donn was vundergang
Tewerdancshecum Turnir verlangen
Sas zu ross hin sitide schrannersen rage
Darin ein yeden was berait
Ein schon gezelt aufgeschlagen
Darein so het lassen eragen

A PAGE FROM TEWERDANCE A POEM.
PRINTED AT NUREMBERG, IN 1517.
Der Ritter ist auf mich geritten.
Also hab' ich nach Spleissenen
Im wider begegen müessen
Und helfen seinen stolz zu setzen.

Wieder der wundervolle Held Lewerdaunke mit dem An-derm Ritter ein Turnier sie füsscher und in überwande.
INVICTISSIMO CAESARI CAROLO,
EIVS NOMINIS QUINTO, D. ERA-
SMVS Roterodamvs, S. D.

AVD ququam ignamus, CAROLE Cesar
inuictiffime, quanta religio, quantacq; reue
rentia debeatur, quom omnibus facris lite-
ris, quao nobis sancti patres diuinii numinis
afflato prodiderunturum praecipe iis, quae
nobis bona fide referat, quae pater iille cele-
stis ad totius orbis salutem per filium sui
Iesum, uel festiu, uel proloquuum est, simul
q; conscius indignitatis proprii: quom ante annum aliquot primuum
admoriter manum epistolis Paulinis, paraphrasti explanandi (nam
id mihi tum ulteriusque; impetus animi) videbar mihi facinus ag-
gredi uel uhementer audax, & improbum, ac periculose, quod aiunt,
alexadeo ut post haec iuue in uno alterque capite faciem operis per-
culum, plane contractis uelis desiturus fuerim ab instituto curfu,
mi me misus amicorum crudorum confitos, uti pergerem perp-
lusus. Nec mihi licuit per horum firstigationes conquiescere, donec
quicquid effer apostoliciarum epistoluarum absolvimus, tum ipse non
iumpfiisse tractandas, nisi cas, quam cithermistiam a Paulo con-
scriptum sunt. Non temer mihi prospere effer amicorum iubigationi
bus obsiequidasse. Sed haec tamen in re mihi granulatus fum aem au-
daciam expectatione iuue faciem cum autori, cui minimum pe-
perit inuidiae, tum evangelicu philosophie cadidatis, qui mihi certa-
tim gratias agitur, quod haec mea industria ad cognitionem aposto-
licae sapientiae, uel excitati sunt uel aduerti. Sed haec defunctus provinci,
non expectabam post haec unquam mihi rem fore, cum hoc scripti ge-
ner. Et eee R. D. Matthaeus Cardinalis Sedunelliis, cuius hortatu
perferant epistolae canonice, quam illum est Vuormaciensi cicilio
reuerum, salutandi gratia cuuentium Buxella, primo statim collo-
quio, ut uel hoc mediatitius incipit horari, ut quod facilem in epistolae
apostolicae, idem facerem in Evangelium Matthae. Ego protoius
executare multis, plus satis audax iuue facinurn, quod id iuuenis in
apostolicae literis suis quidem diuinus apostolus, sed tamen homi-
nus iuue; euterum Christi majorerem efe majoerem, quam ut in
A huius uer
AD INVICTISSIMVM

ANGLIAE, FRANCIAB, HYBERNIAE QVE
Regem, sibi defensorum, HENRICVM, nominis
eius octauam, POLYDORI Vergili Virbinatis
in Anglicam historiam suam praefatio.

AM INDE ab initio cunctis mortalibus, HENRICE Rex maxime, gloriam uirtutis, rerum et gestarum memoria perpetuandii
comune studium fuit: Hinc hane urbes condit, illis et conditorum nomina impositae: hinc statue reperta, hinc pyramidum moles, multa id genus magnifica opera extructa sunt: hinc item furem temper, qui non dubitarint
patriae tuende causa, etiam immutaram oppetere mortem. Ea tamen
omnia cum temporis curriculo partim corruret, partim oblitione
obcurarentur, deinde homines ceperunt & ipsa opera & faciunda
celebriu literis, que uetus eodem temporum reddiderunt omnia, ut postea pro se quisque benefacit pariter sequenda, atque malefacta multo
diligentissime declinando curarit: quando historia ut hominum laudes
loquitur, & patefacit, sic de decora non tacet, nec operit: que id circo
ad uite institutionem longe utilissima centetur, quod alios ob immor
talem gloriam consecvendum, ad uirtute impellat, alios uero in annis
metu at uitem deterrat. Hac feliciter una propere est, quae ad
summar laudem regni tui Angliae desideranda uidebatur: quod cum
rebus omnibus beatiissimi sit, eius tamen magnitudo in bene multa
rum gentium ignoratione erat, quod nulla ferme foret historia, qua
cognoscere liceret, quae Britanniae, quae nunc Anglia est, soli natura,
que gentis origo, qui regi mores, que populi generatim uita, qui
bus atriis a principio, tantum comparata atque inimicum imperium, ad
cam a pirasfat magnitudinem. Quamuis Bedas homo Anglus ab
aequuntu Caip Iulii Caesaris, in ilium, uel ad suu temporatu, qui floreat
circiter annu saeculis humanis DC, res gestas breui admodum opus
iculo perfrinxerit. & ante eum, Guidas aliquid lucis attiliceris Britan
nor antiquitatis, ac de ea post illos, quid alicui prodiderint, quae etiam
nunc tenebris circumfusa dilucere nequeunt. atque ad extremum, nonnulla
alii negotium susceperint de rebus in die prophe singulos gestis scrib
bendi. Laute consuecerunt annales, in quibus tanta cum dispositionis,
tum orationis omnis ieiunitas inerat, ut merito uideretur cibus, sicut
BRITANNIA omnis quae ho
die Anglia & Scotia duplici
nomine appellatur, insula in
Oceano contra Galli¢ littus
posita, diuiditur in partes qua
tuor: quarum unam incolunt
Angli, aliam Scotti, tertiam
Vulci, quartam Cornubienses.
Hominis uel lingua uel moribus seu instibitis in-
ter se differunt. Anglia ab Angloris incolata nuncupata, pars longe maxima, in nouem & triginta dis-
uita est conuentus, quos uocant comitantus: ex quibus,
decem, Cantium, Surcia, Surra, Suthanthonensis, Bercheria, Vuli
ceria, Dorcestria, Somerfetus, Deo-
nia, & Cornubia, primam insulam partem continent,
que ad meridiem uergens, inter Thamesim & mare
intercedit. Deinde util ad Trentam amnem, qui per
mediam habetur Angliam, sexdecim ponuntur comi-
itatus: quorùm sex priores ad uirtum folis sunt, Essexia, Mi

delfia, Herefordia, Suthfolchia, Northfol-
chia, Cantabrigiensis: decem posteriores magis me-
diterranei, Bedfordiensis, Huntinggrona, Buckingha-
mensis, Oxonienensis: tamet si uolis pars uirta Thame-
sim producitur; Northanthonensis, Rotelandia, Lece
strensis, Northamptoniensis, Varucenensis, & Lincolnensi-
s. Post huc, sunt sex, qui ad Vulci, occidentem so-
lem spectant, Glocstrenensis, Herefordensis, Vigor
nienensis, Salopienensis, Staffordienensis, & Cestrenensis.

A PAGE FROM(polydor) A VERGILIAN HISTORY OF ENGLAND, PRINTED AT BASEL 1534.
THE FIRST PAGE OF THE BODY OF THE WORK.
Die Offenbarung

ONE OF THE CUTS BY LUCAS CRANACH, IN LUTHER'S NEW TESTAMENT (1530)

Die offinbarung

One of the cuts by Lucas Cranach in Luther's New Testament (1530)
Die Epistel an die Ebreer.

Das Erste Kapitel.

Ach dem vorzeyten Got; 
manchmal und mancher; 
sei weyse geredt hat zu den wieter; 
durch die prophets haben er am letzten; 
ynn dienen tagen zu uns geredt durch; 
den son; wischen er gesetzt hat zum er; 
en allen ding; durch wischen er auch; 
die welt gemacht hat. 
Welcher syn
temal er ist; der glantz seyns herims; 
keit; vi das ebbenbild seyns wels; 
und treut alle ding mit dem wort; 
ker krüft; und hat gemacht die regems; 
gung viuer fund durch sich felbs; hat; 
er sich gesetzt in der rechten der miest; 
viel der hoh; so viel besser wurde; 
den denn die engel; so gar viel eyener andern namen er fur; 
ern ter hat.

Denn zu welchem engel hat er yhe mals gesagt; du bist mein son; 
huette hab ich dich gepot; Und abermal; Ich werde ybn ein vater; 
syn; und er wirt mit yvn son seyn. Daer aber; abermal es ein fuer; 
den erregsomen ynn die welt; velcher; Vi es sollen ybn alle; 
Hottis Engel anbeten. Von den engel spulte er zwet; Er macht; 
yn Engele gesyter; und synen diener seynen sammern. Aber von den; 
Son; deyn erbet; wert von eynig; gertyet; das seyter deynes; 
rechts ist; vyn rechtigen seyter; Du hast; gesehe die gerechtekeit; und; 
gehaft die ungerechtekeit; darumb hardisch gefalbet; Got deyn herr; 
mehm die der freuden; aber deyne genossen. 

Und; du hast; hast von anfang die erden gegrundet; und die sy; 
mein; die dener hende wert; die selben werden vergehen; 
du aber; wirst; bleben; und sie werden alle verloren wie ein fluyd; 
is; wie ynn gewund wirbucket; sie wandeln; vi fwerden sich verwandeln. Du aber; 
bist der seyn; und deyn iar werden nicht abgeben. Zu welchem Eng; 
gel aber; hat er yhe mals gesagt; Setze dich zu meynern recht; 
Bei lege deine feynde; zum scheinel deynern fuete; Sind sie nicht alle zu; 
mal dienstbare gesyter; aufgesamt zum denn; mub der willen; die; 
er geben sollen die felecke.

Das Andere Kapitel.

Darumb sollem wir; des mehr wahrnehmen; des das wr; 
hoet; das wr nicht erw; verlassen; Denn so das wert; 
seht worden ist; das durch die engel geredt ist; und seyn ge; 
die vertretung; und engel; von; das empfangen seyn ges; 
recht; blechsung. Wie wollen wir; entzichen; so wyr; eine solche; 
lecke; aus der achte lissen; welche nach dem sie angefangen hat; 
und geredt worden ist; durch den hurn; ist sie aufw; bestelget; durch; 
die; so gesyhten; durch das mit seinen Hottis; mit seyten; 
unwirt.
1521, at Wittenberg, when Luther, as professor in the University recently founded by Frederic, Elector of Saxony, first made known his great powers, both in philosophy and theology, and about the time that he became intimately acquainted with Lucas, surnamed Cranach (from his birthplace Cranach, in Westphalia), who had recently settled in that city, where he soon became one of the leading and most highly esteemed artists of the day.

As further exemplifying the facile powers of this remarkable artist, I have selected two of his illustrations to Luther's translation of the New Testament, Plates 76 and 77, in which it will be seen that, even in the Bible itself, it was not deemed inopportune to attack the Papacy with the fullest force of a recklessly, but too often coarsely, satirical pencil.

My example, reproduced in Plate 77, illustrates the five first verses of the seventh chapter of the Revelation of St. John. In the centre of the upper portion of the design is seen "an Angel descending from the East, having the seal of the living God;" the seal being of course represented by the Cross. The Heavenly Messenger appears in the act of speaking to the angels "to whom it was given to hurt the earth and the sea, saying, Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads,"—an office which is performed by a special angel, who marks the sign of the cross on the foreheads of the chosen, while the four angels of the tempests remain quiescent during the completion of the rite. There is considerable dignity in the pose and grouping of the angels, and a well-expressed sentiment of devotional feeling in the groups kneeling to be sealed; but the general design, like nearly all those of Lucas Cranach, is wanting in refinement and elevation. The example reproduced in Plate 76 illustrates the sixteenth chapter of Revelations, where the seven angels are bidden to "go forth and pour out the vials of the wrath of God upon the earth." The crudely literal manner in which this command is represented, would be simply ridiculous but for the magnificence of the pencil-power with which the grouping of the angels is magisterially traced out, and the fine treatment of the floating draperies, which imparts a certain dignity to the whole composition, and prevents the attention from dwelling on the too literal treatment of the fourth angel, directed to pour out his vial upon the sun, and who vigorously dashes its contents against that luminary, represented under the conventional form of a human face surrounded by rays. But the strong Lutheran spirit comes out most forcibly in illustration of the mission of the fifth angel, who poured out his vial upon the "Beast;" when "unclean spirits like frogs" came out of the Dragon, &c. &c. It is needless to add that the "Seat of the Beast" is interpreted as the throne of the Pope, the Dragon being the Pope himself, as clearly indicated by the triple crown, which is made to look like the natural crest of the Dragon. The "frogs," which came out of the mouth of the Dragon are represented with great realistic power, and in very minute and careful detail, in reference to the fourteenth verse, in which these creatures are described as the spirits of devils, which go forth unto the kings of the earth; the crowned Emperor, and a group of those German princes who sided with the Pope, being made to represent the "kings of the earth" in question.

Plate 78 is an ordinary page from the body of this edition of the New Testament, the beginning of the first chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews; the decorative initial being, in all probability, the work of Cranach himself, as well as the large illustrations. The type is semi-Gothic, and very regular, but presents no especially remarkable features.

While upon the subject of books connected with Luther, it may be as well, though somewhat out of chronological order, to describe in this place the first edition of the great Reformer's German translation of the Bible, which was printed at Wittenburg in 1541, by Hans Luft. The title-page to this folio volume is a remarkable composition, forcibly illustrating the Reformer's views of the Reformation; and I must remark in this place, that while many of the lesser illustrations of the "Books of Hours," and also of books of secular character, had often no reference whatever to the text of which they formed the decorations, the illustrations of the printed Bibles were generally suggested by the
context, and their title-pages, after the beginning of the 16th century, were generally clever artistic compositions, bearing directly upon the subject, and not unfrequently in a very pointed manner, on the religious controversies of the time, as we shall see in the instance under description, and also in the title-page of the great English Bible. The title-page of Luther's Bible is divided into two equal parts by the trunk of a tree, branching at the top. On one side the whole scheme of revelation is exhibited as turned to evil account by the errors of the Papacy, and the top branches of the tree, on that side, are barren and leafless, while on the other, where the redemption of man is being effected through the influence of true Christianity, the upper branches of the tree are full of luxuriant foliage. On the first side God the Father is seen surrounded by Cherubim, ordaining the redemption; while man, by a false interpretation, turns the redemption to a curse. The image of Christ has been removed from the cross, and a serpent occupies his place, while the tents of a battle-field are scattered around, and the dead and dying strew the ground, for the name of Christ has been made a war-cry, and Malice and Force have taken the place of Love and Peace. Beneath these devices the original temptation is represented, as still unredeemed, while Death is seen, below, driving man into eternal fire, in which a pope and a tonsured monk are already suffering, and Satan, in propriis personis, disguised in the hat of a cardinal, pursues the victims; a conclave of princes and prelates quietly continuing their evil councils on earth, undisturbed by the results of their disastrous system of government. The other side of the picture represents the advent of Christianity to those fit to receive its precepts. The infant Saviour bearing His cross is seen descending on a ray towards the Virgin Mary, while angels announce the glad tidings to a group of simple shepherds. Below, Christ is seen rising from the sepulchre, triumphing over Sin and Death,—represented by a hideous dragon and a skeleton. In the lower portion of the composition the Saviour appears upon the cross, and St. John the Baptist points out to man that a ray of redemption is descending towards him from the wound in the side of the Redeemer, along which the Holy Ghost, in the image of a dove, descends to the heart of the man, to purify him from inherited sin, through the medium of the blood of Christ, while at the foot of the cross the true banner of Christ is borne, not by a steel-clad warrior, but by a lamb, the emblem of meekness and Christianity. Such is the somewhat laborious symbolism of the original title-page to Luther's Bible. It is imbued with the strong spirit of relentless reform, conscious in the purity of its own cause, and fully convinced of the ignorance and wickedness of that of its opponents. The device is somewhat laboured in execution as well as in idea; and yet, though it has so little of the bold simplicity of outline of Lucas Cranach, it is not without merit, even in an artistic point of view, and must have irresistibly attracted the attention and interest of all classes among the early Reformers.

Plate 81 is a fac-simile of an entire page from this Bible. Its typography presents no peculiar features, being an average example of the semi-cursive Gothic character of the period. The illustration, which is a fair sample of those of the rest of the volume, exhibits but little of the bold simplicity of the works of the earlier masters; and still less of the advanced artistic merits of the great epoch of Durer and his immediate successors. These devices have, however, a kind of merit peculiar to the time,—namely, a great fulness and accuracy of detail, while they generally express unmistakably the character of the scene which they serve to represent, which, in the present instance, is the death of Saul, who, finding himself vanquished by the Philistines, called upon his armour-bearer to thrust him through with his sword. "But his armour-bearer would not, for he was sore afraid. Therefore, Saul took a sword and fell upon it; and when his armour-bearer saw that Saul was dead, he fell likewise upon his sword, and died with him." Many Bibles were printed in Germany of very similar character to the one here described, both as to type and illustrations; but Luther's Bible obviously serves my purpose best, as a type of its class. Having travelled a little out of my prearranged chronological order for the purpose of bringing together several examples associated with the name of Luther, I shall have to retrace my steps in order
to notice the progress of printing at one of the most celebrated of its later seats in Germany,—namely the city of Basle.

BASLE, though it cannot be ranked among the earliest of the German cities that adopted the Printing-Press, was yet not far behind; and as one of those that became celebrated as great book marts at a rather more advanced period, Basle is entitled to very high rank. Among the first of the interesting books produced there, may be cited an edition of the celebrated letter of Columbus, describing the great West Indian island, which he named Hyspana (Hispaniola), situated in what he termed the Indian Sea; which letter was first printed at Rome in 1493, only eight months after the great discovery. The specimen selected is not, however, the Roman edition of 1493, but that of Basle of 1494, translated from the original Spanish into Latin by Aliander de Casco. The cut introduced by way of frontispiece may be considered a contemporaneous illustration of the first interview of Columbus with the natives of the New World, and from that point of view is very curious. The type is of the rounded Italian class, which many of the printers of Basle appear to have preferred to the favourite German Gothic. A specimen will be found (Plate 62) opposite page 171, where the discoveries of Columbus are incidentally referred to.

But it is the Press of the Frobens, father and son, that forms the great feature in the history of printing as connected with the city of Basle. These great printers, and Erasmus, one of the great literary glories of the early part of the 16th century, worked long together in that ancient Swiss city, and with Holbein as their occasional illustrator, they formed an association of book-producers, which may be considered in some respects unrivalled. Froben became a proficient in the Greek language at the University of Basle; for, like all the greatest of the early printers, he was at the same time a distinguished scholar; and consequently his editions of the works of "The Fathers" are among the most esteemed and laborious products of the Printing-Press. The Latin octavo Bible of 1491 in small type, a Bible in Gothic type issued in 1495, and a biblical Concordance issued in the same year, were, however, the earliest works of the Frobens. As an example of the style of the works of the younger Froben, I have selected a page from the Paraphrase of the New Testament by Erasmus (Plate 73). The type is of that well-rounded Italian character, in the treatment of which the printers of Basle displayed more taste and skill than any of their confrères north of the Alps. It is extremely legible, and of beautiful regularity. The decorative borders, like those of the French "Hours," display a somewhat singular selection of pagan imagery, considering the nature of the subject; but then, except in the illustrations of some of the German Reformers, such decorations, being considered merely in the light of ornament, were treated accordingly; and classical learning being a leading fashion of the day, the pagan mythology naturally suggested subjects for ornament, when ornament alone was the object. Consequently, the initial letter commencing the Dedication of the Paraphrase to Charles V. is ornamented with a group of Hercules and Antæus, instead of a sacred subject; while in the border will be found a series of devices concerning Jupiter, Mercury, Tantalus, Julius Caesar, and Hector, executed in a bold and strongly-marked style, peculiar to much of the book-decoration of Baslean artists.

I may name here, en passant, a few of Froben's other books. There is, for instance, the Basle edition of Sir Thomas Moore's "Utopia," printed in 1518,—a very pretty example, the first page of which, containing the preface, has a handsome border; while the frontispiece, consisting of a view of the Happy Island, is cleverly done, and its intentions assisted by the superadded names of all the public buildings and institutions. The Colophon is accompanied by the imprint of the Froben press, formed of the caduceus, held by two hands,—those of the two patrons of the establishment. Erasmus's "Encomium Moriae" of 1519 has also a pretty title-page, which has, however, been used for other works, though originally designed for this one, as shown by the eared cap of the principal figure. The "Encomium Moriae" of 1522 is another nice specimen of the Froben press, and has a good title in the style of Holbein. The edition of Erasmus's Paraphrase
of the New Testament, printed 1512, has also a finely-designed, though roughly-executed, title; but the copy in the British Museum is more distinguished by a fine border and device at the commencement of the Gospel of St. John, an illustration added in a subsequent edition as a decoration to the dedication to Prince Ferdinand, and seemingly the work of Holbein, in his later and most Italianized style.

Among the books printed at Basle I have not met with a page suited to my purpose, with illustrations by Holbein. It is true the title-page to the works of Erasmus is designed by Holbein, with the portrait of Erasmus in a niche; and the design is very fine; but then it is only an outline. There is also a "Passion" by Holbein; and in the collection of the "Epistles of Erasmus" printed by Froben there are some fine initial letters with picture subjects, making a background to the form of the letters. But neither of these exactly suited my purpose, and I therefore, after some hesitation, determined to take my specimen of the book decorations of this accomplished Basilean artist from illustrations executed by him for the brothers Treschel, of Lyons, the eminent French wood-engravers and printers of the period. The most striking of the designs executed by him (?) for these enterprising printers and engravers consists undoubtedly of the series known as the "Dance of Death," a mediaeval fancy previously treated by various artists in various feelings as to detail, but always with the one leading feature of Death, as a grim skeleton, suddenly overtaking the unsuspecting mortal in every walk of life, from the Pope to the pauper. In this series Holbein has not departed from the typical character of the established order and spirit of the subjects, though treating each according to his own individual feeling, both artistically and imaginatively; and commencing with the Temptation and Fall in Paradise, when sentence of death was pronounced as the penalty of disobedience. The two specimens selected (Plate 79, Nos. 1 and 2) are, first, Death and the King; in which the unsuspecting sovereign is seen accompanied by a crowd of courtiers, and followed by beggars anxiously soliciting alms from his munificence,—while he himself suddenly becomes a beggar, pleading in vain for another moment of life, as he is seized upon with terrific alacrity by the subduer of all. Above the head of the fated prince, in a niche in the castle-wall, a small time-glass, with the sand run out, has been placed with grim humour by the artist instead of a statue, indicating that the hour is come, and that the royal victim must yield to the imperative invitation, which is couched in quaint French verses, of which the following are a rough translation:

    Come, prince, with me, and leave behind
    All worldly state, so quickly past;
    For I alone, as thou wilt find,
    Can crush thy pride and power at last.

These verses are accompanied by a suitable motto from Ezekiel xxiv. and xxvii.—"The prince shall be clothed with desolation,"—"I will also make the pomp of the strong to cease."

In the next subject Death calls jauntily upon a jolly mitred abbot to accompany him without delay; and the surprise and indignation of the well-fed prelate are extreme; he tries to push the unwelcome intruder away, and flourishes his richly-bound breviary as a protection; but the summons is but too evidently peremptory and final; for the cassock is firmly clutched in the bony grip of an inexorable enemy, who has gaily placed the abbot's now useless mitre on his own skull, at the same time shouldering the rich and massive crosier, in order to facilitate the exit of the astonished abbot, who is all unconscious that in a little hour-glass sillily placed in the fork of two branches of a tree, just above his head, the sand has all run out; and then Death prepares to dance off with his victim, singing—

    Yes, he must die, for he's received
    No sense or love of discipline;
    By his own folly long deceived—
    Folly that makes him surely mine.
№ 1.
Principi in dueur morres. Et
quicquere factum superbit po
terium.

EZECHIEL. VII

Vien, prince, avec moy, & deaissé
Honneurs mondains tost finissante.
Seule fuis qui, certes, abaisse
L'orgueil & pompe des puissants.

№ 2.
Ipse morietur. Quia nihil habuit discuss
planam, & in multitudine fidetisce
fuit decipiente.

PROVER. V

Il mourra. Car il n'a reçu
En foy aucune discipline,
Et au nombre sera deçu
De folie qui le domine.

№ 3.
VTH colligens spicas in agro Booz, imus
nir gratiam coram eo. Collectas spicas des
fert ad Socrum.

RUTH II.

№ 4.
IVDAS dux Israelitarum expugnat Chana
naos. Adonibezec castis manuit ac pedum
summitatibus, in Jerusale captivus ducitur.

IVDICVM I.

Ruth us aux champs les espices recueillie,
A la mois ce qui des moissonniers reviit:
A lors Booz qui le champ est vnu
En grand douceur tuit la dame accueillie.

Le Duc Juda Chananée guerrote,
Puis après fut Adonibezec pris,
Main, pieud, tranchant, tout tie et surpris
En la cite Jerusale l'envoie.
A History of the Art of Printing.

The verse is not so pointed as the design, but it is supplemented by a quotation from the fifth book of Proverbs, v. 23—"He shall die without instruction, and in the greatness of his folly he shall go astray." It will in these examples be seen that Holbein, as a draughtsman, is even greater than Holbein as a painter; the constant freedom and grace of his pencillings not being always found in his oil pictures. His designs appear to combine the grace and classic simplicity of the Italian style, with the verve and crispness and more daring character of the Germanic school; the mere mannerism of which it will be seen that he has entirely abandoned, especially in his draperies, which, instead of the picturesque angles and crinkles so carefully developed by Albert Durer and Lucas Cranach, are simple, flowing, and natural, without any artificial elaboration being devised in order to impart a factitious and conventional effect of richness and intricacy. This series of designs was first issued in 1538.

A fine alphabet of initials, in which the subjects of the Dance of Death are made use of to form a picture at the back of each letter, have also been attributed to Holbein, in consequence of their having been used by the printer Cralander, of Basle; but they were also used by Cephalæus, of Strasburg.

The series of Scripture subjects (Plate 79, Nos. 3 and 4) are said to have been executed by Holbein for the same enterprising engravers and publishers, and though less striking in their composition, are perhaps more elegant. Taken together, these two series of designs are, when considered from a purely artistic point of view, superior to any other works of the kind of the epoch, either German or Italian. The Scripture subjects are entitled "Historiarum Veteris Testamenti Icones ad vivum expressa," and they are accompanied by a short Latin poem, by Nicol Borbonius, in praise of sacred subjects, and, as it would seem, of the execution of the present series by Hansus Holbius, whose fame is placed above that of Parrhasius and Zeuxis; and the attribution appears borne out by the style of some of the Holbein drawings in the Museum at Basle—a fine collection, but little known—which are well worthy the careful attention of students. They are also accompanied by a short piece in French verse, in which Scripture subjects are recommended for all kinds of decorations, and in which the rich are especially recommended to have sacred subjects in their tapestries instead of the abominable Venuses and other pagan goddesses by "Corroget."

It has been thought that the Frobens of Basle, aided by the advice, and the pencil also of Holbein, were the first printers to produce really decorative title-pages. Some of their works of this class, however, are rather coarsely executed, and others, it has been remarked, are coarsely conceived; as for instance, the title to Erasmus's second edition of the Greek Testament. It should be reiterated also that the ornaments in these title-pages have seldom any reference to the subject of the book, as may be seen by reference to some of this artist's titles to English books; his Tarquin and Lucretia, and Mutius and Porsenna, so well known in Basle books, being appended to works of all classes, without the slightest regard to appropriateness.

Though the Frobens, in consequence of their scholarship and their intimate connection with Erasmus, and also with Holbein, are by far the best-known printers of Basle, there were others who, in an artistic point of view, produced as fine books. Among them was Bebelius, who printed the magnificent edition of Polydore Vergil's "History of England" for Henry VIII., and prefaced it by a laudatory dedication to that prince. This book, duly considering the beauty of the type and the extreme elegance and beauty of the border decorations, may indeed be considered, on the whole, the most perfect volume that issued from the press either in the 15th or 16th centuries.

The first page, containing the Dedication, of which an entire fac-simile is given in Plate 74, is alone sufficient to establish the position of this volume as a specimen of early 16th century printing of the very highest class. The graceful borders in the Italian style of ornament of the period are signed I. F. They are of the highest class of this kind of decorative design. The type, also in the Italian style, has never been surpassed for beautiful regularity and distinctness, while the evenness of the printing is also most remarkable. The commencement of the work itself, of which
the first page is given entire, in fac-simile (Plate 75), is surrounded with border decorations which are even superior to those of the Dedication. The elegantly treated grotesques of the upper and lower borders have been attributed to Holbein, but are scarcely in his style. Nevertheless, the humour displayed in the frantic pursuit of the fox carrying off a goose, in the upper one, and the spirit of the village dance in the lower one, have in them a Holbeinesque spirit which may prove to have actually emanated from his pencil; the simplicity of the drapery being certainly in his manner; while the ornamental columns of the side-borders, round which branches are gracefully twining, among which cupids are seen gathering fruit, are in the highest style of decorative design, and worthy of the greatest master of the art. The type is not seen to so much advantage as in the Dedication, in consequence of the fac-simile being taken from a weak impression.

Another Basle edition of Polydore Vergil's "History of England" appeared in 1546, with the same cuts, but with new type, which is, if possible, a still more perfect specimen of the Germano-Italian form. A subsequent edition, by Guarinus, does not contain the woodcuts.

Before quitting the subject of the Basle printing at this period, a word should be said of Herbst and Winter, whose German names, signifying autumn and winter, were exchanged, after a "learned" affectation of the time, into the Greek Operinus and Chimerinus, by which names alone these artists are known as printers. They kept six presses in constant activity, and employed more than fifty workmen; but notwithstanding the learning and accomplishments of Operinus and his partner, they managed their affairs badly, from the business point of view, and both ended their days in poverty. The works they produced were of a heavily scholastic character; such as "Scholia in Ciceronis Tusculanas Quaestiones;" "Annotationes ex diversis Doctorum Lucubrationibus collectae in Demosthenis Orationes;" with others of the same class. Their devices or imprints are, however, equal in artistic merit to those of the Frobens.

**Frankfort-on-the-Maine**, at a somewhat later period, had her eminent printers, like other great German cities; but I have only room for an allusion to a single specimen of Frankfortian printing, and that only for the interest of the subject; namely, an account of the different trades as they were carried on at that period (1568), more especially that of the printer. This illustrated book of trades is one of the ingenious works of Jobst Amman, a native of Zurich, who for a time settled at Frankfort, and eventually removed to Nuremberg, where he died. He was not merely a printer, but also a painter upon glass, a designer upon wood and metal, and also an author; and surpassed most of his contemporaries by the number and comparative excellence of his works; among which may be cited the series of French kings from Pharamond to Henry III.; his Bible illustrations, with rhymed descriptions by Rebenstock; his plates for an edition of Livy's "Roman History;" his illustrations of the "Art of Equitation," and "Le Livre des Dames," showing the female costume of the time, in every station of life; all of which are well-known works, and of superior merit. The plate selected from his Book of Trades and Professions (No. 1, Plate 88), is that representing the printer at his work; by which it will be seen that in the middle of the 16th century the general manipulation of the art, at a hand-press, had already become very much like what it is at the present day. The compositor is at work, and type is being sorted in small compartments, much as in the offices of our greatest contemporary establishments. The verses beneath the engraving describe the art of printing as having originated at Moguntia (Mayence), and set forth its value and importance as an art. Amman entitles this little work "Πανορμία Omnium Artium."

While alluding to the works of Amman, I am tempted to give one more specimen of his skill, as also bearing on the subject of printing. It consists of designs for a pack of playing-cards, the pips of one of the four devices being composed of the dabbers then used by printers for charging the type with the printing ink. The ace of the suit consists of a single dabber, supported
Biblia: das ist:
Die ganzte Heilige Schrifft: Deutsch
Auffs Neue zugerichte.

J. Mart. Luth.

Begnadet mit Kurfürstlicher zu Sachsen Freyheit.

Gedruckt zu Wittenberg: Durch Hans Lufft.

M. D. XLI.

THE TITLE PAGE OF LUTHER'S GERMAN TRANSLATION OF THE BIBLE, PRINTED AT WITTENBERG, IN 1541.
Saulkompt Das Erste Buch

XXXI.

In Philister aber stritten wider Israel / Und die Mennem Israel 1. Sam. 31.

Da sprach Saul zu seinem Waffentreger / Zeuch dein Schwert aus / und erstick mich damit / das nicht diese Unbessinnette kommen und mich erschiehen / und treiben ein Hot aus mir. Aber sein Waffentreger wolte nicht / denn er durch rek sich seer. Da nam Saul das Schwert und stieß den. Dann sein Waffentreger fabe / das Saul tod war / fiel er auch in sein Schwert / und starb mit jm. Also starb Saul / und seine drey Sone und sein Waffentreger / und alle seine Mennem zu gleich auff diesen tag. Da aber die Mennem Israel / die senfet dem grunde und senfet dem Jordan waren / fahen / das die Mennem Israel geschoffen waren / und das Saul und seine Sone tod waren / verliessen sie die Stedte und flohen auch. So kamen die Philister und woneten brinnen.

Was anderen tagen kamen die Philister die Ersiggagen aus zusieben / und funden Saul und seine drey Sone ligen auf dem gebirge Gilboa. Und hieben jm sein Herze ab / und sogen jm seine Waffen ab / und sanden sie in der Philisterlandt und her zuverständigen im hauste frey Gogen / und unter dem voelk. Und legten seinen Kornisch in das haus Askoroth / Aber seinen Leichnam hingen sie auff die maure zu Bethsan.

Da die zu Jabes in Gilead höreten was die Philister Saul gespan hat / und machten sie sich auff was streibare Mennem waren / und gingen die ganze nacht / und namen die Leichnam Saul und seiner Sone von der maure zu Bethsan / und brachten sie gen Jabes / und bereuchten sie daselbe. Und namen sie es. Oder Geine und begegenten sie unter den bawn zu Jabes / Und fassten siebenten sieben tagen.

Ende des Ersten Buchs Samuel.
CAPVT PRIMVM.

N principio creavit Deus caelum & terram. 


* Dixitque Deus, Fiat lux. & facta est lux. 

* Et vidit Deus lucem quod esset bona: & dixit lucem a tenebris. 

* Appellavitque, lucem diem & tenebras noctem. Factum est vespere & mane dies venus. 

* Dixit quoque Deus, Fiat firmamentum in medio aquarum: & dividat aquiras ab aqua. 

* Et dixit Deus firmamentum dividitque aquas quae erant sub firmamento, ab his quae erant super firmamentum. Et factum est.
Divinitas inhiest, quos urget avara cupidio,
Me tener ex artem molliter urat amor,
Tybia blandis sonet, poecanplae sonora choreas
Tympaea, virgo veni, tu meus ignis eris.

Typographus. Der Buchdrucker.

Ars mea religiis illustre Typographus artes,
Imprimis domus ars eum pluraque libras.
Quae prius nulla fusa, qua palatia plura incognita,
Vidimus obscura nolti rapta premi.

Sein Kunst und arbeit rhämu sich
Das Blatt so schut auch machen mich/
Nicht von arbeit des Goldschmids handt/
Durch kunst in aller welt befandt/
Hab die dein Kunst mein Bleistift/
So hab ich dir die musung mein/
Drucht man mich schon/ frew mich mich doch/
Das man mein drukken brauche noch.

Specimen of German Printing in the Last Half of the 16 Century
No. 1 from an Illustrated Book of Trades by Amman 1568.
2 & 3. From a Series of Designs for Playing Cards 1568.
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tysel and of the fylbes that thei balep shall fay. To therfore

theyps took fololyng in a tylsame themps per knowledge of

the pleasa to gentil men and plonyps disposed to se ite.

Ups is the maner to begynme to bale pableps ; but not

tall manes pableps. But only Sophableps: and Ter-

culus of Sophableps: and fyltes pableps: and in falt manes

they shall be taker.

The maner to speke of hawthor is an ery to thei

be habull to be taker.

Nob to speke of pableps, fylte they ben Egges, and af-
terbark they ben deflosed pableps, and communel yof

pableps ben deflosed, as soon as the tyme and in some plase

more hymell after the erente is of hys, and hymell bydying.

Ov be shalle say that pableps don Esyn, and not bare

in the blodeys. And be shalle say that pableps don wrak

they ben cumbering to their nesesse, and nout they ben ma-

be ther nesesse. And in the tombe of their love they tak, and not

haute. And be shalle say that they trowe.

And when they ben yferecloes and begynme to se the

eyng of lengths Xyoon be lynke they beke heat sommet out

de the nest: and yow to yow, and come agayn to theri beest
Argumentum Eunuchi familiarium.

Omnes Terentii comediae sunt in coludernis et locis suis
Notitiam veri gratia. Ergo in hanc e dictionem illos
Comediamque quae Lusitaniae mortuus doceatur necesse est.

Quae nunc summi natus in multis hominibus ad quos Rhodii venit et
illa ille. Rhodii, qui venit per omnes generes, nobilium pampfam
ad invenit sapientiam. Rhodii nunc tantum et venit ad
viam, quae est inmulti, et in multis mercede. Eius vero
mercede munere est, qui necesse est
ut in multis hominibus ad Rhodii pampfam
illos vendos. Cum multum enim
Rhodii pampfam
Rhodii vendos.

Argumentum Eunuchi.

Quam sed dicit Thadis, idipsil igno:ne
Stiles abutit Thasii ipsi; donat, erat facticius.
Est atque Lusitaniae quem generat; movet in se
Thadis amatos. Phaedra; Thasii oculus, sed oculum, sed
Epeiros ferae. Phaedra pueri pulchram et repetit
est, dono nisum Thaidi; omni etiam in natura intus
sit: Sic erit virginitate sua et Parmeno. Sed atque
mwm
imprimis repetus factus collocat sic erit diem ephebo

SPECIMENS FROM THE COMEDIES OF TERENCE.
THE FIRST CLASSIC PRINTED IN ENGLAND, BY RICHARD PYNSON, 1467.
by suitable figures, and accompanied by descriptive verses in German and Latin, by Schroeter, the Imperial Poet Laureate. The specimen reproduced in fac-simile (No. 2, Plate 88) may be termed "the five of dabbers." The figures and verses, except those accompanying the ace of each suit, bear no immediate reference to the sign of the suit, but consist of a series of subjects of various character, connected with public festivals, games, or popular romances. The illustration No. 3, Plate 88, is the "Ace of Drinking-glasses;" the glass being the device of the suit. As the first of the suit, it is, like the others, supported by appropriate figures, and accompanied by verses in which the importance of glass-making and the arts immediately connected with it are set forth.

In this brief survey of the general character of the works of the German printing-press from the closing years of the 15th century to the middle of the 16th, many works have necessarily been omitted which ought to have found a place even in so slight an outline as the present, not only on account of their importance in a literary point of view, but also as abounding in a great variety of highly attractive illustrations engraved on wood or metal. Some of the cuts, in volumes of this class, contain examples of armorial bearings treated in a remarkably grand and artistic manner, though with the accompanying spice of quaintness belonging to the period; and such illustrations, with many others, often form records as interesting as those contained in the text of the works themselves. Many books of the period are especially devoted to the illustration of contemporary arms and armour, as well as general costumes, which are always exhibited in a highly characteristic manner; while scientific works, richly embellished with quaint and highly-interesting illustrations, abound; as well as works on history, volumes of poems, romances, and books of devotion, a bare list of which would fill all my remaining space; so that in endeavouring in the present volume to give a comprehensive view of the origin of the art of printing towards the middle of the 15th century, and follow its rapid progress for about a century afterwards, in all the countries that can boast of being more or less connected with its early spread and development,—namely, Holland, Germany, Italy, England, France, Belgium, and Spain,—I have necessarily been compelled to restrict myself very severely in the number of my illustrations; but in order to compensate as far as possible for omissions necessitated by such an arrangement, I have endeavoured to give a tolerably complete account of such examples as I have been able to adopt; sometimes greater than their individual merits called for; but which nevertheless aided me materially in my endeavour to bring the general progress of the art into the form of a continuous narrative; which I have sought to realize by linking the characteristics of the career and productions of each printer whose works have furnished me with illustrations, to those of his predecessors, contemporaries, and successors. This was no very easy task; but it is hoped that such an arrangement, with all its shortcomings, may have enabled me to give to general readers a comprehensive and general view of the subject, such as they could not very well obtain in any other way.

I originally contemplated giving a tolerably complete series of all the "marks" or "imprints" of the German, French, and Italian printers, attached to my examples from their works; but finding that other and more important illustrations would have had to give way in order to make room for them, I determined to give up that addition to the present volume. It is a branch of the subject, however, which I hope to investigate in a separate form, on some future occasion.
CHAPTER XIII.

The Progress of the Art of Printing in England, after the time of Caxton, till the middle of the Sixteenth Century

During the career of Caxton, the undoubted founder of the Printing-Press in England, a considerable trade in foreign books was carried on, in addition to all that he could pour forth from his own very active press; for no sooner had the "new art" so reduced the price of books as to make them luxuries attainable by many sections of society to which they had hitherto been inaccessible, than the demand for them increased, with a rapidity that seems more commensurate with the rapid kind of progress achieved in the present age, than with the generally supposed sluggish advance of civilization in the days of Caxton and his contemporaries. Even before the Caxtonian press had seated itself in the Almonry at Westminster, we know that he had, while still in Bruges, sent over cargoes of books for the English market. It is probable that they were mostly his own productions; but he doubtless, as a general merchant, forwarded the works of other printers to the English market; and at a somewhat later period, as we have seen, Missals were executed by foreign printers expressly for the use of the English Church establishments, more especially for that of Salisbury, the ritual of which must have become as well known to several continental printers as that of Rouen, Chartres, or Paris.

Among the remarkable books executed on the Continent for the English market towards the close of the career of Caxton were the well-known York Missals, printed by Olivier of Rouen, whose works have been referred to in a previous chapter, and also the Missal for the same See executed by Guillaume Bernard and Jacob Cousin. The specimen of the York Missal printed by Olivier, of which I have given the title as a specimen (Plate 86), bears the date, as I read it, of 1516; the large initial being a fine and remarkably-executed letter in its way, produced in close imitation of those large engrossed capitals of the period which were entirely executed with the pen. The grotesque heads and other figures executed by mediaeval penmanship have often great merit of a certain kind, and this reproduction of their style by the wood-engraver is very characteristic. It should be remarked that the printer has inscribed his name on a scroll in the centre of the letter, the spelling with H, as M. P. Holivier, being unusual. This was among the latest of the Roman Catholic Missals executed abroad for the use of English churches, the ritual of the Reformation having been adopted in 1534. I may here observe that it was not only for England that the French printers executed Church Services and other books of devotion, but, as I have previously mentioned, a Spanish Missal was executed at Lyons; and I may here refer to a Dutch Missal printed at Paris in 1494, for William Houtmert, of Antwerp. The Missals printed abroad for the Church of York, and also according to other English Rituals, being very numerous, I must not attempt their description here; especially as I have to show that it was not religious books only that foreign printers produced for English circulation, and also that the trade was not confined to books in Latin, which was the common language both of science and religion at that period; but that popular books in the English language were also produced in the foreign presses expressly for the English market, often with tolerable correctness, while in other instances teeming with the most ridiculous errors. This is no place to give a list of books of the kind; but I have selected a good specimen of the class as a general example. It consists of the title-page of "The Chronicles of England," printed in English at Antwerp, by the well-known printer Gerard Leew, in 1493 (Plate 86); which title, in fine large Gothic type, reads, supplying the abbreviations, "Cronycles of the Lond of Englond." The border, in the style
Cronicles of the londe of Englōd


THE TITLE PAGE OF THE CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND.
PRINTED BY GERARD ISEW, AT ANTWERP, IN 1493.

THE TITLE OF THE YORK MISSAL.
PRINTED AT ROUEN, BY OLIVERI, IN 1480.
of the more ordinary illuminations of the period is only in outline, but it produces a good contrast to the massive black-letter title above; an effect which is borne out by a similar treatment of the two angels which are made supporters to the royal arms of England. There are some effective illustrations and ornaments of a similar character in the volume, especially the Gothic tower at the end; the type of the body of the work being a black-letter of average size and character. This volume is one of the many valuable monuments of the early printers bequeathed to the nation by Mr. Grenville, and forms part of the Grenville Library in the British Museum.

Next after the Caxton press came, as it ought, that of the Seat of our leading university, Oxford. Indeed the priority of the University press over that of William Caxton has been claimed by stanch supporters of the University as the great English centre of literary enterprise and progress; but such a claim cannot be sustained, having been set up upon the strength of a book misdated by a typographical error of a kind by no means unusual at that period. The volume in question is St. Jerome’s “Expositio in Simbolum Apostolorum,” and it is plainly dated “Oxoniae, 1468,” a date which would not only place it before the earliest book printed in England by Caxton, but even before his first book was printed on the Continent, and only two years after Ulric Zell, the pupil of Schoffer, had brought the new art to Cologne, one of the first towns to which Gutenberg’s system was carried direct from Mayence. The explanation is as follows. Theodore Rood, the printer, a native of Cologne, did not come to England till 1478, when he was engaged by the heads of the University to print for them, and did in fact print the book in question in Oxford in the same year, the error in setting up the date, MCCCCLXVIII instead of MCCCCLXXVIII having led to all this controversy. Dr. Middleton, in his Latin dissertation on the origin of printing, published at Cambridge in 1735, clearly proves the incorrectness of the date in question, and it is also satisfactorily explained by both Ducarel and Meerman. The pamphlet of Richard Atkyns, published in 1664, and entitled “The Original and Growth of Printing, collected out of history and the records of the kingdom, &c. &c.,” was the first claim, set forth in print, to the priority of Oxford on the score of this obvious misprint. To support his views, Atkyns pretended to quote from an ancient MS. chronicle in Lambeth Palace,—the original of which has never come to light. The summary which he published, and which he described as having obtained from that source, is a tissue of absurdities, founded principally, as it would seem, upon the passages relating to Koster in the work of Junius previously referred to, and strangely and ignorantly confused with the names of Gutenberg and Caxton. He makes Gutenberg the inventor of the art at Haeuerm, instead of Mayence, and then makes King Henry VI. of England despatch his valet Tourrnul along with Caxton to Holland to obtain the secret by treachery. And then, one Frederic Corselliis, a servant of the Haeuerm printer, betrays his employer, and is brought to London, whence he is conducted to Oxford, and there sets up a press; a strange rhodomontade, which, while proving nothing for Oxford, is yet a very interesting corroboration of the existence of the well-founded claims set up by Haeuerm in opposition to Mayence. When at Oxford a few months ago, I was enabled, by the kindness of the chief librarian of the Bodleian Library, the Rev. E. Cox, to examine the little volume in question; and although I found the date, plainly enough MCCCCLXVIII, yet the style of the setting up and printing, and also of that of the type, were fully ten years in advance of the actually printed date. As a specimen of printing, the book possesses no remarkable feature whatsoever, but I have nevertheless given a fac-simile (No. 1, Plate 84) of a portion of one of its pages, as being, even at its true date, a monument of considerable interest in the history of the establishment of the Printing-Press in England.

One of our monastic institutions of the period, St. Alban’s Abbey, was the scene of the next attempt to establish a printing-press of analogous character to that of Oxford; and the first book printed there was the “Exempla Sacrae Scripturar,” printed in 1481, with types so similar to those of Caxton, that if not absolutely the same founts, they must assuredly have been furnished by him. A fac-simil
of a portion of one of the pages will be found in Plate 84, No. 2, taken from a volume which formed part of the library of George III. The second work that issued from the St. Alban’s press, printed in a similar type, is commonly known as the book of St. Alban’s, and is entitled “The Bokys of Haukyng and Huntyn, and also of Cootarmuris,” written by Dame Juliana Barnes or Berners, Prioress of Sopwell Nunnery, near St. Alban’s. This book was printed in 1486, and is minutely described in the fourth volume of the “Bibliotheca Spenceriana.” A fac-simile of this rare book, consisting of an entire page, will be found in Plate 84, reproduced from a volume which is considered the most perfect copy known, and which is now in the British Museum, forming part of the munificent bequest of Mr. Grenville.

The University of Cambridge followed, with its own press, after a long interval; in fact, after a lapse of time that appears almost incredible; and for which I have not space to offer a speculative explanation. This nevertheless appears the more convenient place to give a short description of one of the first books printed at Cambridge, though it carries me, chronologically, beyond the period at which I have at present arrived in reference to the progress of printing in England. The book from which I have selected a specimen (Plate 88, No. 2), as one of the first Cambridge books, is entitled “Lucian. Lepidissimum Opusculum περὶ Διψαθοῦ. H. Bulloco interprete;” printed at Cambridge by John Siblerch in 1521; the volume from which my specimen is taken being now preserved in the British Museum.

One of the earliest books printed in London in rivalry with those of the Caxton press, was Walton’s “Speculum Christiani,” printed by William de Machlinia, in 1480; but the true successors of the fame and important position of Caxton, and his most immediate successors as leaders of the English press, were Wynkyn de Worde and Richard Pynson, two of his assistants; and both the type and the woodcut illustrations of the books of these printers exhibit an advance upon those of Caxton, forming very interesting illustrations of the progress of the art of printing and engraving in England; though how much of their type and how much of their engraved illustrations were actually English work it would be difficult to prove. It is probable that great part, if not the whole, of the type of our early printers, was imported from Germany, through the Low Countries, and, consequently, the engravings must have been the work of foreign artists, the engraved blocks being imported, at second hand, from the Continent, and frequently introduced in English books without the slightest regard to their fitness either in subject or character. But, in fact, little is known upon this subject. Strutt and Evelyn, in speaking of the early use of wood-engraving in England, confuse the distinct arts of engraving on wood and on copper, while a writer in Chambers’s “Cyclopædia” is no clearer, but infers that the art was “brought here from Antwerp, by John Speed.” Dr. Henry, of Biblical celebrity, satisfies himself with a reference to Walpole’s superficial catalogue of engravers; all tending to prove that next to nothing is accurately known of the first stages of the art of wood-engraving in England. Some of the rude engravings in Caxton’s “Mirror of the World,” 1481, have, indeed, been thought to be of British workmanship, as also the plates of the second edition of the “Game of the Chesse,” &c. &c.; but even if so, they may yet be copies from foreign works, as we know that he copied a design from the “Biblia Pauperum” to illustrate his “Life of Christ.” The cuts of the second edition of the “Canterbury Tales” have, however, a fairer claim to be considered English work, from certain peculiar characteristics of style, though beyond this there is no proof whatever.

Richard Pynson, who surpassed his master in the regular setting up of his type, the evenness of the impression, and the character of his illustrations, produced, as early as 1487, in the reign of Henry VII., and during the lifetime of Caxton, his excellent edition of the “Comedies of Terence;” a specimen of which well-executed piece of printing will be found in Plate 85, being a fac-simile of the first page of the “Eunuch.” The Argument, or general plot of the comedy, is printed in beautiful small type, very regularly set up; the division of syllables, when
LIBELLO HV
IC REGIO HAEC
INSVNT.

Oratio Ioannis Clerk apud Ro.pon.
in exhibitione operis regij.
Responsio roman.pont. ad eandem ex
tempore facta.
Bulla ro.pon. ad regiam maiestatem,
pro eius operis confirmatione.
Summa indulgenciarum, libellum ipsum
regium legentibus, concessarum.
Libellus regius aduersus Martinum
Lutherum haeretarchon.
Epistola regia ad illustrissimos
Saxoniae duces pie admonitoria.

LEPIDISSIMVM
Luciani opusculi translati
Henrico Bulloco interprete.

Oratio eiusdem, cum annotationibus
bus marginalibus.

Ex practica academia Cantabrigensii. Auno M. D. XXI.
they occasionally occur, being correct, and the length of the lines made beautifully even; the wave of the lines in the fac-simile being caused by the curve of the paper, as rendered with unfortunately severe accuracy by the photographic process. The larger type of the second statement, or Argument, is a free Gothic, or "black-letter," also very regular; the apparent bend in some of the lines being caused, as in the other, by the photograph, which represents, in that way, the wave of the leaf in the open book. The printer's device, which appears as a kind of frontispiece to the volume, consists of his initials, in white, on a black shield, surmounted by a helmet, and surrounded by an effective but rather rude framework of ornamental bordering. He eventually established a press at Temple Bar, where he printed "Dives et Pauper," in 1493. Pynson was a Norman by birth, and probably came to the establishment of Caxton from the office of one of the celebrated printers of Rouen, perhaps that of Olivier, who, as we have seen, printed the finest of the "Salisbury Missals," as well as many other works for the English market. The original patent of his naturalization is still extant, in which he is described as "Richardum Pynson de partibus Normand. oriund., &c. &c." He speaks of Caxton in several of his prefaces, as his worshipful master, and also boasts of the special protection of the Lady Margaret, the king's mother, through whose interest he was afterwards appointed "King's Printer." The books which issued from his presses are, on the whole, of a superior class to those selected by Wynkyn de Worde, though their execution is not, on the whole, so fine; but it should be added that several very beautiful books were executed by Pynson, and some few very indifferent ones by Wynkyn de Worde. Pynson's type is generally a kind of "Secretary's Gothic," and was most likely produced in France, as it closely resembles that of Eustace, Verard, and others, of whose works I have furnished specimens. Among Pynson's finest books may be enumerated Lord Berners' translation of Froissart, also his English translation of the "Navis Stultifera Mortalium," which is entitled "The Shyp of Folyes," of which the illustrations, though coarse, are very characteristic. As in the original work, previously described, the first subject is "The Bibliomaniac," a device which, incidentally, serves to show that spectacles were in pretty general use at that time. This first described of the passengers in the "Ship of Fools" is styled the "book fool," and is made to say—

I am the firste fole of all the whole navy,
To kepe the pompe, the helme, and eke the sayle;
And this is my mynde, this one pleasure have I,
Of books to have great plenty, and apanyle,
Yet take no wisdom by them; nor yet avayle,
Nor them perceyve not.

He possesses them, in short, for show, for the repute of having a library, and for their fine binding,—

Full goodly bounde in pleasant couverture
Of Damas, satyn, or else of veluet pure.

Pynson's "Chronicle of Fabyan," in which Brute, of the regal family of Priam of Troy, is made the founder of the first colony in the British isles, is a fine and curious book (bearing date 1516), and is enriched with many remarkable cuts; among which the Temple of Diana, on the African island, which Brute visits on his way to Britain, forms a very interesting feature. The usual cut, representing an author presenting his book to a patron, was not executed for the work, having previously done duty in the "Shepherd's Calendar," printed in Paris in 1503, and possibly in many other works, as was too common at that period with cuts of a generally useful character. Many of the cuts in Pynson's own "Shepherd's Calendar" are, however, original. He appears to have been a rather jealous trader, and to have had a fierce feud with a rival printer, who, according to one of his prologues, encroached on his rights unfairly; and of whom he speaks as Rob-Redman sed verius Rudeman.
Pynson enriched his works with more illustrations and decorative borderings than either Caxton or his own contemporary, Wynkyn de Worde; his "Bochas, or the Fall of Princes," being one of his most profusely though coarsely ornamented works; and one bearing a title in which it requires some ingenuity to trace in "Bochas" the name of Boccaccio; but when it is taken into consideration that the English translation was in all probability taken from the French, and not directly from the Italian, we obtain a clue to this extraordinary distortion, as the common French abbreviation is Boccace, the pronunciation of which is pretty accurately rendered in English by Bochas. The portrait of Lydgate, the English translator, at the beginning of this work, is a poor performance; and the illustration of the "Fall of Adam" is also very inferior to the previous treatment of the subject in continental editions of the same work. The "Shepherd's Calendar," printed by Pynson, is well known; and many other of the numerous works he printed might be cited, did space permit; but the book of Pynson's that will interest the general English reader most is probably the volume which in virtue of his official appointment he "emprynted" for the king himself, namely, that royal author's celebrated "Defense of the Roman Catholic Church," which won from the Pope the somewhat ambiguous title, as now applied to a race of Protestant princes, of "Defender of the Faith." One of the title-pages of this famous book, or rather the list of contents, surrounded by a handsome border, will be found in Plate 88; this list of Contents being printed in rounded Italian type, of good style, which at that period was already beginning (1521) to supersede the Gothic "black-letter." The first item enumerated in the Contents is the "Oration of John Clerk to the Roman Pontiff, in explanation of the work of the king;" followed by "the reply of the Roman Pontiff, &c.;" the two last being, the royal essay against the "arch-heretic Martin Luther," and "the royal letter to the illustrious Duke of Saxony," which assumes the form of a pious admonition,—the duke being one of the most powerful and ardent supporters of the Lutheran Reformers.

Wynkyn de Worde, whose foreign name has a catching sound, is perhaps better known to the general public as one of the immediate successors of Caxton than Richard Pynson; and his works also, it must be confessed, give him a certain right of pre-eminence. Many of them are fine specimens of the art, and display a marked advance on the productions of his instructor, Caxton. They were issued in rapid succession from his press, and are very numerous; but I have only room for a single example, taken from his edition of, Bartholomew de Glanville's "De Proprietatibus Rerum," translated into English by John of Trevisa. Bartholomew Glanville, an English monk, was the original composer of this once popular work, about the middle of the 14th century; and it became so celebrated that it was very soon translated into French by order of Charles V.; many French as well as English MSS. of the work being well known; while even after the invention of printing, the work still remained in request, and new editions continually appeared. It is an epitome, divided into nineteen books or sections, concerning the knowledge of all the things existing in the material world, and some of those of an immaterial nature. For instance, the illustration given as a specimen (Plate 87) is the frontispiece to the section which treats "of Angels." In this singular illustration, which is highly characteristic of the religious spirit of the age in connection with art, God the Father is represented as seated in the centre of heaven, which is represented by a series of circles surrounded by waving and shaded lines intended to express clouds. Good angels are shown kneeling at the throne of the Ruler of the Universe, while bad angels are precipitated downwards, assuming devilish and grotesque shapes in their fall. The cut representing the seven ages of man is a pre-Shakesperian version of the subject, in which the age of youth is represented by a figure of a young man with a falcon perched upon his hand, which is very gracefully conceived. The title-page of this volume from the press of Wynkyn de Worde (Plate 87) is remarkably bold and striking, consisting of very large Gothic letters cut in intaglio in a block of oak, and consequently remaining white in the printing, while the face of the block forms a solid black ground to them, except where the natural grain
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of the wood shows a series of slight and irregularly broken white lines, which modify the blackness of the ground in a very pleasing manner. This was the first book printed upon paper of English manufacture, produced at the mills set up at Hertford by John Tate, under the patronage of Henry VII. The volume from which my specimen is taken was bequeathed to the national library by Sir Joseph Banks, and bears the device of Wynkyn de Worde, which is infinitely varied in his numerous productions, and no especial form of it appears to have been definitely adopted. Among the works of this clever advance of his art I have always been struck with his "Orchard of Syon," in the illustrative cuts of which the dresses of the nuns are made to produce a very striking effect by being printed in solid black, and having the folds represented by white lines. His "Mirroure of God for the Sinfull Soule," printed in 1522, after he had had great experience in his art, is a remarkably fine specimen of printing; and his earlier work, the "Profeys of Tribulation," is also worthy of examination, especially for the cut of David in the act of slingling a stone at Goliath, which is very clever: this book was printed about 1495.

Wynkyn de Worde had doubtless been noticed and patronized during the short but active reign of the usurper, Richard III., who was much interested in the progress of the art of printing, and specially enacted that "foreign artizans should not be hindered from settling in this country," specifying especially "scrivenors, illuminors, readers, and printers of books." It is possible that some opposition was made by London citizens to the establishment of Wynkyn de Worde and Richard Pynson, on account of their foreign origin, and that the enactment in question may have had especial reference to the protection of these pupils of Caxton. De Worde had probably learned of his old master the art of propitiating the great, as well as the art of printing; Caxton having proved himself an equal adept at either.

Julian Notary is another of the early printers whose works serve to illustrate the advance of this art in England. He was busily engaged printing before the close of the fifteenth century, in King Street, Westminster; and afterwards at his office near Temple Bar, at the Three Kings,—a sign which was a favourite one in Cologne, and which leads me to believe that Notary may have come to England from that celebrated seat of the German press, where, as previously described, Ulric Zell, a pupil of Gutenberg, first introduced it. The works of Notary are generally inferior to those of Wynynk de Worde and Pynson; his "Book of Hours," printed in connection with Barbier, being an exception; but then it is evidently of foreign execution. He reprinted many books of established popularity.

William Faques, or Fawkes, perhaps comes next in chronological order among the early English printers. Like Pynson, he was by birth a Norman,—probably a native of Rouen, where the art of printing had become quite a staple branch of trade. His Hereford Missal is perhaps his best book. A peculiarity in this Missal, and one showing the growing desire for having the Church Services in the vulgar tongue, previously to the Reformation, is, that while the rest of the Offices are in Latin, the Form of Matrimony is in English. Faques printed the proclamation of Henry VII. against clipped money, which is interesting, as exhibiting a series of the coins of the reign in the ornamental border, and is on this account mentioned by Folkes in his "History of the British Coinage." Faques's Latin Psalter is also very neatly executed; and his brother Richard was likewise a successful printer; and Henry Pepwell, another printer of this period, was one of the first, of undoubtedly English origin, but unfortunately his productions are not of a very high class.

Peter Treverius printed in the Borough soon after the beginnings of Pynson and De Worde, and was of Italian origin, possibly of Treviso. The "Disticha Moralia," 1514, was perhaps his first work, but he is better known by his "Grete Herbal," a substantial folio volume published in 1516. His device was a wild man and woman, with bows and arrows, in front of a tree, on which is slung a shield bearing his initials. He printed also that very curious book, Arnold's
"Customs of London" (1521), and an English edition of a very interesting and well-known German work, Brounswyke's "Description of Surgery," the original German edition of which has a series of well-executed plates, exhibiting in very graphic style the costumes of the time and different scenes in a surgeon's practice, the whole of them being executed with wonderful truth and spirit; while the plates in the English work are of altogether inferior character. His edition of the "Polychronicon" exhibits, perhaps, the first example in the annals of English printing of a true title-page, in our present acceptation of that term.

James Nicholson, Robert Redman, Christopher Truthall, and Thomas Godfrey next appeared as leaders among the English printers, who began to be very numerous. The widow of Robert Redman continued to print after her husband's death, and her books bear her name, as "emprynted by Elyzabeth, late wye unto Robert Redman, dwellynge at the sign of the George, next to Saynt Dunstan's Churche." John Skot was superior to any of the four named above, and adopted a well-known and very picturesque device. John Rastell, who also ranks high on account of the number of his works, printed the "Pastime of the People" in 1517, which is a very fine black-letter book, containing eleven illustrative cuts;—it is so good, indeed, that it has recently been reprinted in fac-simile. Donatuses, or Latin Grammars, were first extensively printed by English printers about this time, instead of being imported, and most of the printers just named issued one or more of them.

Next in order (if anything like chronological order can be preserved in so brief a statement) came Robert Copland, who had learnt the art of Wynkyn de Worde, and in whose will, as "an ancient servitor," he is a legatee. His selection of books for reproduction at his press has been the means of preserving several specimens of early English poetry and general literature, of which there is no other record. His imprint, or trade device, is well executed, and there are several varieties of it. His younger brother printed Gawin Douglas's "Books of Eneados," which, as previously stated, contains the leading passages of the "Æneid" narrated in a popular manner, just as the ever favourite "Histories of Troy" consisted of a series of narratives from the "Iliad." Among his later works were "The Palis of Honoure," and several of the romances popular at the time; among others, "The Sons of Aimon," a reprint from Wynkyn de Worde's edition of 1504; to which may be added his "Guy Earl of Warwick" and "Sir Bevis of Hampton."†

Robert Wyer must not be passed over in silence, being one of the most voluminous of early English printers, whose works comprise books in very various branches of literature; and the printers Richard Banks and Lawrence Andrew were his contemporaries. Bertholet, too, became eminent about the same time as a printer, though he did more in employing others than in actually printing at his own press. Pelyt and Redman both printed for him, as did also several foreign printers; and he received the appointment, after Pynson, of king's printer. He was a man of substance, and good family; and his shield, with its armorial bearings, is duly recorded in the Heralds' College. Among other works, he printed a volume which marks an epoch among English books, namely, the one which may be termed the first English Dictionary, compiled by Sir Thomas Eliot, in 1538; which, if not actually the first, was, at all events, by far the best work of the class which had been attempted. This early English Dictionary has a good cut of the Eliot shield of arms at the beginning, with the quaint motto, "Aut face aut tace." Bertholet also printed a small Bible for private use, and many translations of the Roman classics, as well as Thorn's "History of Italy."

About this time John Hawkins printed the first Grammar for learning the French language, which was entitled "L'Eclaircissement de la Langue Française" (1530). The first English Primers

* Supercediously styled Rudeman by Pynson.
† In Haslewod's "British Bibliographer" may be found a detailed account of most of the works of our early English printers.
were those of Byddell (1533) and John Gough (1536); who also printed (1540) the well-known and much-prized "Dove of Holy Scripture," and in 1543 the first work on English Bookkeeping, which was suggested by many changes in the names and values of the coinage, the explanation of which was entitled "Kepyng of the Famous Recouying." The author informs us that the principle of his book is called in Latin, "dare et habere," and in English, "debitor and creditor." While speaking of the elementary works produced by our early printers, it may be stated that a Latin Grammar was printed by Roger in 1535, which is the only book that is now known of his press, though he doubtless printed many others.

Before speaking of Richard Grafton, the most celebrated English printer since Caxton, and whose early editions of the English Bible are so famous, I must retrace my steps to some extent, in order to say a few words on the earliest English translations of the Bible and first printed copies of any portions of the Holy Scriptures in English.

Long before it had occurred to the prelates of the Romish Church to prohibit the translation of the Bible into the vernacular language of any country—proclaiming every man a criminal who read such translations of the Scriptures into his mother tongue—many centuries, indeed, before that epoch of the highest pretensions and worst tyranny of the Church of Rome, Anglo-Saxon translations of the Bible had been issued to the public, the reading of which was not deemed a crime by the Anglican Church. At length, after a considerable lapse of time, came Wyckliffe's English translation, which unfortunately appeared in less liberal times; when, in fact, it was declared by Churchmen that even the Latin Bible ought not to be in the hands of laymen. Chaucer represents the hierarchy at that period as gathering up the Bibles in their libraries, "and to imprisoning them from secular priests and curates, that they thereby hindered them from preaching the Gospel to the people;" and, at a later period, as we learn from other sources, the clerical students, sent from Ireland by Archbishop FitzRalph to study divinity in Oxford, were forced to return without profit, because they could not find a single Bible there to be sold,—a state of things which occurred only very shortly before the invention of printing. When Wyckliffe's English translation first appeared, during the early and brilliant portion of the reign of Edward III., no edict was issued against circulating it or reading it; and it was not till twenty years afterwards that Archbishop Arundel proclaimed the reading of it to be rank heresy. Wyckliffe was, however, protected by the most popular and influential of the king's sons, John of Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster; and under that shelter the flash of persecution died out; one cause of the subsidence of the persecution being the simple fact that copies were so difficult to procure in those lays of MS. books, that much stir was hardly requisite to prevent their circulation. Had the Printing-Press existed for the service of Wyckliffe and his translation, matters might have taken a more serious turn. The demand for the book as a MS. was, nevertheless, considerable; and the copies, being multiplied with as much rapidity as the process of copying by hand admitted of, were sold as low as twenty shillings each. Sir Thomas More tells us that the Bible had been translated into English long before the time of Wyckliffe, "by vertuous and well learned men," but that Wyckliffe maliciously took upon himself to translate it anew, perverting the text in order to favour his own peculiar heresies; but he was doubtless in error as to Wyckliffe's translation, and alluded to some of those later English translations of portions of the Bible which were produced on the Continent, and circulated in England, in his time.*

It was the advent of the Printing-Press that alarmed the clergy of the Anglican Church much more seriously than the appearance of Wyckliffe's Bible had done; for they declaimed loudly and

* Wyckliffe's translation of the Bible is a fine example of unintelligent English, of a somewhat obsolete type, and forms an interesting monument of the state of the language at that period; but the passage cited by Fuller, in his "Church History," in which Paul is called the "knavo of Jesus Christ"—the feudal term "knavo, or villain," being used instead of the more modern "servant,"—is only to be found in a single instance, which is known to be an impudent forgery.
fiercely against the circulation of the printed copies of the New Testament in Greek, when it first appeared,—and even against the Hebrew Bible when put forth from the same source. Erasmus tells us, with his usual vein of sarcasm, that one college in Cambridge forbade the reading of his Greek Testament; and it is on record that the vicar of Croydon, in Surrey, whose opinions no doubt represented those of the majority of his order, preached a sermon at Paul's Cross, in which he delivered himself in the following terms, on the subject of the Printing-Press: "We must root out printing, or printing will root us out,"—an honestly outspoken profession of faith that had more truth in it than the good Roman Catholic parson was aware of.

Thus matters stood when William Tyndale resolved to attempt a new translation of both the Old and New Testament, from the Hebrew and the Greek, into English. Tyndale, by birth a Welshman, finished his education at Maudelyn College, Oxford, removing afterwards to Cambridge; and failing to obtain the appointment he sought in the household of Dr. Cuthbert Tunstal, Bishop of London, went to Antwerp, where he subsisted for a time upon an annuity of £10 a year, furnished to him by his friend Humphrey Monmouth, a citizen of London, who was favourable to the Lutheran Reformation. It was in Antwerp that, in the year 1525, he completed, with the assistance of John Fryth and Joseph Roye, his translation of the New Testament; and proceeded to Cologne to print it, at the press of P. Quentell. Copies were soon forwarded in considerable numbers to England, which were so greedily bought up that Bishop Tunstal issued a commission to the archdeacons of his diocese, in which he says, "Some sons of iniquity, and ministers of the Lutheran faction, have craftily translated the holy Gospel of God into our vulgar English, and mixed with their translations some articles of heretical pravity;" and all copies that could be found and seized, were ordered to be delivered up to the bishop within thirty days, that they might be at once destroyed. The misprints in this "Dutch edition," as it has been called, are very numerous, the text having been set up by German printers not understanding the language, and some of the errors having escaped the editor's correction; the execution of the work is otherwise extremely good, and the woodcuts of a superior class, as shown in the two specimens in Plate 89. This edition of Tyndale's translation of the New Testament was the first portion of an English translation of the Scriptures ever issued from the Printing-Press; and, as such, was very effectually suppressed, the unique specimens from which my fac-similes are taken forming part of a volume which is the only remaining fragment of an edition of 3,000 copies;* an interesting relic which was bequeathed to our national library by Mr. Grenville. It was during the printing of this work at Cologne that the machinations of the Roman Catholic party against Tyndale were commenced; Cochlaeus, one of the most virulent opponents of the Lutheran party, being the leader in the persecution to which Tyndale was subjected. It is well known that these proceedings were envenomed by the activity of the Roman Catholic party in England, which worked upon the fanaticism of the Emperor Charles V. so successfully, that Tyndale was eventually arrested at Antwerp, not only with the sanction of the State Council of England, but also in the name of the king; the arrest being carried into effect by the emperor's procurator at Brussels. He was thrown into prison at Vilvorde, a fortified post between Brussels and Antwerp, where he lay eighteen months; and was then brought to trial on the charge of heresy, &c., and condemned to death by strangulation and burning. He is said to have died imploring Heaven to "open the eyes of the King of England;" and in so far as the royal adoption of the principles of the Lutheran Reformation was concerned, his prayer appears to have been answered. In the mean time, Fryth, who had assisted him in his translation, fell into the toils of the Romanist party in England, and was burnt in Smithfield in 1533,—a terrible example of the fierce opposition of the English clerical party to the translation of the Bible; while Roye, his other coadjutor, perished in a similar manner in Portugal. Tyndale's

* Wanley states that he never saw a copy of this edition of Tyndale's New Testament; but one is stated to have been in Ames's collection, which sold at his death for 14 guineas.
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translation of the New Testament, unaided as he was by any help from previous models, and relying entirely on his own individual efforts, must be considered a truly wonderful work, which nothing but that energy and earnestness which distinguished the first Reformers could have produced single-handed. Even now, says a recent critic, there is "scarcely anything" obsolete in its style, which for noble simplicity and purity of idiom has never been surpassed." Tyndale's portrait, sent to the recent Exhibition of National Portraits by the British and Foreign Bible Society, exhibits the features of just such a man as might be imagined capable of producing such a translation, and suffering martyrdom in the cause. It is a half-length, and the left hand rests on a book, to which the right is pointing; the book being doubtless intended to represent his translation of the New Testament. He wears a black dress with a narrow ruff, and a black silk skull-cap; and there is also an inscription in his praise, with the date, and place of his martyrdom—"Witfordæ, presse Brussels, 1536."

The first portion of Tyndale's translation of the Old Testament was also printed on the Continent. It consisted of the five Books of Moses—the Pentateuch; and that production forms the second example of any portion of an English translation of the Bible issuing from the Printing-Press. Copies of the first edition of Tyndale's Pentateuch are almost as rare as his New Testament, only four being at present known; the Grenville copy,* from which my fac-similes are taken, being the only one that is perfect. The imprint to the translation is as follows: "Emprrent at Marlborow, in the londe of Hesse, by me, Hans Luft, in the yere of our Lord mcccxxx." The five Books are printed alternately in Gothic and Roman type; and the cuts, though coarse, are very characteristic; among which, the one of the figure of Aaron may be cited as an example, bearing for title, "The form of Aaron, with all his apparell;" the details of the robes being worked out in strict accordance with the Scriptural description, as interpreted by the artist. The border to the title-page is in a coarse, and at the same time florid style, in the taste of the transitional character presented by the ornamentation of the period, as shown also in the initial letters, which are bold and effective, though also coarse in execution. The examples (Plate 89) are from the Grenville copy in the British Museum.

The opening of the king's eyes, prayed for by Tyndale, took place three years after the publication of his translation of the Pentateuch; though not brought about in the way which Tyndale hoped for in 1533. His Majesty of England had seen the beautiful Anne Boleyn, and determined upon divorcing the childless and less attractive Catherine of Arragon. Pope Clement refusing to sanction the repudiation of the queen, the king appealed to the head of the English Church, and the Archbishop of Canterbury (Cranmer) pronounced the separation a legal one. The supremacy of the Papal power was declared by the king at an end; and the royal decree to that effect having been sanctioned by the Parliament, the kingdom of England was added to the list of those countries which had embraced the principles of the Reformation. Had these events taken place but a few years sooner, the printed translation of the Bible would not have been a book condemned to destruction by the ecclesiastical authorities of the State, and Tyndale would have escaped a cruel and unjust death.

The king, personally, with a strong kind of common sense, which served greatly to modify many of his worst characteristics, had, in fact, never been averse to the publication of an English translation of the Holy Scriptures; and in answer to the angry complaints from the prelacy, regarding the circulation of such translations, he went in person to the Star Chamber, on the 22nd of May, 1530, the year in which the translation of the Pentateuch appeared, and stated boldly that he did not object to the issue of Bibles in the English tongue; yet, in deference to the influence of those Churchmen, who had been shocked by the appearance of six foreign editions of the New

---

* The one sold at the Ames sale for 14 guineas.
Testament in rapid succession, he was compelled to admit that he did not approve of such heretical translations as that of Tyndale.

Still, notwithstanding the king's predilection in favour of an English translation, and even after the declaration of the first principles of national independence, in repudiating the supremacy of the Pope, and some other leading tenets of Romanism, no English translation of the Bible was printed in England up to 1535. In that year, however, a complete English Bible, according to Tyndale's translation, revised by Coverdale with reference to the Latin Vulgate and Luther's German translation (as stated in the title), was printed abroad; but, in consequence of the persecutions very actively carried on by the chief Catholic states on the Continent, and the alarm created by the judicial murder of Tyndale, no printer could be found in the Low Countries, which were subject to Spain, or in those parts of Germany under the immediate influence of the emperor, willing to append his name to the work. This first edition, therefore, of an entire English Bible, which bears the date 1535, is without the name of the printer. It is, however, boldly dedicated to the King of England, whose sentiments as to an English translation were well known, and was possibly printed in Switzerland, where the imperial court had no power to prevent its execution, though a sufficient dread of its possible influence appears to have prevented the printer from publishing his name; Wanley, however, one of our great typographical critics, is of opinion, judging from a comparison of the types, that it was printed at Zurich, by Christopher Trochsover, the types of his known works bearing a strong resemblance to those of the English Bible of 1535. This Bible, in which the translation of Tyndale had been revised by Coverdale, and all the original translator's strongly-worded comments and introductory prologues omitted, was addressed to the king, in a dedication to which he (Coverdale) appended his name; from which circumstance the volume is now generally known as Coverdale's Bible. Plate 90 will be found to consist of a fac-simile of the title-page of this interesting volume. The tablet containing the actual title is surrounded by illustrative subjects, which are so well designed that some critics have attributed them to the pencil of Holbein himself; and they certainly exhibit much of his style of handling, not only in the figures, but also in the ornamentation. This may be accounted for by the fact that they were probably executed at Basle, or, if at the neighbouring Swiss city of Zurich, possibly by a Basilian artist, or one educated in that school. The upper subject, to the left, is the "Temptation," attached to which is a quotation from Genesis (ii. 17): "In what daye so ever thou eatest therof thou shalt dye." The translation differs slightly, as will be observed, from that now in use; and having been set up in type within a space reserved for it in the wood block, the compositor has inadvertently "set it up" upside down. On the opposite side are corresponding passages from the New Testament, as was the custom in the early block-books, and nearly all subsequent illustrations of Scripture subjects up to this period. Thus, opposite to the subject illustrating "Man's Disobedience," and its consequence, Death,—the figure of the Redeemer is seen, trampling upon Sin and Death, and bruising the head of the Serpent, accompanied by a quotation from Matthew (xvii. 5): "This is my deare Son, in whom I delyte, heare him."

The second design to the left represents Moses receiving the commandments on Mount Sinai; the thunders and lightnings, and trumpet-sounds, by which the transmission of the tablets was accompanied, being very graphically represented by the artist. The motto is from Exodus (xi. 1). The corresponding subject on the opposite side represents the sending forth of the Apostles, accompanied by the motto: "Go youre waye into all the worlde and preach the gospel" (Mark xvi. 15). That is to say, the New Law is to supersede the Old. A curious device of the artist in this composition is well worthy of explanation, as it is a direct and well-conceived declaration of Protestantism. The Popes, as soi-disant direct successors of St. Peter, whom they accounted the first Bishop of Rome, assumed as their badge the Keys of the Church, founding the Romanist fiction that St. Peter was the divinely appointed founder of the Church, upon a well-known
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And God said, Let there be light: and there was light. And God saw the light, that it was good. And God divided the light from the darkness. And God called the light Day, and the darkness Night. There was evening and mornynge, and it was the first day.

And God said, Let there be a firmament between the waters, and let it divide the waters above from the waters beneath. And God made a firmament and divided the waters above from the waters beneath. And God called the firmament Heaven. And the evening and the morning were the second day.

And God said, Let there be lights in the firmament of heaven to divide the day from the night, and let them be for signs, and for seasons, and for days, and years. And God made two great lights; the greater light to rule the day, and the lesser light to rule the night. And God made the stars also.

And God said, Let the waters bring forth multitudes of living creatures, and fowls after their kind. And it was so. And God blessed the multitudes of living creatures of the sea and gave them authority over the fish of the sea.

And God saw that it was good. And the evening and the morning were the third day.
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text. The Protestant artist has, in this design, put in his own protest and that of the Reformation in general against this Romanist assumption, giving to each Apostle a key, as expressing their perfect equality in the high privilege of preaching the gospel and founding the Church of Christ. The third subject on the left is taken from the Apocryphal book of Esdras, no longer used in our version of the Bible. It illustrates the 40th verse of the 9th chapter: "So Esdras, the chief priest, brought the law unto the whole multitude, &c." The portion of the New Testament selected as corresponding with this passage is the 11th chapter of the Acts of the Apostles, more especially the 14th verse: "And Peter standing up with the eleven, lifted up his voice, and said unto them, Ye men of Judæa, &c." The figure of Peter addressing the multitude is very impressively conceived, and its position in reference to the group of listeners strongly recalls Raphael's cartoon of Paul preaching at Athens, which the German artist, in a visit to Italy, may possibly have seen. In the lower portion of the general design, David fills a niche to the left, while Paul is the corresponding figure to the right. In the central compartment, the Lords, Spiritual and Temporal, both accompanied by suitable texts, are represented kneeling in front of the throne, the prelates being in the act of presenting the English Bible to the king, who graciously receives it.

Plate 91 is a fac-simile of the first page of the text of this celebrated Bible. The illustrations of the six days of creation are by a very inferior artist, and consequently present none of the remarkable qualities of the designs of the title-page. It will be noticed that the present Protestant feeling respecting the impropriety of attempting pictorial representations of God the Father had not then developed itself; that view, with others of a corresponding kind, being a subsequent growth of the principles of the Reformation. The initial letter may be considered a good specimen of those flourished letters of the time, which engravers executed in imitation of penmanship. Both the fac-similes just described are from a very perfect copy in the library of the British Museum. It will be observed that the lines of the text are curved towards the lower part of the page, an imperfection of the photographic process caused by the impossibility of getting the original page perfectly flat. Several editions of the Coverdale Bible were issued with the same date, but with new dedications to the King, in which different queens are successively referred to. The first has "Your dearest just wyfe and vertuous prencesse Queene Anne," while a subsequent edition appeared in which "Queen Jane" takes the place of "Queen Anne" in the dedication.

Plate 92 consists of a fac-simile of the title-page of the edition of Tyndale's New Testament, which was printed in 1536. The design is very inferior to that of the title-page of the Coverdale Bible, but the treatment of the figures of the Evangelists, accompanied by their respective symbols—St. Matthew and the Angel, St. Mark and the Lion, St. Luke and the Bull, and St. John and the Eagle—are treated with some originality and spirit, as are the figures of Christ overcoming Death and Sin, and St. John the Baptist announcing the coming of Christ, which occupy the centres of the upper and lower borders, while the ornaments at the sides are tolerably bold examples of the style of the period.

It would have been impossible, within the restricted limits of the present work, to describe in chronological order all successive editions of the English translations of the Scriptures that began to appear after the first issues; and, in place of a detailed account of each edition, I shall therefore confine myself to the selection and description of a few examples from the most remarkable of those printed before the formal concession of royal authorization for their appearance; and I shall follow a similar course with regard to those subsequently issued under State authority during the reigns of Henry VIII. and his immediate successors. Examples therefore will appear in this work of some of the most remarkable among the first editions of the English Bibles and Prayer Books of the Reformed faith, but without attempting a detailed description of each successive edition, which

* It may be remarked here that, in the pictures of the great Italian masters having reference to this subject, Christ is represented as giving the keys to St. Peter alone; and the famous cartoon of Raphael may serve as an example.
while provengearsmome to the general reader, would, at the same time, have interfered with the
plan of a rapid general view of the subject, which is the main object of the present work.

"Matthews's Bible" was published in 1537 by Grafon, who had previously suffered imprison-
ment on account of the publication of translations of the Scriptures, and was released with difficulty.
"Matthews's Bible" was a combination of the translations of Tyndale and Coverdale, being to
the end of Chronicles, Tyndale's, and to the end of the Apocrypha, Coverdale's, while the New
Testament was entirely Tyndale's; the prophecy of Jonas being accompanied by Tyndale's pro-
logue. This volume, like Coverdale's Bible, was issued without a printer's name, no doubt from
similar causes; and Strype was led to think it was printed at Hamburg, while Warley assumes
that it was executed at Paris. The types, however, are German, and it may have been, like
Tyndale's Pentateuch, printed at Marlboro, in Hesse; which place being in the neighbourhood of
Wittenberg, where Roger, an English Reformer, was residing, it has sometimes been distinguished
as Roger's Bible. This was the first English Bible that may be considered to have been published
under the authority of the State; Cranmer, who had been promoted to the see of Canterbury
four years before, and who was a more active and genuine Reformer than his predecessors, having,
through the court influence of Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, procured a royal license, in
regular form, for its publication. Our great English printer Grafon was one of the promoters
of this edition, for which he furnished £500, and his initials appear in the imprint. Fearing
competition with the cheap Dutch (German) editions, he now obtained a patent for three years,
and Lewis, in his excellent typographical work, while describing an edition in which the initials
of Grafon do not occur, supposes it to be one of the piratical German editions against which
Grafton sought to protect himself by his patent.

In 1538, a New Testament in English and Latin was printed at the English press of John
Nicholson, in Southwark, the translation being the work of John Hollybushe; a second edition
appearing in 1539, and an intermediate one, executed at Paris by Renauld, in 1538; while in the
same year, Renauld printed an edition of Myles Coverdale's New Testament for Grafon and
Whitechurch. About the same period appeared "The Bible in Englyshe," with the famous cuts
said to be by Holbein, which has been termed a sumptuous edition; yet I must not attempt its
description, but pass on rapidly to the narration of a few of the circumstances which led to the
appearance of the celebrated Cranmer Bible, commonly known as the "Great Bible."

About 1538-9, Grafon, in partnership with Whitechurch, obtained official permission to print
a copy of the Bible in Paris, as both better print and better paper could be obtained there than in
England; but at that period of the reign of Francis I., a strong reaction against the previously
tolerated principles of the religious Reformers had set in, and, urged on by the powerful Romanist
clergy, soon resulted in the banishment of the great French printer, Robert Estienne, and was in
fact, the beginning of the great ferment against the Huguenots, which some twenty years later
culminated in the massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day. The printing of an English Bible in
Paris was, therefore, deemed by the dominant party a work carried on in the cause of the
Reformation, and after 2,500 copies of this great work had been produced in Paris, they were
seized and confiscated by the French Government, and all concerned in the work obliged to
fly from a persecution, which, it was well known, was not likely to be a mild one. The presses,
which were probably the property of Grafon, were, however, eventually restored to the owners by
the interference of the English Government, and the project was resumed by the enterprising
Grafon in London.

Having recommenced their labours at home, Richard Grafon and Edward Whitechurch
eventually succeeded in producing, between 1539 and 1541, the fine folio Bible, commonly known as
Cranmer's, or the Great Bible; and upon its production those enterprising men may safely stake
their repute as the most eminent of English printers since the time of Caxton and his immediate
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2. PART OF THE FIRST PAGE OF 'ST MATHEW" FROM THE "GREAT BIBLE" PRINTED IN 1540.
The Bible in English, that is to sake the conten cle of all the holy scripture, both of olde, and newe testament, with a prologue therin, made by the reverend father in...
successors. The title-page (Plate 94) is, perhaps, the noblest work of the kind that the designer's and engraver's art had produced up to that period; and no doubt every effort was made that it should be so: Archbishop Cranmer and Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, at that time the two most powerful men in the realm, having both interested themselves greatly in the production of an English Bible in a worthy manner; feeling that an important historical event was taking place in the preparation of a volume, which was to be issued under the full authority and protection of the throne and the Church, as set forth in the tablet of the title-page, at the head of which Cranmer and Cromwell are both represented in the act of receiving simultaneously a copy of the book from the king, as the supreme head of the Anglican Church. It has been said that this title-page was designed by Holbein, and most of the designs appear to favour that idea, especially the figure of the king, which exhibits much of that regal stateliness, approaching to audacity, which Holbein knew so well how to express. The figures of Cranmer and Cromwell, too, evidently portraits, are also in his manner, as well as several of the attendant figures grouped around them, many of which will be recognized by those familiar with the portraiture of the period. The engraving is not, in many respects, equal to the designing; from which it may be inferred that it was perhaps the work of national artists, in whose hands some of the grace and freedom of the great German draughtsman was lost.

The intention of the designer may be thus briefly explained. At the top, forming the background of the upper part of the picture, is the figure of the Almighty, issuing from a mass of clouds. To the left of this figure, and emanating from it, is an appropriate text from Isaiah, inscribed on a scrolled label, and to the right, a text from the Acts of the Apostles, which is addressed to a kneeling figure of the king. The king is bareheaded, having placed his crown upon the ground, in token of humiliation, while thus receiving, direct from Heaven, his appointment as supreme head of the Church of England, as intended to be indicated by this device of the artist. Below these objects, and on a larger scale, in order to give the effect of distance to the figures in the background, the king, seated on his throne, forms the central feature, and thence proclaims his supremacy, having, as the new head of the Church, assumed the right to dictate a religious faith to his people, which he announces in the words of a well-selected passage from the book of Daniel (vi. 26): "I make a decree that in every dominion of my kingdom men tremble and fear before the living God." A scroll issuing from the king's mouth, to the left, is made to bear a text from the Epistle to Titus (ii. 25), addressed to the Lords spiritual, who have removed their mitres and placed them at their feet, in deference to the head of the Church, in whose presence they stand. The text runs, "These things speak and exhort;" thus intimating precisely to the prelacy the duties which they were expected to see duly performed. At the same time, as the fountain-head of the national faith, he hands to Archbishop Cranmer, surrounded by his brother bishops, the newly translated Bible, bearing for inscription on its cover, "The Word of God." (verbum Dei). On the opposite side the king presents a similar book to Cromwell, his laic vice-gerent, prime minister, and also vicar-general in ecclesiastical affairs, as well as chief of the Lords temporal (by whom he is surrounded), and through whose instrumentality the "Word of God," made intelligible in the English tongue, is to be disseminated among the laity; while a scroll emanating from the king bears an inscription commanding that judgment in temporal matters should be fitly and justly performed. It is taken from Deuteronomy (ii. 16, 17): "Judge righteously. Ye shall hear the small as well as the great."

Beneath this scroll is another group, in which Cromwell again appears, and being no longer in the immediate presence of the king, he wears his usual beret cap, while he presents the translated Bible (verbum Dei) to a group representing the laity in general. All this tells its story very ingeniously; but there is one great inconsistency; namely, that the text of the mottoes, and even the title of the Book itself, are in Latin, while the great fact intended to be expressed by the entire
design of the artist is the authoritative presentation to the English people of an English Bible. Beneath the principal figure of this group are the arms of Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, encircling the Garter, of which order he had been created a knight; but in subsequent editions of the Bible there is a blank patch, in the place of these arms; for Cromwell's fall and execution had taken place in the interim, the king's printer therefore erased his arms from the title-page of the State Bible. On the opposite side to Cromwell, the Archbishop Cranmer is seen, attended by his chaplains, standing above a shield bearing his coat of arms. These arms are the same as those which appear at the commencement of his life by Parker, but with the addition of a crescent, indicating a younger branch of the family. He is presenting the book to the clergymen while a flowing label bears the text from the first Epistle of Peter (i. 5): "Feed the flock of God which is among you." Below this group is a preacher in a pulpit, who is giving forth a text: the first Epistle to Timothy (i. 1): "I exhort, therefore, that first of all, supplications, prayers, intercessions, and giving of thanks be made for all men, for kings, &c."

The lower part of the composition represents people of all classes, both men and women, joining in one universal cry of Vivat Rex! groups of children shouting in plain English: "save the Kyng!" while even prisoners behind the bars of the jail windows are also seen, gladdened by the news that at last the "Word of God" was given direct to the people in mother tongue. The grouping of this mass of figures is exceedingly artistic, and the distinctiveness of various callings and characters defined with very great artistic skill. The whole design is a grand artistic manifesto of that Protestantism, the greatest feature of which was the placing of the "Word of God" directly in the hands of the people.

In Plate 93 will be found a specimen of the text of the Great Bible. The type is a fine Gothic or black letter, of very bold and legible character, and distinct in style from the Gothic type of the Coverdale Bible, and that of Tyndale's New Testament, a specimen of the 16th century which may be conveniently compared with it, as being on the same plate. The gigantic initials in the Dutch rather than the German style of the period, and was probably designed and engraved in Holland. In this edition several well-known passages were modified, and will be found to be the corresponding ones in Matthew's Bible. A separate edition of this Bible appears to have been printed by John Byddell, in Fleet Street, with some variations, under the editorship of a great Greek scholar, Taverner. It was probably done with the direct permission of Cromwell, who was nevertheless an infringement of Grafton's patent; and very soon afterwards appeared a new edition, with the omission of the arms of Cromwell on the title-page, his former patron having perished on the scaffold, on the 28th of July, 1540, accused by his enemies of heresy and crimes. It is well known that his fall was accomplished by his old enemy, the Duke of Northumberland, through the influence of his fair daughter Catherine Howard, whose influence over the king became unbounded, and who was destined to succeed to the divorced Anne of Cleves, a marriage which Cromwell had unfortunately been the chief promoter. The striking title-page of this version is repeated at the commencement of the New Testament, and large initial letters in the text are repeated at intervals. The secondary capitals are very elegant, but there is a more usual style, while the illustrative cuts are few, and in every way inferior. The vellum in the British Museum, which was evidently the presentation copy executed for the king, is a grand title-page coloured, and, it may be added, spoilt in the colouring.

It would be impossible in this place to record the appearance of all the subsequent editions of the English Bible about this and the immediately succeeding epochs; they were many and appeared in rapid succession. I may state, however, in order to complete my account of the "Great Bible" in English, that seven or eight editions of it were issued, and that a royal proclamation went forth commanding its use in all churches, and fixing its price at ten shillings unbound and twelve shillings well bound and clasped. Bishop Bonner, afterwards a sanguinary persecu
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for Matins dayly through the vse.
The priest being in the quire shall begynne with a loude boype the Lordes prayer, called the four seifyes.

Euening prayer.

QWE father which art in heaven, hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come. Thy will be done in earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread. And forgiue us our trespasses, as we forgiue them that trespass against vs. And leade vs not into temptation. But deliuer vs from euell. Amen.

PUBLIKE BAPTISME

When ther are children to be Baptised upon the Sunday, or holy day, the parents shall goe knowledge over nighte or in the morning, above the beginning of Matins to the Curate. And then the Godfathers, Godmothers, and people, with the children, must be ready at the church depe, either immediately above the last Canticle at Sanctus, or else immediately above the last Canticle at Genuflectio, as the Curate by his discretion shall appoint. And then standing there, the priest shall afore theer the children bee Baptised or not. If they be Baptised, so. Then shall the priest say thus:

Dear beloved, forasmuche as al men be conceived and borne in sinne, and that no man borne in sinne, can enter into the kingdom of God except he be regenerate and borne a newe of water, and the holy ghost (I beleue you to tal.

SING unto the Lorde a newe song: for he hath done maruellous things.

With his owne right hande, and with his holy arm, he hath gotten him felie the victorie.

The Lorde declared his salvation: his right handes hath he openly shewed in the light of the heathen.

He hath remembered his mercie and truth towardes the house of Israel: and all the ends of the world have seen the salvation of our God.

PORTIONS OF PAGES FROM THE FIRST ENGLISH PRAYER-BOOK, PRINTED IN 1549.
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the Reformers in the reign of Mary, was so good a courtier in the reign of Henry VIII., under whose protection, and through the influence of Wolsey, he had risen from the lower ranks of society, took up the cause of the Reformation with a great show of energy; and in order to carry out the royal edict as to the reading of the Bible in English, set up six copies of the Great Bible in his cathedral against six pillars (to which they were chained) in six convenient places, each book being accompanied by an admonition to readers.

Of the other ecclesiastical works of the Grafton press, the first authorized Prayer Book of the Reformed Church of England is the next most important, after the "Great Bible." It was issued under royal authority in 1549, two years after the accession of Edward VI. The title-page of this first-printed English Prayer Book will be found in fac-simile in Plate 95. In style of ornament it does not present that quaintness of feeling and intricate variety of outline that we find in the earlier works of the 16th century; for that rich and grandly florid ornamentation of the Revival may be said to have disappeared with Holbein, though some of the German masters displayed something of its spirit for a little time longer. It had been the hybrid product of the prolific union of the rich Gothic tracery with the long-neglected and newly-appreciated beauty of the classic styles; for, like all striking styles, it was founded on the union of two distinct feelings in art, married by Genius, and producing for a time a robust and magnificent offspring, which was undoubtedly one of the most really successful schools of modern art; but in the design before us (Plate 96), which represents its decadence, the full force of the equal union of styles has nearly disappeared; and the richly florid feeling of the Gothic is made to give way to the more severe and frigid lines of the Roman style, the taste for which was soon destined to prevail still further, to the ultimate extinction of all medizval feeling. In England, towards the close of the career of Holbein, who died in 1543, the change was very rapid; and in the design before us, though there is still some remnant of the elder feeling, plain classic pilasters have taken the place of fancifully twisted columns, cusped arches, and the endless variety of outline of the earlier period. In the council-chamber, for instance, in the upper part of the design, the representation of the young king in council is well conceived, but the bare and square formality of the general device is without any decorative framework to set it off; while in the lower border, the pictorially punning device of the printer Grafton, represented by a graft and a tun, might have been very attractive had the surroundings been equally spirited and picturesque. In this title Grafton takes care to parade his exclusive patent for printing "the Book of the Common Praier," as he states that he printed it cum privilegio ad imprimendum solum; and his partner Whitchurch appears to have possessed an equal privilege, as shown in the title-page fac-similated in Plate 95. The ornamental border-work to the title of the last-named edition is preferable to that of Grafton's edition, with the sole exception of the view of the council-chamber; being bolder and more florid in general design, and of a richer and fuller character. In the lower part, in place of the punning device of Grafton, Whitchurch has placed his own armorial bearings by way of imprint, accompanied by the initials of his name effectively placed on small massive tablets.

In the specimens from the general text of the Book of Common Prayer, it will be observed that many of the Roman Catholic terms are still preserved; as for instance, Morning Prayer is still termed "Matyns;" and in order to make those once accustomed to Latin prayers fully understand what is meant by the "Lord's Prayer," they are informed that it is the prayer usually called the Paternoster. The capital O used for this prayer is a very fine initial, but evidently not originally designed for its present position, as it represents the stoning of St. Stephen. The black letter of the general text is similar in style to that of the "Great Bible," though larger and bolder, as shown in this fac-simile of an entire page taken from the commencement of the "Puliblike Baptism" (Plate 96). The initials occurring in this page, though of smaller size, are richer in design, and of a style belonging to a somewhat earlier period than the great
M of the Evening Prayer, which is a fine example of the newer style of capital letter, which now began rapidly to supersede the more complex forms of semi-Gothic decoration. The "Evening Prayer" appears to have taken its new title at once, though in the marginal note the precaution is taken to refer to the Magnificat of the old mass-book as the basis of the new form.

It has been remarked, as a somewhat curious circumstance, that neither the English printed Missals nor the first Prayer Books exhibit any attempt at elaborate decoration similar to that of the celebrated French "Hours." With regard to the Missals, it is not easy to give a satisfactory explanation of this peculiarity; but the absence of profuse decoration of the kind alluded to in the Prayer Books of the Reformed Church may have been a form of demonstration against "image-worship;" and the somewhat ostentatious abnegation of all unnecessary ornament in the Reformed Prayer Book, was probably, in its way, a declaration of the Protestant feeling against what were termed Popish mummeries. But if so, it is somewhat inconsistent that, at a much later period, in the reign of Elizabeth, we find a printer issuing a very highly decorated Protestant Prayer Book, and that, too, at a time when the rich ornamentation of the French "Hours" was rapidly dying out. On the whole, the printing of the first English Prayer Book may be considered, though without ornament, a fine specimen of the art at a period when it had fully and finally superseded that of the copyist in a commercial point of view. Manuscript volumes were, however, still executed; but they were no longer the books of the day—they were exceptional products, and after the first quarter of the 16th century were becoming very rare, although the art did not become entirely extinct, and a few fine works were still executed occasionally; a Missal for the Royal Chapel of Versailles having been written and illuminated more than a century later; for the Catholic Church clung to the forms and appendages of its palmy days with a tenacity which was the chief means of sustaining the art of the book-transcriber in a lingering career for nearly two centuries after the legitimate period of its natural extinction.

Among the works of Grafton not connected with the Church, his fine edition of "Hall's Chronicle," in which Grafton's own "Chronicle" was incorporated, may be cited as a typical example, and a specimen page is given in fac-simile (No. 1, Plate 99). It will be seen that the beautiful regularity of the type, and its skilful and artistic setting-up, form one of the most perfect specimens of the art of any period, from the time of the first great masterpieces of the Gutenberg press and that of Schoffer, even to the sumptuous productions of the present day; and in regularity and facile legibility, resulting from the absolute identity of recurring letters, it exhibits in a striking point of view the fully established superiority of type and print over the finest manuscript work.

The large initials are in a peculiar and elegant style, and were evidently designed expressly for the work; that in the present specimen being a fine, though not one of the most decorative examples.

The grand feature of this book is, however, the design representing the great council-hall of Henry VIII., which is placed at the beginning of his reign. It was certainly the work of Holbein, and must have been done shortly before his death. In many of the existing copies of Grafton's "Chronicle" it has been, from its attractive character, cut out; while in others it is so much injured as to render the taking of a photograph impossible, and I could not make up my mind to take one from the fine fac-simile copied by hand which has been executed to supply its place in the Museum copy.

We have seen that Grafton was an author of considerable ability, as well as printer; and, in fact, from Caxton downward, many of our early printers printed the products of their own authorship, though few of them produced works of the importance and authority of the Chronicle compiled by Grafton. He was also a man of substance, and for a time represented the town of Coventry in Parliament; he moreover held a patent for printing all State papers, both in the reign of Henry VIII. and Edward VI.

Grafton and Whitchurch, who saw one of the great patrons of their early career, Cromwell,
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brought to the block within a few months after the appearance of their noble work, the "Great Bible," also lived to see a second patron, Cranmer, cruelly brought to the stake during the persecutions in the reign of Mary. In the last case, however, Whitchurch, being a man of good family connections, or at all events considerable pretensions, as we have seen from his ostentatious display of his coat of arms by way of imprint in editions of the Prayer Book, consoled himself by marrying the widow of the bishop.

The appearance of the first edition of the Psalter in English may be referred to in this place, though belonging to a later period. It was printed by Christopher Baker; and a fac-simile of the title will be found in Plate 97 3/4.

It should be stated here that both Grafton and Whitchurch abstained from exercising their art during the reign of Mary, and that many of the other printers of the period of the Reformation followed their example. Henry Tab, of St. Paul's Churchyard, William Baldwin, Thomas Petit, John Wayland (for a time Queen's printer), John Meyler, William Middleton, and John Herforde, are a few of the more prominent among the English printers towards the middle of the 16th century; the last-named having produced one book so remarkable that it can scarcely be passed over in silence; namely, the medical work of Gemminus, with illustrative anatomical plates engraved on copper, supposed to have been the first printed at the rolling-press in England, in 1553; the decorative title, though only in outline, being also a very remarkable and elegant production. Ragnald printed the first English book on Midwifery, with "divers thyngs concerning fruitfulnesse," uselessly dedicated to the most excellent virtuous Lady Queen Katherine. Robert Foy printed a "Book of Hours" in the reign of Mary (1555); and the name of his widow may still be seen in Stationers' Hall as a benefactress of the Worshipful Company. The names of Richard Lant, William Bonham, Nicholas Bowman, and Reginald Wolfe also belong to the archives of English printing of the period under description. Wolf had his press at the sign of the "Brazen Serpent," at St. Paul's; and was a man of good position, having been on intimate terms with Thomas Cromwell, Earl of Essex, with Archbishop Cranmer, and with other eminent men; being also Master of the Stationers' Company at the time it received its charter from Queen Elizabeth.

He printed "The Castle of Knowledge," which the author had dedicated to the "most puissant Princess Mary, Queene of Engliand, Spaine," &c.; and this is one of the first English books printed in Roman type, to the exclusion of the fine Gothic black letter, while the title, representing the "Castle of Knowledge" by an allegory, is a remarkably ingenious production. The books printed by Wolfe form a very numerous and remarkable list. He was certainly one of our greatest and most enterprising printers.

But more eminent still was John Day, the last printer I shall here refer to, as an account of his works will carry me beyond the period—namely, the middle of the 16th century—at which I determined to close my general sketch of the origin of the printing-press, and its progress during the first century of its existence. John Day was a Suffolk man by birth, and had his first printing-office near Holborn Conduit. But he soon became so eminent, that Stowe mentions his extensive offices in Aldersgate, which he tells us, with his usual love of detail, were enlarged by extending them over the City wall. Among other matters for which he was remarkable in his career as an English printer, it may be stated that he was the first to make use of Saxon characters, and that he greatly improved the Greek types, as well as the Italic. The learned Archbishop Parker fully estimated his talents and character, and had a great personal esteem and affection for him. From the variety and excellence of his types, he has, indeed, been termed the English Plantin. His folio edition of Tyndale's Bible appeared as early as 1549, and in 1551 he printed a folio edition of Matthews's Bible. One of his finest works is the "Cosmographical Glasse," issued in 1559, a work printed entirely in his fine italic type, and embellished with a profusion of woodcuts. It was dedicated to the Lord Robert Dudley, afterwards Earl of Leicester. Another of his most
celebrated works is the “YPodigma Neustrie vel Normandie,” a kind of summary of the history of Normandy; the profuse illustrations of which must have cost a very large sum, said to have been defrayed by Archbishop Parker. The “General and Rare Memorials” were printed in 1577, and the emblematical frontispiece of this curious work is one of the most remarkable things of the kind in the whole range of books of this period. The Queen, Elizabeth, figures very prominently in the allegorical picture, round which is the inscription ΕΡΟΓΟΥΝΩΝ ΒΡΥΤΕΙΝΩΝ. The author of this singular work was the celebrated astrologer and spiritualist, Mr. John Dee, sometimes called Dr. Dee. “Queen Elizabeth’s Progresses,” remarkable for their fine illustrations, were also brought out by Day, in 1578, and his Books of Psalms in 1581 and 1583.

One of the prettiest of his books is the Prayer Book, commonly known as Queen Elizabeth’s, on account of her portrait at the beginning of the volume. This book is remarkable as being an adoption of the highly decorative and Romanist style of the French “Hours,” at a time when Protestantism was so strongly in the ascendant in England, and John Day one of its stanchest supporters. It would seem, however, that he delighted in the exercise of his art, and especially in its more decorative forms, while he was liberal enough to perceive that simply decorative features in ecclesiastical works did not necessarily imply a giving in either to the forms or the spirit of Romanism. It was in such views that the more liberal Protestants differed from the fanatical iconoclasm of the Puritans. The portrait of the Queen kneeling at a private altar, though somewhat stiff in outline, has yet much of the fulness of design and rich treatment of accessories which generally distinguished the works of an earlier period, as the fac-simile in Plate 98 will exemplify. The title-page, composed principally of the Tree of Jesse, and of which a fac-simile has been reproduced in the same plate, is still more strongly marked by the fine old manner of the 15th century, which, at the late period at which this composition was devised, one might fancy had entirely given place to the more prevalent styles. It is true that much of the luxuriant fulness of detail of the elder time is wanting; but the dramatic and picturesque qualities of the old treatment are still rife in the present composition. The recumbent figure of Jesse is not without dignity, and the genealogy of Christ, shown in the branches of the tree which springs from the founder of the sacred race, is well defined; the figure of the Virgin and Infant Saviour forming very artistically the central object of the upper portion of the border. A national character is imparted to the composition by the introduction of the Rose of York and the Arms of Westminster (the portcullis). In the lower border of this title-page the printer describes himself as dwelling over Aldersgate, bearing out the account of the antiquary Stowe, that he enlarged his offices by means of building “over the city walls,” for which he no doubt obtained the requisite permission from the city authorities of the time. As a specimen page from the general text, I have taken that containing the Prayer on “first going abroad!” as it exhibits in its decorative border much of that conventional arrangement of small distinct subjects, ranged into a border which distinguished many of the celebrated French “Hours,” of the style of which this little volume is one of the latest examples. The execution both of border and print is exceedingly neat, and quite worthy of the press of John Day, though some of the small blocks may not be original, and I think I recognize the geometric decoration forming the fringe as having previously done duty in some of the later of the old French “Hours” above alluded to. From a few other pages I have selected specimens of the borders only, taking such as were likely to afford a good general idea of the decorations of the rest of the volume. In imitating the general style of the French “Hours” and Missals, the “Dance of Death,” as one of their appropriately decorative features, could not, of course, be omitted by an emulator of the style; but many new subjects were added to the series as adopted by John Day, exhibiting a wider range in the selection of “victims.” When the original idea of the Dance of Death was first developed, and his indiscriminating visits to all classes alike, duly illustrated—from the pope, the priest, the
merchant, the butcher, the baker, down to the child in the cradle—the printer's craft did not exist; but in John Day's time it had become a leading and most important art; and we find, therefore, in the present version of this grim satire, the inevitable visitant duly waiting upon the printer at his work, hour-glass in hand, very graphically represented. For instance, in the first of the separate borders represented in Plate 98, Death waits upon the compositor, whom he addresses in the irregular couplet—

Leave off setting thy page!
Spent is thine age!

while in the compartment below, the same grim visitant summons the pressman, with,

Let printing stay!
And come away!

The next two borders are of a lighter and more pleasant nature, and are very gracefully treated. They form part of a series of four, representing the senses. "Smelling" is very elegantly expressed by means of a pleasing female figure holding a bouquet, from which she has selected the sweetest flower (a rose), which she is in the act of smelling. The accompanying symbol is the dog, whose scent, as displayed in his hunting capacity, is considered keener than that of any other animal. "Sight" is equally well expressed by a somewhat similar figure holding a mirror, in which she is looking at the reflection of her own face; the accompanying symbol being fully as characteristic as the preceding one; it is an eagle, whose sight is supposed to be so keen that, according to the well-known fable, it gazes without blinking at the full glare of the mid-day sun. There are many other borders equally well designed, and quite as full of point; but those described will sufficiently explain the high merit, of its kind, of the decorations of this pretty little volume. The execution of these borders must not be judged in comparison with the delicate manipulation and high finish of works of our own time, but accepted for its artistic pith and point, which, in spite of the comparative roughness of the work, surpasses many things of the present day, which are put forth with much higher pretensions. The editions of the "Book of Psalms" of this printer appeared in 1581 and 1583.

But the work of John Day's press, by which his reputation as one of the great English printers will be best sustained, is the noble volume in which he produced to the world Fox's great work entitled "Acts and Monuments, &c.," but better known as "Fox's Book of Martyrs." This book contains such an array of undeniable facts, exhibiting the sanguinary, and unchristian persecutions of the Roman Catholic party, that its publication proved a most powerful lever to the cause of Protestantism, and was, indeed, a blow from which Romanism never again rose erect in this country. The great and immediate effect produced by Fox's work was no doubt partly owing to the striking manner in which it was issued to the public by its printer, himself an ardent supporter of the reformed faith. The copious series of large illustrations is most expressively designed, and often exhibits the well-known features of those concerned, both as victims and persecutors, which no doubt greatly added to the effect produced by the graphic accounts furnished by the author, especially as the characteristic and well-executed designs always tell their own story well, directly, and unmistakeably. Among the large number of illustrations with which the book is actually teeming, the selection of a single one as a specimen was no easy task. Those representing martyrs expiring in a sheet of fire at the Smithfield stakes are generally most strikingly treated, and often with a kind of success, so difficult of attainment in subjects of the kind, successfully absorbing the attention of the spectator in the lofty enthusiasm of the martyr, rather than in the agony of his cruel death. From some of these I was greatly tempted to make my selection of the single subject destined to form the hundredth and last illustration of this volume; but eventually "The sharp burnynge of Thomas Tomkyns' hand by the cruel Bonner hymselfe" was preferred, the graphic reality of
the composition having decided me in taking that subject instead of others of greater artistic merit, and greater historical importance. The face of Bonner (evidently done from a portrait) presents a full reflex of that sensuousness, as well as cruelty, for which he was infamously distinguished; and the manner in which he holds one hand of his victim by the fingers, while he applies a lighted taper to it, till the flesh is frightfully scorched, together with the resolute bearing of the Protestant martyr, who makes no effort to withdraw his hand from the agonizing suffering which his tormentor is inflicting upon him, are both highly characteristic; and not less so is the position of the jailer standing at the door, who has brought the prisoner from his cell, and who turns away his head, in order not to witness the act of cruel brutality perpetrated in his presence, while he dashes away a tear which he cannot control, but which, if he acted wisely, he did not allow the bishop to perceive. This sentiment of the jailer, in contradistinction to the easy and indifferent manner in which the learned Doctors of the Catholic Church are continuing their discussion, undisturbed by the agony which is being inflicted upon a fellow-creature in their presence, makes up a picture that much greater artists than the illustrator of John Day’s book might well be proud of. The designer of these illustrations is not known; but that they are not English work is evident, and that their author was either Dutch or German is pretty certain, as it would have been unsafe for any artists to engage in such a work in France, where the great Protestant massacre was just impending.

This book was printed principally in small black letter, and was first issued in the year 1562, being dedicated to Queen Elizabeth. The dedication is printed in two sizes of the famous Italic type which John Day had brought to such great perfection (see Plate 99); the capital C at the commencement, which is one of the finest examples known of the woodcut initial, being of unusually large size; while its design and execution—which I believe to be the work of English artists—is of very superior merit, especially in the ornamental details. The portrait of the queen attended by three of her ministers, to which the minor decorations of this fine letter itself form a rich framework, is very characteristic, and the satire conveyed by some portions of the ornamentation should not be overlooked. In the upper part, for instance, a winged figure sustains the royal arms, holding above them the triumphant rose of Lancaster, and supporting at the same time a floridly-designed Horn of Plenty. Crushed beneath the feet of the queen, Roman Catholicism is symbolically placed; the Pope being represented with features strongly resembling those usually assigned by artists of the period to the “Evil One,” who, on this occasion, wears the triple crown in due form, while the significant tail sports into picturesquely designed serpents, the “Keys of St. Peter” being represented as broken in the grasp of the fiend, while they are stung by the serpents of the “Tail.” Such far-fetched allegories were common at that epoch, and many of such artistic manifestoes of Protestantism are so involved in the intricacies of decorative design, that they frequently escape notice in these quieter times, when the bitterness of sectarian disputation has passed away; but they were keenly sought out at the time, and no doubt as keenly relished.

John Day died full of years and honours in 1583. He is one of the most distinguished of our commercial worthies, and along with Caxton and Grafton, his predecessors, merits some more tangible memorial than has, as yet, done honour to his memory. He was buried in his native parish of Bradly Parva, where brass effigies of a man and woman kneeling, surrounded by their children, long marked the resting-place of his remains. There was also an epitaph in verse, in which the following allusion to his celebrated Book of Martyrs occurs:—

Here lyes the Daye that darkness could not blinde,
When Popish fogges had overcast the sunne;
This Daye the cruel nighte did leave behinde,
To view and shew what blodi actes were donne.
The victorious actes of Kyng Henry the fiftieth.

Every Prince of wales, sonne and heire to Kyng Henry the viii. boone at Monmouth on the Rower of Wye, after the obsequies of his noble pate and regal solemnly celebrated and sumptuously finished, took uppon him the high power of regent of this realme of Enlande, at the day of Marche in the pere after that Christ our Saviour had entered into the immaculate bode of the holy Virgin his natural mother a thousand four hundred and 29 and was crowned the 29 day of April then next ensuing, and proclaime him by the name of Kyng Henry the fiftieth. Before whiche roiall possestion so by hym obtained, divers noble men and honourable personages did to hym hommage, siege and fawne devotion of the thing had not been before experience, as to hym in whom they conceived a good expectation both of his vertuous beginnings and also of his fortunate success in all thinges which should be attempted or begunne during the time of his prosperous reign and fortunate Empire.

This kyng, this man was he, which (according to the olde Poerte) declared and shewed that holie ought to change maners, for incontinent after that he was stalled in the siege royal, and had received the crowne and sceptre of the famous and fortunate region, determined with himselfe to put on the shape of a new man, and to bee an other sorte of kyning, turning insolemence and wilfulness into grauitie and soberness, and warring bice into constant verite, and to inflect that he would to continue without going backe, and not therunto be allurrd by his famillier confegations, with whom he bad passe his young age and wanton paleine and violece molyber (inomuch that for impudentemente of one of his wanton mates and anathematizate platsaries he break the cheere Justice with his fife on the face, For which offence he was not onely committe to dreight prison, but also of his father put out of the pouer counsall and banished the coure, and his brother Thomas

TO THE QUENE MOSTE EXCELLEnte Maiestie Queene Elizabeth, by the grace of God Queene of England, France & Ireland, defender of the faith, and supreme gouvemeur of the saide realme of Englelade and Irelande next under the Lorde, as well in cause ecclesiasticall, as also to the temporall state appertaining, her humble servant, John Foxe, pastor of the people of God, and a faithful and zealous servitor of the same, presenteth, as he hath in sundrie places of his booke, what manner of man he was, and how he lived, and what manner of death he died, in the presence of this learned and honourable assembly.

Onslantinge the grete and mightie Emperour, the sonne of Helene an English woman of this your realme and countrie (moste christen and renowned Princesse Queene Elizabeth) after he had pacified and established the church of Christ, being long before under perfections, to the tyme of our saiuour Christ almost 400 yeres: and comming in his progress at length to a citie called Caesar, where Eusebius, master of the Ecclesiastical Story was then placed Bishop, required of the sayde Eusebius upon his owene free motion, to demand and ask of him what so ever he thought expeditus or necessary for the state and commoditie of his Church, promising to grant unto him the same, whatsoever he should ask, whiche Eusebius, if he had the required what tereine benefite sooner would, either of possesstions to be gonne, or of impostis to be released, or any other lyke etc. he had no doubt obtained his request of that so lyberall, and so noble harted Emperour. But the good and godly Bishop, more nedy then greedy, more spiritually gonne, then worldly minded, who bad learned rather to take a little, the to ask much, setting all other refectes aside, made this petition, onely to obtaine at his majesties
The next month of March, the 13th day of,
the same month, a godly man, one named
Robert Whitte, was burned at Croydon
in Wiltshire.

The history of Thomas
Tomkins, first having by his hands burn-
ning, after burned himself by Bishoppe
Bomer, by the constant remembrance of
Christian true government.

As the former month of Feb-
uary, as it hath been told before
was notable, by the martyrdom
of the most worthy Preachers
and true Bishoppe of no less me-
orable was the next month of March, by
the death of several of equal minds con-
femest of the Christian doctrine. Among
whom Thomas Tomkins, citizen of London
and teacher by his occupation, was the last
place. This to these former persons that hyste-
er to have been spoken of, were all condemned
by Stephen Gardiner, Bishoppe of Winchester
which then was byg Chancelour: but he
being now wyr, as it seemeth, of the payne
and trouble, put at the cell to Edmund V。
are bishoppe of London, to be condemned by
him, as hereafter God playlyng ye that beare.
And touching Wynchester, we haue spoken
somewhat before in the histories above. Now
concerning Bomer, because we shall after
make mention of hym hereafter, the occasion
of this place sounde so quicke, that we should
hasten somwhat of hym likewise, who was al-
most nothing els (in one word to speake at his
qualities) but a belly. And as to his prodi-
gious crueltie, in shedding of bloude, to which
thing anzego he seemde to have been brought
forth of nature, here might we have a great
field to walke imbout because we inte a history,
and not innuance, we may leane him
to his Judge, especially being the very Sar-
tiers them selves, whom he hath condemned,
have sufficiently performed that part, as here
after we shall hear. Now returning our histo-
ry of Tomkins, let us proceed in the matter
which we have begunne, why Wynchester that
was before I speake of, being brought forth by
his, and to Amar, among the other Saritiers, which
after following in great number, had this thing
as a peculiar delity, that he was the fyfth of
them at which should try the violence of rage and
illusage of this Bishoppe of London. Who also began
making his perfecctions, gave foorth in this
man a notable example of declaration of his
crueltie to be considered. For Tomkins, al-
thought he was unlearned, yet thus he better
learned than that he coude bee overcome by
hym, and more issuing the truth, and better
bystryng to it, then that he wold have gone place
to any false disfuสดd errors. Therefore

The sharpe burnyng of Thomas
Tomkins hand; by cruel Bomer hym
selfe, who not long after burnt also hys body.
John Day's device was "a cupid waking a sleeping person, and pointing to the rising sun, with the motto, 'Arise, for it is Daye.'"

One of the reasons for terminating the present sketch of the development of the Printing-Press with the career of John Day, was the fact that the fine Gothic letter of former periods may be said to have received its coup de grâce from the great perfection to which he brought the rounded Roman character, as we now use it. It is true that books printed in the Gothic, or black-letter, were published after his time, but only in small numbers; the more legible rounded type, which he had made so regular and beautiful, coming daily into more general use till the elder Gothic style, as that of the general text of a book, entirely disappeared, except in Germany; a revolution in the aspect of our books mainly brought about by the great printer whose career forms the closing event of the present volume.

Having described the general progress of the Printing-Press in Germany, Italy, France, Spain, the Low Countries, and England, up to the middle of the 16th century, it may be well, in concluding this portion of my subject, to say a few words on the progress of the art in other European countries in which it appeared at a somewhat later period. First of all Scotland should be mentioned, where the establishment of the new art as a native branch of trade appears to have been later by nearly half a century than in England, though James Watson, who obtained a patent for printing in Scotland from Queen Anne in 1717, assumes, in a short history of the art, which he afterwards published, that the Scotch possessed the art at a very early period, through their intercourse with the Low Countries, assigning in proof, the resemblance of the Scotch presses and ink, as well as many peculiarities of workmanship, to those of the Dutch, probably meaning those of the Germans, the terms Dutch and German being often confused at that period. But certain it is that no monuments belonging to the infancy of the art are found in Scotland; the earliest example being a Breviary for the Church of Aberdeen, published at Edinburgh in 1509; and it is thought that even this work may have been printed at Paris, as the lives of the Bishops of Murland and Aberdeen, published in 1522, was certainly printed abroad, by the well-known Badius Ascensius, as was also the "Scotorum Historia," produced in 1527, though it bears the Scottish arms, and is dedicated in due form to James V. It was only in 1536 that a well-authenticated work of native Scottish printing appeared, which was undoubtedly imprinted at Edinburgh by Thomas Davidson, "dwelling forrenis the Fryere Wynde;" and it was not till 1570, far beyond the times I am treating of in the present volume, when the brothers Foulis, who established the first fine-art academy in Scotland, produced at their printing-press editions of the Greek and Latin classics, with a perfection that had then no parallel in the United Kingdom, and of which I shall speak at length in a volume which will form an entirely distinct work, commencing with the printing of the middle of the 16th century, and carrying down the history of the art to the present time.

It is not to be wondered at that Scotland, placed at the extreme north-west of Europe, should be behind England and France in adopting the Printing-Press, when we find that even in Eastern Germany its progress was extremely slow. The first work printed in Vienna, for instance, did not appear earlier than 1482, and was then not the product of an established press, but the work of itinerant printers, who travelled from place to place with their tools and presses; and long after that period the art progressed but slowly in that uncongenial atmosphere; even the works of the best subsequent Viennese printers, Winterberger and Surgenius, being unknown to bibliographic fame; while still farther east, in Hungary, the Press appears to have had a better chance than in the Austrian capital, as we find the "Historia Hungarica" printed at Buda by Andrea Hess as early as 1473. In Sweden the first printed book with a date appeared in 1483; being the well-known
and ever popular "Dialogus Creaturum." In Constantinople the Jews introduced the art in the 15th century, and succeeded in printing the Hebrew history of Joseph Bengorion in 1490, and other books in 1492, notwithstanding the edict of Bajazet II., issued in 1485, which forbade the exercise of the art under pain of death, an edict which was renewed by his son Selim in 1515. It was not till the 18th century that the open establishment of printing-presses was permitted by the Turkish Government; and not till the close of that century, in 1798, during the French occupation, that the first press was set up in Egypt. In Syria, however, an Arabic Psalter had appeared in 1610, followed by a few other works of less importance at an earlier period. The Jesuits in the mean time had established Presses in the far East—namely, at Macao, in China, in 1590; and at Goa, in India, as early as 1563.

It was introduced in America by Mendoza in 1566; his printer in Mexico being Antonio Espinoza. In North America, considered as a group of English colonies, the first book was not produced earlier than 1638, at Cambridge, Massachusetts; while Boston was thirty-five years, and Philadelphia, from whence Bradford carried it to its present great American seat in New York, was fifty years later than that date.

In concluding that section of the history of the Printing-Press which was undertaken in the present volume, it may be well to recapitulate very briefly the events and chief features of the successive developments which mark the origin and progress of the art from its infancy in the 15th through the period of its vigorous development to the middle of the 16th century. A reference to Plate 2 will serve, for instance, to exhibit the forms of abbreviation, which in printed impressions from block-books before the invention of moveable types, were copied from those used in manuscripts, accompanied by the usual line employed to mark their occurrence. It will be seen that, in consequence of the labour required in engraving on wood, the abbreviations are greater and more frequent than in MSS., as shown in the inscription at the top left-hand corner, where bœta is found in the extremely abbreviated form of bœta, with the usual mark of abbreviation; and it should be observed that when syllables were divided at the ends of lines, the same sign of connection (-) was used at that early period as at the present time.

The transition from text engraved on a wood block to that formed by means of separate metallic types, should be examined in Plates 9 and 10, from Koster’s "Speculum Humanæ Salvationis," in which the irregularities of those letters engraved on wood in Plate 9 will be found considerably greater than in those produced by moveable types, as shown in Plate 10. The fact that the letters of certain pages of this work are actually impressions from moveable types, may be satisfactorily proved, says M. Didot, by the word Baptismo, which is repeated three times close together in the 28th page; or by the word Emitte, repeated four times in the 58th page; both examples showing plainly, by special marks and peculiarities, that the letters of those words must have been cast in the same respective moulds.* It is thus proved that in a book printed at Haarlem before 1440, the principle of moveable types was understood and applied full fifteen years before Gutenberg brought his improved system to bear in Mayence; and a comparison of No. 1, Plate 11, with No. 2 in the same plate, will serve to show how closely the engravers of moveable types in Holland endeavoured to imitate the manuscript characters of the Dutch caligraphers of the period; and in Plate 13, a similar comparison may be made as regards Gutenberg’s close imitation of German manuscripts of the time, in his famous Bible.

The Italian character, as written by copyists of the day in Italy, was copied with equal closeness by Sweeneyheim and Pannartz, the founders of the first printing-press in Italy, as shown by the examples displayed in Plate 27 of MSS. of the period, in juxtaposition with the types of the first book printed in Italy, of which an entire page is reproduced in Plate 28.

* Fournier’s is perhaps the best general description of this interesting work.
The successive methods of punctuation may also be traced with advantage in examining the illustrations of this volume in the chronological order in which they are placed. The student should bear in mind that the *punctus*, or point, as used to denote a pause, was an invention long subsequent to that of the letters of the alphabet, and one that was only very gradually perfected. It is true that after the time of Aristophanes of Byzantium (120 B.C.), both Greek and Roman writers appear to have admitted pretty generally the useful principle of three kinds of pauses, answering pretty nearly to the comma, semicolon, and period of the present time; but such a system, though admitted by grammarians, was but scantily followed by copyists; and we find that in most of the earliest class of MSS., even the finest, and not excepting those executed with the greatest care and beauty, in those grand uncial characters which we admire so much, there is no attempt at punctuation of any kind whatever, one sentence running on into another without even an extra space to mark a division of the sense. About the time of Alcuin, however, in the course of the 8th and 9th centuries, an attempt was made to remedy this defect; Alcuin himself especially recommending his copyists to pay great attention to the marking of pauses, "per cola et commata." It will be found, on examining the present series of illustrations, that the sign which we term a semicolon was first used in MSS. and early printed books for an entirely distinct purpose—namely, to mark the abbreviations of *bus* and *que* at the end of Latin words; from which position it gradually glided into use as a sign of punctuation in a rather interesting manner, which there is not space to discuss in this place.

It will have been perceived that the use of punctuation only became systematized after the invention of printing; and its course of establishment appears to have been as follows:—At first a larger letter was used to mark the beginning of a fresh sentence, as will be observed on examining the earlier examples of the present volume, and occasionally the comma pause was indicated by a little oblique line or bar, termed *incisum* in Latin, and *comma* in Greek. The dot, placed at the lower part of the line (.), expressed a moderate pause, and when placed at the top (·), indicated the termination of the phrase. The full point was termed a colon; and when the dot and the line were combined, in order to denote an intermediate kind of pause, the double sign was called a semicolon. Sometimes the point or full period will be found denoted by a star of six dots, as (······), and sometimes a triangle of three (···).

It will be interesting also to note the first appearance of numerated pages; a convenience, and, as we now feel it, a necessity, which was one of the later developments of the printing system. We find that even Aldus himself, while in one of his interesting prefaces he recommends students to number the pages of their books for convenience of reference, had not even then thought of doing it for them in his printing-press, so great appears to be the human instinct of conservatism and the dread of innovation upon established forms, a feeling which is perhaps the very foundation of the human capacity for the establishment and observance of Order, which is one of the fundamental principles of civilized society.

Another point which will yield much instruction as regards the progress of the art is the gradual equalization of the lines, without arbitrary divisions of syllables. In the earlier specimens the length of the lines will be found extremely irregular, notwithstanding the most arbitrary and barbarous divisions of words; while in the finest works produced towards the close of the 15th and beginning of the 16th century, both those defects had disappeared.

I cannot close this brief and, in too many respects, imperfect attempt to trace the early history of Printing without quoting the remark of M. Didot, that "the discovery of the Printing-Press is the incident that forms the true separation of the ancient and the modern world, opening up a more brilliant and wider horizon to the genius of man,—who from that epoch became endowed with a higher, and entirely different kind of existence."

The marvellous rapidity of its development and extension is illustrated by the fact that
Schoffner, who had witnessed the struggles of the great inventor to produce the first real book that ever issued from the press, about 1455, not only lived to see the brilliant and widely-extended triumphs of the art, in the thousands of volumes that were annually poured forth from teeming presses in all the great cities of Europe, during the next fifty years; but also the masterpieces of exquisite workmanship which appeared about the opening of the great 16th century.

APPENDIX.

NOTICE.—It was originally intended to print an Appendix to the present volume, as alluded to in several places in the preceding chapters; but finally the author has considered that the accumulation of additional details, even as a separate Appendix, would be inconsistent with the general and popular form of the present work, and only tend to embarrass the ordinary reader.
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